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Abstract
The Eurocode of aluminum, NEN-EN 1999-1-1 [1], does not include design rules for determining
the resistance of joints between hollow sections in aluminum. The Eurocode of steel, NEN-EN
1993-1-8 [2] Section 7, includes sets of design rules for the resistance of welded joints of hollow
cross section in steel. These sets of design rules cannot be directly used for section joints in
aluminum due to a number of differences in the material and geometrical properties between
aluminum and steel:
- The different mechanical properties in the heat affected zone and the under matched weld
metal as experienced in aluminum does not occur in cases of (mild) steel.
- The lower E-modules of aluminum, which makes local buckling in general more often decisive
for compression loads.
- The lower degree of elongation at rupture of aluminum compared to steel.
- The different stress-strain relationship, aluminum has a round-housed relationship whereas
mild steel exhibits a Lüders plateau.
- Hollow section joints in aluminum are constructed with partial penetration welds, whereas
for steel, full penetration can be achieved.
- For aluminum rectangular hollow sections sharp corners can be achieved due to the
extrusion processes. For steel corners of rectangular sections are rounded due to the
production process.
The main objective of this Master Thesis is to produce a new set of design rules for welded
rectangular hollow section X-joints of aluminum alloys, loaded in tension. These are based on the
following distinguished:
- Weld failure
- Chord face failure
- Punching shear model in the HAZ
- Brace failure in the HAZ
- Chord side wall failure in the HAZ or a combination of HAZ and parent metal
For all these different failure types, design rules are provided in this thesis. Firstly, the analytical
models are composed for each failure type, by using the existing analytical models calibrated for
steel and taking the above differences of steel and aluminum into account. These analytical models
are then compared with the results of numerical (i.e. finite element) simulations of X-joints in
aluminum. So, for each failure type numerical models are composed of geometries with various
dimensions and of various alloys. Before applying this, the numerical models have been validated
with the experimental test result of steel, because for aluminum X-joint experimental test results
are not available. The experimental test results of A.M. Kanvinde [6] are used to validate the FEmodel of failure type weld failure. The experimental test results of J. Wardenier [2] are used to
validate the FE-model of a plate to RHS chord X-joints. The experimental test results of G. Davies
[10] are used to validate the RHS brace to RHS chord X-joints. The load versus displacement curves
and failure modes of all numerical models corresponds with the results of the experimental tests.
Secondly, the validated FE-models are converted into the properties of aluminum, by taking into
account the differences in geometrical and material properties of aluminum and steel.
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The analyses have shown that only a part of the full brace cross-section is effective in the load
transfer for the failure modes of weld failure, punching shear & brace failure due to the nonuniform stiffness of the chord wall. The effective parts appear to be smaller for aluminum as
compared to steel. Due to the partial penetration depth the resistance reduced compared when
full pentation is achieved. For failure type chord wall failure the onset of fracture took place at the
inside of the RHS chord member. For steel the onset of fracture took place at the outside of the
RHS chord member. Based on the outcomes of the numerical study, parameters in the analytical
models have been adjusted.
After these adjustments, the numerical models of brace failure correspond with the analytical
model of brace failure, with a conservative difference of 4.0% and a coefficient of variation equal to
0.08. For punching shear a non-conservative difference of 1% is observed, with a coefficient of
variation equal to 0.03. For chord wall failure a conservative difference of 2%, with a coefficient of
variation equal to 0.05. For chord face yielding a conservative difference of 1%, with a coefficient of
0.07. And for weld failure a conservative difference of 5%, with a coefficient of variation equal to
0.02. For these analytical models the range of validity is determined for various β ratios in
combination with different γ-ratios. The analytical models can be used as design rules to predict
the tensile resistance of an aluminum RHS brace to RHS chord X-joint.
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thickness: b 2t
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0

γM2
: Partial factor for resistance of cross-sections
in tension to fracture
η
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ρo,HAZ
ρu,HAZ
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Figure 0-1; Joint parameters [4]

: The ratio of the brace member depth to the chord width: h1 b0
: The included angle between brace member and the chord member
: f
o ,haz fo , ratio between 0.2% proof strength in HAZ and in parent material
: f
u ,haz fu , ratio between ultimate strength in HAZ and in parent material
: Engineer stress
: True stress
: The ratio between brace wall thickness and chord wall thickness t t
1

0

Latin upper case letters
E
: Modulus of elasticity (in N/m²)
Fu
: Ultimate load
Latin lower case letters
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: Throat thickness of the weld (in mm)
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: leg length of weld (in mm)
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: pentation depth of weld (in mm)
bi
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fb ;i

: The buckling strength of the chord side wall of member (in N/m²)
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fy ;i
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i
li

: Is the overall in-plane depth of the cross-section of member (in mm)
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 f  
n
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n
: exponent in Ramberg-Osgood expression for characterizing the degree of hardening of
the curve
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Abbreviations
BF
: Brace failure
CFF
: Chord face failure
CFY
: Chord face yielding
CWF
: Chord wall failure
FE
: Finite Element
FFL
: Fracture forming limit (line)
PS
: Punching shear
RHS
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: Weld failure
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1| Introduction

Aluminum trusses are widely used in offshore and onshore structures. In offshore structures, the
use of aluminum is preferable to steel because of its high corrosion resistance. Another beneficial
property of aluminum is its low density. On places where a large span is needed, the supporting
structures are mostly composed of a truss. A truss is composed of hollow section members. The
hollow section members are joined together by welding the profiled ends of secondary members,
the braces, onto the circumference of the main member, the chord. These aluminum trusses are
used for support structures of helicopter decks, stair towers, bridges and gangways, among other
things. Marine Aluminum is a company that is specialized in making these types of supporting
structures. Figure 1-1 and Figure 1-2 show a telescopic gangway made of rectangular hollow
sections welded together, constructed by Marine Aluminum Group.

Figure 1-1; Telescopic gangways [source: http://ma.no/]

Figure 1-2; Telescopic gangways [source: http://ma.no/]

The Eurocode of aluminum, NEN-EN 1999-1-1 [1], does not include design rules for determining
the resistance of joints between hollow sections in aluminum. Section 8 of NEN-EN 1999-1-1 [1]
includes only the design rules regarding the strength of the welds and of the HAZ (heat-affected
zone). If available, new design rules for hollow cross section joints will most likely be incorporated
in the Eurocode 9. Numerical research and experimental research is needed to increase the
understanding of the behavior of these types of joints.
The Eurocode for steel structures, NEN-EN 1993-1-8 [2] section 7, has design rules for the
resistance of welded joints of a hollow cross section. These sets of design rules cannot be directly
used for hollow cross sections in aluminum, due to a number of differences in material properties
and geometrical properties between aluminum and steel. These differences are:
- The different mechanical properties in the heat affected zone and the under matched weld
metal as experienced in aluminum does not occur in cases of (mild) steel.
- The lower E-modules of aluminum, which makes local buckling in general more often decisive
for compression loads.
- The lower degree of elongation at rupture of aluminum compared to steel.
- The different stress-strain relationship, aluminum has a round-housed relationship whereas
mild steel exhibits a Lüders plateau.
- Hollow section joints in aluminum are constructed with partial penetration welds, whereas
for steel, full penetration can be achieved.
- For aluminum rectangular hollow sections sharp corners can be achieved due to the
extrusion processes. For steel corners of rectangular sections are rounded due to the
production process.
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1.1 Objectives and scope
The aim of this research is to produce a new set of design rules − based on the current design rules
for steel structures NEN-EN 1993-1-8 [2] section 7 − for welded rectangular hollow section X-joints
taken the specific material properties of aluminum alloys, welds and HAZ in to account.
The main focus area of this research is to compute a set of design rules for RHS X-joint in
aluminum. This set of design rules has to cover the different failure mechanism that can occur for
an X-joint in aluminum under tension in the brace. The design rules are to be based on a numerical
study. The geometric dimensions of the numerical tests are selected such that all relevant failure
mechanisms are covered in this study.
The European standard NEN-EN 1993-1-8 [2] section 7 provides design rules for many different
types of hollow section joints. These joints are constructed between members of various crosssections. Different types of failure mechanisms resulting from different load cases are also
provided in NEN-EN 1993-1-8 [2] section 7. It would be beyond the reach of this research to
investigate all these variables. To narrow the scope some limitations are considered:
- The joint will consist of members with a square/rectangular cross-section.
- The types of connection that are studied are perpendicular brace-to-chord joints (X-joints).
- Fatigue is not considered.
- Axial tensile force in the brace is considered.
RHS members are more widely used than CHS member for aluminum tubular structures, because
preparation and execution of welding is easier for RHS than for CHS. For aluminum, RHS can be
created by extruding, which is a much easier process compared with steel. Only X-joints are
considered in this study. This type of joints is widely used in different types of trusses. Only uniplanar joints are investigated; these joints are used for 2D trusses. The research will concern axial
loading. Another point that should be noted is that only the static strength is investigated, so
fatigue is not considered.

1.2 Outline of thesis
This thesis contains twelve chapters.
Chapter 2 summarizes the current design guidance and the existing literature on the static
behavior of uniplanar X- joints in rectangular hollow section into steel.
Chapter 3 explains the failure modes that can occur for an aluminum RHS X-joint.
Chapter 4 discusses the newly developed analytical formulae for X- joints in rectangular hollow
section in aluminum.
Chapter 5 summarizes the different parameters which are used during the parameter study.
Chapter 6 discusses the validation of the numerical model with experimental test results on fillet
weld with root notch performed by A.M. Kanvinde et al. [1].
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Chapter 7 discusses the validation of the numerical model with experimental test results for
determining the effective width ratio of brace plate on RHS chord. These experimental tests are
performed by J. Wardenier [2].
Chapter 8 explains the cut-off criterion that is used to determine the ultimate resistance of the
numerical models. The cut-off criterion is the point where you assume a crack will occur in the
finite element model, based on strains.
Chapter 9 considers the results of different numerical tests to investigate the effective width of
brace plate on RHS member.
Chapter 10 includes the validation of the numerical model with experimental test results of steel Xjoints loaded in tension. These experimental tests are performed by J. Wardenier [10].
Chapter 11 considers the results of different numerical tests of X- joints loaded in tension with the
material properties of aluminum.
Chapter 12 includes the new set of design rules for aluminum X-joints loaded in tension, which are
based on the results of chapter 9 and 12.
Chapter 13 provides a conclusion and recommendations.
Chapter 14 lists the references with regard to the static strength of connections of rectangular
hollow section and other relevant literature.
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2| Literature study
2.1 Introduction
To gain better understanding of the problem, books and journal articles about rectangular hollow
sections joints are discussed in literature study. The literature study is added in the appendix D. The
literature study is divided into different topics. The first chapters are used to gain more insight in
and information about the background of the design rules for joints in the Eurocode and the
analytical models. The second topic concerns some reference literature about parametrical studies.
The different parameters and combination of parameters there where used during the studies and
the motivation of these parameters and combinations. The third topic in this literature study
concerns numerical research. In this topic is discussed how the model symmetrical boundary
conditions, the different types of elements, boundary condition and loading methods. This topic is
used to construct the FE-models. Experimental research about rectangular hollow section joints in
steel is also included in the literature study. The last topic of the literature study is about the
Experimental research of rectangular hollow section joints in the material property of steel which
will be used to validate the FE-models.

2.2 Research work
No prior research has been done on the static strength of RHS X-joints in aluminum. For joints in
steel and cold-formed steel this type of research is already available. This research is used to
determine the new design rules for X-joints in aluminum. In this section only the literature that
contributions to this research is discussed.
-

J. Wardenier [15] investigated the behavior and strength of the intersections of different types of
joints. Design rules and recommendations are developed based on analytical models and test
results. The analytical models discussed in chapter 4 are based on the analytical models for steel
RHS brace to RHS chord X-joint proposed in the research of J. Wardenier.

-

J. Wardenier, G. Davies and P. Stolle [1] investigated the effective width of branch plate to RHS
chord connections in cross joints in tension. J. Wardenier concluded that the slenderness of the
chord wall (b0/t0) affects the distribution of axial stress in the plate. Due to the non-uniformed
stress distribution along the branch plate, part of the branch plate will be effective for the
resistance. In this literature a tests program of single plates connected to the RHS chords is
discussed. These tests are carried out and recommendations are made for the design of a branch
plate to RHS chord connection regarding the effective width of the branch plate. During this
research, the experimental tests are used to validate the FE-models of branch plate to RHS chord
connections in cross joints. The experimental test program is discussed in Section 7.1
Experimental test of branch plate to RHS Chord connections.

-

G. Davies, J. Wardenier and P. Stolle [10] investigated the effective width of branch cross walls for
RR cross joints in tension. G. Davies concluded that proposed design rule for a branch plate to
RHS chord connection could also be applied to the branch cross walls for RHS cross joints. The
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paper of G. Davies discussed a tests program of RHS brace connected to the RHS chords. These
tests are preformed and recommendations are made for the design a branch plate to RHS chord
connection regarding the effective width of the branch plate. During this research, the
experimental tests are used to validate the FE-models of RHS brace to RHS chord connections in
X-joints. The experimental test program is discussed in Section 9.1 Experimental test X-joints
loaded in tension.
-

Ran Feng and Ben Young [16] investigated a wide range of cold-formed stainless steel welded Tjoints and X-joints from square and rectangular hollow section brace and chord members
regarding the load case compression. A total of 20 experimental tests were performed RHS brace
to RHS chord T-joints and 10 experimental test were performed RHS brace to RHS chord X-joint
experimental tests were performed. The publication provides the joint strengths, failure modes
and the load-deformation curves of the test specimens. These experimental tests were used to
validate the finite elements model. The general considerations of the FE-models are discussed in
the literature of Ran Feng and Ben Young [16]. During this research, the results of the
experimental tests are used to validate the FE-model of a RHS X-joint regarding the load case
compression, presented in the Appendix of this research. Also some general considerations of the
FE-model are used in this research. The experimental test program is discussed in the Appendix,
Annex B1.

2.3 Non-uniform stiffness distribution
The load transfer is complex due to the non-uniform stiffness distribution in the hollow section
joints. The difference in stiffness at the side (Figure 2-1 location at 1) and at the center of a face
(Figure 2-1 location at 2) is greater than for circular hollow sections, due to the flat sides of a
rectangular hollow section. In the upcoming section the internal stiffness distribution and the
ultimate capacity are described. The literature that is used is: “Hollow sections in structural
applications’’ [2] section 7.1.2 and 7.1.3.

Figure 2-1; RHS profile with location 1 and 2 indicated

The stiffness distribution in the joint determines the stress distribution. To investigate the elastic
stress distribution an example is used, which is given in the literature of “Hollow sections in
structural applications” [2]. This example exists of plates welded to a RHS chord, shown in Figure
2-2. This example considers the stiffness of the plates and the connected face of the hollow
section. The plates are loaded by a uniformly load q. For the hollow section face, two load cases are
considered. The load q1 is located parallel to the hollow section side walls and load q2 is located at
the center of the hollow section face.
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Figure 2-2; Plate to RHS chord cross connection [5]
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Figure 2-3; Stiffness of Plate-to-RHS chord joint [5]

The load q2 has to be transmitted to the side walls by bending. The bending stiffness of the top face
of the hollow section and the hollow sections side walls determine the deformation. To ensure that
the plate and the hollow section face have the same deformation, the stresses at the center of the
top plate should be lower than that towards the edges. This increases the stresses at the edges and
reduces the stresses at the plate center as shown in Figure 2-4. This stress pattern is based on
elastic material behavior.

Figure 2-4; Resulting stress
pattern [2]

The resulting stress pattern depends on the b0/t0 ratio. If the b0/t0 ratio is small, the stress
distribution is uniform. In case of a large b0/t0 ratio, the stress distribution is not uniform and
compression even stresses can occur in the top face, illustrated by Figure 2-5.

1

1
2

Figure 2-5; Resulting stress pattern by large b0/t0 ratio [2]

2.4 HAZ in aluminum
One of the differences between the material properties of steel and aluminum is the HAZ. By
welding aluminum, the material properties of the parent metal will change due to the heat effects
of the welding procedure. Due to the heat effects of welding, the material properties of parent
metal near the weld will change. This results in the reduction of strength in the material of the HAZ.
The extent of the HAZ depends on the thickness of the chord and brace. The extent of the HAZ can
be determined according to NEN-EN 1999-1-1 section 6.1.6.3. The extents of the HAZ with the
corresponding thicknesses by using MIG welding are presented in Equation 1. The extent of the
HAZ in Equation 1 will be adopted in this research.
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Equation 1; Values for bHAZ are as follows;

0  ti  6.0 mm:

bhaz  20 mm

6.0  ti  12.0 mm:

bhaz  30 mm

12.0  ti  25.0 mm: bhaz  35 mm
ti  25.0 mm:

bhaz  40 mm

RHS brace to RHS chord X-joint with different β ratios (=b1/b0) are investigated during this research.
Due to the different β ratios (=b1/b0) the extent of the HAZ can be located at the top face of the
chord illustrated by Figure 2-8 or in the chord walls illustrated by Figure 2-6. If the β ratio is almost
equal to 1, the extent of the HAZ is located in the flange, top face, of the chord member and in the
web parts, chord walls. This is illustrated in Figure 2-6 and Figure 2-7. For medium β ratio
(approximately equal to 0.5) the extent of the HAZ is only located in the flange, top face of the
chord member. This is illustrated by Figure 2-8 and Figure 2-9.

Figure 2-6; Front view T-joint β=1 with HAZ

Figure 2-8; Front view T-joint β>1 with HAZ

Figure 2-7; Side view T-joint β=1 with HAZ

Figure 2-9; Side view T-joint β>1 with HAZ
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3| Failure model of aluminum RHS X-joints

This chapter will describe the expected failure modes for an aluminum RHS X-joint loaded in
tension. Most of these failure models are similar compared to the failure models of a steel RHS Xjoint. For aluminum RHS X-joint a new failure model is introduced: failure of the weld. This is due to
the fact that for aluminum, the strength of the weld metal can be less than the strength of the HAZ
or parent metal. In steel the strength of the weld metal is always higher than that of the parent
metal. Another reason is that for aluminum, full penetration of the weld cannot be achieved. For
steel full penetration depth can be reached. So, it could be possible that weld failure will be the
decisive failure mode. Mostly all failure modes will occur in the extent of the HAZ. The failure
modes that are predicted to occur for an aluminum RHS X-joint are:
- Weld failure
- Chord face failure
- Punching shear model in the HAZ
- Local brace failure in the HAZ
- Chord side wall failure in the HAZ or a combination of HAZ and parent metal
Weld failure
According to the Eurocode 3 for an X-joint in steel, the welds should be designed to be stronger
than the connected brace member. This is not always possible for aluminum. For some
combinations of alloys and filler material, the strength of the filler material can be smaller than that
of the HAZ or parent metal. In addition, the penetration depth of the weld cannot reach the full
width of the brace member. This can lead to fracture of the weld for joints in aluminum, illustrated
in Figure 3-1. This is why weld failure is added as a failure mode for an aluminum RHS X-joint.

Figure 3-1; Failure mode weld failure of aluminum X-joint

Chord face failure
Chord face failure includes the plastic failure of the chord face. This leads to unacceptably large
deformations or failure. This is due to the post-yielding response of the chord face, which is
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represented in Figure 3-2. The analytical model is also named as a yield line model. Figure 3-3
presents the yield lines at the top face of the chord member.

Figure 3-3; Failure mode chord face yielding of
aluminum X-joint

Figure 3-2; Failure mode chord face yielding of aluminum Xjoint

Punching shear failure in the HAZ
Punching shear is failure of a hollow section chord top face. This is caused by crack initiation
leading to the rupture of the brace members from the chord member. The brace can be pulled out
of the chord, due to cracking in the chord by shear around the brace connection perimeter. The
failure mode is illustrated by Figure 3-4. For aluminum X-joints, it is expected that cracking will start
in the extent of the HAZ. Due to the lower material strength of the HAZ compared to the parent
metal. The location where rupture will occur is investigated in Section 10.2.

Figure 3-4; Failure mode punching shear of chord aluminum
X-joint
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Brace failure in the HAZ
Brace failure arises due to cracking in the brace members. These cracks are caused by the brace
load parallel to the brace. This load causes tensile stresses in the brace wall. These stresses can
result in cracking and eventually rupture of the brace. It is expected that these cracks will occur in
the HAZ of the brace, due to the lower material strength of the HAZ compared to the parent metal.
The location where rupture will occur is investigated in Section 11.2. The failure model of brace
failure is illustrated by Figure 3-5.

Figure 3-5; Failure mode brace failure of aluminum X-joint

Chord side wall failure in the HAZ
Chord wall fracture will occur for joints with a high β ratio. Due to the fact that the width of the
brace and chord are almost equal the stresses parallel to the brace can directly be introduced into
the chord wall. These stresses are perpendicular to the chord member, as illustrated in Figure 3-7.
The stresses in the chord wall causes cracks and eventually rupture of the chord wall. It is expected
that these cracks will occur in the HAZ of the chord wall. The location where rupture will occur is
investigated in Section 11.4. The failure model of chord side wall failure is illustrated by Figure 3-6.

Figure 3-6; Failure mode chord wall failure of aluminum Xjoint

Figure 3-7; Failure mode chord wall yielding of aluminum X- 30
joint
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4| Analytical models for aluminum X-joint

For each failure type, an analytical model is composed. With these analytical models the ultimate
tensile force can be determined when a failure type will occur. For steel, most of these analytical
models are already determined. The analytical models in steel can therefore be used as a starting
point to determine the analytical models for aluminum. The analytical models for aluminum are
determined by taking the difference in properties of aluminum and steel into account, discussed in
Chapter 1.

4.1 Weld failure
Weld failure is added as analytical model in the standard formula. In NEN-EN 1993-1-8 there is no
design rule included for steel X-joint regarding weld failure. The derivation of this standard formula
for weld failure is discussed in this section.
The stresses in the fillet welded of an X-joint loaded perpendicularly to the weld axis can be
determined by Equation 2. This equation can only be used when the angle between brace and
chord member is equal to θ=90°. When the angle is 90 degrees the shear stress parallel to the weld
axis is zero.
Equation 2; Stresses of weld for RHS X-joint θ=90

  

2  N1
4  a  (beff  h1 )

 0

with:

- N1 is the force loaded perpendicularly to the weld axis
-  is the normal stress perpendicular to the throat section


-  is the stress acting on the throat section perpendicular to the weld axis


-  is the shear stress parallel to weld axis
- a is the effective throat thickness of weld
- beff is the effective width of the brace
- h1 is the height of the brace
When the angle between the brace and chord is not equal to 90 degrees these shear stress will not
be equal to zero. If the angle θ between brace and chord member is smaller than θ>90° the welds
near the chord walls will have a stress perpendicular and parallel to the weld axis, illustrated in
Figure 4-1. This stress parallel to the weld axis must be taken into account. These different stresses
in the weld for an X-joint less than 90° can be determined by Equation 3.
Equation 3; Stresses of weld for X-joint θ<90

  
 

2  N1  sin
2  a  leff

N1  cos
h
2a 2 1
sin
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Figure 4-1; Difference between θ=90° and θ<90°

To determine the analytical model for weld failure the design rules for a fillet weld according to
NEN-EN 1999-1 Section 8.6.3.3.(8) [3] are used. The design resistance of a fillet weld given in
Equation 4 uses the combined stress method based on the yield criterion of Von Mises. The
combined stresses in the weld must be less than the ultimate tensile strength of the weld (fw). The
equations to determine the stresses of the weld, Equation 2 and Equation 3, can be substituted in
the combined stress method of Equation 4 and the maximum tensile force when weld failure will
occur can be determined.
Equation 4; Design resistance of a fillet weld

 2 Ed  3  2 Ed   2Ed  

with:

fw

 Mw
- fw is the characteristic strength of weld metal
- γMw is the partial safety factor for welded joints, according to NEN-EN 1999-1-1 table
8.1(γMw = 1.25)

Substituting Equation 2 and Equation 3 into Equation 4 and solving for variable N1 gives:
 2  N1  sin

 2  a  leff





2


  2  N  sin
1
 3 
  2  a  leff







2

3  N1  cos  sin
1  32  N1  sin



4 
a  leff
a  h1
N1 

4  a  leff  h1 


 N  cos
 1
h
 2a 2 1
sin








2



f
 w
  Mw



 fw
 
  Mw

fw

 Mw

3  leff  3   sin   leff 2  32  h12  sin
2

2

By simplifying the equation the maximum tensile capacity when weld failure will occur, Equation 5
can be determined. Equation 5 represents the analytical model for weld failure, where leff is the
effective length along the weld perimeter.
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Equation 5; Analytical model for weld failure

N1 

4  a  leff  h1 



fw

 Mw



3  leff  3  leff  sin  4 2  h1  sin

with: leff  2  beff ,w  2 

h1
sin

Due to the non-uniform stiffness distribution, less than the full perimeter of the brace is effective
for the resistance of the weld. The non-uniform stiffness distribution is discussed in Section 2.3. The
full length along the height of the brace h1 is effective. But along the width of the brace, only a part
is effective. In Section 11.4.2 Determine Cf factor, the equation to determine the effective width
(be,w,alu) is proposed and validated with numerical simulations.
For aluminum X-joints it is assumed that partial penetration of the weld can be achieved. The
partial penetration depth is represented in Figure 4-2 indicated by notation apen. This partial
penetration depth can be taking in to account according to NEN-EN 1999-1-1 art. 8.6.3.3.(5).
According to NEN-EN1999-1-1 art. 8.6.3.3.(6), the following depths may be assumed for the partial
penetration depth (apen):
- The design throat thickness may be increased by 20% or 2mm (whichever is smaller), under the
condition that a qualification procedure has been prepared. Thus: a  1.2  a or a  a  2mm
-

With deep penetration fillet welds, the additional throat thickness may be taken into account,
provided that consistent penetration has been proved by test. Thus a  a  a
pen

For this research, it is assumed that deep penetration fillet welds are applied a  a  a .
pen

Figure 4-2; Effective throat thickness a; positive root penetration apen [4]
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4.2 Yield line models
The yield line model is originally developed by Johansen for plates [19]. For joints that consist of
rectangular hollow sections, it is used to give an estimation of the chord face plastification capacity,
also referred to as chord face failure. The yield line method represented in Figure 4-3 is an upper
bound approach. By increasing the order of yield lines the accuracy will increase.

Figure 4-3; Yield line model

Figure 4-4; Exernal work [2]

A five yield line pattern is represented in Figure 4-3. All of these five lines will yield for a specific
compression or tensile load. The principle of the yield line method is based on equating the internal
and external work by using plastic hinge system with yield lines. Figure 4-4 presents the tensile
force on the brace. The tensile force multiplied with this displacement gives the external work. The
internal work is the total sum of all five yield lines together. In the upcoming paragraphs the
external and internal work for each yield line is calculated for the yield line models for an aluminum
X-joint. Firstly, the yield line pattern is divided into five lines, which will yield to form a mechanism.
Compared to steel, the extent of the HAZ must be taken in to account in the yield line model. Due
to the welding of an aluminum X-joint a HAZ is introduced around the perimeter of the weld. Figure
4-5 and Figure 4-6 illustrate different cases of the extent of the HAZ interfered with the yield lines.
For the first case the extent of the HAZ are smaller than the yield line model, this is represented in
Figure 4-5. For the second case the extent of the HAZ will exceed the yield line model, this is
illustrated in Figure 4-6.

Figure 4-5; Yield line model larger extent of HAZ

Figure 4-6; Yield line model smaller than extent of HAZ

4.2.1 Yield line larger than extent of HAZ, Figure 4-5.
The yield line model of Figure 4-5 is determined first. The yield lines of this case will exceed the
HAZ. For this yield model the yield lines indicated by number 5 will cross HAZ as well as the parent
metal. So these yield lines are divided into two material properties, the material property of HAZ
and the material property of the parent metal. The yield line model can be determined by equating
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the external work of external force N1 over a deflection δ and the internal work by the plastic hinge
system with yield lines of length l and rotation angles  i .
i

Equation 6 represents the external work. The equation for internal work is presented in Equation 7.
For the internal work, the sum of the internal work for each yield line must be summed. For the
yield lines located in the HAZ, the 0.2% proof stress of the HAZ is used (mpHAZ), while for the yield
lines located in the parent material, the 0.2% proof stress of the parent material is used (mp). In
Equation 8 through Equation 12, the length, rotation of plastic hinge and the internal works are
determined.
Equation 6; External work

Wex  Win
Wex  N1  sin  
Equation 7; Internal work

Win  Win; Yield line 1t/m5  li  i  mpi
t f
- mp is the plastic hinge that occurs mp  0 o;0 per unit length
2

with:

4

t f
- mphaz is the plastic hinge that occurs mphaz  0 o ,haz ;0 per unit length
2

4

- li is the length of the yield lines
-  is the rotation of the plastic hinge
i

Equation 8; Determine internal work yield line 1 case 1

l1  b0



1 

1
 b0  b1   cot( )
2
2
Win;1  b0 
   mp
b

b
 0 1   cot( )
Win;1 

2  b0
   mp
 b0  b1   cot( )

with:  
Win;1 

b1
b0

2  tan( )
   mp
1   
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Equation 9; Determine internal work yield line 2 case 1

l2  b1



 2  1 

1
 b0  b1   cot( )
2
2
Win;2  b1 
   mphaz
 b0  b1   cot( )
Win;2 
Win;2 

2  b1  tan( )
   mphaz
 b0  b1 
2  tan( )
   mphaz
 b1 b1 
  
 b0 b1 

with:  

b1
b0

2  tan( )
   mphaz
1

  1


2    tan( )
Win;2 
   mphaz
1   
Win;2 

Equation 10; Determine internal work yield line 3 case 1

1
 b0  b1 
h1
l3 
 2 2
sin
tan

3 



1
 b0  b1 
2
b b
 h
Win;3   1  0 1
 sin tan

2

  b  b    mp
  0 1


2   b0  b1  
2  h1
Win;3  

   mp
  b  b   sin  b  b   tan 
0
1
 0 1



2  h1  b0
Win;3  
 2  cot      mp
 b   b  b   sin

 0 0 1

h1
b1
with:  
and  
b0
b0


2 
Win;3  
 2  cot      mp
 1     sin
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Equation 11; Determine internal work yield line 4 case 1

h1
sin

l4 



 4  3 

Win;4

1
 b0  b1 
2
h
2
 1 
   mphaz
sin  b0  b1 

Win;4 

2  h1
   mphaz
 b0  b1   sin

Win;4 

2  h1  b0
   mphaz
b0   b0  b1   sin

with:  

h1
b
and   1
b0
b0

Win;4 

2 
   mphaz
b

 0 b1   sin

Win;4 

2 
   mphaz
1     sin

Equation 12; Determine internal work yield line 5 case 1

l5;tot  l5  l5;haz
x

b0  b1
2  tan

2
2
 b  b  
 b b   b b 
l5;tot  x 2   0 1    0 1    0 1 
2
 2  tan   2 


b
l5;haz  haz
cos
2

5 


l5;tot  tan




l5;tot  cot 

Win;5  (l5;tot  l5;haz )  5  mp  l5;haz  5  mphaz
2


2


b
b


 b  b   b  b  
Win;5    0 1    0 1   haz   

 mp  haz


  2  tan 
  l5;tot  tan l5;tot  cot  
2
cos

cos














 mphaz
 l  tan l  cot  
5;tot
 5;tot


 b b

mp     0 1  2bhaz   mphaz    bhaz
tan


Win;5 
b

b

cos
 0 1 

According to Figure 4-5, yield line 5 crosses the HAZ (fo,HAZ) as well the parent material (fo). So the
length of yield line 5 is divided in two lengths: length across the HAZ (l5;HAZ) and length across the
parent material (l5).
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The equation is getting too long. By expressing this equation to the unknown value α and
substituting it in the formulation of N1 the equation will grow even longer. The yield line pattern of
Figure 4-5 cannot be solved if yield line 5 is divided into two different material properties. A lower
and upper bound are derived from this. In the lower bound the length of yield line l5 is assumed as
HAZ (fo,HAZ) and for the upper boundary the length of l5 is assumed to consist entirely of material
equal to (fo). The yield line model for the lower bound is determined first. Then, the yield line
model for the upper bound is determined.
Lower bound
Equation 13; Yield line 5, lower bound case 1

AB  l5  tan
AD 

5 

l5
tan







 l5  tan   l5  cot  

Win;5  4  l5  5  mphaz
 


Win;5  4  l5 

  mphaz
 l5  tan l5  cot  
Win;5  4   tan  cot      mphaz
Figure 4-7; Yield line 5 and indication of ϕ of yield line 5
Equation 14; Total internal work total of lower bound case 1

Win  Win; Yield line 1t/m5
Win 



4  tan
4    tan
4 
4 
   mp 
  mphaz  
 4  cot      mp 
   mphaz


1


1


1


sin

1








  sin



 4   tan  cot      mphaz

4  mp   

1    4  mphaz  
 tan 


1 
sin tan 
1
4  mp   

1    4  mphaz  
Win 
 tan 


1 
sin tan 
1
4  mp   

1    4  mphaz  
Win 
 tan 


1 
sin tan 
1
Win 

With; mp 
mphaz


1 

    tan 
 1     tan 

sin
tan 


1 

    tan 
 tan    tan 

sin
tan 

1 
 

 tan 

tan 
 sin

fo  t02
(for parent metal)
4
f
 t2
 o ,haz 0 (for HAZ)
4

Equation 15; Equating the external and internal work lower bound case 1

Wex  Win
N1,low  sin   

4

f
 t2
fo  t02

4  o ,haz 0  

1 

1 


4
4
 tan 

 tan 



1
sin tan 
1
sin tan 



 f  t2 f
 t2  

1 
N1,low  sin   o 0  o ,haz 0   tan 


1

1  
sin tan 
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There is a minimum for:
dN1
0
d
 fo  t02 fo ,haz  t02  

1 



  tan 

1
1  
sin tan 

with; N1,low 
sin
2

1    1  tan  
2

2
2
 fo  t0  fo,haz  t0   1  tan  

2
tan  



 0
1     sin





tan  1  

Inserting tan  1   gives:
 f  t2 f  t2  

1
N1,low   o 0  o ,haz 0    1   

1
 
1


sin

1

 
 f  t2 f  t2   
N1,low   o 0  o ,haz 0   
2 1
1
1     sin


 1
 
 sin

 1
  sin


Equation 16; Analytical yield line model lower bound case 1

 f  t2 f  t2   
 1
N1,low   o 0  o ,haz 0   
 2 1   
1

1     sin
 sin


The lower bound of the analytical yield line model is represented in Equation 16. For the lower
bound it is assumed that yield line 5 is located in the extent of the HAZ. For the upper bound it is
assumed that yield line 5 is fully located in the parent metal. In the upcoming equations the upper
bound of the analytical yield model of case 1 is determined. Compared to the lower bound yield
line 5 given by Equation 13, the mpHAZ is changed to mp for the upper bound.
Upper bound
Equation 17; Total internal work total of upper bound case 1

Win  Win; Yield line 1t/m5
Win 



4  tan
4    tan
4 
4 
   mp 
  mphaz  
 4  cot      mp 
   mphaz
 1    sin

1


1   
1   
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Equation 18; Equating the external and internal work upper bound case 1
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There is a minimum for:
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Using mathematical software Maple to express tan(α)
tan( ) 

2  fo     1      fo    fo ,haz  2  fo 

  fo    fo ,haz  2  fo

Inserting tan(α) in equation N1,upp gives:
Equation 19; Analytical yield line model upper bound case 1

N1,upp  



1

2  sin( )

2  t02    2   fo  sin( )  fo ,haz   fo     1       2   fo    fo ,haz   4  fo  sin( )     1  
fo     1       2   fo    fo ,haz     1  sin( )

  f  f     2 f 
o

o ,haz

The upper bound of the analytical yield line model is represented in Equation 19.
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4.2.1 Yield line smaller than extent of HAZ, Figure 4-6.
If the yield line model is smaller than the extent of the HAZ, shown in Figure 4-6, the internal and
external work can be equated to zero by using the plastic hinge singe system with yield lines. This
way, the maximum capacity can be calculated for a yield line pattern, according to Figure 4-6. The
strength of the HAZ is taken equal to fo,HAZ. Firstly, the yield line pattern is divided into five lines,
which will yield. In the upcoming equation the length, the plastic hinge rotation, and the internal
works are determined.
Equation 20; length and ϕ of lines for case 2

l1  b0

Yield line 1:

1 


1
 b0  b1   cot( )
2

l2  b1

Yield line 2:

 2  1 
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2
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 2 2
sin
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Yield line 3:
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Yield line 5:
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Equation 21; Total internal work total case 2

Win  Win; Yield line 1t/m5
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There is a minimum for:
2  fo ,haz ;0  t02 
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 tan 


dN1
1
sin tan 

 0 with; N1 
d
sin
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1    1  tan   
2
2
2  fy 0  t0 1  tan   
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 0
1     sin





tan  1  

Inserting tan  1   gives:
Equation 22; Analytical yield line model case 2

N1 

2  fo ,haz ;0  t02
1     sin

 


2 1 
sin




The analytical yield model case 2 is represented in Equation 22.
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4.3 Punching shear model
Punching shear can pull the brace out of the chord. The load in the brace is construed into a
component perpendicular and a load parallel to the chord face (vertical component), as shown in
Figure 4-8. Due to the shear around the brace connection perimeter, cracks can occur in the chord.
The brace can be pulled out of the chord due to the vertical component of the load. The stiffness
along the perimeter is non-uniform, as discussed in Section 2.3. Certain parts are assumed to be
effective for resisting punching shear, illustrated in Figure 4-9. The stiffest parts are also considered
effective parts along the cross walls, designated as be,p. The effective parts depend on the
slenderness (b0/t0 ratio) of the chord, because this ratio determines the stiffness of the brace wall
perpendicular to the chord length relative to the brace wall parallel to the cord length. Equation 23
for be,p is determined experimentally by Wardenier 1982 [2] for steel.
Equation 23; Effective width punching shear for steel X-joint

be ,p 

10
b1 if: be ,p  b1
b0 t0

Figure 4-9; Effective parts punching shear aluminum

Figure 4-8; Punching shear failure [4]

The deformation capacity for steel is larger than for aluminum, because of the lower degree of
elongation at the point of rupture of aluminum compared to steel. So the question is whether the
full effective length be,p,alu is reached in aluminum, shown in Figure 4-9. Due to the deformation
capacity of aluminum, it is possible that a smaller portion of the connection is effective in resisting
punching shear, i.e. only the effective parts (h1) next to the chord web, shown in Figure 4-10. So a
lower and upper bound can be obtained, the lower boundary without effective parts (be,p,alu=0) and
upper boundary with effective parts (be,p,alu) similar to that of steel, where the factor of 10 will be
reconsidering in section 11.3.4 Determining Cf factor. For aluminum, failure due to punching shear
takes place in the extent of the HAZ. For the material strength the ultimate tensile strength for HAZ
(fu,HAZ), according to NEN-EN 1999-1-1 [1] section 6.1.2, is used. Where the ultimate punching shear
f

3

is assumed to be equal to u,haz ;0
, according to the analytical model of steel [15]. The ultimate
material strength has to be divided by the partial safety factor for ultimate limit states, the
resistance of cross-sections in tension to fracture (γM2) according to NEN-EN 1999-1-1 [1] section
6.1.3. Equation 24 gives the equilibrium equation for analytical model of punching shear.
Equation 24; Analytical model punching shear for aluminum X-joint

 2h

t0  1  2be ,p ,alu 
3   M 2  sin( )  sin1

10
with: be ,p ,alu 
b1 if: be ,p ,alu  b1
b0 t0

N1 

fu ,haz ;0

“as first guess”
Figure 4-10; No effective parts along the width of
the brace Punching shear aluminum
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4.4 Local brace failure (tension)
Local brace failure is caused by the brace load parallel to the brace. Certain parts are assumed to be
effective for resisting brace failure, illustrated in Figure 4-11. This is due to the non-uniform
stiffness along the connection perimeter. For X-joints effective parts are at the sides along the
chord walls. For steel, the effective part is designated as be, shown in Figure 4-11. The value for be is
determined experimentally by Wardenier 1982 for steel.
Equation 25; Effective width brace failure for steel X-joint

be 

10 fy 0  t0

 b1 if: be  b1
b0 t0 fy1  t1

The deformation capacity for steel is larger than for aluminum. So the question is whether the full
effective length be,alu is reached in aluminum, shown in Figure 4-11. Due to the deformation
capacity of aluminum, it is possible that a smaller portion of the connection is effective in resisting
brace failure, i.e. only the effective parts (h1) next to the chord web, shown in Figure 4-12. So a
lower and upper bound can be obtained, the lower boundary without effective parts (be,alu =0) and
upper boundary with effective parts (be,alu) similar to that of steel, where the factor of 10 will be
reconsidering in Section 11.2.2 Determine Cf factor. In the equation for be,alu the ultimate tensile
strength of the HAZ of the brace and chord member are proposed, but it could be possible that the
0.2% poof stress must be used. This is also investigated in Section 11.2.2 Determine Cf factor. To
prevent the corners being counted twice, a term 2t1 has been included in the equation for be,alu. For
aluminum, brace failure can be assumed to take place in the extent of the HAZ. For the material
strength, the ultimate strength for HAZ (fu,HAZ) divided by the partial safety factor is taken in
account. Equation 26 gives the equilibrium equation for analytical model of punching shear.
Equation 26; Analytical model for Brace failure for aluminum X-joint

N1,Rd  2  fu ,haz ;1  t1  h1  be ;alu  2  t1   M 2
with: be ,alu 

10 fu ,haz ;0  t0

 b1 if: be ,alu  b1
b0 t0 fu ,haz ;1  t1

Figure 4-11; Local brace failure [4]

Figure 4-12; Local brace failure aluminum
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4.5 Chord side wall failure
For steel, chord side wall failure can be divided into two failure modes. First, there is failure by
yielding of the chord wall, which leads to fracture of the chord due to a tensile load. Second, there
is failure by buckling of the chord wall which occurs under a compression load, represented in the
Appendix A. Both failure modes occur in X joints with a high β ratio (β=1.0).
4.5.1 Chord side wall fracture (failure) in tension
For a X-joint in aluminum that fails due to yielding of the chord wall, failure takes place in the HAZ
of the chord member, as shown in Figure 4-13 and Figure 4-14. For the material strength the
ultimate strength for HAZ (fu,HAZ) divided by the partial safety factor are taken in account. In the
analytical model for chord side wall, Equation 27, a factor 5t0 is added by the height h1 of the
brace. This is due to the fact that the stresses can be distributed bound the width of the brace, due
to the weld and the thickness of the chord face t0, these lengths are indicated in Figure 4-13 as
2.5t0. So, the width of h1 + 5*t0 is effective for resisting chord wide wall fracture. For the analytical
model of aluminum the 5*t0 will be adopted. In Section 12.3 will be investigated if the 5*t0 can
also be used for RHS X-joints in aluminum.
Equation 27; Analytical model for chord side wall fracture for aluminum X-joint for tension

N1  2

fu ,haz ;0

 M 2  sin

 h

t0  1  5t0 
sin

1



Figure 4-13; Chord side wall yielding [4]

Figure 4-14; Front view T-joint β=1 with HAZ

It is possible that the length of 2.5t0 will exceed the extent of the HAZ. In the following equation is
determined for which chord thickness t0 the length of 2.5*t0 will exceed the extent of the HAZ.
2.5  t0  bhaz
0  t0  6mm

 bhaz  20mm

2.5  6  15  20mm

 2.5  t0  bhaz

6  t0  12mm

 bhaz  30mm

2.5  12  30  30mm

 2.5  t0  bhaz

12  t0  25mm

 bhaz  35mm

2.5  25  62.5  35mm  2.5  t0  bhaz

2.5  t0  35mm
t0  14mm
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When the chord thickness is equal to 14 mm the 2.5t0 will exceed the extent of the HAZ. So, for
chord thicknesses of more than 14 mm the effective width of h1 + 5*t0 will exceed the HAZ. Due to
the fact that 14 mm is a high thickness the material properties of the HAZ will be assumed in the
analytical model.
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5| Cases for parametrical study

The parameter study describes the influence of several parameters on the resistance of X-joints.
The parameter study is needed to validate the analytical models with numerical results of
aluminum X-joints. The parameters should be selected so that all failure types that can occur for Xjoints in aluminum due to tension will be covered. The parameters which will be converted during
the numerical research are:
- β is the brace to chord width ratio (β = b1/b0)
- 2γ is half width to thickness ratio of the chord (chord slenderness) (2γ = b0/t0)
η is the ratio of the brace member depth to the chord diameter or width (η = h1/b0)
- τ is the wall thickness ratio between brace and chord members (τ = t1/t0)
Because aluminum has some important properties that differ from that of steel, the influence of
these properties has to be included in the parametrical study. The following parameters will be
considered during the research regarding the material properties of aluminum:
- Two different alloys. An alloy (6082 T6) with a great difference of the stress-strain relation
between un-welded material and welded material, and an alloy (6082 T4) with a smaller
difference of the stress-strain relation between un-welded material and welded material and
with a much higher ratio between fu and fo. The filler metal 5183 will be used as material
properties for the weld for both alloy types. These two alloys are:
- Alloy 6082 T6
- Alloy 6082 T4
- Different wall thicknesses. The extent of the heat-affected zone and the penetration depth of
the partial penetration weld depend on the wall thickness. The width of the extent of the HAZ
is according to wall thicknesses of the brace and chord, as already discussed in Section 2.4 HAZ
in aluminum.
The partial penetration weld is one of the differences in geometrical properties of aluminum
compared to steel. For this research the welds in the numerical models will have a penetration
which is dependent on the thickness of the brace t1. So, the following penetration depths according
to Equation 28 are assumed during this research. These assumptions are used in practice.
Equation 28; Partial penetration depth

if t1<6.0 mm than
apen  t1  2mm

if 0.6≤t1<24.0 mm than a  t  3mm
pen
1
if t1≥24.0 mm than a  t  4mm or a  t   t1 
pen
1
pen
1
 
5

5.1 Validity range of parameters
Some of the analytical models for RHS X-joints must be used within a range of validity. As an
example, punching shear will not occur when the width of the brace and chord are equal (β=1.0)
but the analytical model will not take this into account.
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The standard NEN-EN 1993-1-8 [2] gives a range of validity for RHS X-joints, Table 5.3. If the
geometry of the joints is within the range of validity, table 2.2, the design resistance of welded RHS
X-joints may be determined by using NEN-EN 1993-1-8 [2] section 7.5.2 and 7.5.3. The question is if
the ranges of validity for steel, Table 5.3, are the same as for aluminum. It is possible that due to
the different mechanical properties of aluminum the validity ranges of failures mechanisms will
change.
Table 5.1; Range of validity for welded RHS joints, according to NEN-EN 1993-1-8 [2]

Type of joint
T, Y and X

β=bi/b0
0.25≤β≤1.0

2γ=b0/t0
2γ≤35

Geometric parameters
b1/t1
θ
h0/t0 and h1/t1
≤35
≥35
≤35

h0/b0 and h1/b1
0.5≤…≤2.0

The design rules for RHS X-joints in steel, according to NEN-EN 1993-1-8 [2] table 7.11, can be used
when the geometry of the joint is within the range of validity. For each failure type the validity
range is given:
- Chord face failure β≤0.85
- Chord side wall failure 0.85≤β≤1.0
- Brace failure β≥0.85
-


1
0.85     1  
 
Punching shear

5.2 Variation for X-joint in tension
The parameter study is defined by using the analytical models for each failure mode that can occur
for X-joints in aluminum with a tensile force. Figure 5-1 up to Figure 5-10 represent the influence of
variating parameters in combination with the different failure types using the analytical models of
Chapter 4. The force is plotted on the vertical axis and the variation of the parameter is plotted on
the horizontal axis. Figures 2.1 up to 2.12 represent the failure types that occur in combination
with a variating parameter. All types of failure are taken into account. The following abbreviations
for the failure types are used:
- wf is weld failure
- cff is chord face failure
- cswf is chord side wall failure
- bf is brace failure
- ps is punching shear
For these different graphs the following dimensions presented in Table 5.2 are used. For each
graph, one parameter is changed, and the corresponding ultimate tensile load is determined.
Table 5.2; Dimensions used for determine cases parameter study

hi [mm]
bi [mm]
ti [mm]
θ [°]

Brace

Chord

150
150
12
90

150
150
12
-
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Alloy type
E-modules [N/mm²]
Fo;i [N/mm²]
Fu;i [N/mm²]
Fo,HAZ;i [N/mm²]
Fo,HAZ;i [N/mm²]
γM2

6082-T6
70000
260
310
125
185
1.25

[Type text]

6082-T6
70000
260
310
125
185
1.25

5.1.1 Variation of β.
Figure 5-1 and Figure 5-2 illustrated the influence of parameter β on the different failure types.
Figure 5-1 shows the analytical models with taking into account the effective parts (be and be,p).
Figure 5-2 shows the analytical models without taking into account the effective parts (be=0 and
be,p=0). The different values of β, which are plotted on the vertical axis, are determined by variating
the b1. All other parameters τ, η, γ, and θ are fixed for a constant value, presented in Table 5.2. The
graphs of failure mechanisms wf, bf and ps in Figure 5-1 have a slope compared with the same
failure mechanisms in Figure 5-2. This difference is because of the b1 which is taken in to account in
the beff. The failure mechanism cff shows dissimilarity in Figure 5-1 and Figure 5-2. This is because
of the phenomenon that the yield line patterns are smaller than the extent of HAZ, so for all the
yield lines fo,HAZ are taken into account.

Figure 5-1; Failure types with variation of β with effective parts
(beff be,p)

Figure 5-2; Failure types with variation of β without effective
parts (be be,p)

*with parameters; τ=1.0, η=1.0, γ=6.25, n=0, θ=90°

*with parameters; τ=1.0, η=1.0, γ=6.25, n=0, θ=90°

Cases 1, 2 and 3, which are investigated during the parametrical study, are shown in Figure 5-1 and
Figure 5-2. Depending on the effective parts of the brace, these cases are used. The type of failure
that occurs in case 1 and case 2 is chord face failure; in case 1 the yield line pattern is larger than
the extent of HAZ, and case 2 the yield line pattern is smaller than the extent of HAZ. Case 3 will
cover the failure type punching shear, the β value will approximately be equal to β=0.95.
5.1.2 Variation of η.
The influence of parameter η on the different failure types is represented in Figure 5-3 and Figure
5-4. Figure 5-3 shows the analytical models with a β ratio equal to β=1.0. Figure 5-4 shows the
analytical models with a β ratio equal to β=0.5. The different values of η, which are plotted on the
vertical axis, are determined by variating the h1. All other parameters β, τ, γ, and θ are fixed for a
constant value, presented in Table 5.2. In Figure 5-3 the β ratio is equal to 1.0, because of this
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punching shear and chord face failure cannot take place when the brace and chord width are
equal. Figure 5-3 shows that for all variations of η with a β=1.0 chord side wall failure is the decisive
failure mechanism. Figure 5-4 shows that for all variation of η with a β=0.5, chord face failure is the
decisive failure mechanism.

Figure 5-3; Failure types with variation of η with β=1.0

Figure 5-4; Failure types with variation η with β=0.5

*with parameters; β=1.0, τ=1.0, γ=6.25, n=0, θ=90°

*with parameters; β=0.5, τ=1.0, γ=6.25, n=0, θ=90°

The parameters of case 4 and 5 of the parametrical study are shown in Figure 5-3 and Figure 5-4.
The failure mechanism of case 4 is chord side wall failure, due to chord fracture, with a η ratio
equal to 1.3. The failure mechanism of case 5 is chord face failure, with a η ratio equal to 0.5.
5.1.3 Variation of τ.
The influence of parameter τ on the different failure types represented in Figure 5-6 and Figure 5-5.
Figure 5-6 shows the analytical models with a β ratio equal to β=1.0. Figure 5-5 shows the analytical
models with a β ratio equal to β=0.8. The different values of η, which are plotted on the vertical
axis, are determined by variating the t1. All other parameters β, η, γ and θ are fixed for a constant
value, presented in Table 5.2. Punching shear and chord face failure will not occur in combination
with a β equal to 1.0, illustrated in Figure 5-6. Figure 5-6 shows that for small τ ratios (τ<0.75) brace
failure will occur and for high τ ratios (τ>0.75) chord side wall failure will occur. Figure 5-5 shows
that for really small τ ratios (τ<0.37) brace failure will occur and for medium and high τ ratios
(τ>0.37) chord side wall failure will occur.

Figure 5-6; Failure types with variation of τ with β=1.0

Figure 5-5; Failure types with variation of τ with β=0.8

*with parameters; β=1.0, η=1.0, γ=6.25, n=0, θ=90°

*with parameters; β=0.8, η=1.0, γ=6.25, n=0, θ=90°

Case 6, case 7 and case 8 of the parametrical study are shown in Figure 5-6 and Figure 5-5. The
failure type of case 6 is brace failure with a τ ratio equal to 0.5. The failure type of case 7 is chord
side wall failure with a τ ratio equal to 1.3. The failure type of case 8 is chord face failure with a τ
ratio equal to 0.75.
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5.1.5 Variation of γ.
The influence of parameter γ on the different failure types is represented in Figure 5-8 and Figure
5-7. Figure 5-8 shows the analytical models with a β ratio equal to β=1.0. Figure 5-7 shows the
analytical models with a β ratio equal to β=0.8. The different values of γ, which are plotted on the
vertical axis, are determined by variating the t0 and t1 taking t0 equal to t1. All other parameters β, τ,
η, and θ are fixed for a constant value. Punching shear and chord face failure will not occur in
combination with β equal to 1.0, illustrated in Figure 5-8. Figure 5-8 shows that for high γ ratios
(γ>3.5) brace failure will occur and for small γ ratios (γ<3.5) chord side wall failure will occur. Figure
5-7 shows that for high γ ratios (γ>3.75) chord face failure will occur and for small γ ratios (γ<3.75)
punching shear failure will occur.

Figure 5-8; Failure types with variation of γ with β=1.0

Figure 5-7; Failure types with variation of γ with β=0.8

*with parameters; β=1.0, τ=1.0, η=1.0, n=0, θ=90°

*with parameters; β=0.8, τ=1.0, η=1.0, n=0, θ=90°

Case 11 is investigated in the parametrical study, and is shown in Figure 5-8. The failure mechanism
which occurs in case 11 is chord side wall failure, with a γ ratio equal to 5.
5.1.6 Different types of alloy.
The influence of parameter β in combination with different alloy types on the different failure
types is represented in Figure 5-9 and Figure 5-10. Figure 5-9 shows the analytical models with
alloy type 6082-T4. Figure 5-10 shows the analytical models with alloy type 6082-T6. The different
values of β, which are plotted on the vertical axis, are determined by variating the b1. All other
parameters τ, η, γ, and θ are fixed for a constant value. The failure mechanism cff exhibits
dissimilarity in Figure 5-9 compared with Figure 5-10, this is because of the phenomenon that the
yield line pattern is smaller than the extent of HAZ and for 6082-T4 the difference between the
material properties of welded and un-welded is larger than for 6082-T6. Figure 5-9 shows that for
small and medium β ratios (β<0.89) chord face failure will occur, for high β ratios (β>0.89) punching
shear will occur and for β=1.0 chord face failure will occur. Figure 5-10 shows that for high β ratios
(β<0.89) chord face failure will occur, for small β ratios (β>0.89) punching shear failure will occur
and for β=1.0 chord face failure will occur.
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Figure 5-9; Failure types with variation of β, with different
type of alloy 6082-T4

Figure 5-10; Failure types with variation of β, with different
type of alloy 6080-T6

*with parameters; alloy type 6082-T4 and 6082-T6, τ=1.0, η=1.0, γ=6.25, n=0, θ=90°

Case 13 and case 14, which are investigated in the parametrical study, are shown in Figure 5-9. The
failure mechanism which occurs in case 13 is chord face failure, with a β ratio equal to 0.5. The
failure mechanism which occurs in case 14 is punching shear, with a β ratio equal to 0.95. These are
the same cases as chosen by Figure 5-1, different failure type with alloy type 6082-T6.
5.1.6 Cases parameter study tension.
Table 5.3 gives all the cases that are investigated during the parametrical study, with the
corresponding parameter ratio and the failure mode. All failure types are considered two or more
times. Beside a few more cases will be introduced. The FE-models which will be validated with
experimental test results in steel will also be introduced as case for the parameter study. It is
possible that for some cases a different failure type will be decisive, than the case will be
reconsidered.
Table 5.3; Different cases parameter study in tension.

Case

β

η

τ

γ

θ [°]

Alloy
type
6082 -

Failure
type

1
0.5
1.0
1.0
6.25
90
T6
cff
2
0.6
1.0
1.0
6.25
90
T6
cff
3
0.95
1.0
1.0
6.25
90
T6
ps
4
1.0
1.3
1.0
6.25
90
T6
cswf
5
0.5
0.5
1.0
6.25
90
T6
cff
6
1.0
1.0
0.5
6.25
90
T6
bf
7
1.0
1.0
1.3
6.25
90
T6
cswf
8
0.8
1.0
0.75
6.25
90
T6
cff
9
1.0
1.0
1.0
6.25
35
T6
bf
10
0.8
1.0
1.0
6.25
70
T6
cff
11
1.0
1.0
1.0
5.0
90
T6
cswf
12
0.5
1.0
1.0
6.25
90
T4
cff
13
0.9
1.0
1.0
6.25
90
T4
ps
cff = chord face failure; ps = punching shear; cswf = chord side wall failure; bf = brace failure
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6| Validations of numerical models for the failure
mechanism of weld fracture.

For an X-joint in aluminum, weld failure can occur. This should be taken into account in the
numerical simulations. To make sure that modeling of the weld fracture is done in the correct
manner, a joint connection of fillet welds with no penetration has been validated with
experimental results. In this chapter, only the results of experimental test 14 and test 23 are
discussed. These two tests are modelled in a numerical program ABAQUS, and are validated with
the experimental results of AM. Kanvinde [6]. Test 14 is used because of the weld size of 12 mm in
combination with a root notch 32 mm. And due to the fact that there was no initial skewed angle
(lack of straightness), which was introduced for some tests specimens during fabrication. Test 23 is
used because of the weld size of 8 mm and a root notch of 64 mm with a small initial skewed angle
(lack of straightness). The experimental test program of A.M. Kanvinde [6] will be discussed first.

6.1 Experimental test
The paper of A.M. Kanvinde, I.R. Gomes [6] described test results of fillet welds with a transverse
root notch in stainless steel. Twenty-four axial tension tests were performed on fillet welds with a
transverse root notch. Table 6.1 presents the test matrix and results of the fillet welds loaded in
tension. Two weld sizes were used, 12 mm and 8 mm in combination with two different root notch
lengths 32 mm and 64 mm. The dimensions of the specimen are shown in Figure 6-2. From the
overall assembly, specimens with a width of 100 mm were cut out of the assembly of the three
plates, indicated in Figure 6-2. The three plates consist of stainless steel with a grade of A572. Two
filler metals were used E70T7-K2 and E70T7. These experimental tests were used as benchmark
data for micromechanics-based simulations. During the test the displacement (elongation) of weld
and weld failure are measured as a function of the tensile force. The test-setup with
instrumentation is shown in Figure 6-1.

Figure 6-2; Dimensions of specimen [1]
Figure 6-1; Test setup and setup
instrumentation [1]

The failure type that occurred during the experimental test of 14 and 23 was fracture of the weld
along the throat, illustrated in Figure 6-3. Figure 6-3 indicates that partial penetration depth of the
welds is achieved. No penetration was achieved along the root notch; the root notch is indicated in
Figure 6-3.
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Figure 6-3; Photograph of fractured surface test 16 [1]

For each weld the cross-sections of the weld (weld profiles) were measured at different locations
along length of the weld. These different weld profiles are shown in Figure 6-4 and Figure 6-5. The
weld profiles of test specimen 14 for both the front and the back side are illustrated in Figure 6-4,
and the weld profiles of test specimen 23 are presented in Figure 6-5. The vertical axis represents
the tension leg and the horizontal axis represents the shear leg. The dimensions of the tension leg
and shear leg are in inches.

Figure 6-4; Weld profile of test specimen 14 in inches [6]

Figure 6-5; Weld profile of test specimen 23 in inches [6]

For the parent material, stainless steel with a grade of A572 was used, and for the weld an E70T7K2 electrode was used. To determine the material properties of the weld and parent metal tensile
test were conducted. Tensile coupons of weld metal were extracted for a groove weld, to
determine stress strain relationship of the weld, illustrated in Figure 6-6.

Figure 6-6; Plate assembly indicating extraction of weld
tension coupons [1]

The stress versus strain relationships for the parent metal with a grade of A572 are represented in
Figure 6-7 and Figure 6-8. The stress versus strain relationship of the weld metal, Electrode E70T7K2, is represented in Figure 6-9. For both stress strain relationships the engineer stresses and
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strains are plotted. The stresses are plotted on the vertical axis and are expressed in terms of ksi,
kilo pound per square inch. The strains are plotted on the horizontal axis.

Figure 6-7; Stress-Strain curve for parent metal A572, Test 1
[6]

Figure 6-8; Stress-Strain curve for parent metal A572, Test 2
[6]

Figure 6-9; Stress-Strain curve for Electrode E70T-7, Test 2
[6]

The displacements of the tested specimens are measured on each side of the weld by using four
potentiometers: two on the front and back of each specimen, as illustrated in Figure 6-10. These
potentiometers are positioned such that the only measured the deformations over the shear leg of
the weld. The onset of fracture took place in one of the tested welds and was followed almost
immediately by fracture in the other weld. The load-deformation plots of test 14 are shown in
Figure 6-13 and Figure 6-12. From these load deformation plots, it can be noted that the fracture of
both welds occurred under similar displacement and load. Test specimen 23 has an initial skewed
angle (lack of straightness) which is introduced during specimen fabrication. Due to the initial
skewed angle of test 23, the displacement measured by the potentiometers shows an
unsymmetrical response. The load deflection plots of test 23 with an unsymmetrical response are
illustrated in Figure 6-15 and Figure 6-14. The vertical axis of the load-deformations plots are
expressed in kips, kilo pound. The horizontal axis is expressed in inches.
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Plate

Plate
Weld

Plate

Figure 6-10; position of potentiometers [6]

Figure 6-12; Test 14, load-deformation plot of front side weld
(2nd fracture) [6]

Figure 6-14; Test 23, load-deformation plot of front side
weld (1st fracture) [6]

Figure 6-11; load direction test specimens [1]

Figure 6-13; Test 14, load-deformation plot of back side
weld (1st fracture) [6]

Figure 6-15; Test 23, load-deformation plot of back side weld
(2nd fracture) [6]
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Table 6.1; Test matrix and summary of experimental data from cruciform test [1]
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6.2 Validation of experimental test 14 and 23
In this Section, experimental test 14 and 23 of A.M. Kanvinde [6] is compared with numerical
results to verify the FE-models (finite element models).
6.2.1 Geometrical properties
The actual dimensions measured at the test specimen are used to model the geometry of the FEmodel. Figure 6-16 shows the geometry and the dimensions used for the FE-model of test 14.
Figure 6-17 illustrates the geometry and the dimensions used for the FE-model of test 23. One out
of eight of the geometry has been modelled to reduce the calculation time. So three panels of
symmetry were used. A weld gap of 0.1 mm is modelled between the two plates, the distance of
0.1 mm is indicated in Figure 6-17 and Figure 6-16. So the two plates, brace plate and chord plate
of the FE-model, are not connected to each other. The geometry is modelled in three parts; a brace
plate part, a chord plate part and a weld part, which are connected by using tie constrains. It is also
possible to model the geometry represented in Figure 6-16 in one part, but for a RHS brace to RHS
chord X-joint, modeling in one part cannot be done by using the software program Abaqus. To
make sure the use of tie contains that will be used for a RHS brace to RHS chord X-joint is verified,
the FE-models of test 14 and 23 will also connected by tie constrains.

brace plate
part
weld part
chord plate
part

Figure 6-16; Geometry of FE-model test 14 in [mm]

Figure 6-17; Geometry of FE-model test 23 in [mm]

As discussed in the previous paragraph, Section 6.1, the geometry of the weld was measured on a
different location along the weld length. Figure 6-4 represents the different weld profiles for test
specimen 14 and Figure 6-5 presents the different weld profiles for test specimen 23. From all
these different weld profiles, the average weld profile was determined for test 14 as for test 23,
illustrated in Figure 6-18. These average weld profiles are used to model the geometry of the weld
profile. Figure 6-4 and Figure 6-5 are expressed in a unit of inches, these inches are converted to
millimeters.
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6.2.2 Material properties
The measured stress versus strain relationships of the parent and weld metal are used in the FEmodel. The non-linear FE-analysis involved large plastic strains, so the static stress-strain curves
obtained from the tensile coupon test are converted to true stress-true plastic strain curves. True
stress, true strain and true plastic strain can be determined by using Equation 29, recommended by
the ABAQUS standard user’s manual [7].
Equation 29; true stress and logarithmic plastic strain based on recommendation of Abaqus standard [7]

 True    1   
True  ln 1   
pl
True
 True   True E  ln 1      True E

Tension coupons of base and weld metal were tested to characterize the material properties, as
discussed in chapter 6.1. Figure 6-7 and Figure 6-8 represent the stress-strain diagram of two
tensile tests of a test coupon consisting of weld metal. The average stress-strain diagram is
determined from these two tensile tests and converted to true stress and true strains by using
Equation 29. This average stress-strain diagram is presented in Figure 6-19. The same procedure is
done for the stress-relations diagram of weld metal. Figure 6-19 shows the engineering stresses
and strains as well the true stresses and strains.
Because the first part of the stress-strain relation is not clearly visible (Figure 6-20), a small portion
between the domain ε=0.00 and ε=0.10 is shown in Figure 6-20. The true stress versus strain
relationship of Figure 6-19 is used in the numerical simulations of test 14 and test 23.
From Figure 6-19, it can be noted that the true stress versus strain relationship is used until the
maximum stress (ultimate tensile strength) is reached. Normally necking occurs when the ultimate
tensile strength is reached. When the necking region is reached, there is a non-homogeneous
strain distribution along the length. Simulating of the necking region in a numerical program such
as ABAQUS is very difficult. So the maximum true stress will remain the same until the ultimate
strain (elongation at rupture) is reached. This is used for all the material properties which are
substituted in a numerical model.

Figure 6-19; Engineering and true stress versus strain
relationship

Figure 6-20; Engineering and true stress versus strain
relationship between domains ε=0.00 and ε=0.12

6.2.3 Element type
The FE-model is modelled in solid elements. With solid elements the weld volume can be
implemented, with shell elements this is not possible.
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The element type that is used for the weld is C3D20 elements (20-nodal element) and for the
parent metal is C3D8R (8-nodal element with reduced integration points). For the weld it is
important to have a sufficient number of integration points, to measure strains when weld fracture
occurred. Weld fracture is introduced by a very small crack near the root notch, in agreement with
the location where fracture occurred during the experimental test. For the parent metal, C3D8R is
used to reduce the calculation time of the simulation. Section 6.4.3 of this report gives more
information about the different element types.
6.2.4 Boundary conditions
As mentioned before, three panels of symmetry are used, shown in Figure 6-21. The symmetrical
boundary condition in the x-direction is fixed in the x-direction and the rotations in the y- and zdirection. The symmetrical boundary condition in the y-direction is fixed in the y-direction and the
rotations in the x- and z-direction. The symmetrical boundary condition in the z-direction is fixed in
the z-direction and the rotations in the x- and y-direction.

Figure 6-21; Boundary conditions

6.2.5 Loading
The load is introduced on top of the specimen by a displacement in the y-direction, so the test is
performed displacement-controlled. The experimental test was also performed displacementcontrolled. The displacement is introduced and distributed over the top of the test specimen,
shown in figure 2.26 and indicated with notation u. The type of loading steps is static general,
according to Abaqus. The displacement will increase until a displacement of 5 mm is achieved, with
a minimum increment (step) size of 1E-5 and a maximum increment (steps) size of 0.01. The
simulation is performed geometrical and material non-linear. So, the state of the FE-model at the
end of each step provides the initial state for the start of the next step.
6.2.6 Determination when fracture occurs
Simulating fracture in numerical programs is difficult. A simplified method to determine when
fracture occurs during a numerical simulation is by using a cut-off criterion. The FE-simulation is
carried out first. When during the simulation the ultimate engineer plastic strain εu, the plastic
strain when rupture occurs which is measured during a tensile test, is achieved in one of the
integration points it is assumed that total fracture occurred. So, the results after reaching the
ultimate plastic strain will be ignored. A small remark on this method is that the element where the
ultimate engineer plastic strains will be reached is not always known before the simulation will
start. So it is important that on different location the ultimate plastic strain is evaluated. To explain
the cutoff criteria in more detailed the numerical summation of test 14 with 6 elements is used.
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Fist the numerical simulation of test 14 is carried out. The tensile force, weld deformation and the
highest plastic strain, in one of the elements (integration point) is determined for each increment,
given in Table 6.2. To determine the location in the FE-model were the maximum plastic strain is
located a tool in Abaqus is used. This tool provides the location of the element with the highest
plastic strain, the location of this element is shown in Figure 6-24 for test 14. When the highest
plastic strain, in the FE-model, reach the ultimate plastic strain, determined by a tensile test, there
is assumed that fracture occurs. For test 14 the plastic strains are given in the second column of
Table 6.2 for each increment. When the plastic strain exceeds the ultimate plastic strain of 0.1667
the subsequent results will be cutoff and there will be assumed that facture occurs. Figure 6-22
shows the load displacement curve with and without cutoff criterion. The force and displacement
when the cutoff criterion is applied are also presented in Figure 6-22. The dashed line indicates the
load versus displacement curve after the cutoff criterion.
Table 6.2; Ultimate plastic strains according with simulation of figure

Integration point highest plastic strains in weld
Increment
(step)

Max. Platic strain of
integration point (element) in
Abaqus [-]

Tensile load [kN]

Displacement [mm]

0

0

0

0

0.001

0

0.004495

64.92413

0.002

0.00410

0.008989

129.8458

0.0035

0.00532

0.015728

227.2239

….

….

0.57097608

0.14811

1443.439

1.732154

0.58097607

0.15506

1447.795

1.781461

0.59097606

0.16193

1452.017

1.83475

0.60097605

0.16875

1456.001

1.893765

0.6109761

0.17553

1459.795

1.957783

0.62097609

0.18241

1463.222

2.026764

Cutoff, Weld
fracture occurs

*With cutoff criteria εu,plastic = 0.1667

Figure 6-22; Load versus weld deformation test 14 with and
without cutoff criterion

6.2.7 Mesh convergence study
A mesh convergence study is performed for the numerical model of tests 14 and 23. Four
simulations with different numbers of elements along the tension leg are performed. Table 6.3
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shows the mesh of the four different FE-models, with 4, 5, 8 and 15 elements along the tension leg.
The tension leg is indicated by a red arrow. In the direction of the shear leg, in Table 6.3 indicated
by a blue arrow, the length of the elements are equal to the length of the elements along the
tension leg. For example, when 4 elements are located along the tension leg, the length of the
elements along the tension leg is to atension;leg .
4
Table 6.3; Four FE-models with different number of elements along the tension leg.

4 Elements along tension leg

5 Elements along tension leg

8 Elements along tension leg

15 Elements along tension leg

The location where fracture occurred in the numerical simulation was exactly the same location
where fracture started during the experimental test of A.M. Kanvide [6], at the root notch of the
weld. The location of the root is illustrated in Figure 6-24. The location where the ultimate plastic
strain was reached first is indicated by a red circle in Figure 6-23, as well as the location where
fracture started.

Figure 6-23; Location where ultimate engineer
plastic strain is reached first

Figure 6-24; Weld detail with designation of terms
[http://www.weldguru.com/SMAWNomenclatureandJoints.h
tml]

Figure 6-25 shows a load versus weld deformation curve of test 14 as well for the experimental test
as for the numerical test. The blue curve in Figure 6-25 indicates the load-displacement curve
measured during experimental test 14 and the red curve determined by using a FE-model of test
14 with a number of 6 elements along tensile leg. To determine when fracture occurred during the
numerical simulation the ultimate engineer plastic strain is used, as discussed in Section 6.2.6.
Figure 6-26 shows a load versus weld deformation curve of test 14 as well for the experimental test
as for the numerical test with different numbers of elements along tensile leg.
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Figure 6-26; Load versus weld deformation of test 14
Figure 6-25; Load versus weld deformation of test 14
experimental and numerical with a number of 6 elements along experimental and numerical with different numbers of elements
along tension leg
tension leg

6.2.8 Results test 14
Figure 6-27 shows the results of the mesh convergence study of test 14, for the ultimate force
when weld fracture occurs. The tensile forces are plotted on the vertical axis, and the numbers of
elements along the tension leg are plotted on the horizontal axis. For all simulation the ultimate
tensile force is determined by when the ultimate true plastic strain is achieved in one of the
elements, in the integration points of the elements. The horizontal blue line Figure 6-27 indicates
the experimental tensile force when fracture occurred during the experimental test.
Figure 6-28 shows the results of the mesh convergence study of test 14, for the ultimate
displacement when weld fracture occurs. On the vertical axis the deformations is plotted and on
the horizontal axis, the numbers of elements along the shear leg. For all simulation represented in
Figure 6-28 the ultimate weld deformation is determined when the ultimate true plastic strain is
achieved in one of the elements. The horizontal line indicates the weld deformation when weld
fracture occurred during the experimental test.

Figure 6-27; Mesh convergence study with different number of
elements along tension leg for ultimate tensile load of test 14

Figure 6-28; Mesh convergence study with different number of
elements along tension leg for ultimate weld deformation of
test 14

Figure 6-28 and Figure 6-27 show that the ultimate tensile loads of the different simulations has
not converged to a specific value. A smaller mesh size has to be modelled to investigate if the FEmodel will converge. When the number of elements along the tension leg is increased to 15
elements, the memory allocation grows to 8044MB; that is, more than the memory of my pc
(Error; “The memory allocation for job T_weld_m_15 was increased to 8044MB based on the
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analysis estimates.”). So the mesh has to be reassigned to increase the number of elements along
the tension leg to 16.
In order to increase the number of elements above 15, the mesh should be reclassified. Table 6.4
shows three different mesh sizes, where the root notch the mesh very detailed is compared to the
FE-models of Table 6.3. To reassign the mesh the elements sizes are varied along the tension leg.
So, near the root notch, the mesh sizes are, for example, equal to 1.0. The mesh size increases
along the tension leg weld, with a maximum mesh size four times larger than the mesh near the
root notch. These smallest mesh sizes are defined by a number of elements along the tension leg.
Three FE-models will be used with a smallest mesh size of 1.0 mm, 0.75 mm and 0.5 mm near the
root notch indicated in Table 6.4.
Table 6.4; Three FE-models with detailed mesh near root notch

Mesh size notch tip = 1.0 mm; 15 elements

Mesh size notch tip = 0.75 mm; 20

Mesh size notch tip = 0.5 mm; 31 elements

along tension leg

elements along tension leg

along tension leg

Figure 6-29 shows the results of the mesh convergence study of test 14 with a detailed mesh near
the not notch, for the ultimate force when weld fracture occurred. The number of elements is
shown on the vertical axis. Because the elements sizes increases over the leg length of the weld,
the number of elements are determined by dividing the leg length by the smallest element length.
Figure 6-30 shows the results of the mesh convergence study of test 14 with a detailed mesh near
the not notch, for the ultimate displacement when weld fracture occurred.

Figure 6-29; Mesh convergence study of detailed mesh with
different number of elements along tension leg for ultimate
tensile load

Figure 6-30; Mesh convergence study of detailed mesh with
different number of elements along tension leg for ultimate
weld deformation
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The different tensile forces of the numerical simulation presented in Figure 6-29 converge to a
tensile load of 1400 kN. The ultimate weld deformations of the numerical simulation presented in
Figure 6-30 converge to a weld deflection of 0.8 mm. Because only three simulations are plotted, it
is not possible to conclude that the FE-model is fully converted. Due to the calculation time of more
than 12 hours, no new simulations are performed.
6.2.9 Results test 23
In this section, the results of the numerical simulation of test 23 are discussed. The geometrical
properties of the test specimen of test 23 are illustrated in Figure 6-17. The average measured weld
profile is given in Figure 6-18. The material properties given in Figure 6-19 are the same as for test
14. The element type, mesh sizes, boundary conditions and loading are modelled exactly the same
as for test 14.
Figure 6-31 shows a load versus weld deformation curve of the experimental and numerical test
23. The red curve indicates the load-displacement curve measured on the front side of the test
specimen and the green curve shows the load-displacement measured on the back side of the test
specimen during the experiment. These two load displacement curves do not correspond with
each other. This is due to the initial skewed angle (lack of straightness) introduced during specimen
fabrication, as previously described in Section 6.2.1 of this report. This provides an unsymmetrical
response. The blue curve has been determined by using a FE-model of test 23 with 6 elements
along tensile leg. To determine when fracture occurred during the numerical simulation the
ultimate engineer plastic strain is used, as discussed in Section 6.2.6. The location where initial
fracture will occur is exactly the same location as for test, as 14 illustrated in Figure 6-23, and
corresponds with the experimental test. The initial skewed angle is not modelled in the FE-model,
because no details were provided about the angle of skewed.

Figure 6-31; Load versus weld deformation of test 23
experimental and numerical with a number of 6 elements along
tension leg

Figure 6-32 shows the results of the mesh convergence study of test 23, for the ultimate force
when weld fracture occurs. On the vertical axis the tensile forces are plotted and on the horizontal
axis the number of elements along the tensile leg of the weld. The horizontal line indicates the
force when weld fracture occurred during the experimental test, as well for the potential meter
position on the front of the test specimen as the potential meter positioned on the back of the test
specimen.
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Figure 6-33 shows the results of the mesh convergence study of test 23, for the ultimate
displacement when fracture of the brace plate occurs. The displacements are plotted on the
vertical axis, and the number of elements along the tensile leg of the weld on the horizontal axis.
The horizontal line indicates the displacement when weld fracture occurred during the
experimental test, as well for the potential meter position on the front of the test specimen as the
potential meter positioned on the back of the test specimen.

Figure 6-32; Mesh convergence study with different numbers of
elements along tension leg for ultimate tensile load of test 23

Figure 6-33; Mesh convergence study with different numbers of
elements along tension leg for ultimate weld deformation of
test 23

Figure 6-33 and Figure 6-32 show that even for 10 elements the solution is not converging. So a
smaller mesh size is modelled to investigate if the FE-model will converted.The mesh is reassigned
as presented for test 14 in Table 6.4.
Figure 6-35 and Figure 6-34 shows the results of the mesh convergence study of test 23 with a
detailed mesh near the notch, for the ultimate force when weld fracture occurs. The same cutoff
criterion was used as previously discussed in this section.

Figure 6-34; Mesh convergence study with different numbers of
elements along tension leg for ultimate tensile load of test 23

Figure 6-35; Mesh convergence study with different numbers of
elements along tension leg for ultimate weld deformation of
test 23

The different tensile forces of the numerical simulation presented in Figure 6-29 converge to a
tensile load of 800 kN. Because only three simulations are plotted, it is not possible to conclude
that the FE-model is fully converted. Due to the large calculation time, no new simulations are
performed. The ultimate weld deformations of the numerical simulation presented in Figure 6-30
converge to a weld deflection 0.36 mm.
6.2.10 Conclusion
A small mesh size near the notch root is needed to converge the results of the numerical
simulations, where the mesh is structured as presented in Table 6.4. By using 16 elements for test
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14 and 12 elements for test 23, the memory needed for the simulation became too large when
equal mesh sizes are used along the leg lengths of the weld. A detailed mesh was used near the
root notch of the weld to reduce the element size in the area where fracture was expected.
A good agreement between the experimental results and of FE-simulations results of test 14 and
test 23 is achieved. The location where weld fracture occurred was similar compared to initial
fracture of the experimental. The load versus displacement curves of the numerical simulations
correspond to the experimental results.
Making use of the ultimate plastic strain (plastic strain when rupture occurs) as a cutoff criterion
gives a large difference between the experimental result and the results of the numerical
simulations, by increasing the number of elements along the tension length. The reason for this
difference is that the ultimate plastic strain (elongation at rupture) in the experiment is determined
after the necking region. When the necking region has been reached, there is a non-homogeneous
strain distribution along the length. Simulating the necking region in a numerical program such as
Abaqus is very difficult, so the ultimate plastic strain (elongation at rupture) cannot be used as a
cutoff criterion. The cutoff criterion will also depend on the number of elements along the tension
leg. So the right strain to use as a cutoff criterion has to be determined. In chapter 8 the cutoff
criteria used during the numerical simulations in aluminum are determined.
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7| Validations of numerical models to determine the

effective width of branch plate to RHS Chord connections
in cross joints (J. Wardenier).

The equations to determine the length of the effective parts along the cross wall are
experimentally determined by Wardenier [2]. Equation 30 is used to determine the effective width
of perimeter the brace member (beff) for failure mechanism brace failure. Equation 31 is used to
determine the effective width perimeter of the chord member (bep) for failure mechanism
punching shear. Equation 30 and Equation 31 include a constant value Cf, this value is determined
in the experimental research of J. Wardenier [2] discussed in pragraph 7.1. For steel, the Cf value is
equal to C  13.5 , with     1.25 . In this section some numerical models consisting of a
f
m
c
 m  c
branch plate to RHS chord X-joints are validated with the experimental research of J. Wardenier [2],
regarding the failure types brace plate facture and punching shear.
Equation 30; Effective parts for failure type brace failure

beff 

C f fy 0  t0

b
b0 fy1  t1 1
t0

Equation 31; Effective parts for failure type punching shear

bep 

Cf
b
b0 1
t0

7.1 Experimental test of branch plate to RHS Chord connections.
The experimental research on the effective width of branch to RHS chord connections in cross
joints of J. Wardenier [2] will be discussed in this section.
7.1.1 Test specimens
The test specimens were fabricated for 180x180 RHS chords with nominal wall thicknesses of 6.3,
8.8 and 12.5 mm. The width of the plates varied from 110 mm to 180 mm with wall thicknesses
slightly less than that of the chord wall. The dimensions of the test specimens are given in Figure
7-3, the configuration of the test specimens is shown in Figure 7-1.
All specimens were welded with rutile electrodes in accordance with the following standard
specifications: NEN 1063, Erb 212, BS E 213, DIN 1913, Ti VIII, ASTM E 6013 and NEN 43R3. The
details of the fillet welds along the width of the plates and the butt welds on the ends of the plates
are given in Figure 7-2.

Figure 7-1; Physical configuration of test
specimens [2]

Figure 7-2; Weld details [2]
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Figure 7-3; Actual dimensions and physical properties of test specimens according to [2] Table 1

7.1.2 Test setup
Each specimen was coated with white-wash so that the onset of yielding could be recognized by
cracking of the coating. The load was applied continuously at the top and the bottom of the
specimens and measured by the testing machine Figure 7-4. The deflection was measured by two
L.V.D.T.s, as illustrated in Figure 7-5.

Figure 7-4; Test setup in Losenhausen testing
machine [2]

Figure 7-5; Arrangement of L.V.D.T’s in
extensometers for logging external deflection [2]
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7.1.3 Material properties
The chord was a hot finished hollow section made of mild steel grate St 42.2 with a minimum
specified yield stress of 255 N/mm². The plates were specified as mild steel grade Fe 360-A with a
minimum specified yield stress of 235 N/mm². The actual mechanical properties of the chord and
the plate are given in Figure 7-3. These mechanical properties were measured during tensile tests
on tensile coupons taken for the chord and the plate. No information about the properties of the
weld are given in the literature of [2]; the mechanical properties of the weld were not measured.
7.1.4 Test results
For each test, the mode of failure is described in Table 7.1. The loading at which a crack was first
observed is given in the third column of Table 7.1. For each test, the load-displacement diagram is
presented in Figure 7-6 for experimental tests P-1, P-2, P-3 and P-4. The most common failure
mode was failure of the weld or failure near the weld. The failure mode of test P-2 and P-10-II was
brace plate fracture, above the weld. The failure mode of test P-4 and P-7-II was punching shear of
the chord face. In the other experimental tests P-1, 3, 5, 6, 7, 8, 10 failed due to failure/cracking of
the weld. In the load displacement diagrams presented in Figure 7-6 is the load and displacement
when first crack was observed indicated with term CR. For most of the tests presented in Figure 7-6
the load could increase after reaching first crack.
Table 7.1; Comments on cracking and failure during experimental test according to [2]

Test No.

P-1
P-2
P-3
P-4
P-5
P-5-2
P-6
P-7
P-8
P-9
P-10

Comment on mode of failure

Local Ncr at which
cracking was first
observed [kN]
th
Yielding of plate at 3 corners. At 4 corner failure in weld due to 186.4
reduced throat thickness
Plate failure – no weld failure
185.4
Weld failure generally – weak spot in one corner
88.3
Chord wall tearing in 3 corners, weld failure in other. Reduced 78.5
throat thickness of weld
Weld failure on end of plate due to weld size below specified 255.1
rough welds at end.
Weld were deliberately made over-size (throat thickness 366.6
=7.6mm). Plate cracked, and chord weld interface.
Shear of welds. Weld undersized, particularly at ends.
213.9
Complete weld failure, welds undersized.
119.7
General yielding of plate. Failure by shear along plate weld 543.5
interface on one side and weld shear on other.
General yielding of the plate first with necking of plate. Final 544.5
failure along plate weld interface.
Yielding of the plate followed by plate-weld interface shear and 318.8
shear cracking of weld.
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Figure 7-6; Load-deflection curves for Series P-1 to P-4-II with b0/t0 = 29.5 [2]

7.2 Validation of numerical models of branch plate to RHS Chord
connections.
The modelling procedure will be discussed in this section, for the validation of the FE-models with
the experimental tests P-2; P-10-II; P-4 and P-7-II. Experimental tests P-2 and P-10-II are used to
validate the FE-models with failure type brace failure and experimental tests P-4 and P-7-II are used
to validate the FE-models with punching shear.
7.2.1 Geometrical properties FE-model branch plate to RHS Chord connections
The actual dimensions of the test specimen are used to model the geometry; these dimension are
given in Figure 7-3. One out of eight of the geometry has been modelled to reduce calculation time.
So three panels of symmetry are used as represented in Figure 7-7 for the FE-model of P-4. The
geometry is modelled with elements.
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Figure 7-7; Geometry of test P-4
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Figure 7-8; Weld along brace plate test P-4 solid elements

Figure 7-8 illustrates that the fillet weld runs along the width and thickness of the brace plate. The
schematic weld detail of the experimental test specimen is illustrated in Figure 7-9 and
corresponds with the modelled weld of the FE-model of test P-4, as represented in Figure 7-10. The
throat thickness of the weld test specimen and that of the FE-model are equal.

Figure 7-9; Detail of fillet weld along width
and thickness of branch plate [2]
Figure 7-10; Detail of fillet weld FE-model

For test specimen P-2, the β-ratio (=b0/b1), equal to 0.89, is different than for P-4, for test specimen
P-4, the β ratio is equal to 0.61. Due to the β-ratio of P-2, the end of the brace plate and the weld
along the thickness of the plate are located at the rounded edge of the chord member, illustrated
by Figure 7-12. Figure 7-11 shows a detail of the type of weld along the thickness of the plate that is
provided on the test specimens of J. Wardernier [2]. For all other tests P-4; P-10-II and P-7-II, the β
ratio was less than 0.61; the weld is located as represented in Figure 7-10.
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Figure 7-11; Sketch weld detail
experimental test specimen P-2 [2]

Figure 7-12; Weld detail of FE-model test P-2

The FE-models of tests P-2; P-10-II; P-4 and P-7-II consist of 3 parts: brace plate, chord member and
weld part. These three parts are connected by tie constrains. Figure 7-14 illustrates a section of the
welded plate to RHS chord connection and indicate the tied areas with dashed lines, the location of
this section is indicated by a red line in Figure 7-13. The surfaces which are connected by tie
constrains are illustrated in Figure 7-13, where the brace is modelled as the master of the weld and
the chord, and the weld is modelled as the master of the
chord.

Figure 7-13; Top view of brace plate to RHS chord connection with indicted
tie areas

Figure 7-14; Section of welded
plate to chord face connection

By modeling the mesh transitions of the three different parts, the nodes of the elements are
constructed such that a smooth transition between the parts is achieved illustrated by Figure 7-15
and Figure 7-16. So the mesh pattern of the tied surfaces is exactly equal Otherwise it is possible
that the nodes of tied areas are not connected.

Figure 7-15; mesh transition between different parts

Figure 7-16; mesh transition between different parts
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7.2.2 Material properties of FE-models branch plate to RHS Chord connections
By using numerical programs, the engineering stresses and strains have to be converted to true
stresses and strains, as discussed in section 6.2.2. The actual ultimate stress, yield stress and
ultimate strain of tests P-2; P-10-II; P-4 and P-7-II are presented in Figure 7-3. These stress and
strains are measured by a tensile test during the experiment of J. Wardenier [2]. For the chord
member and the brace plate, an E-module equal to 210000 N/mm² is assumed. Table 7.2 gives the
engineering (measured by tensile test) and true stresses and strains of the chord member of test
specimen P-2. Table 7.3 gives the measured and true stress and strains of the brace plate of test
specimen P-2.
Table 7.2; Engineer/True stresses and strains of Chord member

fy
fvl
ft
εvl
εt
εu
E

Measured,
tensile test
335.7
335.7
453.1
0.0112
0.080
0.365
210000

N/mm²
N/mm²
N/mm²
N/mm²

fy
fvl
ft
εvl
εt
εu
E

True Stress and
Strain
336.2
339.5
489.4
0.0111
0.077
0.311
210504

N/mm²
N/mm²
N/mm²
N/mm²

True Stress and
Strain
262.4
264.4
396.7
0.0087
0.077
0.316
210393

N/mm²
N/mm²
N/mm²
N/mm²

Table 7.3 Enigeer/True stresses and strains of Brace plate

fy
fvl
ft
εvl
εt
εu
E

Measured,
tensile test
262.1
262.1
367.3
0.0087
0.080
0.372
210000

N/mm²
N/mm²
N/mm²
N/mm²

fy
fvl
ft
εvl
εt
εu
E

Figure 4.14 shows the engineering (measured by tensile test) and true stress strain relationship
with curved strain hardening, which corresponds to material properties given in Table 7.2 and
Table 7.3.

Figure 7-17; Engineer and true Stress Strain diagram of test
P2
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The material properties of the weld metal are not included in the experimental research of J.
Wardenier [2]; only the weld procedure is discussed. Due to the fact that in this section only the
failure types of brace fracture and punching shear of chord will be validated, the material
properties for the weld will be assumed properties. In this section, the failure type brace plate
failure and punching shear will be validated, while the validation of the FE-model with weld failure
is discussed in chapter 6. For this reason, two cases with different material properties are assumed
for the weld metal.
Figure 7-18 shows the results of a simulation with the stress-strain relationship according to Figure
7-17. For the unknown material properties of the weld, a linear elastic relationship is modelled with
an E-module equal to 210000 N/mm². The tensile forces is plotted on the vertical axis and the
displacement has been plotted on the horizontal axis. The load displacement curves of the
numerical simulation correspond to the experimental results, as illustrated in Figure 7-18.
Figure 7-19 represents the results of stress strain relation according to Figure 7-17. But this time
the unknown material property of the weld is equal to the material property of the chord member.
So the material properties of the chord, indicated in Figure 7-17 by red curves, are adopted as the
material properties of the weld. Figure 7-19 illustrates that the load displacement curves of the
experiment and the simulation are more diverge than in Figure 7-18. A small difference can be
noted in the maximum displacement and tensile loads. The FE-model with the weld material
properties equal to the chord reaches a lower tensile resistance compared to the FE-model with
the weld linear elastic.

Figure 7-18; Load versus displacement curve of test P-2 with
weld properties linear elastic

Figure 7-19; Load versus displacement curve of test P-2 with
weld properties equal to that of the chord member

During both numerical simulations, brace failure was the decisive failure mechanism. For both
simulations the ultimate plastic strain at rupture is used to determine when fracture occurs, as
already discussed in Section 6.2.6. Because the load displacement curves of Figure 7-18 correspond
with the experimental result, the linear elastic material properties for the weld will be used in the
upcoming simulations.
7.2.3 Element type study of FE-models branch plate to RHS Chord connections.
The FE-model is modelled in solid elements, 3D-elements. Due to the solid elements, the nonlinearity in the thickness direction could be implemented; with shell elements this is not possible.
Another advantage is that modelling of the weld is easier within solid elements compared to shell
elements. An imported property of aluminum is the partly penetration depth of the weld. The
partial penetration weld can only be modelled with solid elements. Because not the full brace plate
is connected to the chord member, only the area which is penetrated due to welding.
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Different types of elements can be used in the numerical program Abaqus presented in Figure 7-21
and Figure 7-20. In this section, four different types of elements are compared. These elements
types are:
- C3D8: 8-node linear brick element
- C3D20: 20-node quadratic brick element
- C3D8R: 8-node linear brick element with reduced integration
- C3D20R: 20-node quadratic brick element with reduced integration

Figure 7-20; Linear and Quadratic element [7]

Figure 7-21; Different element types Abaqus [7]

Different simulations are performed for the FE-model of test P-4 with element types C3D8, C3D8R,
C3D20 and C3D20R. Figure 7-23 and Figure 7-22 illustrate the results of the simulations. In Figure
7-23, the different element types with the corresponding ultimate force when punching shear
occurs are plotted for a different number of elements along the thickness of the chord. In Figure
7-22, the different element types with the corresponding ultimate displacement are plotted for a
different number of elements along the thickness of the chord. Each simulation was performed
with the same settings for the FE-model of test P-4.

Figure 7-22; Mesh convergence of load when fracture occurs
with different element types

Figure 7-23; Mesh convergence of displacement when fracture
occurs with different element types

Figure 7-23 and Figure 7-22 illustrated that the resistance of the FE-model with element type
C3D20 results in the lowest tensile force and the tensile force comes closest to the experimental
tensile force. This is due to the largest number of integration points compared to other element
types. For this reason, C3D20 elements will only be used in the FE-models. To reduce the
calculation time the C3D20 elements will only be used at the location where fracture is expected
and C3D8R will be used at all other locations.
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7.2.5 Boundary conditions
Three panels of symmetry are used: a panel of symmetry in the x, y and z-direction, as indicated in
Figure 7-24. The symmetrical boundary condition in the x-direction is fixed in the x-direction, and
the rotations are fixed in the y- and z-directions. The symmetrical boundary condition in the ydirection is fixed in the y-direction, and the rotations are fixed in the x- and z-directions. The
symmetrical boundary condition in the z-direction is fixed in the z-direction, and the rotations are
fixed in the x- and y-directions.

Figure 7-24; Boundary conditions and load for P-2

7.2.6 Loading
The load is introduced on top of the plate (brace plate) by a displacement in the y-direction
indicated in Figure 7-24, so the FE-model is displacement-controlled. The displacement is
distributed over the top plate of the test specimen. The type of loading steps is static general,
according to Abaqus. The displacement will increase until a displacement of 10 mm is achieved,
with a minimum increment (steps) size of 1E-5 and maximum increments (steps) of 0.02. The
simulations are performed geometrical and material non-linear performed. So the state of the FEmodel at the end of one general step provides the initial state for the start of the next general step.

7.3 Validation of numerical models with failure mechanism brace failure
In this section, experimental tests P-2 and P-10-II are validated with the experimental test of J.
Wardenier [2]. The type of failure which occurs during the experimental tests occurred through
brace plate cracking, brace failure.
7.3.1 Analytical resistance
The analytical resistance is of brace plate failure is determined by Equation 32. The analytical value
is plotted in the upcoming graphs.
Equation 32; Determination of analytical tensile resistance of brace plate failure

N1;Rd  fy1  t1  beff  262.1  6.4  66.4  156.1 kN
With: beff 

13.5 fy 0  t0
13.5
355.7  6
b1 
160.2  66.4 mm
b0 t0 fy1  t1
179.7 6.1 262.1  6.4

7.3.2 Mesh convergence study of failure mechanism brace failure
A mesh convergence study is performed for the numerical model of test P-2 and P-10-II. Figure
7-25 shows the location in the brace plate where the plastic strains achieves the ultimate plastic
strain for FE-model of test P-2, indicated by a red color in Figure 7-25. The location where fracture
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occurs is similar compared to the experimental test of P-2, as illustrated in Figure 7-26. For the
mesh convergence study, different mesh sizes along the thickness of the brace plate t1 are
investigated. Figure 7-25 illustrates an example of six elements along the thickness of the brace
plate t1. Cubic elements are used at the location where failure is expected, so all of the
mesh/elements will have equal lengths. When the ultimate strain is reached in one of these
elements, the cutoff criterion is applied when ultimate engineer plastic strain (the elongation at
rupture) of the brace member is reached. Some elements of the chord member (near the weld) are
also checked if the ultimate engineer plastic strain of the chord member is reached. It could be
possible that another failure mechanism can occur.

t1

Figure 7-25; Number of elements along the
thickness of the plate (6 elements)

Figure 7-26; Location of fracture in brace
plate of experimental test P-2

The load-displacement curve of a numerical simulation and experimental test results of test P-2 are
presented in Figure 7-18. The red curve indicates the load displacement curve of the numerical
summation, an FE-model with 6 elements along the thickness of the brace is used. The green curve
indicates the load-displacement curve of the experimental test. The tensile force has been plotted
on the vertical axis and the displacement has been plotted on the horizontal axis. To determine
when fracture occurred during the numerical simulation, the ultimate engineer plastic strain is
used, as discussed in Section 6.2.6. The load displacement curves of the numerical simulation
correspond to the experimental results, illustrated in Figure 7-18. But the force and displacement
when fracture occurs during the numerical simulation does not correspond with the experimental
results for 6 elements along the thickness of the chord. This is why tensile load and ultimate
displacement are determined by a decreasing and increasing number of elements along the
thickness of the brace plate presented in Figure 7-27 and Figure 7-28.
7.3.3 Results of test P-2
Figure 7-27 presents the mesh convergence of test P-2 for the ultimate force when fracture of
brace plate occurs. The tensile forces are plotted on the vertical axis, and the numbers of elements
along the thickness of the brace are plotted on the horizontal axis. The red curve illustrates the
force when fracture occurs by a different number of elements along the thickness of the brace
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plate. The tensile force when fracture occurs during the experimental test and the analytical tensile
force are also included in figure 4.18.
Figure 7-28 represents the mesh convergence of test P-2 for the ultimate displacement when
fracture of the brace plate occurs. The displacements are plotted on the vertical axis, and the
numbers of elements along the thickness of the brace plate are plotted on the horizontal axis.

Figure 7-27; Mesh convergence of test P-2 load when fracture
occurs

Figure 7-28; Mesh convergence of test P-2 displacement when
fracture occurs

The different tensile forces of the numerical simulation presented in Figure 7-27 converge to a
tensile load of 128 kN. The ultimate displacements of the numerical simulation presented in Figure
7-28 converge to a displacement of 3.4 mm.
7.3.4 Results of test P-10-II
The test specimen P-10-II is modelled and validated with the experimental test. The type of failure
which occurs during the experimental test is brace failure. The actual dimensions and actual
mechanical properties are according to Figure 7-3. The element type, mesh sizes, boundary
conditions and loading of FE-model of test P-10-II are modelled in exactly the same manner as
discussed in Section 7.2.
The material properties during test specimen P-10-II are different compared to those of test
specimens P-2 and P-4. Figure 4.19 shows the engineering (measured by tensile test) and true
stress strain relationship with curved strain hardening. The material properties of the weld are not
given in the literature [2], so a linear stress-strain relations ship has been adopted as discussed in
Section 7.2.2.

Figure 7-29; Engineer and true Stress Strain diagram of test
P10-II

The load versus displacement curve of a numerical simulation and the experimental test result of
test P-10-II are presented in Figure 7-30. The red curve indicates the load displacement curve of the
numerical summation, a FE-model with 6 elements along the thickness of the brace is used. To
determine when fracture occurred during the numerical simulation, the ultimate engineer plastic
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strain is used, as discussed in Section 6.2.6. The load displacement curves of the numerical
simulation correspond to the experimental results.

Figure 7-30; Load versus displacement curve of FE-model P10-II with 6 elements along the brace thickness

The mesh convergence of test P-10-II for the ultimate force when fracture of brace plate occurs is
presented in Figure 7-31. The tensile forces are plotted on the vertical axis, and the numbers of
elements along the thickness of the brace t1 are plotted on the horizontal axis. The red curve
illustrates the force when fracture occurs in a different number of elements along the thickness of
the brace plate. The experimental and analytical tensile force is included in Figure 7-31.
Figure 7-32 represents the mesh convergence of test P-10-II for the ultimate displacement when
fracture of the brace plate occurs. The displacements are plotted on the vertical axis, and the
numbers of elements along the thickness of the brace plate t1 are plotted on the horizontal axis.

Figure 7-31; Mesh convergence of test P-10-II load when
fracture occurs

Figure 7-32; Mesh convergence of test P-10-II displacement
when fracture occurs

The different tensile forces of the numerical simulation presented in Figure 7-31 converge to a
tensile load of 255 kN. The ultimate displacements of the numerical simulation presented in Figure
7-32 converge to a displacement of 3.5 mm.

7.4 Validation of numerical models with failure mechanism punching
shear
In this section, experimental tests P-4 and P-7-II are validated with the experimental test of J.
Wardenier [2]. The type of failure which occurs during the experimental tests P-4 and P-7-II is
punching shear of chord member.
7.4.1 Mesh convergence study of failure mechanism punching shear
Figure 7-33 shows the location in the chord member where the plastic strains is achieved first for
FE-model of test P-4, indicated by a red color in Figure 7-33. The location where fracture occurs is
similar compared to the experimental test of P-4, illustrated in Figure 7-34. For the mesh
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convergence study of the FE-model where failure occurs due to punching shear, the numbers of
elements along the thickness of the chord member t0 are changed. Figure 7-33 shows the FE-model
of P-4 with three elements along the thickness of the chord member. Cubic elements are used at
the location where failure is expected, so all length of the mesh elements will have equal lengths.
Fracture is assumed to occur when the ultimate strain is reached in one of these elements. Some
elements of the brace plate (above the weld) were also checked to see if the ultimate engineer
plastic strain of the brace plate was reached.

t0

Figure 7-33; Number of elements along the thickness of the
chord member (3 elements)

Figure 7-34; Location of punching
shear chord member of
experimental test P-4-II

The load versus displacement curve of a numerical simulation and experimental test results of test
P-4 are presented in Figure 7-35. The red curve indicates the load displacement curve of the
numerical summation, a FE-model with 3 of elements along the thickness of the chord is used. The
green curve indicates the load displacement curve of the experimental test. To determine when
fracture occurred during the numerical simulation, the ultimate engineer plastic strain is used, as
discussed in Section 6.2.6. The load displacement curves of the numerical simulation correspond to
the experimental results, illustrated in Figure 7-35. The force and displacement when fracture
occurs during the numerical simulation does not correspond with the experimental results for 3
elements along the thickness of the chord. This is why tensile load and ultimate displacement are
determined by a decreasing and increasing number of elements along the thickness of the brace
plate, as presented in Figure 7-27 and Figure 7-28.

Figure 7-35; Load versus displacement curve of FE-model P-4
with 3 elements along the thickness of the chord t0
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7.4.2 Results of test P4
The mesh convergence of test P-4 for the ultimate force when fracture of punching shear of chord
member occurs is presented in Figure 7-36. On the vertical axis the tensile forces were plotted and
on the horizontal axis the number of elements along the thickness of the chord member t0. The
experimental and analytical tensile forces of test specimen P-4 are included in Figure 7-36.
Figure 7-37 represents the mesh convergence of test P-4 for the ultimate displacement when
fracture of the punching shear of chord member occurs. The displacements are plotted on the
vertical axis, and the numbers of elements along the thickness of the chord member t0 are plotted
on the horizontal axis.

Figure 7-36; Mesh convergence study of FE-model P-4 for load
when fracture occurs

Figure 7-37; Mesh convergence study of FE-model P-4 for
displacement when fracture occurs

The different tensile forces of the numerical simulation presented in Figure 7-36 converge to a
tensile load of 86.6 kN. The ultimate displacements of the numerical simulation presented in Figure
7-4 converge to a displacement of 7.8 mm.
7.4.3 Results of test P-7-II
The test specimen P-7-II is modelled and validated with the experimental test. The type of failure
which occurs during the experimental test was punching shear. The actual dimensions and actual
mechanical properties are according to Figure 7-3. The element type, mesh sizes, boundary
conditions and loading of FE-model of test P-7-II are modelled in the exact same manner as
discussed in Section 7.2.
The material properties during test specimen P-7-II are different compared with those of test
specimen P-2, P-4 and P-10-II. Figure 7-38 shows the engineering (measured by tensile test) and
true stress strain relationship with curved strain hardening for the brace plate and chord member
of test P-7-II. The material properties of the weld are not given in the literature [2], so a linear
stress-strain relations ship has been adopted, as discussed in Section 7.2.2.

Figure 7-38; Engineer and true Stress Strain diagram of test
P-7-II
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The load versus displacement curve of a numerical simulation and experimental test results of test
P-4 are presented in Figure 7-39. The red curve indicates the load displacement curve of the
numerical summation, a FE-model with 3 of elements along the thickness of the chord is used. To
determine when fracture occurred during the numerical simulation, the ultimate engineer plastic
strain is used, as discussed in Section 6.2.6.

Figure 7-39; Load versus displacement curve of FE-model P7-II with a number of 3 elements along the thickness of the
chord

The mesh convergence of test P-7-II for the ultimate force when fracture of punching shear of a
chord member occurs is presented in Figure 7-41. The tensile forces are plotted on the vertical axis,
and the numbers of elements along the thickness of the chord member t0 are plotted on the
horizontal axis. The red curve illustrates the load when fracture occurs by a different number of
elements along the thickness of the chord member. The experimental and analytical tensile forces
of test specimen P-7-II are included in Figure 7-36.
Figure 7-41 represents the mesh convergence of test P-7-II for the ultimate displacement when
fracture of the punching shear of chord member occurs. The displacements are plotted on the
vertical axis, and the numbers of elements along the thickness of the chord member t0 are plotted
on the horizontal axis.

Figure 7-40; Mesh convergence study of FE-model P-7-II for load Figure 7-41; Mesh convergence study of FE-model P-7-II for
when fracture occurs
displacement when fracture occurs

The different tensile forces of the numerical simulation presented in Figure 7-36 converge to a
tensile load of 146.3 kN. The ultimate displacements of the numerical simulation presented in
Figure 7-4 converge to a displacement of 4.9 mm.
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7.5 Conclusion
A good agreement between the experimental results and results of the FE-models of test P-2; P-10II; P-4 and P-7-II is achieved. The location where failure brace failure occurred for test P-2 is similar
compared to the fracture location of the experimental test of P-2. The failure location of P-4 where
punching shear occurred is also similar compared to the experiment test. The load versus
displacement curves of the numerical simulations corresponds to the experimental results.
The ultimate forces and displacements of the FE-models with a different number of elements along
the thickness of the chord do not converge to the experimental force or displacement. For brace
failure, a specific number of elements, for test P-10-II 6 elements, the numerical ultimate force or
displacement is similar to the experimental ultimate force of displacement. But by increasing the
number of elements, the ultimate tensile force decreases below the experimental ultimate tensile
force. For the failure type punching shear, the numerical ultimate force displacement converges to
the experimental ultimate force or displacement, but for a large number of elements along the
thickness. So the cutoff criterion depends on the number of elements along the thicknesses.
The ultimate strain (elongation at rupture) in the experiment is determined after the necking
region. When the necking region is reached, there is a non-homogeneous strain distribution along
the length. Simulating the necking region in a numerical program such as Abaqus is very difficult. So
the ultimate strain (elongation at rupture) cannot be used as a cutoff criterion. So the right strain to
use as a cutoff criterion has to be determined. The cutoff criteria also depend on the mesh size.
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8| Cut off criteria when fracture occurs

In the previous sections, some numerical simulations are validated with experimental results in
steel. The following failure types were covered: weld fracture, brace fracture and punching shear.
The ultimate force and displacement is determined for a different number of elements along
thicknesses or tension legs, where the ultimate plastic strain is used to determine when fracture
occurs. The results of these numerical simulations depend on the number of elements along
thickness or tension leg. To determine when fracture occurs during a numerical simulation in the
upcoming simulations, cutoff criteria are introduced.

8.1 Determining cutoff criteria
The ratios between the ultimate force of the simulation and the ultimate force of the experiment (
Fu;sim. Fu;exp.

) are determined for the validated FE-models, failure types, and different number of
elements and presented in Table 8.1; these different simulations are discussed in the chapters 6
and 7. The

Fu ;exp

is the ultimate tensile force determined by the experiment of A.M. Kanvinde [1]
F

and J. Wardenier [2] and u ;sim is the ultimate tensile force of the numerical simulations, which are
determined in the previous chapters 6 and 7. For these numerical simulations, a cutoff criterion is
used to determine the ultimate force. The cutoff criterion is applied when the ultimate engineering
plastic strain is achieved in one of the elements, so when the ultimate plastic strain is reached, it is
assumed that failure occurred. This ultimate plastic strain which is used for the cut of criteria is
measured by a tensile test.
Table 8.1; Ratio between ultimate force reached during simulation and ultimate force reached during experiment of A.M.
Kanvinde [1] and J. Wardenier [2].
Ratio between ultimate force reached during simulation and ultimate force reached during experiment of Wardenier
Numb. Elements
31
30
24
20
21
20
17
16
15
14
12
10
9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
Test type
K14 (wf)
0.91
0.939
0.858
0.883 0.858 0.896 0.947 0.952 1.008 1.064 1.158
K23 (wf)
0.000
0.793
0.865 0.878 0.895 0.886 0.967 0.994 1.017 1.008
P2 (bf)
0.688 0.697
0.740
0.764
0.842
1.027
P10 (bf)
0.71 0.707 0.000
0.769
0.796
0.856
0.930
0.984
1.291
1.211
P4 (ps)
1.036 1.096
1.139
1.254
1.497 1.720 2.168 0.835
P7 (ps)
0.931 0.933 0.946 0.977 1.010 1.065
1.097
1.163
1.429 1.664
wf=weld failure; bf=brace failure and ps=punching shear

F

F

The different ratios ( u;sim. u;exp. ) of failure mechanism brace fracture and weld fracture, K14, K23,
P2 and P10, of Table 8.1 are approximately similar for the equal number of elements. For the
F

F

failure type punching shear, the ratios ( u;sim. u;exp. ) do not correspond to the other failure types
(weld fracture and brace fracture). So a different cutoff criterion must be maintained for the failure
type punching shear.
F

F

According to Table 8.1 the ratios ( u;sim. u;exp. ) of the different simulations with 6 elements give the
best match with experimental results; all the ratios are nearly 1.0 but a safe assumption (less than
1.00). So, number 6 elements are used for the simulation in aluminum. These 6 elements are
applied where failure is expected. For example brace failure, 6 elements are applied across the
thickness direction of the brace plate (t1). For weld failure 6 elements are applied across the leg
lengths of the weld. For the simulation in aluminum where failure occurs due to weld or brace
failure the following cutoff criteria will be used; the cutoff criteria will be applied when the ultimate
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plastic engineer strain is reached in one of the elements, in combination with 6 elements at the
location where failure is expected.

8.2 Determining the cutoff criterion for punching shear
As discussed before, a different cutoff criterion must be applied for punching shear compared to
fracture of brace and weld. By failure due to tension the ultimate strain determined with a tensile
test can be used. But in case of failure due to shear, the ultimate strain cannot directly be used.
Therefore the relation between ε1 and ε2 when fracture occurs must be determined. The relation
between the two strains when failure occurred can be determined by using a method of FFL
(fracture forming limit) and SFFL (shear fracture forming limit) diagrams. The FFL and SFFL are used
to evaluate the workability of metal sheets and to determine when fracture will occur. The method
of FFL and SFFL are determined by M.B. Silva et al. [12] and K. Isik et al. [13] and validated with
experimental tests results. For these experimental tests, double-notched tensile, plane torsion and
shear test where preformed on aluminum alloy 7075-O sheets with a thickness of 1.6 mm. A
disadvantage is that the method of FFL and SFFL is used for very thin plates. During this research
thicker ‘sheet’ chord thickness, with maximum 6.0 mm, will be used compared to thin plates which
are used for the experimental validation of the FFL and SFFL. Besides that, the FFL and SFFL will be
used for the cutoff criteria of punching shear.
A FFL diagram is a diagram which represents the relationship between ε1 and ε2 at fracture. As
described in the literature of M.B. Silva et al. [12] and K. Isik et al. [13] the fracture limit diagram is
divided into two different modes; tensile and in-plane shear mode. By using both modes the
relation between ε1 and ε2 when fracture occurs can be determined as well for tensile as for inplane shear.
The fracture forming limit (FFL)
Figure 8-1represents the fracture forming limit (FFL) line for tension. This FFL line is defined by a
straight line falling from left to right with a negative slope of -1. In the citation of Martins et al. [15]
it is explained why the FFL line is a straight line: ’’Irrespective of the initial loading history before
necking, tensile fracture occurs approximately at a constant through-thickness true strain ε3f
corresponding to a constant percentage of the reduction in thickness at fracture Rf given by
t  t t where, t0 is the initial thickness of the sheet and tf is the thickness at fracture. The



0

f



0

reduction in thickness at fracture Rf and ε3f are related by   ln 1  R .
 f
3f
Owing to constancy of volume       0 during platic flow, it follows that the FFL is a
1f
2f
3f
straight line falling from left to right with slope ‘-1’ in the principal strain space.’’(Recent
approaches of the determination of forming limits by necking and fracture in sheet metal forming,
2015, p. 345)
Martins et al [15] showed that Equation 33 gives a good function of the major and minor in-plane
strains (  , ) at the onset of fracture. Martins et al [15] used the constitutive equation
1f

2f

associated to Hill’s 48 anisotropic yield criterion and assuming rotational symmetry anisotropy
r is the normal anisotropy coefficient for the determination of Equation 33. The
r  r  r and


slope of the FFL can be determined by Equation 33 also referred to as damage criterion Dcrit. By
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substituting Dcrit into Equation 34 the value of Dcrit must be negative to ensure that negative slope.
The function of the FFL line is given in Equation 34. The ε1f and ε2f presented in Equation 34 are the
axial and transverse strain when fracture occurred during the tensile test, also referred to in this
report as ultimate strain. The ε1 and ε2 are the axial and transverse strains which occur during the
numerical simulation.
Equation 33; damage criterion FFL

Dcrit 

With:

1r
1 f   2 f 
3

r = normal anisotropy coefficient
1 f
= axial strain when measured by fracture
2 f
= transverse strain measured by fracture

Equation 34; Fracture forming limit function

1  Dcrit   2  x
x  1 f   2 f
With;
 = axial strain
1

 2 = transverse strain
= damage criterion FFL according to Equation 33
D
crit

Figure 8-1; Values of the major and minor strain at fracture obtained from the experimental
test of the AA150-H111 aluminum sheet with 1 mm thickness [12]

The shear fracture forming limit line (SFFL)
Figure 8-1 represents the shear fracture forming limit (SFFL) line. This SFFL line is defined by a
straight line falling from right to left with a positive slope of ‘+1’. Furthermore, for the SFFL, Martins
et al [15] showed that Equation 35 gives a good function of the major and minor in-plane strains (
 1 f , 2 f
) at the onset of fracture. The slope of the FFLS can be determined by Equation 35 also
referred to as damage criterion Dscrit. By substituting Dscrit into Equation 36, the value of Dscrit must
be positive to ensure a positive slope. The function of the FFLS line is given in Equation 36.
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Equation 35; damage criterion SFFL
s
Dcrit


With:

1 1r
1 f   2 f 
2 1  2r

r = normal anisotropy coefficient
1 f
= axial strain when measured by fracture
2 f
= transverse strain measured by fracture

Equation 36; Shear Fracture limit function
s
1  Dcrit
 2  y
y  1 f   2 f

With;

 1 = axial strain
 = transverse strain
2

s
Dcrit

= damage criterion FFL according to Equation 33

By combining the FFL- and SFFL- line, it is possible to create a fracture limit diagram for tensile as
well for shear fracture and combinations, as represented in Figure 8-1. Figure 8-1 represents the
strains at fracture for AA1050-H111 aluminum sheets with 1 mm thickness, as determined by [12].
These strains were measured during an experiment performed by a different type of tensile test
example; SPIF and double notch test, illustrated in Figure 8-1. The FFL and SFFL of experimental
results represented in Figure 8-1 correspond with Equation 33 and Equation 35 according to the
literature of [12]. Equation 37 and Equation 38 represent the FFL and SFFL line function
represented in Figure 8-1.
Equation 37; Function for FFL

1  0.79   2  1.37
Equation 38; Function for SFFL

1  1.39   2  2.14

By using the FFL and SFFL diagrams firstly the Dcrit is determined by using Equation 33 and Equation
35. To determine Dcrit the ultimate strain in major and minor direction determined by a tensile test
and the r normal anisotropy coefficient have to be substituted in Equation 33 and Equation 35.
Then the y and x value can be determined by using the ultimate strain when fracture occurred in
major and minor direction determined by a tensile test. The values for Dcrit, y and x are substituted
in Equation 34 and Equation 36. So the ε1 and ε2 are the unknown values, these two strains are
the principle strains determined by the FE-analyses. When   0.79    1.37 or   1.39    2.14
1

2

1

2

is true, it can be assumed that fracture has taken place.
FFL and SFFL diagrams validated FE-models in steel of J. Wardenier.
To determine when fracture occurs for validation of model P-4 and P-7-II, the cutoff criterion of
punching shear is used. Firstly the FFL and SFFL line according to the material properties of test P-4
and P-7-II must be determined. To determine Dcrit, the slope of the FFL line Equation 33 is used. The
r (normal anisotropy coefficient) is taken equal to 0.989, according to the experimental test of
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Hofmann [11]. The ultimate strain in the axial strain direction was determined by J. Wardenier [2]
and is used for ε1f. The transverse strain ε2f is not determined in the experimental test of J.
Wardenier [2], so a ratio of ν=0.5 between ε1f and ε2f is adopted, ν*ε2f. When ε2f will be reached
full-plasticity will be achieved, which follows that ν=0.5 by assuming the volume remains equal. The
determination of the FFL-line for test P-4 is presented in
Equation 39 by using the ultimate plastic strain when fracture occurs in Section 7.2.2 for test P-4.
The determination of FFLS-line is presented in Equation 40. The FFL and SFFL lines which will are
used as cut off criteria for P-4 are illustrated in Figure 8-2.
Equation 39; FFL line for steel S355

 1 f  0.363
 2 f   1 f   0.181  0.5
Dcrit 

1r
1  0.989
1 f   2 f  
 0.363  0.181 

3
3

x   1 f   2 f  0.363  0.181

 1  Dcrit   2  x
 1  0.120   2  0.181
Equation 40; SFFL line for steel S355
s
Dcrit


1 1r
 0.363  0.181 
1 f   2 f   12 1120.989
2 1  2r
 0.989

y   1 f   2 f  0.363  0.181
s
 1  Dcrit
 2  y
 1  0.182   2  0.544

Figure 8-2; FFL and SFFL of test P-4

By using this fracture limit diagram, it is possible to create a cutoff criterion for punching shear
where the strains ε1 and ε2 can increase until the following criteria is reached. If for FFL
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1  0.120   2  0.181 or SFFL 1  0.182   2  0.544 is true, it is assumed that fracture will occur. So
during the FE-simulation the PE;max (ε1) and PE;min (ε2) are measured, and when
1  0.120   2  0.181 (FFL) or 1  0.182   2  0.544 (SFFL) are not valid, it is assumed that failure will

occur. Table 8.2 represents, for a number of increments (steps), force, displacement, Maximum
plastic strains and minimum plastic strains. The last two columns of Table 8.2 indicate the FFL value
of x determined by Equation 39 and the SFFL the value of y determined by Equation 40. Initial
fracture is indicated by a bold font in Table 8.2.
Table 8.2; Cutoff criteria for Punching shear

Increments

Force
[kN]

Displa.
[mm]

PE;Max

PE;Min

FFL

SFFL

0
0.001
0.002
0.0035
…

0
1.05138
2.10377
3.68428
…

0
0.03579
0.07158
0.12526
…

0
0
0
0
…

0
0
0
0
…

0
0
0
0
…

0.150258
0.170258

76.51995 6.544777
76.92752 6.644389

0.195876
0.199903

0.175953
0.179539

0.225982
0.230673

0.190258

77.32737 6.744007

0.203922

0.183119

0.235357

0.210258
…
0.330258
0.350258
0.370258
0.390258

77.72108
…
104.083
106.874
109.639
112.395

0.207944
…
0.41960
0.44576
0.47127
0.49612

0
0
0
0
…
0.16564
-0.1693
0.17295
0.17662
…
-0.3694
-0.3939
-0.4180
-0.4414

0.1867
…
0.37517
0.39837
0.42099
0.44301

0.240045
…
0.48673
0.51736
0.54724
0.57636

F

6.843631
…
12.7938
13.5826
14.3715
15.1605
F

Table 8.3 represents the ( u;sim. u;exp. ) ratio between the ultimate force of the simulation and the
ultimate force of the experiment, where the cutoff criterion for punching shear is used. For
numerical simulations P-4 and P-7 (failure type punching shear), the cutoff criteria are used. For the
anisotropy coefficient r the research of U. Hofmann [11] is used with an r value of 0.989 for hot
rolled steel S355. The axial strain is determined by a tensile test by J. Wardeiner [2]. And for the
transverse strain ε2=-ε1*0.5 is used.
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Table 8.3; Ratio between ultimate force reached during simulation and ultimate force reached during experiment of A.M.
Kanvinde [1] and J. Wardenier [2].
Ratio between ultimate force reached during simulation and ultimate force reached during experiment of Wardenier
Numb. Elements
31
30
24
20
21
20
17
16
15
14
12
10
9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
Test type
K14 (wf)
0.91
0.939
0.858
0.883 0.858 0.896 0.947 0.952 1.008 1.064 1.158
K23 (wf)
0.000
0.793
0.865 0.878 0.895 0.886 0.967 0.994 1.017 1.008
P2 (bf)
0.688 0.697
0.740
0.764
0.842
1.027
P10 (bf)
0.71 0.707 0.000
0.769
0.796
0.856
0.930
0.984
1.291
1.211
P4 (ps)
0.895 0.897
0.933
0.985
1.034 1.351 1.487 1.422
P7 (ps)
0.816
0.838 0.856 0.883
0.912
0.981
1.429
1.454 1.632
wf=weld failure; bf=brace failure and ps=punching shear

F

F

The ratios ( u;sim. u;exp. ) between the failure type punching shear and brace/weld fracture
correspond better when using a different cutoff strain for punching shear. According to Table 8.3,
F

F

the ratios ( u;sim. u;exp. ) of the different simulations with 6 elements give the best match with
experimental results; all the ratios are nearly 1.0. For the upcoming numerical simulations in
aluminum, 6 elements along the thickness of the chord are used, the same number of elements as
for brace and weld failure.

8.3 Determining factor Cf for validated models in steel
For the validated numerical simulations in steel the effective width can be calculated and
compared with the effective width determined with experimental research. As mentioned before,
J. Wardenier [2] determined the effective width (beff and bep) of bracing plates on chord. This
equation includes a Cf factor which is determined with experimental tests as 13.5. In the upcoming section, the Cf factors for validated simulations are determined for brace fracture as well as
punching shear.
8.3.1 Determining factor Cf for validated models in steel for brace failure
Equation 41 can be used to determine the ultimate tensile resistance (Nu) when brace failure will
occur and the effective width (beff). By substituting beff into Equation 41 and solving for variable Cf
gives Equation 42.
Equation 41; Analytical model for brace failure of brace plate to RHS chord steel X-joint

Nu  fu1  t1  beff
with: beff 

C f fy ;0  t0

 b  b1
b0 fy ;1  t1 1
t0

Equation 42; Factor Cf brace plate failure

Cf 

Nu  b0  fy1
t  fu1  fy 0  b1
2
0

Table 8.4 represents the Cf factor for 6 elements along the plate thickness for the simulation of
tests P-2 and P-10-II. The Cf factors are determined by using Equation 42. All parameters which are
needed to determine the Cf factor are presented in Figure 7-3 for tests P-2 and P-10-II. The Cf factor
for the simulations with 6 elements along the thickness is less than 13.5, as presented in second
column of Table 8.4. By increasing the number of elements along the thickness, the Cf factor
decreases. The Cf-factor based on the experimental load when first crack was observed and the
ultimate load are presented in the fourth and fifth column. The Cf factor of 6 elements for
numerical test P-10-II corresponds with the experimentally determined Cf-factor and is a safe
assumption. The Cf factor for numerical test P-2 does not correspond with the experimentally
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determined Cf-factors. But it correspond better with the Cf value equal to 13.5, which was
determined experimentally by J. Wardenier [2].
Table 8.4; Cf factors for a 6 number of elements brace failure

Cf factor based on
simulation
Numb. elements

6

Cf based on Fcr exp. J. Cf based on Fu exp. J.
Wardenier
Wardenier
-

P-2
P-10-II

12.73
13.16

16.65
13.02

17.54
13.98

8.3.1 Determining factor Cf for validated models in steel for punching shear
Equation 43 can be used to determine the ultimate tensile resistance (Nu) when brace failure will
occur and the effective width (beff). By substituting beff into Equation 43 and solving for variable Cf
gives Equation 44.
Equation 43; Analytical model for punching shear of brace plate to RHS chord steel X-joint

Nu  2  t0 
With : be ,p

fy ;0

 be ,p  t1 
3
C
 f  b1  b1
b0
t0

Equation 44; Factor Cf punching shear

Cf 



1 3  b0 3  Nu  2 3  fy ;0  t1  t0
6
fy ;0  b1  t02



For the experimental tests where punching shear was the decisive failure mechanism, a large
difference between the load when first crack occurred and the ultimate load can be observed.
Table 8.5 represents the ultimate load (fifth column) and the load when first crack occurred (sixth
column), observed during the experiment test of J. Wardenier [2]. According to Table 8.5 the
ultimate load for punching shear (P-4 and P-7-II) is much higher than the load when first crack
occurred, Illustrated with a red box in Table 8.5. The characteristic loading (eighth column) was also
much higher than the load when first crack occurred. For brace failure the difference between the
ultimate load en de loads when first crack occurred was similar, represented in Table 8.5 with a
blue box for test P-2 and P-10. J. Wardenier determined the Cf-factors by using the ultimate load
achieved during the experimental test. The FE-simulations are cut off when the first ultimate strain
is reached, i.e. when first crack will occur. The ultimate load cannot be determined by using the FEsimulation.
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Table 8.5; Experimental results Wardenier [2]

Table 8.6 represents the Cf factors for 6 elements along the plate thickness for the simulation of
tests P-4 and P-7-II. The Cf factor is determined by using Equation 44. To determine the ultimate
force during the numerical simulation a cutoff criterion is used for punching shear. So the Cf factors
represented in the second column of Table 8.6 are determined by using the load when first crack
was observed. Compared to the experiment of J. Wardenier, the ultimate forces are used to
determine the Cf factors. This is the reason that the Cf factors in Table 8.6 are lower than 13.5.
Table 8.6 also represents the Cf factors determined by using the experimental load when first crack
is observed and the experimental ultimate load.
Table 8.6; Cf factors for a different number of elements punching shear

Cf factor based on
simulation
Numb. elements

6

Cf based on Fcr exp. J.
Cf based on Fu exp. J.
Wardenier
Wardenier
-

P4
P7-II

10.48
11.73

10.63
11.96

17.68
17.79
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9| Validation of numerical models with X-joint loaded in
tension

In this chapter, the FE-models consisting of a RHS brace to RHS chord X-joint are validated with
experimental research, for failure type brace failure and punching shear. For this validation the
experimental research of ‘The effective width of branch cross walls for RR cross joints in tension’ G.
Davies, J. Wardenier and P. Stolle [10] is used. For the failure type of chord wall failure and chord
face yielding, no experimental test result was available. These two failure types will be validated
with the analytical models of a steel RHS brace to RHS chord X-joint.

9.1 Experimental test X-joints loaded in tension.
The experimental test program of G. Davies [10] is discussed first.
9.1.1 Test specimens
The test specimens were fabricated for 180x180 RHS chords with nominal wall thicknesses of 8.8
and 12.5 mm. The SHS braces vary for 180 x 180 x 6.3 to 140 x 140 x 5. The dimensions of the test
specimens are given in Table 9.1; the configuration of the test specimens is shown in Figure 9-1.
All specimens were welded with rutile electrodes in accordance with the following standard
specifications: NEN 1063, Erb 212, BS E 213, DIN 1913, Ti VIII, ASTM E 6013 and NEN 43R3. The
details of the fillet welds along the width of the plates and the butt welds on the ends of the plates
are given in Figure 9-2.

Figure 9-2; Weld details

Figure 9-1; Physical configuration
of test specimens [10]
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Table 9.1; Actual dimensions and physical properties of test specimens according to [10] Table 1

9.1.2 Test setup
Each test specimen was coated with white-wash so that the onset of yielding could be recognized
by cracking of the coating. The load was applied continuously at the top and the bottom of the
specimens and measured by the test set-up Figure 9-3. The deflection was measured by two
L.V.D.T.s illustrated in Figure 9-4.

Figure 9-3; Test setup in for cross joint [10]
Figure 9-4; Arrangement of L.V.D.Ts in
extensometers for logging external deflection [10]
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9.1.3 Material properties
The chord and brace were formed from hot finished hollow sections made of mild steel grate St
42.2 with a minimum specified yield stress of 255 N/mm². The actual mechanical properties of the
chord and brace members are represented in Table 9.1. These mechanical properties were
measured during tensile tests on tensile coupons taken for the chord and the brace members. No
information about the properties of the weld was given in the literature of [10]; the mechanical
properties of the weld were not determined.
9.1.4 Test results
For each test the mode of failure is described in Table 9.2. The loading at which a crack was first
observed is given in the fourth column of Table 9.2 and the ultimate tensile load is presented in the
last column of Table 9.2. Load versus displacement diagram is shown in Figure 9-5 for experimental
tests B-1 through B-8.
Table 9.2; Comments on cracking and failure during experimental tests according to [10].

Test
No.

B-1
B-2

B-3
B-4
B-5
B-6
B-7
B-8

B-9

Comment on mode of failure

Local Ncr at
which cracking
was
first
observed [kN]
Yielding at branch corners and in chord wall. 1375.0
Sudden fracture of weld.
Yielding of branch corners and chord side wall. 1060.0
Cracking initiated from weld undercut at corner.
Fracture of branch wall and weld.
Yielding of branch with branch wall cracking above 634.0
fillet weld.
Yielding of branch corners. Fracture through weld – 1663.5
slag inclusion.
Yielding of branch corners, and chord sidewalls. 1364.0
Branch failure initiated from weld undercut.
Yielding of branch corners and chord sidewall. 964.0
General yielding and fracture in branch.
Yielding of branch corners and chord side wall. 714.0
Fracture in branch wall.
Yielding of chord sidewall, branch corners. Sudden 313.6
cracking in chord face next to side fillet weld. Chord
punching shear failure
Yielding of chord sidewalls, branch corners. Failure 605.0
along weld in branch.

Ultimate
tensile load Nu
[kN]
1375.0
1084.0

724.4
1663.5
1442.2
1016.2
747.2
323.9

630.5
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Figure 9-5; Load-deflection curves for Series B-1 to B-8 with b0/t0 = 29.5 [10]

In the next sections, 9.2 and 9.3, the experimental test results of tests B-3 and B-9 are used to
validate the numerical models for failure type brace failure. In section 9.4, the experimental test
results of test B-8 validate the numerical model for failure type punching shear.

9.2 Validation of numerical models of RHS brace to RHS Chord X-joints.
This section will describe the modelling procedure for the validation of the FE-models consisting of
a RHS brace to RHS chord X-joint.
9.2.1 Geometrical properties FE-model RHS brace to RHS chord X-joint
The dimensions of test B-3, B-8 and B-9 are represented in Table 9.1. The actual dimensions of the
test specimen are used to model the geometry. The geometrical properties of the FE-models which
validate the failure type chord wall fracture are presented in Table 9.5 and for chord face yielding
are given in Table 9.8. The geometry is modelled in the same manner as discussed in Section 7.2.1
Geometrical properties FE-model. So, one out of eight of the geometry is modelled for the FEmodels discussed in this section. The geometries of the FE-models are modelled with solid
elements. The Brace member, the weld and the chord member are modelled in three different
parts and connected with tie constrains.
9.2.2 Material properties of FE-models
By using numerical programs, the engineering stresses and strains have to be converted into true
stresses and strains. The engineering stress and strain are represented in Table 9.1. These stress
and strains were measured by a tensile test. For the chord member and the brace plate, the Emodule is taken equal to 210000 N/mm². For the unknown material properties of the weld, a linear
elastic relationship is modelled with an E-module equal to 210000 N/mm², as discussed in Section
7.2.2 Material properties of FE-models. The engineer and true stress strains relationships for brace
and chord members of tests B-3, B-9 and B-8 are presented in Figure 9-6, Figure 9-7 and Figure 9-8.
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Figure 9-6; Engineer and true Stress-Strain diagram B-3
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Figure 9-7; Engineer and true Stress-Strain diagram B-9

Figure 9-8; Engineer and true Stress-Strain diagram B-8

9.2.3 Element type study
The FE-model is modelled in solid elements, 3D-elements. At locations where fracture is expected,
C3D20 elements are used and for all other locations C3D8R are used. General consideration with
regard to type of element can be found in Section 7.2.3 Element type.
9.2.4 Boundary conditions and loading
Three panels of symmetry are used: a panel of symmetry in the x, y and z-direction, as illustrated
by Figure 9-9. The load is introduced on top of one of the RHS brace member by a displacement in
the y-direction. General consideration with regard to type of element can be found in Section 7.2.5
Boundary conditions and Section 7.2.6 Loading.

Figure 9-9; Boundary conditions and load FE-models
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9.2 Validation of numerical models with failure mechanism brace failure
The location where fracture of the RHS brace occurred in the FE-models corresponds with the
comments which described the failure location of the experimental test presented in Table 9.2. The
cutoff criteria described in Section 8.1 Determining cutoff criteria, are used to determine when
fracture occurred. So, 6 elements are used in the thickness direction of the brace member. The
location where fracture occurred, the ultimate plastic strain is achieved, is indicated by a red color
in Figure 9-11.

Figure 9-10; Overview X-join test B-3

Figure 9-11; Location where ultimate plastic strain is achieved FEmodel of testB-3

The load versus displacement curve of a numerical simulation and the experimental test result of
tests B-3 and B-9 are presented in Figure 9-12 and Figure 9-12. The red curve indicates the load
displacement curve of the numerical simulation and the green curve indicates the load
displacement curve measured during the experimental test of G. Davies [10]. The load
displacement curves of the numerical simulations correspond to the experimental results;
insignificant difference can be observed.

Figure 9-12; Load versus displacement curve of FE-model and
experimental test B-3

Figure 9-13; Load versus displacement curve of FE-model and
experimental test B-9

Table 9.3 represents the ultimate load and displacement of numerical and experimental test. The
last two columns represent the ratio between the ultimate force of the simulation and the
experimental test. This is also done for the ultimate displacement.
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9.3 Validation of numerical models with failure mechanism punching
shear
The location where punching shear of the RHS chord occurred in the FE-models corresponds with
the comments that described the failure location presented in Table 9.2. The cutoff criterion for
punching shear described in Section 8.2 Determining the cutoff criterion for punching shear, is used
to determine when punching shear of chord occurred. The location where punching shear
occurred, the largest plastic strains are indicated by a red color in Figure 9-11.

Figure 9-14; Overview X-join test B-8 Figure 9-15; Location of largest plastic strain of FE-model of testB-8

The load versus displacement curve of a numerical simulation and the experimental test result of
test B-8 are presented in Figure 9-16. To determine when fracture occurred during the numerical
simulation the FFL and SFFL lines are used, as discussed in Section 8.2 Determining the cutoff
criterion for punching shear. The load displacement curves of the numerical simulations
correspond to the experimental results.

Figure 9-16; Load versus displacement curve of FE-model and
experimental test B-8

Table 9.3 shows the ultimate load and displacement of numerical and experimental tests B-3; B-8
and B-9. The failure type is presented in the third column. The ultimate force and displacement of
the simulation are presented in the fifth and sixth column. The force and displacement when first
crack was observed during the experiment is presented in the eighth and ninth. The last two
columns represent the ratio between the ultimate force of the FE-simulation and force when first
crack was observed during the experimental test. The last column represents the ratio between the
displacement of FE-simulation and displacement experimental that is determined when first crack
was observed. For each simulation, the ratio between the Nu,sim and Ncr,exp is almost equal to 1.0. So
the FE-simulation gives a good prediction for the force.
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Table 9.3; Load and displacement of numerical and experimental test.

Failur
e type

Spec. No.

Nu,sim [kN]

umax,sim
[mm]

B-3
BF
611.8
8.44
B-8
PS
292.4
11.2
B-9
BF
647.6
7.39
Failure types; BF (brace failure), PS (punching shear)

Ncr,exp [kN]

ucr,exp
[mm]

Nu ,sim
Nu ,exp

umax,sim
umax,exp

634.0
313.6
605.0

10.3
12.5
7.6

0.96
0.93
1.07

0.82
0.90
0.97

9.3.2 Determine Cf factors of validated FE-models
The Cf-factors for the validated numerical simulation are determined by using the analytical models
of brace failure and punching shear determined by J. Wardenier [15]. For brace failure the Cf-factor
is determined by substituting the effective width of the brace into Equation 45 and solving for
factor Cf gives Equation 46. For punching shear, the Cf-factor is determined by Equation 47 and
solving for Cf gives Equation 48. The ultimate force of the numerical simulation and the
corresponding Cf;sim factors are presented in the fifth and sixth column of Table 9.4. The force when
first crack was observed and the corresponding Cf;cr,exp factor are given in the eighth and ninth
column of Table 9.4. The ultimate force of the experimental test and the corresponding Cf;u,exp
factors are presented in the eleventh and twelfth column of Table 9.4. In the last column of Table
9.4, the analytical force determined by Equation 45 for brace failure Equation 47 for punching
shear is presented.
Equation 45; Analytical model for brace failure of RHS brace to RHS chord steel X-joint

N  2  fy ;1  t1  (h1  2  t1  beff )
with: beff 

C f fy ;0  t0

b  b
b0 fy ;1  t1 1 1
t0

Equation 46; Substituting beff into N and solving for Cf gives
2
1 b  (2  fy ,1  h1  t1  4  fy ,1  t1  N)
Cf   0
2
fy ,0  b1  t02

Equation 47; Analytical model for punching shear of RHS brace to RHS chord steel X-joint

N  2

fy ;0  t0
3

with: be ;p 

(h1  be ;p )

Cf
b  b
b0 1 1
t0

Equation 48; Substituting be;p into N and solving for Cf gives

1 3  b0  (2 3  fy ,0  h1  t0  3  N)
Cf   
6
fy ,0  b1  t02
Table 9.4; Cf-factors for numerical and experiment tests

Spec.
No.

Failure
type

FE-Simulation
Nu,sim
Cf;sim
[kN]

B-3*

BF

611.8

-*

Experiment Crack
Ncr,exp
Cf;cr,exp
[kN]

Experiment ultimate
Nu,exp
Cf;u,exp
[kN]

Nan
[kN]

634.0

724.4

674.8

-*

-*
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B-8**
PS
292.4
7.54**
313.6
B-9
BF
647.6
14.88
605.0
*b1≥beff so Cf factor expire
** J. Wardenier also noted that Nu was lower than Nan

[Type text]
9.89**
12.72

323.9
630.5

11.03**
14.01

346.2
614.9

For test B-3, the width effective beff was larger than width b1, the beff≤b1 for test B-3 is 162.5 ≤
140.5 mm. So the full width of the brace is effective, the full width of the brace may be used for
determining the resistance. So, the Cf-factor in Table 9.4 could not be determined for test B-3.
For test B-8, the Cf;u,exp factor is also lower than the Cf factor of 13.5 determined by J. Wardenier.
Due to this difference in Cf factor, the analytical force is larger than Nu,exp and Nu,sim. When the
safety factor of  m   c  1.25 , proposed by J. Wardenier [2], is taking into account the Cf will be
Cf 

13.5

 m  c

 10.8

equal to
. So, the Cf;u,exp exceeds the Cf-facture by taking into account the safety
factor. The analytical model gives a safe assumption, by taking the safety factors into account.
For test B-9, the Cf;u,exp exceeds the Cf value of 13.5. So the analytical model gives a safe
assumption compared to the ultimate experimental force.

9.4 Validation of numerical models with failure mechanism Chord wall
fracture
The failure mechanism chord wall fracture is not covered in the experimental research of G. Davies
et al. [10]. G. Davies experimentally investigated the effective width of the brace member (beff or
be,p). For chord wall fracture, the effective width of the brace does not have any influence. That is
the reason why this failure type is not covered in the experimental research of G. Davies et al. [10].
To validate the numerical models with failure type chord wall fracture (fracture) the analytical
models for steel are used. The equation for the analytical model for chord wall fracture is given in
Equation 49.
Equation 49; Analytical mode for chord side wall failure

 h
 1
Nan;1  2 fy ;0t0  1  5t0 
 sin1
 sin1

For the validation of failure type chord wall fracture, two FE-models are used; B-CWF-1 and B-CWF2. The geometrical properties are represented in Table 9.5.
Table 9.5; Geometrical properties FE-models with failure mechanism chord wall fracture (fracture)

Numerical
simulation

Chord member
b0 x h0 x t0 [mm]

Brace plate
b0 x t0 [mm]

B-CWF-1
B-CWF-2

180.0 x 180.0 x 9.0
180.0 x 180.0 x 6.0

180.0 x 180.0 x 9.0
180.0 x 180.0 x 9.0

a
(throat β
thickness)
[mm]
6.0
1.0
6.0
1.0

τ

1.0
0.67

Figure 9-17 represents the engineering and true stress versus strain curve used for FE-models BCWF-1 and B-CWF-2.
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Figure 9-17; Engineering and true Stress-Strain diagram B-CWF
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Figure 9-18; Load displacement curve Chord wall fracture

The load versus displacement curve of numerical simulations B-CWF-1 and B-CWF-2 are presented
in Figure 9-18. The cutoff criteria described in Section 8.1 Determining cutoff criteria, are used to
determine when chord wall fracture occurred.
Table 9.6 represents the ultimate force and displacement of the FE-models B-CWF-1 and C-CWF-2.
N

N

For both models, the decisive failure type was Chord wall fracture. The ratio ( u,sim an;1 ) between
ultimate force of FE-simulation and the force determined by using the analytical model for chord
wall fracture, determined by using Equation 49, is presented in tenth column of Table 9.6. From
N

N

this ratio u,sim an;1 , it can be concluded that the numerical force does not correspond with the
analytical force; the average is equal to 0.58.
Table 9.6; Ultimate force and displacement FE-models with failure type Chord wall fracture

Spec. No.

Failure type

Nu,sim [kN]

umax,sim [mm]

Nan;1 [kN]

Nu ,sim
Nan;1

B-CWF-1
B-CWF-2

CWF
CWF

1890.0
1181.6

11.11
5.41

1049.4
699.6

0.56
0.59

The analytical model for chord wall fracture is based on mechanics, as discussed in section 4.5.
Chord side wall failure for a steel X-joint is also referred to as chord side wall bearing or chord side
wall yielding. In order to determine the source of the discrepancy between the analytical and
numerical models, a Bi-linear stress strain relationship is used, illustrated in Figure 9-19.

Figure 9-19; Bi-linear stress strain relation

Figure 9-20; Domain between 0.00 and 0.05 of Bi-linear stress
strain relation

Figure 9-21 illustrates the load displacement
curve for simulation B-CWF-1, for both a normal stress strain relationship represented in Figure
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9-17 and a Bi-linear stress strain relationship represented in Figure 9-19. Strain hardening is not
included in the Bi-linear stress strain relation compared to the normal stress strain relationship.
That is the reason why the load will hardly increase after first plasticity occurs for the FE-model
with a linear stress strain relationship. To determine when fracture occurs, the ultimate plastic
strain is used as a cutoff criterion, as described in Section 8.1 Determining cutoff criteria. Figure
9-22 represents the load displacement curve for simulation B-CWF-2, for both a normal stress
strain relationship and a Bi-linear stress strain relationship.

Figure 9-21; Numerical simulation B-CWF-1with BI-linear and
normal stress strain diagram

Figure 9-22; Numerical simulation B-CWF-2with BI-linear and
normal stress strain diagram

Table 9.7 represents the ultimate load and displacement researched when the cutoff criterion was
applied. This is also done for the B-CWF-1-Bi-Lineair models. The ultimate force of the FE-models
with a Bi-linear stress strain relations ship corresponds with the analytical models compared to the
FE-models with a normal stress strain relationship.
Table 9.7; Ultimate force and displacement of numerical simulations.

Spec. No.

Failure type

Nu,sim [kN]

umax,sim [mm]

Nan;1 [kN]

Nu ,sim
Nan;1

B-CWF-1
B-CWF-1-Bi-Lineair
B-CWF-2
B-CWF-2-Bi-Lineair

CWF
CWF
CWF
CWF

1890.0
1114.4
1181.6
731.7

11.11
3.03
5.41
3.52

1049.4
1049.4
699.6
699.6

0.56
0.94
0.59
0.96

9.5 Validation of numerical models with failure mechanism Chord face
yielding
The failure mechanism chord face yielding is not covered in the experimental research of J.
Wardenier [10]. To validate the numerical models with failure type chord face yielding the
analytical model for steel are used. The equation for the analytical model for chord wall fracture is
presented in Equation 50.
Equation 50; Analytical mode for chord face yielding

N1 

2  fy 0  t02  

2 1
1    sin

 1
  sin


For the validation of failure type chord face yielding three FE-models are used; B-CFY-1, B-CFY-2
and B-CFY-3. The geometrical properties are represented in Table 9.8.
Table 9.8; Geometrical properties FE-models with failure mechanism chord face yielding

Numerical

Chord member

Brace plate

a

(throat β

τ
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simulation

b0 x h0 x t0 [mm]

b0 x t0 [mm]

B-CFY-1
B-CFY-2
B-CFY-3

180.0 x 180.0 x 6.0
180.0 x 180.0 x 9.0
180.0 x 180.0 x 6.0

90.0 x 90.0 x 6.0
90.0 x 90.0 x 9.0
110.0 x 110.0 x 6.0

[Type text]
thickness)
[mm]
6.0
6.0
6.0

0.50
0.50
0.61

1.0
1.0
1.0

Figure 9-6 represents the engineering and true stress versus strain curve used for FE-models B-CFY1, B-CFY-2 and B-CFY-3.

Figure 9-23; True and engineer stress-strain diagram for
Test B-CFY

9.5.1 Definition limit for chord face yielding
For the failure modes brace, weld, and chord wall fracture, and punching shear, a clear maximum
(peak) load can be found when fracture occurs. This maximum load is considered the ultimate
force at failure. For chord face yielding the deformation is unacceptably large at the point of
fracture. This is due to the post-yielding response of the chord face. The determination a failure
load for this failure type is not straightforward. Therefore, a deformation limit has been defined by
Lu et al. [17].
The deformation limit proposed by Lu et al. [17]. Lu et al. [17] is based on the fact that the
deformation at serviceability should not be governing and that crack initiation should not occur at
serviceability either. This is why experimental test results of different types of welded tubular joints
in steel are used. Lu et al [17] determined that the ultimate deformation limit of 3% of the chord
width gives an acceptable deformation. So, the ultimate tensile force is assumed to be achieved by
a displacement of 3% of the chord width, as illustrated in Figure 9-24. This deformation limit of
P3%b0 is adopted in this research for aluminum X-joints to determine the ultimate tensile load for
chord face yielding. The procedure to determine the ultimate load and to determine when chord
face yielding or a failure type due to fracture occurs (BF, PS, CWF and WF) is illustrated in Figure
9-25.

Figure 9-24; Load displacement curves and corresponding
deformation limits for chord face yielding [18]

Figure 9-25; Procedure to determine the ultimate load [14]
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9.5.2 Results of test B-CFY-1, B-CFY-2 and B-CFY-3
The load versus displacement curve of numerical simulations B-CFY-1 with the corresponding
deformations of 0.5%b0, 1.0% b0 and 3.0%b0 are presented in Figure 9-26. The load versus
displacement curve of numerical simulation B-CFY-2 and B-CFY-3 are presented in Figure 9-27 and
Figure 9-28. After reaching the deformation limit of 3.0%b0 the load and displacement increases
until fracture occurred; this type of fracture is indicated in Table 9.9. But the ultimate load is
determined by the deformation limit, the force at a displacement of 3%b0.

Figure 9-26; Load versus displacement curve test B-CFY-1

Figure 9-27; Load versus displacement curve test B-CFY-2

Figure 9-28; Load versus displacement curve test B-CFY-3

Table 9.9 represents the ultimate force and displacement of the FE-models B-CYF-1, B-CYF-2 and CCYF-3. The first column of Table 9.9 presents the notation of the simulation. For all simulations
represented in Table 9.9 chord face yielding was the decisive failure mode. The deformation limit
of 3.0%b0 is used to determine when the ultimate load is achieved. After reaching the deformation
limit, the X-joint will fail due to fracture; the types of fractures are represented in the second
column. The fourth column represents the load when fracture occurs; the cutoff criterion is used
for this. The fifth column represents the load when a displacement of 0.5% of the chord width is
achieved. The sixth column represents the load when a displacement of 1.0% of the chord width is
reached. The load which is determined by the deformation limit is given in seventh column. The
analytical load determined by Equation 50 for each simulation is presented in eighth column. The
ninth column in Table 9.9 represents the ratio ( Nan ) between ultimate force of FE-simulation and
F1% b0

the force determined by the analytical model for chord face yielding. The tenth and last column
gives the ratio ( Nan ) between the force of the FE-simulation and the force determined by the
F3% b0

analytical model. The numerical load, determined by the deformation limit, does not correspond
with the analytical force.
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Table 9.9; Ultimate force and displacement FE-models with failure type Chord face yielding

Numerical
simulation

Fracture
type

Nu [kN]

B-CFY-1
B-CFY-2
B-CFY-3

PS
BF
PS

110.7
227.7
124.1

F
at
0.5%*b0
[kN]
24.6
24.6
34.2

F
at
1.0%*b0
[kN]
42.6
123.3
58.7

F
at
3.0%*b0
[kN]
79.8
192.2
98.6

Nan
[kN]

Nan
F1% b0

Nan
F3% b0

70.7
159.1
88.3

0.60
0.77
0.66

1.13
1.21
1.12

The analytical model for chord face yielding is based on mechanics, yield line model of Johansen
[19] as discussed in section 4.2. In order to determine the source of the discrepancy between the
analytical and numerical models, a Bi-linear stress strain relationship is used in Figure 9-29.

Figure 9-29; Bi-linear stress strain relation

Figure 9-30; Bi-linear stress strain relation domain between
0.00 and 0.05 of Bi-linear stress strain relation

Figure 9-32 represents the load displacement curve for simulation B-CFY1, for a normal stress
strain relationship represented in Figure 9-23 and a Bi-linear stress strain relationship represented
in Figure 9-29. Strain hardening is not included in the Bi-linear stress strain relation. That is the
reason why the load will hardly increase after first plasticity occurs. The load displacement curves
for simulations B-CFY-2 and B-CFY-3, for a normal stress strain relationship and a Bi-linear stress
strain relationship, are presented in Figure 9-33 and Figure 9-32.

Figure 9-32; Load versus displacement curve test B-CFY-1with
BI-linear and normal stress strain diagram

Figure 9-31; Load versus displacement curve test B-CFY-3 with
BI-linear and normal stress strain diagram

Figure 9-33; Load versus displacement curve test B-CFY-2with
BI-linear and normal stress strain diagram
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In Table 9.10 the FE-simulations with a Bi-linear stress strain relationship are substituted compared
to Table 9.9. The load N3%b0 of FE-models with a Bi-linear stress strain relations ship correspond
with the analytical force Nan compared to the FE-models with a normal stress-strain relationship.
Table 9.10; Ultimate force and displacement FE-models with failure type Chord face yielding

Numerical
simulation

Fracture
type

Nu [kN]

B-CFY-1
B-CFY-1-BiLineair
B-CFY-2
B-CFY-2-BiLineair
B-CFY-3
B-CFY-3-BiLineair

PS
PS
BF
BF
PS
PS

F
at
1.0%*b0
[kN]
42.6

F
at Nanalytic
3.0%*b0 [kN]
[kN]
79.8
70.7

Nan
N1% b0

Nan
N3% b0

113.9

F
at
0.5%*b0
[kN]
24.6

0.60

1.13

79.1
253.4

24.6
67.3

42.4
114.0

72.6
177.6

70.7
159.1

0.60
0.72

1.03
1.12

181.7
131.0

67.3
34.2

112.3
58.7

160.6
98.6

159.1
88.3

0.71
0.66

1.01
1.12

88.0

34.2

57.4

86.3

88.3

0.65

0.98

9.6 Conclusion
A good agreement between the experimental and results of the FE-models of brace failure (B-3 and
B-9) and punching shear (B-8) is achieved. The location where failure occurred was similar as
described in the comments on the experimental tests. Furthermore, the load versus displacement
curves of the numerical simulations corresponds to the experimental results.
The FE-models where failure type chord wall fracture and chord face yielding is decisive are
validated with the analytical models of steel, which are based on mechanics. The ultimate force of
the numerical summation corresponds with the analytical force, when a Bi-linear stress strain
relationship is used.
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Modelling of aluminum X-joints

In the upcoming chapter, the validated FE-models will be converted into the properties of
aluminum. The differences in properties of aluminum compared to the properties of steel will be
taken into account to convert the FE-models into the properties of aluminum. These differences
are: the extent of the HAZ, the lower E-modules of aluminum, lower elongation at rupture, roundhoused stress strain relationship, partial pen weld and the sharp versus rounded corners of the
sections. The ways of modelling these differences are discussed in the upcoming sections on the
geometrical properties in aluminum, material properties of aluminum, type of elements, boundary
conditions/loading type and mesh.

10.1 Geometrical properties in aluminum
There are three geometrical differences between the numerical simulations in steel and in
aluminum. The first geometrical difference: compared to steel, a hollow section member in
aluminum has sharp corners. Figure 10-2 illustrates the geometrical properties of the validated FEmodel of test P-2 in steel, Section 7.3.3 Results of test P-2. Figure 10-1 shows the geometrical
properties of P-2 in the properties of aluminum. The second geometrical difference is the extent of
the HAZ, which is indicated in Figure 10-1 by a dashed hatch. The third geometrical difference is the
partial penetration depth of the weld, this difference will be discussed in section 10.2 Partial
penetration weld.

Figure 10-1; Geometrical properties of FE-model P-2 in aluminum

Figure 10-2; Geometrical properties of FE-model P-2 in steel

The geometrical properties of a FE-model consisting of a RHS- Brace and RHS Chord X-joint in
aluminum are illustrated in Figure 10-3.

Figure 10-3; Geometrical properties of numerical simulation consist
of a RHS brace to RHS chord X-joint
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10.1.1 Geometrical properties brace plate to RHS chord X-joint
The length of the brace plate l1 is tuned in such a way that the stress in the plate is uniform at the
end of the brace plate. Besides that, the calculation time of the numerical simulation is decreased
by reducing the length of the brace plate because the number of elements will decrease. Figure
10-6 represents the Von Mises stress distribution along the width of the plate at the moment when
fracture of the brace plate occurred. From Figure 10-6, it can be concluded that the stress
distribution just above the brace is non-uniform. At a half of the plate length the stress distribution
is uniform, indicated by non-changing color at a half of the plate. This non-changing color indicates
that the stress at the brace and chord intersection are not affected by the ends of the chord.
According to the stress distribution at a half of the plate length, it is possible to reduce the length of
the plate. But to make sure that the stress is uniform at the top of the plate for all different cases, a
brace length of 250 mm is assumed. This length of the brace plate (l1) is used for all cases discussed
in the upcoming Chapter 11. The FE-model of test BF-1-T6 is used for the different plots presented
in Figure 10-4, Figure 10-5 and Figure 10-6, because brace fracture was the decisive failure mode
for test B-1-T6, which leads to largest displacements and stress in the brace plate compared to
failure type punching shear or fracture of weld. The geometrical and material properties of test BF1-T6 are presented in Table 11.1.

Figure 10-4; Overview brace plate to RHS
chord connection

Figure 10-5; Front view brace plate to RHS Figure 10-6; Front view brace plate to
chord connection with displacement (U22) RHS chord connection with Von Mises
stresses
in y-direction

The length of the chord member l0 is also chosen to ensure that the stress at the brace and chord
intersection are not affected by the ends of the chord member. But by reducing the length of the
chord member, the calculation time of the numerical simulation will decrease. Figure 10-8 shows
the Von Mises stresses located at the top face of the chord member at the moment when shear
fracture (punching shear) occurred. Figure 10-8 illustrates that the stress is uniform at the chord
member ends. A difference in stress can be noted near the plate, indicated by a red circle. This is
due to the transition from extent of HAZ to parent metal where the ultimate stress is much higher
compared to that of the HAZ. Figure 10-7 illustrates the deflection of the chord face at the moment
when shear fracture occurred. The deflections at the chord member ends are insignificant small,
which indicates that the ends of the chord member will not affect the total displacement of the Xjoint. The length of the chord member is equal to 540 mm for all FE-models discussed in Chapter
11. For Figure 10-7 and Figure 10-8 a totally different FE-model is used compared to Figure 10-4,
Figure 10-5 and Figure 10-6, because for punching shear the stresses and the chord face deflection
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are much larger than for brace failure. The FE-model of test PS-1-T6 is used for the different plots
represented in Figure 10-7 and Figure 10-8. The geometrical and material properties of test PS-1-T6
are presented in Table 11.2.

Figure 10-7; Top view brace plate to RHS chord connection with displacement (U22) in y-direction

Figure 10-8; Top view brace plate to RHS chord connection with Von Mises stresses

10.1.2 Geometrical properties RHS brace to RHS chord X-joint
The length of the brace member l1 of a RHS brace to RHS chord X-joint is chosen such that the
stress in the brace member is uniform and the end of brace and the calculation time is acceptable.
Figure 10-11 illustrates the Von Mises stress along the width of the brace member at the moment
when brace fracture occurred. From Figure 10-11, it can be noted that the stress is uniformly
distributed at the end of the brace member. So the stress at the brace and chord intersection is not
affected by the ends of the chord member. The length of the brace member l1 is equal to 3.0*b1 for
all cases discussed in Chapter 12. The FE-model of T-X-BF-1-T6 is used for the different plots
represented in Figure 10-9, Figure 10-11 and Figure 10-10, because brace fracture was the decisive
failure mode for test T-X-BF-1-T6, which leads to largest non-uniform displacements and stress
distribution in the brace member compared to other failure types. The geometrical and material
properties of test T-X-BF-1-T6 are presented in Table 12.3.
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Figure 10-9; Overview RHS brace to RHS
chord X-joint

Figure 10-10; Front view RHS brace to
RHS chord X-joint with displacement
(U22) in y-direction
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Figure 10-11; Front view RHS brace to RHS
chord X-joint with Von Mises stresses

The length l0 of the chord member for an RHS brace to RHS chord X-joint is assumed to be equal to
640 mm. This length is extended compared to the length of the chord for a brace plate to RHS
chord connection. This is due the height h1 of the RHS brace which is taken into account compared
to the thickness of the plate. Also the stresses at the top face of the chord will not be affected by
the chord member ends, as illustrated in Figure 10-13. Here the Von Mises stresses are plotted at
the moment when deformation limit of 3.0%b0 is (chord face yielding) of the chord face occurred.
Figure 10-14 illustrates that the deflection of the chord face is not affected by the ends of the chord
member. The FE-model of test T-X-CFY-1-T6 is used for the different plots represented in Figure
10-4, Figure 10-5 and Figure 10-6, because chord face yielding was the decisive failure mode for
test T-X-CFY-1-T6, which leads to largest displacements and stress in the brace plate compared to
all other failure types discussed in Chapter 12. The geometrical and material properties of test T-XCFY-1-T6 are presented in Table 12.8.

Figure 10-12; Top view RHS brace to RHS chord X-joint with displacement (U22) in y-direction

Figure 10-13; Top view RHS brace to RHS chord X-joint with Von Mises stresses
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10.2 Partial penetration weld
The partial penetration weld is one of the differences in geometrical properties of aluminum
compared to steel. For steel, full penetration can be achieved. For this research, the penetration
depth will dependent on the thickness of the plate. The penetration depths presented in Equation
51 is assumed in this research; this assumption is used in practice.
Equation 51; Partial penetration depth of weld aluminum

if t1<6.0 mm than a  t  2mm
pen
1
if 0.6≤t1<24.0 mm than a  t  3mm
pen

1

if t1≥24.0 mm than a  t  4mm or a  t   t1 
pen
1
pen
1
 
5

10.2.1 Partial penetration weld brace plate to RHS chord connection
Figure 10-14 represents a front and side view of a welded T-joint consisting of a SHS chord member
and a brace plate. The β ratio is equal to 1.0.

Figure 10-14; T-joint consists of RHS chord member and brace plate β=1.0
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Figure 10-15 represents a fillet weld detail, located in Figure 10-14 as detail 3. The filler weld has a
penetration depth which depends on the thickness of the plate, according to Equation 51. Figure
10-16 represents the fillet weld modelled with the numerical program Abaqus. The FE-models will
consist of three parts; brace plate, chord member and weld, as illustrated in Figure 10-16. These
three parts are connected by tie constrains. The brace part is connected to the weld part, where
the brace is the master and the weld is the slave. The weld is also connected to the chord member
where the weld is the master and the chord member is the slave. A little part of the brace,
indicated as Penetrated part in Figure 10-16, is connected with the chord member, with the brace
as the master and the chord as the slave.
Brace plate
Partial pen. Weld

Penetrated part

Chord member
Figure 10-15; Detail 3 of fillet weld with penetration
depth

Figure 10-16; Detail FE-model with fillet weld with
penetration depth

Figure 10-17 shows a detail of the partial penetration weld for a FE-model with a β ratio equal to
1.0, the location of detail 4 is indicated in Figure 10-14. When the β is equal to 1.0, the width of the
chord is equal to that of the brace . The penetration depth depends on the thickness of the plate,
according to Equation 51. Figure 10-18 shows the partial penetration weld modelled with the
numerical program. In Figure 10-18, the three parts; brace plate, chord member and the weld are
connected by Tie constrains.
Brace plate

Partial pen. Weld

Chord member

Figure 10-17; Detail of partial penetration weld

Figure 10-18; Detail FE-model partial penetration
weld
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Figure 10-19 represents the side view of a X-joint consisting of a SHS chord with a brace plate with
a β-ratio less than 1.0. The detail of the fillet weld along the width of the plate is equal to Figure
10-15. So, the fillet welds along the width of the plate are equal for a β-ratio equal or smaller than
1.0. The weld along the thickness of the plate, indicated as detail 5 in Figure 10-19, will change
compared to an X-joint with a β-ratio equal to 1.0.

Figure 10-19; T-joint consists of RHS
chord member and brace plate β<1.0

Figure 10-20 represents a detail of a partial penetration fillet weld along the thickness of the plate
where the β is less than 1.0, represented as detail 4 in Figure 10-14. The partial penetration depth
of the weld will depend on the thickness of the plate, Equation 51. Figure 10-21 represents the fillet
weld modelled with the numerical program. Figure 10-21 shows the three parts: the brace plate,
the chord member and the weld. The three parts, brace plate, chord member and weld, are
connected by tie constrains. Figure 10-23 illustrates a top view of the areas which are constrained.

Brace plate
Partial pen. Weld

Chord member
Figure 10-20; Detail of fillet weld with penetration depth β<1.0

Penetrated part

Figure 10-21; Detail FE-model fillet weld with
penetration depth β<1.0
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The areas connected by tie constrains are indicated in Figure 10-23, which illustrates the top views
of a plate to RHS chord connection with a β-ratio less than 1.0. By modeling the mesh transitions of
the three different parts, the nodes of the elements are constructed such that a smooth transition
between the parts is achieved, as illustrated by Figure 10-16, Figure 10-18 and Figure 10-21. So the
mesh patterns of the tied surfaces are exactly equal. Compared to FE-model of steel, there is an
area between the brace plate and chord member which is not connected, the non-pretreated part
of the brace plate indicated in Figure 10-23 as contact area brace part. For this contact area,
interaction properties have been assigned to ensure that the area of the brace plate and chord are
separate and to make it impossible to merge into each other.

Figure 10-22; Top view X-joint with brace plate

Figure 10-23; Detail of Tie-constrains areas and contact area

10.2.2 Partial penetration weld brace plate to RHS chord connection
For a brace plate to RHS chord connection, it is possible to apply a weld on both sides of the plate.
For a RHS brace it is only possible to apply a weld on one side, around the periphery of the RHS
brace. The partial depth of the welds depends on the thickness of the RHS brace. The penetration
depths presented in Equation 51 is assumed.
Figure 10-24 represents a front and side view of a welded X-joint consists of a SHS chord member
and a SHS brace member. The β ratio is equal to 1.0.
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Figure 10-24; T-joint consists of RHS chord member and RHS brace member β=1.0

Figure 10-25 illustrates a fillet weld detail, indicated in Figure 10-24 as detail 3. Figure 10-26
represent the fillet weld modelled with the numerical program. The FE-models will consist of three
parts; brace member, chord member and weld illustrated in Figure 10-26. These three parts are
connected by Tie constrains. The brace part is connected to the weld part, where the brace is
master and the weld slave. The weld is connected to the chord member, where the weld is master
and chord is slave. A small part of the brace, indicated as Penetrated part in Figure 10-26, is
connected with the chord member, where the brace is the master and the chord is the slave.
Brace member
Partial pen. Weld

Penetrated part
Chord member

Figure 10-25; Detail of fillet weld with penetration
depth

Figure 10-26; Detail FE-model with fillet weld with
penetration depth

presents a detail of the partial penetration weld for a FE-model with a β ratio equal to 1.0, the
location of detail 4 is indicated in Figure 10-24. Figure 10-28 present the partial penetration weld
modelled with the numerical program. The three parts; brace plate, chord member and the weld
are connected by Tie constrains.
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Brace member

Partial pen. Weld

Chord member

Figure 10-27; Detail of partial penetration weld

Figure 10-28; Detail FE-model X-T-CWF-1-T6T6
partial penetration weld

Figure 10-29 represents the side view of a X-joint consisting of SHS chord member with a SHS brace
member with a β-ratio less than 1.0. The detail of the fillet weld along the width of the plate is
equal to Figure 10-25.

Figure 10-29; T-joint consists of RHS chord member and brace member β<1.0

Figure 10-30 represents a detail of a partial penetration fillet weld along the height of the brace
member when the β is less than 1.0, represented as detail 4 in Figure 10-29. Figure 10-31
represents the fillet weld modelled with a numerical program. Figure 10-31 shows the three parts,
brace plate, chord member and the weld, which are connected by tie constrains.
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Brace member
Partial pen. Weld

Chord
member

Figure 10-30; Detail of fillet weld with penetration depth β<1.0

Penetrated part

Figure 10-31; Detail FE-model fillet weld with
penetration depth β<1.0

The areas connected by tie constrains are indicated in Figure 10-33; this figure illustrates the top
views of a plate to RHS chord connection with a β-ratio less than 1.0. By modeling the mesh
transitions of the three different parts, the nodes of the elements are constructed such that a
smooth transition between the parts is achieved, as illustrated by Figure 10-26, Figure 10-28 and
Figure 10-31. The area between the brace plate and chord member that is not connected by tie
constrains is indicated in Figure 10-23 as the contact area brace part. For this contact area,
interaction properties have been assigned to ensure that the area of the brace plate and chord are
separate and to make it impossible to merge into each other.

Figure 10-32; Top view X-joint with brace member

Figure 10-33; Detail of Tie-constrains areas and contact area
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10.2.3 Influence of different penetration depth X-joint consist of plate
To investigate the influence of the partial penetration depth of the weld of an X-joint consisting of a
brace plate to RHS chord, three models with different penetration depths are investigated. A weld
with full penetration between chord and the brace plate, a weld with partial penetration between
chord and brace plate and a weld with no penetration at all. For these models, the FE-model BF-1T6 is used. The geometrical dimensions are presented in Table 11.1. Table 10.1 shows the FEmodels with different penetration depths. The red line in the figure of un-deformed state indicates
which parts are connected by tie constrains. So, for full penetration the brace plate is completely
fixed on the chord top flange. For the partial penetration weld, a part between the brace plate and
chord member is connected. For this FE-model, thickness of the brace was t1=6.1 mm, so the
penetration depth is apen=6.1-3.0=3.1 mm according to Equation 51. When there is no penetration
at all, only the weld is connected with the brace and the chord. The deformed states of the FEmodels are represented by the figures in the fourth row of Table 10.1. In the figures of the
deformed state of partial penetration and no penetration, a small gap between the brace and the
chord is not clearly visible, but by scaling the deformation in the numerical program a gap can be
observed at some places along the width direction of the plate. There is also a blue stress pattern
visible at the places where a gap between the brace and chord is located for the deformed state of
the FE-model where no penetration is achieved; this blue stress pattern indicates a stress almost
equal to zero. This also indicates that there is no connection at the unpenetrated parts.
Table 10.1; three different FE-models BF-1-T6 of brace plate to RHS chord X-joint with β=0.78 and with different penetration
depths, un-deformed and deformed state

Full penetration
Weld

Chord

Partly penetration

Brace

Full pen.

Weld

Chord

Brace

Partly pen.

No penetration
Weld

Chord

Brace

No pen.

Deformed state, different Deformed state, different Deformed state, different
stresses are ideated by colors
stresses are ideated by colors
stresses are ideated by colors

The load displacement diagrams of the different penetration depths are represented in Figure
10-34. The displacements are plotted on the horizontal axes and the tensile forces are plotted on
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the vertical axes. Fracture occurred at exactly the same location for the FE-models represented in
Figure 10-35. The cutoff criteria is used to determine when fracture occurs, as discussed in Section
8.1 Determining cutoff criteria. The location where fracture occurred was in the HAZ of the brace
plate just above the weld indicated in Figure 11-7. Insignificant differences between the loads
versus displacements curves presented in Figure 10-34 can be observed. The difference in tensile
load of the FE-model with no penetration depth of the weld and the FE-model with full penetration
is 2.5 kN. The insignificantly small difference of 2.5 kN between the partial penetration weld and
the weld without penetration indicates that the partial penetration has a no influence on the
tensile capacity.

Figure 10-34; Different penetration depths of weld by using FEmodel BF-1 brace plate to RHS chord connection

10.3.4 Influence of partial penetration weld compared to full pen weld in aluminum
The influence of the partial penetration depth of the weld is also performed for a RHS brace to RHS
chord connection. Three FE-models with full penetration, partial penetration and no penetration
are used. For these models the FE-model T-X-BF-1-T6 is used. The geometrical dimensions of FEmode T-X-BF-1-T6 are represented in Table 12.3. The alloy type that is used for the FE-model is
6082-T6; the stress vs. strain relationship is represented in Figure 10-38. Table 10.2 shows the FEmodels with different penetration depths. The red line in the figure of un-deformed state indicates
which parts are connected by using tie constrains. For the partly penetration weld a penetration
depth of apen=4.8-2.0=2.8 mm is used, according to Equation 51. The deformed states of the FEmodels are represented by the figures in the fourth row of Table 10.2. In the figures of deformed
state of partly penetration and no penetration a small gap between the brace and the chord can be
noted. There is also a blue stress pattern visible at the places where the gap between the brace and
chord is located; this blue stress pattern indicates a stress almost equal to zero. This also indicates
that there is no connection at the unpenetrated parts.
Table 10.2; three different FE-models of RHS brace to RHS chord X-joint with β=0.78 and with different penetration depths, undeformed and deformed state

Full penetration
Weld

Partly penetration
Brace

Weld

Full pen.
Chord

No penetration
Brace

Weld

Brace

Partly pen.
Chord

Chord

Deformed state, different Deformed state, different Deformed state, different
stresses are ideated by colors
stresses are ideated by colors
stresses are ideated by colors
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The load displacement diagrams of the different penetration depths are presented in Figure 10-35.
Fracture occurred at exactly the same location for the different FE-models. The location where
fracture occurred was in the HAZ of the brace, just above the weld, indicated with a red circle in
Figure 10-36. Some difference in load displacement curves can be observed. From Figure 10-35, it
can be concluded that the FE-model with full penetration reached the highest tensile resistance of
245.2 kN and the FE-model without any penetration reached the lowest tensile resistance of 182.2
kN. The tensile resistance which is achieved with the FE-mode with a partial penetration of the
weld is 199.4 kN. This tensile resistance is located between that of full penetration and no
penetration at all. So the FE-model with full penetration is the upper bound of the tensile force that
can be reached and the FE-model with no penetration is the lower bound of the tensile force that
can be reached. The small difference between the partial penetration weld and the weld without
penetration indicates that the partial penetration has a low influence on the tensile capacity.

Figure 10-35; Different penetration depths of X-joint β=0.78
consist of RHS-brace and chord

Figure 10-36; Location where fracture occurs for X-T-BF-1T6

The β ratio of the FE-mode shows in Table 10.2 is equal to 0.78. It is possible that the partial
penetration depth of the weld has more or less influence on ultimate tensile capacity of an X-joint
with a β equal to 1.0. To investigated influence of the partly pen weld with a β equal to 1.0 the
numerical model X-T-BF-4-T6T6 is used. The geometrical dimensions of FE-model X-T-BF-4-T6T6 are
represented in Table 12.3. This numerical model is also modelled with three different penetration
depths: full penetration, partial penetration and a nearly a penetration depth of the weld
represented in Table 10.3. For the FE-model with a β equal to 1.0, nearly a penetration depth is
used instead of no penetration. This is because by using no penetration, the brace was not
connected to the chord along the height of the brace. This would not be a realistic case. The
penetration depth of the numerical model with nearly a penetration depth is equal to apen=1.0 mm.
And the penetration depth of the numerical model with a partial penetration depth is equal to
apen=3.0 mm. The fourth row of Table 10.3 indicates the deformed states of the FE-models. From
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these deformed states, it can be concluded that there is a gap at the location where the
unpenetrated depth is located. There is also a blue stress pattern visible at the places where the
gap between the brace and chord is located; this blue stress pattern indicates a stress almost equal
to zero. This indicates also that there is no connection at the unpenetrated parts.
Table 10.3; three different FE-models of RHS brace to RHS chord X-joint with β=1.0 and with different penetration depths, undeformed and deformed state

Full penetration
Weld

Partly penetration
Brace

Weld

Brace

Weld

Brace

Partly pen.

Full pen.
Chord

Nearly penetration

Chord

Chord

Deformed
state,
different Deformed state, different Deformed state, different
stresses are ideated by colors
stresses are ideated by colors
stresses are ideated by colors

Figure 10-37 represents the load versus displacement curve of the FE-models presented in Table
10.3. For the numerical model where full penetration and partial penetration is assumed, fracture
occurred in the HAZ of the brace. For the numerical model with nearly a penetration of the weld,
fracture occurred in the weld. From the load displacement, it can be concluded that the simulation
with full penetration gives an upper bound for the tensile resistance, and the simulation with
nearly a penetration gives a lower bound for the tensile resistance. The difference between the FEmodel with a β is equal to 0.79 and the FE-model with a β equal to 1.00 is that the difference in
tensile resistance between the nearly penetration and full penetration is much larger for the
simulation where the β is equal to 1.0.

Figure 10-37; Different penetration depths of X-joint β=1.0 consist of
RHS-brace and chord
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10.3 Material properties of aluminum
Two alloy types are used in this research; alloy type 6082 with temper T6 and with temper T4. Alloy
6082 T6 with a great difference in stress-strain relation between un-welded material and welded
material. And alloy 6082 T4 with a smaller difference in stress-strain relation between un-welded
material and welded material, and with a much higher ratio between fu and fo. For the FE-model
discussed in Chapter 11 and 12, three different material properties are adopted. The material
properties of alloy type 6082-T6 are determined by a tensile test of Miroslaw Matusiak. The
material properties of alloy type 6082-T6 according to the NEN-EN 1999-1 [3] table 3.2b, in this
report identified as 6082-T6NEN. And the material properties of alloy type 6082-T4 according to
the NEN-EN 1999-1 [3] table 3.2b, in this report identified as 6082-T4NEN. In the upcoming
chapters, these three material properties are discussed in more detail.
Alloy type 6082-T6 according to tensile test
Figure 10-38 shows the stress strain diagram of alloy type 6082 T6 and filler metal 5183. These
material properties are determined by a tensile test performed by Miroslaw Matusiak “Strength
and ductility of welded structures in aluminum alloys”. The results of these tensile test are
substituted In the Appendix, Annex D. Tensile tests were performed of different metals, weld
metal, 4.0, 8.0, 12.0, 16.0, 20.0, 24.0 mm from the weld (all in the HAZ) and parent metal. Figure
10-38 shows the engineering stress strain relationships of the different tensile test. For the
numerical models, the engineering stresses and strains are converted into true stress and strains,
by using the equations given in section 2.2.2.

Figure 10-38; Engineer stress strain diagram for aluminum; parent metal, weld metal and the different heat affective zones

Figure 10-39 shows the different ultimate strains measured on different distances from the weld.
From this figure, it can be concluded that the ultimate strain of the weld and the region near the
weld is larger compared to the ultimate strain of the parent metal. The region with a distance of
12.0 mm from the weld gives the lowest ultimate strain. Figure 10-40 shows the influence of the
distance from the weld on the ultimate stress.
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Figure 10-39; Ultimate engineer strain vs. distance from
weld diagram
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Figure 10-40; Ultimate engineer stress vs. distance from
weld diagram

Figure 10-41 shows the ρ ratios in relation to the distance from the weld. Where po,HAZ is the ratio
between 0.2 % proof stress of the HAZ and the parent metal and pu,HAZ is the ratio between the
ultimate tensile strength of the HAZ and the parent metal . It can be concluded that, from a
distance of 20 mm from the weld onwards, the ultimate strength is nearly equal to that of the
parent metal. From all the different heat affective zones, the measured HAZ with a distance of 8.0
mm from the weld corresponds with the ρ factors in NEN-EN 1999-1-1, which are indicated by a
green line po,HAZ and a purple line pu,HAZ in Figure 10-41.

Figure 10-41; different ρ-ratios in relation to the distance from weld

With the research of M. Matusiak it is possible to divide the HAZ into different zones with different
material properties. Figure 10-42 shows the HAZ divided into different zones with different
material properties. Dividing the HAZ into different zones requires more modelling time. Modelling
the HAZ zone as a single zone with one material property is easier to model. Figure 10-43 illustrates
a FE-model with one zone for the HAZ, where the properties of the HAZ are equal to the location
where fracture occurred. For example, when fracture occurs 2 mm above the weld, the material
properties of which are measured 4.0 mm for the weld will be modelled for the entire HAZ. These
two manners of modelling the HAZ is performed for each failure type in Chapter 11 and 12.

Figure 10-42; Case 1; HAZ divided in different material
properties

Figure 10-43; Case 2; HAZ divided in one material
properties
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Alloy type 6082-T6NEN
The material properties of alloy type 6082-T6NEN are determined by using the material properties
given in the Eurocode, NEN-EN 1999-1 table 3.2b. Table 10.4 represents the fu, fo and εu for the
parent metal, HAZ and weld metal. The material properties of the parent metal and of the HAZ: fu;
fo; fu,HAZ and fo,HAZ are used according to NEN-EN 1999. The elongation at rupture for the HAZ is
determined by using Equation 54, according to NEN-EN 1999-1-1 [3] Appendix E.3. For the material
properties of the weld, only the fw is given in the Eurocode. So, to determine the fo,w a ratio of
fo,w  0.7  fw

is assumed (which is often used according to Steinar Lundberg) The ultimate strain of
the weld metal is determined by Equation 54.
The stress strain relation of the parent, HAZ and weld metal are determined by using the RambergOsgood relationship. The exponential n is determined by using Equation 53 and presented in Table
10.4. The stress strain curves are determined by using Equation 52 and plotted in Figure 10-44.
Equation 52; Ramberg-Osgood relationship, according to NEN-EN 1999-1-1 [3] Appendix E.2.2.2(5)
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Equation 53; Expression of exponent n
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with:

n =exponent characterizing the degree of hardening of the curve

According to NEN-EN-1999-1-1 [3] Appendix E.3, the ultimate strain can be approximated by using
Equation 54.
Equation 54; elongation at rupture according to NEN-EN 1999-1-1 [3]

 u  0.30  0.22 

fo
400

 u  0.08

if fo  400 N/mm2
if fo  400 N/mm2

Table 10.4; Material properties determined by using the Eurocode and the Ramberg-Osgood relation

Alloy 6082-T6 EP/H
E=
7,0E+04
fo =
260
fu =
310
εo =
0.002
εu =
0.157
n=
24.81

Alloy 6082-T6 HAZ
E=
7,0E+04
fo,HAZ =
125
fu,HAZ =
185
εo =
0.002
εu =
0.231
n=
12.12

Filler metal 5356
E=
7,0E+04 N/mm²
fw =
210 N/mm²
fo,w =
147 N/mm² =0.7 * fw
εo =
0.002
εu =
0.219
n=
13.17

The engineer stresses and strains has to be converted into true stresses and strains, as already
discussed in Section 6.2.2 Material properties The true stress versus strain relationship for parent,
HAZ and weld are plotted in Figure 10-44.
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Figure 10-44; Engineer and true stress strain relationship determined by using the Eurocode and Ramberg-Osgood relation ship;
case 3 (according to NEN-EN 1999-1-1)

Alloy type 6082-T4NEN
The material properties of alloy type 6082-T4NEN are also determined by using the material
properties given in the Eurocode, NEN-EN 1999-1 table 3.2b. Here for the same equation and
assumptions for weld metal are used as for 6082-T6NEN. These are presented in Table 10.5.
Table 10.5; Material properties determined by using the Eurocode and the Ramberg-Osgood relation.

Alloy 6082-T4 EP/H
Alloy 6082-T4 HAZ
E=
7,0E+04
E=
7,0E+04
fo =
110
fo,HAZ =
100
fu =
205
fu,HAZ =
160
εo =
0.002
εo =
0.002
εu =
0.240
εu =
0.245
n=
7.69
n=
10.23
The true and engineer stress versus strain relationship
Figure 10-45.

Filler metal 5356
E=
7,0E+04 N/mm²
fw =
210 N/mm²
fo,w =
147 N/mm² =0.7 * fw
εo =
0.002
εu =
0.219
n=
13.17
for parent, HAZ and weld are plotted in

Figure 10-45; Engineer and true stress strain relationship determined by using the Eurocode and Ramberg-Osgood relation ship
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10.3.1 Influence HAZ
To investigate the influence of the HAZ on a RHS brace to RHS chord X-joint, three different cases
are considered. For the first case, the material property of the parent metal is used for the HAZ. So,
for this case, no HAZ is considered. The second case, the material property of the HAZ is used for
the parent metal. So it is assumed that the entire X-joint is heat-affected. Therefore, the material
properties of 4 mm from the weld center are used, as represented in Figure 10-38. The third case
consists of a FE-model with a combination of the parent and HAZ material properties, as
represented in Figure 10-43. The material properties of alloy type 6082-T6, according to tensile test
of M. Matusiak, are used for these three different cases. The geometrical properties of the three
cases are represented in Table 12.3 according to test X-T-BF-1-T6T6.
The load versus displacement curves of the three different cases is presented in Figure 10-46. For
all FE-models the cutoff criteria is used to determine when fracture occurs. For the FE-model with
parent metal, only the ultimate plastic strain of the parent metal is used as a cutoff criterion; equal
to 0.0952 . For the FE-models with HAZ only and the combination of parent and HAZ, the ultimate
plastic strain of the HAZ is used as a cut off criterion, equal to 0.1313 .The locations where fracture
occurred was equal for all different cases. The location was just above the weld in the corner of the
RHS brace. The FE-model with only the properties of parent metal achieved the highest resistance.
This is due to the fact that the tensile strength (fu) of the parent metal is higher than that of the
HAZ. The resistance of the FE-model with only HAZ metal and a combination of HAZ and parent
metal are similar, a difference of 5.0 kN. So, a FE-model with the combination of a HAZ and the
parent material properties compared to a FE-model the properties of the HAZ only has no influence
on the resistance for brace failure. It is possible that for a different failure, the resistance of case
two and three will not be equal, for example chord face yielding.

Figure 10-46; Load versus displacement diagram of X-T-BF-1-T6 with
different material properties; parent metal only (case 1), HAZ metal only
(case 2) and a combination (case 3)

10.3.2 Influence of hardening effects on X-joint
To investigate the influence of the hardening effects on the resistance of a RHS brace to RHS chord
X-joint loaded in tension, four different FE-models are used. For all four models the geometrical
dimensions of test X-T-BF-1 are used, represented in Table 12.3. The material properties of the four
models will change. The first model X-T-BF-1-T6 will consist of the material properties determined
by the tensile test of M. Matusiak . For the second model the material properties will consist of
alloy type 6082-T6 according to NEN-EN 1999-1 [3]. The material properties of the third case will
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consist of alloy type 6082-T4 according to NEN-EN 1999-1 [3]. The last case consists of a nonexistent material property. Alloy type 6082-T6NEN is used for this, in combination with the
hardening of the 6082-T4NEN. So the exponential value n of the Ramberg-Osgood model of
temper T4 is used. The 0.2% proof stress (f0) and the ultimate strain when rupture occurred of alloy
type 6082-T6 is kept equal. The load displacement curves are represented in Figure 10-49.
Figure 10-47 indicates the stress-strain relationships of the four different material properties: alloy
type 6082-T6, 6082-T6NEN, 6082-T4NEN and the non-existing alloy type of 6082-T6NEN with the n
value of T4. Figure 10-48 represents the stress-strain relationships for the HAZ. And Figure 10-49
shows the stress-strain relationships for the weld metal.

Figure 10-47; Stress versus strain relationship of parent metal
with different types alloys

Figure 10-48; Stress versus strain relationship of HAZ
with different types of alloys

Figure 10-49; Stress versus strain relationship of weld metal
with different type alloys

Brace fracture was the decisive failure type for all the FE-models represented in Figure 10-50. To
determine when fracture occurs, the cutoff criterion was used. For all simulations, fracture
occurred in the HAZ of the brace. The load versus displacement curve of simulation with different
material properties is represented in Figure 10-50. A small difference can be observed between the
simulation with the material properties of alloy type 6082-T6NEN and the simulation with material
properties of alloy type 6082-T6NEN with the hardening coefficient of temper T4. This is because
there is a small difference in the stress strain relationship of these two material properties.
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Figure 10-50; Load versus displacement curve of X-T-BF-1 with different type
of alloys

10.4 Element type used for X-joints in aluminum
The FE-model are modelled in solid elements, 3D-elements. Due to solid elements the non-linearity
in the thickness direction could be implemented; with shell elements this is not possible. Another
advantage is that modelling of the weld is easier and more accurate with solid elements compared
to shell elements. The partial penetration weld can only be modelled with solid elements, because
within shell elements it is not possible to connect a part of the brace area to the chord. With shell
elements it is only possible to connect the full bottom area of the brace to the chord.
The element type used for the locations where failure is expected is C3D20 elements (20-nodal
element). For all other locations, C3D8R (8-nodal element with reduced integration) is used to
reduce the calculation time. When for example, brace failure is expected a part of the brace will
consist of C3D20 elements and all other parts will consist of element type C3D8R.

10.5 Boundary conditions and loading of aluminum X-joints
10.5.1 Boundary conditions
Three panels of symmetry are used: a panel of symmetry in the x, y and z-directions, as
represented in Figure 10-51 for a brace plate to chord X-joint and Figure 10-52 for a RHS brace to
RHS chord X-joint. The symmetrical boundary condition in the x-direction is fixed in the x-direction,
and the rotations are fixed in the y- and z-directions. The symmetrical boundary condition in the ydirection is fixed in the y-direction, and the rotations are fixed in the x- and z-directions. The
symmetrical boundary condition in the z-direction is fixed in the z-direction, and the rotations are
fixed in the x- and y-directions.

Figure 10-51; Boundary conditions and load brace plate to
RHS chord connection

Figure 10-52; Boundary condition and load RHS brace to RHS chord
connection
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10.5.1 Loading
The load is introduced on top of one of the plates (brace plate) or brace members by a
displacement in the y-direction, shown in Figure 10-51 and Figure 10-52. For this, the numerical
test is displacement controlled. This method prescribed an axial displacement at the end nodes of
the brace which in turn results in nodal forces at these nodes. The displacement is distributed over
the nodes of the top plate of the test specimen. The type of loading steps is static general,
according to Abaqus. The displacement will increase until a displacement of 1.5 to 5.0 mm is
achieved, depend when failure occurs. The displacement will have a minimum increment (steps)
size of 1E-5 and maximum increments (steps) of 0.01. This allows about 100 increments before
failure will occur. The simulations are geometrical and material non-linear performed. So on the
state of the model at the end of one general step provides the initial state for the start of the next
general step.
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11|

The effective width of brace plate to RHS Chord
connections in cross joints in aluminum.

In the upcoming chapter, the effective width of the aluminum brace is investigated for three types
of failure: brace failure, punching shear of chord member, and weld failure. The value Cf is
determined for each failure type. Firstly, the validated FE-models consisting of a brace plate to RHS
chord connections X-join steel, discussed in chapter 7, will be converted into the properties of
aluminum. The FE properties discussed in chapter 10 are used to model the FE-models.

11.1 Effective width Steel compared to aluminum
The non-uniform stiffness distribution of a plate welded on a RHS member in steel and aluminum
are compared first. Due to the extrusion process of aluminum, sharp/straight corners can be
achieved, Figure 11-1. For steel the corners are round housed, due to the production process of a
steel RHS tube, Figure 11-2. Three different cases are introduced. The FE-model of the first case is
fully in the properties of steel, so the geometrical properties as well the material properties of steel
are modelled. For the second case, the geometrical properties of steel are modelled combined
with the material properties of aluminum. The third case consists of the geometrical properties as
well the material properties of aluminum.

Figure 11-1; Straight corner aluminum BF-1

Figure 11-2; Round curved corner steel test P-2

For the first case, completely in steel, the numerical P-2 is used, discussed in Section 6.2. For the
second case, the geometrical properties of the numerical model of P-2 are used. So the RHS chord
members are modelled with round corners as presented in Figure 11-2. For the material properties
of case 2 alloy type 6082-T6 are used, according to Figure 10-38. The HAZ will also be taken into
account for the second case. For the third case, completely in aluminum, the numerical model of
BF-1 is used. The geometrical dimensions of BF-1 are similar to that of P-2, except for the rounded
corners. The material properties for the third case are equal to that of the second case. For all cases
the β ratio is equal to 0.89 and the failure mechanism was brace plate failure. Figure 11-3
represents the load displacement curves of the FE-simulation of case 1, case 2 and case 3. The
cutoff criterion is used to determine when fracture occurs.
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Figure 11-3; Figure 5.17a: Load vs. displacement curves of P-2 Steel and BF-1
(P-2) Aluminum

Due to the non-uniform stiffness distribution of the top flange of the chord member, effective parts
must be takin into account for determining the tensile resistance. Figure 11-4 represents the stress
distribution along the width of the brace plate of the first case, completely in steel. On the vertical
axis the stress (N/mm²) is plotted and on the horizontal the width of the brace plate is plotted
(mm). The Stress in the y-direction (S22) is measured just above the weld. Figure 11-5 represents
the same stress distribution only this time with the geometrical properties of steel and the material
properties of aluminum, so case 2. Figure 11-6 represents the stress distribution of the first case,
i.e. completely in aluminum.
Figure 11-4, Figure 11-5 and Figure 11-6 show two different stress distributions. These two stress
distribution are determined at different locations in the thickness direction of the brace plate (t1),
outer perimeter of brace and in the middle of the thickness of the brace plate. Figure 11-8
illustrates the position of the outer and inner element. Only 3 elements are presented in Figure
11-8; this is due to the fact that one out of eight of the X-joint is modelled, by using symmetrical
boundary conditions. These two elements are located just above the weld, at the same
location/element where fracture of the Brace plate occurred, as indicated in Figure 11-7. The stress
of these two elements is determined along the width of the brace. The type of element that is used
to determine the stress is C3D8R. So, one integration point is used for each element. The stress was
determined from this integration point. The stress distribution is determined in the same load step
(increment) when fracture of the brace occurred.
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Figure 11-4; Case 1; Stress distribution in y-direction (S22) of
test P-2 Steel
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Figure 11-5; Case 2; Stress-distribution in y-direction (S22) of
test P-2 into properties of aluminum

Figure 11-6; Case 3; Stress distribution in y-direction (S22) of
test BF-1 Alu
Figure 11-7; Location where PE Max is reached first,
fracture occurs for FE-model BF-1-T6

Outer
Brace member

Chord member

Inner

Weld

Figure 11-8; Positon of Inner and Outer element in section of the FEmodel BF-1-T6

By comparing stress distribution of Figure 11-4 and Figure 11-6, a totally different stress
distribution along the width of the plate can be noted. This is due to the different stress strain
relationship of aluminum compared to steel, difference in shape (round house), E-modules, lower
elongation at rupture and a lower ultimate stress. By comparing the geometrical difference
between steel and aluminum, there is hardly any difference between the stress distribution of
Figure 11-5 and Figure 11-4. From these different stress distributions, it can be concluded that the
difference in stress-strain relationship between aluminum and steel has some influence on the
stress distribution. But the geometrical difference has no influence on the stress distribution. So for
steel, the effective parts are larger than for aluminum due to difference in stress strain relationship.
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11.2 Effective width of brace regarding brace failure
The effective width of brace plate regarding the failure type brace plate failure is investigated in
this section. Twelve numerical simulations are performed with different geometrical properties and
different alloy types, according to Table 11.1. These numerical simulations are modelled according
to the procedure described in chapter 10.
The numerical simulations represented in Table 11.1 are indicated by abbreviations. These
abbreviations are related to the following aspect. The notation BF-..-.. indicates the type of failure,
in this case Brace failure (BF). The notation..-1-.. indicates the geometrical dimensions that are
represented in the same Table 11.1. Two different alloy types are used, 6082-T6 and 6082-T4 with
filler metal 5183. The numerical simulation in Table 11.1 with notation ..-..-T6 are modelled in alloy
type 6082-T6. The material properties for parent, weld and HAZ 4.00 mm from weld which are
determined by M. Matusiak are used. The engineer and true stress versus strain relationship is
Figure 10-38. For the numerical simulation with notation ..-..-T6NEN alloy type 6082-T6 is used
according to the material properties given in NEN-EN 1999-1 [3], the stress versus strain
relationship is Figure 10-44. The numerical simulation with notation ..-..-T4NEN alloy type of 6082T4 is used according to the material properties given in NEN-EN 1999-1 [3], the stress versus strain
relationship is illustrated in Figure 10-45. The combination of two different alloys is also
investigated. For this, the brace and chord member have a different alloy. The combination of two
fu ,haz ;0  t0
fu ,haz ;1  t1

different alloy types is investigated due to the ratio of
which is used in Equation 56 to
determine the effective width. The notation of the FE-models where a combination of different
alloys is used is equal to ..-..-T6[Brace]-T4[Chord]. For this example, alloy type 6082-T4NEN is used
for the brace plate and the alloy type 6082-T6NEN is used for the chord member, both alloy types
are determined by using NEN-EN 1999-1 [3]. The numerical simulation with notation BF-1T6[detailed HAZ] is modelled in alloy type of 6082-T6, determined by a tensile test of M. Matusiak
[], with the HAZ divided in to different zones, illustrated in Figure 10-42.
The numerical test BF-1-T6 will have exactly the similar geometrical dimensions as the validated
numerical model of test P-2, Section 7.3.3 Results of test P-2. So, the validated FE-model P-2 is
converted from steel into aluminum properties by taking into account differences discussed in
Chapter 10. For geometrical dimensions of test BF-2-T6 are equal to that of the validated test P-10II, Section 7.3.4 Results of test P-10-II. For BF-1-T6 as well for BF-2-T6 the failure type or location
where fracture starts did not change compared validated tests in steel.
11.2.1 Results of numerical simulations
The load versus displacement curves are determined for each numerical simulation. Figure 11-9
represents the load displacement curve of numerical tests BF-1-T6, BF-2-T6, BF-3-T6, BF-4-T6 and
BF-5-T6. For these numerical simulations, different geometrical dimensions are used in
combination with alloy type 6082-T6, according to the tensile test of M. Matusiak. To when
fracture occurs the cutoff criteria discussed in chapter 8 is used. To this end, the location where the
ultimate plastic strain is reached first must be determined. This location is determined by using a
tool of the program Abaqus, which shows the location of the highest strain in the FE-model. For all
simulations, the location where the highest strain occurs was similar. Figure 11-7 indicates the
location where the plastic ultimate strain was reached first for simulation BF-1.
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From Figure 11-9, a difference in the shape of the load versus displacement curvatures can be
noted. This is due to the different geometrical dimensions. Tests BF-1-T6 and BF-3-T6 have a similar
β ratio of 0.89. The only difference between these tests is the different thicknesses of the chord
and the brace. The difference in resistance of test BF-1-T6, BF-2-T6 and BF-4-T6 is due to the
different β ratios. The β ratio of test BF-4-T6 and BF-5-T6 are equal to 1.0. The difference in
resistance between these two test is due to the different τ ratios, (=t1/t0).

Figure 11-9; Load vs. displacement curves of numerical test BF1-T6, BF-2-T6, BF-3-T6, BF-4-T6 and BF-5-T6.

Figure 11-10; Load vs. displacement curves of numerical test BF1-T4, BF-1-T4[Brace]-T6[Chord], BF-1-T6[Brace]-T4[Chord], BF-1T6[Detailed_HAZ] and BF-4-T4.

Figure 11-10 provides the load displacement curve of numerical tests BF-1-T4, BF-1-T6, BF-1T4[Brace]-T6[Chord], BF-1-T6[Brace]-T4[Chord] and BF-1-T6[detailed_HAZ]. For these numerical
tests, one geometrical numerical model is used with different alloy types and combination of alloy
types, 6082-T6, 6082-T6NEN and 6082-T4NEN.
The load displacement curve of BF-1-T6 and BF-1-T6[detailed_HAZ] represented in Figure 11-10 are
almost equal. So, dividing the HAZ in to different zones with different material properties has
insignificant influence on the resistance. The load displacement curves of Figure 11-10 are equal
between a displacement of 0 mm until 0.5 mm. This is due to the fact that the E-modules for all
different alloy types are equal. Between the resistance of tests BF-1-T4T4NEN and tests BF-1T4NEN[Brace]-T6NEN[Chord], an insignificant difference can be noted. This insignificant difference
in the resistance is due to small plastic deformation of the chord member. This is also the case for
BF-1-T6T6NEN and tests BF-1-T6NEN[Brace]-T4NEN[Chord].
Figure 11-11 presents the load versus displacement curve of numerical tests; BF-4-T6, BF-4-T6NEN
and BF-4-T4NEN. For the numerical simulation represented in Figure 11-11, one geometrical
numerical model is used with three different alloy types, 6082-T6 and 6082-T6NEN and 6082T4NEN.
From the load displacement curve, it can be concluded that the tensile resistance is large for the
numerical simulation, with the material properties determined by a tensile test compared to the
material properties determined by NEN-EN1999-1 [3]. Another difference can be noted between
the two numerical simulations with temper T4NEN and temper T6NEN both determined according
to the NEN-EN1999-1 [3]: the tensile resistance of the FE-model with alloy temper T6NEN is larger
than the FE-model with alloy temper T4NEN. This is due to the fact that the strength of alloy 6082
with temper T4 is lower than for alloy type 6082 with temper T6.
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Figure 11-11; Load vs. displacement curves of numerical test BF4-T4, BF-4-T6

11.2.2 Determine Cf factor
The analytical model for brace plate fracture of a brace plate to RHS chord connection is given in
Equation 55. To determine the analytical tensile force, some parts of the width can be effective,
illustrated in Figure 11-12. To determine the effective width, two different equations, Equation 56
and Equation 57, are proposed. For these equations different stress rations between chord and
brace are used. For Equation 56 the ultimate tensile strength of the HAZ is used for the brace and
chord member. For Equation 57 the 0.2% proof stress of the HAZ is used for the brace and chord
member. Both equations include a Cf factor, for Equation 56 a Cf;u;HAZ and for Equation 57 a Cf;o;HAZ.
One of these equations will be used to determine the effective width of the brace plate to RHS
chord connection.
Equation 55; Analytical model brace plate failure

N1,Rd  fu,haz ;1  t1  be;alu
Equation 56; Effective width regarding brace failure with fu,HAZ

be ,alu 

C f ;u;haz fu ,haz ;0  t0

 b1
b0
fu ,haz ;1  t1
t0

Equation 57; Effective width regarding brace failure with fo,HAZ

be ,alu 

Figure 11-12; Effective parts brace plate to RHS chord
connection regarding brace plate

C f ;o;haz fo ,haz ;0  t0

 b1
b0
fo ,haz ;1  t1
t0

The Cf factors will be determined for all numerical tests. To determine the Cf;u;HAZ, Equation 56 is
substituted in Equation 55 and solved for variable Cf;u;HAZ. Equation 58 is used to determine the
Cf;u;HAZ value.
Equation 58; Cf;u,HAZ for brace plate failure

C f ;u;haz 

Nu  b0
t  fu ,haz ;0  b1
2
0

Equation 57 is also substituted in Equation 55 and solved for variable Cf;o;HAZ. Equation 59 is used to
determine the Cf;o;HAZ.
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Equation 59; Cf;o,HAZ for brace plate failure

C f ;o;haz 

Nu  b0  fo.haz ;1
t  fu ,haz ;1  fo ,haz ;0  b1
2
0

For each FE-simulation the Cf;u;HAZ factors determined by using Equation 58 are presented in
fourteenth column of Table 11.1. To determine the Cf;u;HAZ factors the ultimate tensile load of the
simulation is used, which is represented in the twelfth column of Table 11.1. This is also done of the
Cf;o;HAZ factors which are presented in the fifteenth column of Table 11.1. To determine the Cf;o;HAZ
Equation 59 is used. For all the different Cf;u;HAZ and Cf;o;HAZ factors the average, standard deviation
and variation are determined, represented in the last three rows of Table 11.1. The variation of
Cf;u;HAZ is less than that of Cf;o;HAZ which results in a better correlation by using Equation 58. The
average value of Cf;u;HAZ is equal to 6.40. So a safe assumption of Cf;u;HAZ equal to 6.0 will be used to
determine the effective width of a brace plate which fails due to fracture brace plate. To determine
the effective width of a brace plate to RHS chord connection which fails due to brace plate fracture,
Equation 56 will be used with a Cf;u;HAZ equal to 6.0.
The analytical tensile forces determined by Equation 55 are presented in the seventeenth column
of Table 11.1. The effective width which must be substituted in Equation 55 is determined by using
Equation 58, with Cf;u;HAZ equal to 6.0. In the last column of Table 11.1 the ratio between the
analytical force and the tensile force of the simulation is listed. The average of this ratio is almost
equal to 0.95 and a variation of 0.11, which indicates that the analytical force corresponds with the
force determined during the numerical simulation.
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Table 11.1; Numerical simulations X-joint with brace plate and corresponding Cf factors Brace plate fracture

Chord member

fu,HAZ;0

Brace plate

fu,HAZ;1

a

apen

Filler

b0 x h0 x t0 [mm]

[N/mm²]

b1 x t1 [mm]

[N/mm²]

[mm]

[mm]

metal

BF-1-T6 (P-2)

179.7 x 180.1 x 6.1

262.2

160.2 x 6.4

262.2

3.6

3.4

5183

0.89

14.7

1.05

BF-2-T6 (P-10-II)

180.8 x 180.6 x 12.0

262.2

110.1 x 12.1

262.2

7.1

9.1

5183

0.61

7.5

BF-3-T6 (P-8)

180.0 x 180.0 x 12.5

262.2

160.0 x 12.0

262.2

6.0

9.0

5183

0.89

7.2

BF-4-T6

180.0 x 180.0 x 12.0

262.2

180.0 x 6.0

262.2

9.0

3.0

5183

1.00

BF-5-T6

150.0 x 150.0 x 10.0

262.2

150.0 x 6.0

262.2

9.0

3.0

5183

1.00

BF-1-T6[detailed_HAZ]

180.0 x 180.0 x 12.0

262.2

180.0 x 12.0

262.2

3.6

3.4

5183

BF-1-T6NEN

179.7 x 180.1 x 6.1

185.0

160.2 x 6.4

185.0

3.6

3.4

BF-1-T4NEN

179.7 x 180.1 x 6.1

160.0

160.2 x 6.4

160.0

3.6

3.4

BF-4-T6NEN

180.0 x 180.0 x 12.0

185.0

180.0 x 6.0

185.0

9.0

3.0

BF-4-T4NEN

180.0 x 180.0 x 12.0

160.0

180.0 x 6.0

160.0

9.0

3.0

5183

179.7 x 180.1 x 6.1

160.0

160.2 x 6.4

185.0

3.6

3.4

179.7 x 180.1 x 6.1

185.0

160.2 x 6.4

160.0

3.6

3.4

Numerical simulation

BF-1-T6NEN[Brace]T4NEN[Chord]
BF-1-T4NEN[Brace]T6NEN[Chord]

Be;alu

Nan;eq2

Uu

Cf;u;H

[mm]

AZ

49.1

2.5

5.64

9.86

31

52.18

1.06

1.01

152.6

6.1

6.64

11.60

43

137.94

0.90

0.96

222.7

3.6

6.11

10.69

69

218.48

0.98

7.5

0.50

207.1

3.7

5.49

9.59

144

226.52

1.09

7.5

0.60

164.7

3.6

6.28

10.98

100

157.31

0.96

0.89

14.7

1.05

49.0

2.3

5.63

9.85

31

52.18

1.06

0.89

14.7

1.05

44.76

3.1

7.29

10.79

31

36.82

0.82

0.89

14.7

1.05

39.25

3.4

7.40

11.83

1

31.85

0.81

1.00

7.5

0.50

161.20

4.1

6.05

8.96

144

159.84

0.99

1.00

7.5

0.50

137.97

5.6

5.99

9.58

144

138.24

1.00

5183

0.89

14.7

1.05

41.79

3.1

7.87

12.60

36

36.82

0.88

5183

0.89

14.7

1.05

39.13

2.7

6.38

9.44

27

31.85

0.81

Aver.

6.40

10.48

0.95

St.dev.

0.73

1.34

0.10

V

0.11

0.13

0.11

5183

β

γ

τ

Fu [kN]

Cf;o;HAZ

[mm
]

Nan;eq2

Fu ,sim

[kN]
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11.3 Effective width of brace regarding to punching shear
The effective width of brace regarding the failure mechanism punching shear of the chord is
discussed in this section. Twelve numerical simulations have been performed with the geometrical
properties according to Table 11.2. These numerical simulations are modelled according to the
procedure described in chapter 10.
The abbreviations of the different numerical simulation are the same as discussed in Section 11.2
for brace plate fracture, only this time with abbreviation PS (Punching Shear) instead of BF (Brace
Failure).
First, the numerical test PS-1-T6 had the exact same geometrical dimensions as the numerical test
P-4 in steel, where punching shear was the decisive failure mode according to Section 7.4.2. So, the
thickness of the chord member was equal to t0=6.0 mm. During the numerical simulation a totally
different failure type occurred: fracture of the brace. The thickness of the chord member is
reduced to 4.0 mm, to ensure that punching shear is the decisive failure mode. All other
geometrical parameters remained equal to that of the numerical test P-4, except for the curved
edges of the chord member.
For numerical test PS-2-T6, the geometrical dimensions are equal to that of numerical test P-7, so
the thickness of the chord member was equal to t0=9.1 mm. During the numerical simulation the
decisive failure mode was brace plate fracture. The thickness of the chord member is reduced to
5.0 mm to make sure that punching shear of the chord member will occur.

11.3.1 Shear stress distribution along perimeter brace plate
The shear stress distribution along the perimeter of the brace plate is determined for FE-model PS1-T6, presented in Figure 11-13. For this, S12 shear stresses are used according to the numerical
program Abaqus.
Figure 11-13 presents three shear stress distributions. The stress (N/mm²) is plotted on the vertical
axis. And the width (mm) (in negative direction) and thickness of the brace t1 (mm) (in positive
direction) of the brace are plotted on the horizontal axis. These three shear stress distributions are
located at different locations in the thickness direction of the chord (t0): inner, middle and outer
perimeter of the chord. Figure 11-14 illustrates the position of the inner, middle- and outer
elements. From Figure 11-14, it can be noted that the middle of the thickness t0 two elements are
indicated. This is due to the fact that the number of elements along the thickness t0 is an even
number of elements (6 elements). The average value of those two elements is used to determine
the shear stress in the middle of the thickness. These three elements are located just near the weld
too, the same element/location where punching shear of the chord will occur, as indicated in
Figure 11-15. The shear stress of these three elements is determined along the perimeter of the
brace plate. The shear stress distribution is determined simultaneously at the step (increment)
when punching shear occurred, so the shear stress distribution is plotted at the same time when
failure occurred. The tensile strength and yield strength of stress strain relationship are divided by
√3 and plotted in Figure 12-26 to indicate which parts are effective.
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Compared to the stress distribution of brace failure Figure 11-6, the effective parts are much
smaller. For the largest parts the shear stress along the width of the plat is equal to zero. But near
the ends of the brace plate the shear stress is not equal to zero; these are the effective parts for
the resistance. Along the thickness of the plate the shear stress distribution of the outer element
exceeds the f0;HAZ/√3. The shear stress distribution of the middle element achieved the f0;HAZ/√3.
The heights shear stress achieved by the shear distribution of the inner elements is equal to 18
N/mm².

Figure 11-13; Shear stress distribution (S12) along perimeter brace plate of test PS 1-T6

Brace member
Outer

Weld

Middle
Chord member
Figure 11-14; Positon of Inner, middle and Outer element in
section of the FE-model PS-1-T6

Figure 11-15; Location where PE Max is reached first (shear
fracture occurs) for FE-model PS-1-T6

11.3.2 Cut of criteria punching shear aluminum
Section 8.2 Determining the cutoff criterion for punching shear, discussed the method of the cutoff
criteria that is used to determine when fracture occurs. In this section, the FFL and SFFL line will be
determined for the different alloy types; 6082-T6, 6082-T6NEN and 6082-T4NEN.
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The FFL and SFFL line according to the material properties of alloy type 6082-T6 are determined
first. To determine Dcrit, the slope of the FFL line Equation 33 is used. The r (normal anisotropy
coefficient) is taken equal to 0.953, according to the research of Y. Chen et al. [9]. Y. Chen et al. did
some tensile test to determine the normal anisotropy coefficient. The ultimate strain in the axial
strain direction was determined by Miroslaw Matusiak and is used for ε1f. In the report of Miroslaw
Matusiak the transverse strain ε2f is not included. Y. Chen et al [9] also defined the    w where
 tp
 wp and  tp are the plastic strain rates in the width and thickness direction of the tensile specimen
p

at fracture. For the alloy type 6082 this ν value is equal to 0.37. The normal anisotropy coefficient r
and ratio between transverse strain and axial strain ν will also assumed for the FFL and SFFL lines of
alloy type 6082-T6NEN and 6082-T4NEN. The determination of FFL-line for alloy type 6082-T6 is
presented in Equation 60 by using the ultimate plastic strain when fracture occurs in Section 10.3.
The determination of FFLS-line is presented in Equation 61.
Equation 60; FFL line for alloy type 6082-T6

 1 f  0.131
 2 f   1 f   0.131  0.37
Dcrit 

1r
1  0.953
1 f   2 f  
 0.131  0.049 

3
3

x   1 f   2 f  0.131  0.049

 1  Dcrit   2  x
 1  0.054   2  0.083
Equation 61; SFFL line for alloy type 6082-T6
s
Dcrit


1 1r
1 1  0.953
1 f   2 f  
 0.131  0.049 

2 1  2r
2 1  2  0.953

y   1 f   2 f  0.131  0.049
s
 1  Dcrit
 2  y
 1  0.060   2  0.180

For alloy type 6082-T6NEN and 6082-T4NEN, according to the NEN-EN 1999-1-1 [3], the FFL- and
SFFL-lines are determined in exactly the same manner as for alloy type 6082-T6, as presented in
Equation 60 for FFL and Equation 61 for SFFL. The measured maximum and minimum strain of the
numerical simulation is substituted in the Equation 62, Equation 63 or Equation 64. When the FFL
or SFFL presented in Equation 62, Equation 63 or Equation 64 are not valid anymore, it is assumed
that fracture due to shear occurs.
Equation 62; FFL and SFFL-line for aluminum alloy type 6082-T6, according to tensile test

1 f  0.054   2 f  0.083 and 1 f  0.060   2 f  0.180
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Equation 63; FFL and SFFL-line for aluminum alloy type 6082-T6NEN, according NEN-EN 1999-1-1 [3]

1 f  0.094   2 f  0.144 and 1 f  0.105   2 f  0.313
Equation 64; FFL and SFFL-line for aluminum alloy type 6082-T4NEN, according NEN-EN 1999-1-1 [3]

1 f  0.100   2 f  0.153 and 1 f  0.112   2 f  0.333

11.3.3 Results of numerical simulation
The load versus displacement curves of numerical tests PS-1, PS-2, PS-3, PS-4 and PS-5 are
presented in Figure 11-16. For these numerical simulations, different geometrical dimensions are
used in combination with alloy type 6082-T6, according to the tensile test of M. Matusiak. The
cutoff criterion of punching shear discussed in paragraph 11.3.2 is used to determine when fracture
occurs. For all simulations, the location where the highest strain occurs was similar, as indicated by
Figure 11-15.
From Figure 11-16, differences in resistance between numerical tests can be observed. These
differences are due to the different geometrical dimensions. Tests PS-1-T6, PS-2-T6 and PS-4-T6
have a similar β ratio of 0.61. The only difference between these tests is the different thicknesses of
the chord and the brace, different τ ratios. Test PS-1-T6 has lowest chord thickness, t0 = 4.0 mm
and test PS-4-T6 the highest chord thickness, t0=6.0 mm. The difference in resistance of tests PS-3T6, PS-4-T6 and PS-5-T6 is due to the different β ratios, the τ and γ ratio is equal for tests PS-3-T6,
PS-4-T6 and PS-5-T6. The β ratio of test BF-4-T6 and BF-5-T6 are equal to 1.0. The difference in
resistance between these two tests is due to the different τ ratios, (=t1/t0).

Figure 11-16; Load vs. displacement curves of numerical test PS1-T6, PS-2-T6, PS-3-T6, PS-4-T6 and PS-5-T6.

Figure 11-17; Load vs. displacement curves of numerical test PS1-T4, PS-1-T6[Brace]-T4[Chord], PS-1-T4[Brace]-T6[Chord] and
PS-1[detailed_HAZ].

Figure 11-17 provides the load versus displacement curve of numerical test; PS-1-T6, PS-1-T6NEN,
PS-1-T4NEN, PS-1-T4[Brace]-T6[Chord], PS-1-T6[Brace]-T4[Chord] and PS-1-T6[detailed_HAZ]. For
these numerical tests, one geometrical numerical model is used with different alloy types and
combination of alloy types, 6082-T6, 6082-T6NEN and 6082-T4NEN.
The load displacement curves of PS-1-T6 and PS-1-T6[detailed_HAZ] represented in Figure 11-17
are almost equal. So, dividing the HAZ into different zones with different material properties has
insignificant influence on the resistance. The load displacement curves of Figure 11 15 are equal
between a displacement of 0 mm to 0.5 mm. This is due to the fact that the E-modules for all
different alloy types are equal. Between the resistance of tests PS-1-T4NEN and tests PS-1T6NEN[Brace]-T4NEN[Chord] a insignificant difference can be noted. This is due to the fact that for
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both test the material properties of the chord member are equal to 6082-T4NEN; the different
material properties of the brace have no influence on the resistance. This is also the reason that
the resistance of PS-1- T6NEN and PS-1-T4NEN[brace]-T6NEN[chord] is equal.
Figure 11-18 shows the load versus displacement curve of numerical tests PS-4-T6, PS-4-T6NEN and
PS-4-T4NEN. For these numerical tests one geometrical numerical model is used with different
alloy types and combination of alloy types, 6082-T6, 6082-T6NEN and 6082-T4NEN.
From the load displacement curve presented in Figure 11-18, it can be concluded that the tensile
resistance is large for the numerical simulation with the material properties determined by a
tensile test compared to the material properties determined by NEN-EN1999-1 [3]. Another
difference can be noted between the two numerical simulations with temper T4NEN and temper
T6NEN, both determined according to the NEN-EN1999-1 [3], is that the tensile resistance of the
FE-model with alloy temper T6NEN is larger than the FE-model with alloy temper T4NEN.

Figure 11-18; Load vs. displacement curves of numerical test PS4-T4 and PS-4-T6

11.3.4 Determining Cf factor
The analytical model for punching shear of a brace plate to RHS chord connection is given in
Equation 65. This analytical model is similar to the proposed analytical model of a RHS brace to RHS
chord Equation 24 presented in Section 4.3. The only difference is that the height of the brace h1 is
replaced by the thickness of the plate t1. The effective parts regarding to failure type punching
shear can be determined by Equation 66 and illustrated in Figure 11-10; Load vs. displacement
curves of numerical test BF-1-T4, BF-1-T4[Brace]-T6[Chord], BF-1-T6[Brace]-T4[Chord], BF-1T6[Detailed_HAZ] and BF-4-T4.. Equation 66 includes a Cf factor that will be used to determine the
effective width of the brace plate to RHS chord connection.
Equation 65; Analytical model Punching shear of brace plate to RHS chord X-joint with fu,HAZ;0

Nu  2  t0 

fu ,haz ;0
3

b

ep ,alu

 t1 

Equation 66; Effective width regarding punching shear

bep ,alu 

Cf
b
b0 1
t0
Figure 11-19; Effective parts brace plate to RHS chord
connection regarding punching shear
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The Cf factors will be determined for all numerical tests. Equation 66 is substituted in Equation 65
and solved for variable Cf;u;HAZ. Equation 67 is used to determine the Cf;u;HAZ value.
Equation 67; Effective width regarding brace failure with fu,HAZ

C f ;u ;haz 



1 3  b0 3  Nu  2 3  f0  t1  t0
6
fu ,haz ;0  b1  t02



From the shear distribution along the thickness of the plate presented in Figure 11-13, it can be
concluded that the fo;HAZ/√3 is achieved. Due to the fact that the fu;HAZ/√3 is not achieved in the
shear stress distribution. A new analytical model is proposed where the fo;HAZ is taken into account,
as presented in Equation 68, with Equation 66 for determining the effective parts.
Equation 68; Analytical model Punching shear of brace plate to RHS chord X-joint with fo,HAZ;0

Nu  2  t0 

fo ,haz ;0
3

b

ep ,alu

 t1 

To determine the effective width of the different numerical tests the Cf;o,HAZ factor is solved.
Equation 66 is substituted in Equation 68 and solved for variable Cf;o;HAZ. Equation 69 is used to
determine the Cf;o;HAZ value.
Equation 69; Effective width regarding brace failure with fo,HAZ

C f ;o ;haz 



1 3  b0 3  Nu  2 3  f0  t1  t0
6
f0,haz ;0  b1  t02



For each FE-simulation, the Cf;u;HAZ factors determined by using Equation 67 are presented in
fourteenth column of Table 11.2. To determine the Cf;u;HAZ factors the ultimate tensile load of the
simulation is used, which is represented in the twelfth column of Table 11.2. This is also done for
the Cf;o;HAZ factors which are presented in the fifteenth column of Table 11.2. To determine the
Cf;o;HAZ, Equation 69 is used. For all the different Cf;u;HAZ and Cf;o;HAZ factors, the average, standard
deviation and variation are determined, as represented in the last three rows of Table 11.2. The
variation of Cf;o;HAZ (0.25) is less than that of Cf;u;HAZ (0.08) which results in a better correlation. So
Equation 68, where the fo,u,HAZ is taken into account, will be used to determine the analytical
force.
The average value of Cf;o;HAZ is equal to 6.54. So a Cf;o;HAZ equal to 6.0 will be a safe assumption.
Another reason for assumed Cf;o;HAZ equal to 6.0 is that the same value for the Cf factor can be used
for brace failure and punching shear.
The analytical tensile forces determined by Equation 68 are presented in the eighteenth column of
Table 11.1. The effective width determined by Equation 66 where Cf is equal to 6.0 is presented in
the seventh column of Table 11.1. In the last column of Table 11.1, the ratio between the analytical
force and the tensile force of the simulation is listed. The average of this ratio is almost equal to
0.95 and a variation of 0.06, which indicates that the analytical force corresponds with the force
determined during the numerical simulation.
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Table 11.2; Numerical simulations X-joint with brace plate and corresponding Cf factors punching shear of chord member

Numerical simulation

Chord member

fu,HAZ;0

Brace plate

fu,HAZ;1

a

apen

Filler

b0 x h0 x t0 [mm]

[N/mm²]

b1 x t1 [mm]

[N/mm²]

[mm]

[mm]

metal

β

γ

τ

Fu [kN]

Uu

Cf;u;HAZ

PS-1-T6

179.8 x 179.6 x 4.0

262.2

109.7 x 6.4

262.2

4.4

3.4

5183

0.61

22.5

1.60

13.80

6.8

2.05

PS-2-T6

181.0 x 180.8 x 5.0

262.2

110.1 x 9.1

262.2

4.4

6.1

5183

0.61

18.1

1.82

24.22

6.9

PS-3-T6

180.0 x 180.0 x 6.0

262.2

90.0 x 12.0

262.2

4.0

0.50

15.0

2.00

33.51

8.9

PS-4-T6

180.0 x 180.0 x 6.0

262.2

110.0 x 12.0

262.2

4.0

9.0
9.0

5183
5183

0.61

15.0

2.00

35.62

PS-5-T6

180.0 x 180.0 x 6.0

262.2

120.0 x 12.0

262.2

4.0

9.0

5183

0.67

15.0

2.00

40.45

PS-1-T6[detailed_HAZ]

179.8 x 179.6 x 4.0

262.2

109.7 x 6.4

262.2

4.4

3.4

5183

0.61

7.5

1.00

PS-1-T6NEN

179.8 x 179.6 x 4.0

185.0

109.7 x 6.4

185.0

4.4

3.4

5183

0.61

22.5

PS-1-T4NEN

179.8 x 179.6 x 4.0

160.0

109.7 x 6.4

160.0

4.4

3.4

5183

0.61

22.5

PS-4-T6NEN

180.0 x 180.0 x 6.0

185.0

110.0 x 12.0

185.0

4.0

9.0

5183

0.61

15.0

Cf;o;HAZ

Beff

Nan;eq2

[mm]

[kN]

5.54

14.6

14.58

1.06

2.27

6.20

18.2

23.68

0.98

2.15

6.75

18.0

31.18

0.93

7.2

2.08

6.08

22.0

35.33

0.99

6.6

2.57

6.73

24.0

37.41

0.92

13.92

6.6

2.09

5.62

14.6

14.57

1.05

1.60

13.29

7.3

3.75

6.81

14.6

12.15

0.91

1.60

10.42

7.5

3.15

7.62

14.6

9.72

0.93

2.00

33.87

8.4

3.93

6.39

22.0

29.44

0.87

[mm]

Nan;eq2
Fu ,sim

.
PS-4-T4NEN

PS-1-T6NEN[Brace]T4NEN[Chord]
PS-1-T4NEN[Brace]T6NEN[Chord]

180.0 x 180.0 x 6.0

160.0

110.0 x 12.0

160.0

4.0

9.0

5183

0.61

15.0

2.00

25.31

7.7

9
2.95

6.69

22.0

23.56

3.83

6.93

14.6

12.14

0.90

3.19

6.68

14.6

9.71

0.93

Aver.

2.90

6.54

0.95

St.dev.

0.73

0.54

0.06

V

0.25

0.08

0.06

179.8 x 179.6 x 4.0

160.0

109.7 x 6.4

185.0

4.4

3.4

5183

0.61

22.5

1.60

13.45

7.5

179.8 x 179.6 x 4.0

185.0

109.7 x 6.4

160.0

4.4

3.4

5183

0.61

22.5

1.60

10.48

7.6
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11.4 Effective width of brace regarding to weld failure
The effective width of brace regarding the failure mechanism weld failure is investigated in this
section. Eleven numerical simulations are performed with the geometrical properties according to
Table 11.3. The failure type that occurs for all simulation represented in Table 11.3 is weld failure.

11.4.1 Results of numerical simulation
For each numerical simulation, given in Table 11.3, the load displacement curves are determined,
represented in Figure 11-21. To determine the ultimate force and displacement the cutoff criteria
discussed in chapter 4 will used. Therefore, the location where the ultimate plastic strain is reached
must be determined first. This location is determined by using a tool of the program Abaqus which
shows the location of the highest strain in the FE-model. For all welds, failure could occur in the
shear leg of the weld, represented by figure 5.19. When the ultimate plastic strain was reached the
cutoff criterion was applied.

Figure 11-20; location of weld failure in shear leg

From Figure 11-21 a difference in shape of the load versus displacement curvature can be noted.
This is due to the fact that two different β ratios are used. WF-1-T6, WF-2-T6 and WF-3-T6 are
modelled with a β ratio equal to 1.00 and WF-4-T6 modelled with a β of 0.33. The only difference
between test WF-2-T6 and WF-4-T6 is the different β ratio; all other parameters are similar. This
causes the difference in load displacement curves illustrated in Figure 11-21. So, by decreasing the
β ratio, tensile resistance will decrease. The difference in load displacement curve between WF-1T6, WF-2-T6 and WF-3-T6 is the due to the different throat thicknesses, all other parameters are
equal. For WF-1-T6 the throat thickness is equal to a=4.0mm, WF-2-T6 the throat thickness is equal
to a=6.0mm and WF-3-T6 the throat thickness is equal to a=9.0 mm. So, by increasing the throat
thickness, the tensile resistance when weld fracture occurs will increase.

Figure 11-21; Load versus displacement curve Weld failure
different geometrical dimensions

Figure 11-22; Load versus displacement curve weld failure
different alloy types
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Figure 11-22 provides the load displacement curve of numerical tests WF-1-T6, WF-1-T6NEN, WF1-T4NEN, WF-1-T4NEN[Brace]-T6NEN[Chord], WF-1-T6NEN[Brace]-T4NEN[Chord] and WF-1T6[detailed_HAZ]. For all numerical simulations represented in Figure 11-22, the same geometrical
model is used in combination with different types of alloy and combination of alloy types, 6082-T4
and 6082-T6. For the numerical test with the notation of ..-..-..-..-T6 the material properties are
according to the tensile test of M. Matusiak . In the notation of numerical test ..-..-..-..-T6NEN, T6
indicates the type of temper of alloy type 6082 and NEN indicates that the material properties are
according to NEN-EN-1999-1-1 [3]. The notation of [detailed_HAZ] indicates that the HAZ is divided
into different zones according to Figure 11-22.
The load displacement curves of Figure 12-19 are equal between a displacement of 0 mm and a
displacement of 0.5 mm. This is due to the fact that E-modules for all different alloy types and the
geometrical properties of the numerical test are equal. According to the stress strain diagrams
represented in Figure 10-44 and Figure 10-45, the stress strain relationship of the weld metal is
similar for T6NEN and T4NEN. This indicates that the difference in load displacement curve
between WF-1-T6NEN and WF-1-T4NEN is attributed to the large plastic strain in the brace plate,
indicated in Figure 11-20. But the ultimate strain of the weld was reached first. The difference
between test WF-1-T6NEN and WF-1-T6NEN[Brace]-T4NEN[Chord] is also due to the plastic strains
in the brace and in addition, for large displacements, due to the plastic strains which occur in the
chord member.
Figure 11-23 represents the load displacement curves of numerical tests WF-3-T6 , WF-3-T6NEN
and WF-3-T4NEN. For the numerical simulation represented in Figure 12-20 one geometrical
numerical model is used with three different alloy types, 6082-T6 and 6082-T6NEN and 6082T4NEN.
From the load displacement curve, it can be concluded that the tensile resistance is large for the
numerical simulation with the material properties determined by a tensile test compared to the
material properties determined by NEN-EN1999-1 [3]. Another difference can be noted between
the two numerical simulations with temper T4NEN and temper T6NEN, both determined by using
NEN-EN1999-1 [3], is that the tensile resistance of alloy temper T6NEN is larger than that of alloy
temper T4NEN. According to the stress strain diagrams represented in Figure 10-44 and Figure
10-45, the stress strain relationship of the weld metal is similar for T6NEN and T4NEN. This
indicates that the difference in load displacement curve between WF-4-T6NEN and WF-4-T4NEN is
due to the large plastic strain in the brace plate indicated in Figure 11-20.

Figure 11-23; Load versus displacement curve weld failure for
different alloy types and one geometrical model WF-3
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11.4.2 Determine Cf factor
The analytical model for weld fracture of a brace plate to RHS chord connection is given in Equation
70. This analytical mode is derived by taking the tension and shear component acting on the throat
section into account in the combined stress method based on the yield criterion of Von Mises.
Equation 70; Weld failure X-joint RHS chord with Brace plate (θ=90°)

N1,Rd 

2  atot  fw   bew ,alu  t1 

2
With; atot  a  apen

Some parts of the width can be effective to determine the analytical tensile force. Because weld
fracture did not occur for steel X-joints, there was no design rule regarding the effective width of a
brace plate related to weld fracture. So Equation 71 and Equation 72 are proposed. Both equations
have a Cf factor, for Equation 71 the Cf;eq1, and for Equation 72 Cf;eq2. One of these equations will be
used to determine the effective width of the brace plate to RHS chord connection. Equation 71 is
proposed by taking the same equation to determine the effective with of punching shear.
Equation 71; Effective width bew,alu,1

bew ,alu ,1 

C f ;Eq1
 b1
b0
t0

Figure 11-24; Effective parts brace plate to RHS chord
connection regarding weld failure

Equation 72 is proposed by taking the stress ratio between the weld and the chord member into
account fu ,haz ;0  t0 . So, the deformation capacity of the weld will be taken into account.
fw  atot
Equation 72; Effective width bew,alu,2

bew ,alu ,2 

C f ;Eq2 fu ,haz ;0  t0

  b1  2  aleg 
b0
fw  atot
t0

To determine the effective width of the different numerical testsf the Cf factors will be determined.
Here for the Cf;eq1 and Cf;eq2 in Equation 71 and Equation 72 must be solved. Equation 73 to
determine the Cf;eq1 is determined by substituting Equation 71 into Equation 70 and solving for
variable Cf;Eq1.
Equation 73; Cf,Eq1 value for effective width bew,alu,1

C f ;Eq1 



1 b0  2  N  2  atot  fw  t1

2
atot  fw  b1  t0



Equation 74 to determine Cf;2 is determined by substituting Equation 72 into Equation 70 and
solving for variable Cf;2.
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Equation 74; Cf,Eq2 value for effective width bew,alu,2



1 b0  2 N  2  atot  fw  t1
C f ;Eq2  
2 fu ,haz ;1  t1  t0   b1  2  aleg 



For each simulation, the Cf;eq1 factors determined by using Equation 73 are presented in the
fifteenth column of Table 11.3. To determine the Cf;eq1 factors, the ultimate tensile load of the
simulation is used, which is represented in the thirteenth column of Table 11.3. This is also done of
the Cf;eq2 factors, which are presented in the sixteenth column of Table 11.3. To determine the Cf;eq2
Equation 74 is used. From the different Cfeq;1 values for numerical tests WF-1-T6, WF-2-T6 and WF3-T6, it can be noted that Cfeq;1 decreases when the throat thickness increases; the throat
thicknesses are indicated in the sixth column of Table 11.3. The Cf;eq2 is almost similar for these
three different cases. This indicates that the throat thickness must be included to determine the
effective width. For all the different Cf;eq1 and Cf;eq2 factors, the average, standard deviation and
variation are determined, represented in the last three rows of Table 11.3. The variation of Cf;eq2 is
less than that of Cf;eq1, which results in a better correlation by using Equation 74. The average value
of Cf;eq2 is equal to 4.22. So a safe assumption of Cf;eq2 equal to 4.0 will be used to determine the
effective width of a brace plate which fails due to weld fracture. To determine the effective width
of a brace plate to RHS chord connection which fails due to weld fracture, Equation 74 will be used
with a Cf;eq2 equal to 4.0.
The analytical tensile forces determined by Equation 70 are presented in the seventeenth column
of Table 11.3. The effective width which must be substituted in Equation 70 is determined by using
Equation 72, with Cf;eq2 equal to 4.0. The ratio between the analytical force and the tensile force of
the simulation is listed in the last column of Table 11.3. The average of this ratio is equal to 0.96
and a variation of 0.06, which indicates that the analytical force corresponds with the force
determined during the numerical simulation.
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Table 11.3; Numerical simulations X-joint with brace plate and corresponding Cf factors Weld failure

Numerical simulation

Chord member

fu,HAZ;0

Brace plate

fu,HAZ;1

a

apen

Filler

fw

b0 x h0 x t0 [mm]

[N/mm²]

b1 x t1 [mm]

[N/mm²]

[mm]

[mm]

metal

[N/mm²]

WF-1-T6

180.0 x 180.0 x 12.0

262.2

180.0 x 12.0

262.2

4.0

9.0

5183

266.4

1.00

7.5

1.00

256.45

4.0

5.7

3.8

265.42

1.03

WF-2-T6

180.0 x 180.0 x 12.0

262.2

180.0 x 12.0

262.2

6.0

9.0

5183

266.4

1.00

7.5

1.00

295.83

5.4

5.2

4.3

281.17

0.95

WF-3-T6

180.0 x 180.0 x 12.0

262.2

180.0 x 12.0

262.2

9.0

266.4

1.00

7.5

1.00

330.73

5.9

4.4

4.4

304.80

0.92

WF-4-T6

180.0 x 180.0 x 12.0

262.2

60.0 x 12.0

262.2

6.0

9.0
9.0

5183
5183

266.4

0.33

7.5

1.00

137.00

12.5

5.7

3.9

138.79

1.01

180.0 x 180.0 x 12.0

262.2

180.0 x 12.0

262.2

4.0

9.0

5183

266.4

1.00

7.5

1.00

261.48

3.4

5.8

3.9

265.42

1.02

WF-1-T6NEN

180.0 x 180.0 x 12.0

185.0

180.0 x 12.0

185.0

4.0

9.0

5183

210.0

1.00

7.5

1.00

204.55

3.7

5.8

4.4

190.46

0.93

WF-1-T4NEN

180.0 x 180.0 x 12.0

160.0

180.0 x 12.0

160.0

4.0

9.0

5183

210.0

1.00

7.5

1.00

170.88

4.0

4.6

4.1

168.82

0.99

WF-3-T6NEN

180.0 x 180.0 x 12.0

185.0

180.0 x 12.0

185.0

4.0

9.0

5183

210.0

1.00

7.5

1.00

256.19

6.0

4.3

4.8

220.12

0.86

WF-3-T4NEN

180.0 x 180.0 x 12.0

160.0

180.0 x 12.0

160.0

9.0

9.0

5183

210.0

1.00

7.5

1.00

215.15

6.9

3.5

4.5

196.88

0.92

180.0 x 180.0 x 12.0

185.0

180.0 x 12.0

160.0

4.0

9.0

5183

210.0

1.00

7.5

1.00

189.20

3.8

5.2

4.0

190.46

1.01

180.0 x 180.0 x 12.0

160.0

180.0 x 12.0

185.0

4.0

9.0

5183

210.0

1.00

7.5

1.00

179.47

3.8

4.9

4.3

168.82

0.94

Aver.

5.01

4.22

0.96

St.dev.

0.74

0.30

0.05

V

0.15

0.07

0.06

WF-1T6[detailed_HAZ]

WF-1-T6NEN[Brace]T4NEN[Chord]
WF-1-T4NEN[Brace]T6NEN[Chord]

β

γ

τ

Fu [kN]

Uu

Cf;Eq1

Cf;Eq2

[mm]

Nan;eq2
[kN]
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Nan;eq2
Fu ,sim

11.5 Conclusion for Cf factor
From numerical simulations of branch plate to RHS chord connection in X-joints, it can be
concluded that the deformation capacity of an aluminum X-joint is less than that of a steel X-joint.
Due to the deformation capacity of aluminum X-joints, smaller parts of the brace width are
effective for the resistance brace failure compared to a steel X-joint. This is investigated in Section
9.2 where the X-joint in steel is compared to a X-join in aluminum. For both materials, the stress
distribution was plotted along the width of the brace and from this stress distribution it could be
concluded that for aluminum the effective parts are smaller compared to steel. A new Cf factor is
determined in Section 11.3 and Section 11.4 for a X-joint in aluminum regarding brace plate failure
and punching shear, which is used in the equation to determine the effective width of the brace.
For steel, this Cf-factor is equal to 13.5, and for aluminum, this Cf-factor is equal to 6.0.
For weld failure ,a different Cf-factor of 4.0 is introduced compared to the Cf-factor of brace failure
and punching shear. This is due to the lower deformation capacity of the weld compared to the
brace. Due to the lower deformation capacity of the weld the stress concentrations will be larger
than for brace failure, which results in a lower resistance compared to brace failure.
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12|

Numerical study of aluminum X-joints loaded in
tension.

The different failure types of a RHS brace to RHS chord X-joint loaded in tension are investigated in
the upcoming chapter. These failure types are: brace failure, punching shear, chord wall fracture,
chord face yielding and weld fracture.

12.1 Brace failure in aluminum under tension
The brace failure mechanism is investigated in this section. Eleven numerical simulations are
performed with the geometrical properties according to Table 12.3. These numerical simulations
are modelled according to the procedure described in chapter 10. The numerical simulation is
represented Table 12.3 indicated by abbreviations. These abbreviations are related as follows. The
notation X-..-..-..-.. indicates the type of joint; X-joint in this case. The notation ..-T-..-..-.. indicates
the type of force applied in the numerical model, tensile force (T). The notation ..-..-BF-..-.. indicates
the type of failure; in this case Brace failure (BF). The notation ..-..-..-1-.. indicates the geometrical
dimensions which are represented in the same Table 12.3. Two different alloy types are used,
6082-T6 and 6082-T4 with filler metal 5183. The numerical simulation in Table 11.1 with notation
..-..-..-..-T6 is modelled in alloy type 6082-T6. The material properties for parent, weld and HAZ 4.00
mm from the weld, which are determined by M. Matusiak [], are used. The engineer and true
stress versus strain relationship is shown in Figure 10-38. For the numerical simulation with
notation ..-..-..-..-T6NEN, alloy type 6082-T6 is used according to the material properties given in
NEN-EN 1999-1, the stress versus strain relationship is shown in Figure 10-44. The numerical
simulation with notation ..-..-..-..-T4NEN alloy type of 6082-T4 is used according to the material
properties given in NEN-EN 1999-1, the stress versus strain relationship is illustrated in Figure
fu ,haz ;0  t0
fu ,haz ;1  t1

10-45. The combination of two different alloy types is investigated due to the ratio of
which is used in Equation 75 to determine the effective width. The notation of the FE-models
where a combination of different alloys is used is equal to ..-..-..-..-T6[Brace]-T4[Chord]. For this
example, alloy type 6082-T4NEN is used for the brace plate and the alloy type 6082-T6NEN is used
for the chord member, both alloy types are determined by using NEN-EN 1999-1. The numerical
simulation with notation BF-1-T6[detailed HAZ] are modelled in alloy type of 6082-T6, determined
by a tensile test of M. Matusiak []. With the HAZ divided in to different zones, illustrated in Figure
10-42.
12.1.1 Effective width along perimeter of RHS brace
In this section, the non-uniform stiffness distribution along the perimeter of the RHS brace is
investigated. Compared to Section 11.1, the effective width of brace plate, the stress distribution
along the height (h1) and width (b1) of the RHS brace is determined. To investigate the difference in
stress distribution between an X-joint in steel and aluminum and the different type of alloys, five
cases are considered.
The first case consists of an X-joint in steel geometrical properties, so with rounded corners, and
the material properties of steel. The model B-3 that is used in the first case is discussed in Section
9.2. The geometrical properties of this FE-model are: b0xh0xt0 181.0x180.7x9.0 and b1xh1xt1
140.4x140.5x4.8; the other geometrical dimensions are presented in Table 9.1. The true yield,
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tensile stress and ultimate strain of the brace and chord are; fy0=259.1 N/mm², fu0=469.0 N/mm²,
eu0=32.7 %, fy1=282.0 N/mm², fu1=488.5 N/mm² and eu1=32.5 %. The engineer and true stress
versus strain relationship is represented in Figure 9-6.
The stress distributions along the brace of case 1 are presented in Figure 12-1. Two different stress
distributions are represented. The stresses determined by using the Von Mises stress and the stress
determined by using the stress in y-direction (S22). On the vertical axis the stress (N/mm²) is
plotted. And on the horizontal the width (mm) (in negative direction) and height (mm) (in positive
direction) of the brace are plotted. From Figure 12-1, it can be noticed that two different line types
are used; a dashed line and a solid line. This is due to the fact that FE-model consists of three
different symmetrical boundary conditions, so one out of eight of the full X-joint is modelled. The
solid lines represent the stress distribution, as determined by the one out of eight model and the
dashed lines are mirrored by using the solid lines. The yield and tensile strength of the brace
member are also represented in Figure 12-1. The purple dashed line indicates the true yield
strenght (fy) of the brace member and the orange dashed line indicates the true tensile strength (fu)
of the brace member. From Figure 12-1, it can be concluded that the stress distribution determined
by the Von Mises will achieve to the tensile strength of the brace (fu) along the height of the brace
and at the effective part of the brace. At the same location, the stress distribution determined by
the stress (S22) in y-direction exceeds the tensile strength (fu) of the brace member. The stress
distribution is determined at the same step when fracture occurred. The cutoff criterion discussed
in Section 7.1 is used to determine when fracture occurred. Fracture will occur in the axial tensile
direction. Therefore, the stresses (S22) in y-direction are plotted for the five different cases.

Figure 12-1; Different types of stress distributions along perimeter brace for test B-3 in Steel

Figure 12-3 represents three different stress distributions. These three stress distributions are
determined at different locations in the thickness direction of the brace (t1), inner perimeter of
brace, in the middle of the thickness and the outer perimeter of the brace. Figure 12-2 illustrates
the position of the inner, middle and outer element. Figure 12-2 shows that for the middle two
elements are indicated with red boxes. This is due to the fact that the number of elements along
the thickness t1 is an even number of elements (6 elements), so the average value of those two
elements is used to determine the stress in the middle of the thickness. These three elements are
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located just above the weld, at the same location where fracture of the brace occurred. The stress
of these three elements is calculated along the perimeter of the brace. The type of element that is
used to determine the stress is C3D8R. So, one integration point is used for each element. From
this integration point the stress was determined. This is the stress (S22) in Y-direction; the direction
parallel to the brace member. The stress distribution is determined in the same step when fracture
of the brace occurred, so the stress distribution is plotted at the same time when failure occurred.
z

Brace member

Inner
Middle

Weld
Outer

Chord member

Figure 12-2; Positon of Inner, Middle and Outer element in section
of the X-joint

From these three different stress distributions inner, outer, and middle element, it can be noted
that the outer line is almost completely effective. The blue line almost completely exceeds the
tensile strength of the brace. For the red line, middle element, there is a non-effective part in the
middle of the width of the brace. This non-effective part is located when the red line is falling
below yield strength of the brace. For the green line, inner element, it can be noted that there is
hardly an effective part. The ultimate force when fracture of the brace occurred was by a load of
611.8 kN. This can be checked by calculating the average stress of the inner, outer and middle
elements. This average stress is equal to 400.4 N/mm². By substituting this average stress with the
thickness and the perimeter of the brace the ultimate force can be calculated. So an ultimate force
of 601.6 kN can be determined. Between the ultimate force determined by measuring the tensile
force during the simulation and the ultimate force by taking the average of the three lines there is a
difference of almost 10 kN between both forces. This difference can be reduced by determining the
stress direction in the thickness direction of the brace in more detail. So, the stress of all 6 elements
along the perimeter of the brace is to be determined.
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Figure 12-3; Case1, Stress distribution (S22) along brace of inner-, middle- and outer element of test B-3 in steel

The stress distribution along the perimeter of a RHS brace can be compared to the stress
distribution of a brace plate only. Figure 12-4 represents the stress distribution of a X-joint
consisting of a RHS chord and a brace plate; this model is already discussed in Section 11.1.
Different geometrical properties are used for the FE-model of a plate welded on a RHS chord and Xjoint consists of RHS chord and brace. So it is difficult to draw conclusions. But it can be concluded
that the stress distribution of the inner and outer elements of Figure 12-4 is similar. In Figure 12-3,
there is a difference in stress distribution between the inner, middle and outer elements.

Figure 12-4; Stress distribution (S22) along the brace width

For the second case, a model consisting of aluminum geometrical properties and steel material
properties is modelled. For this model full penetration depth of the weld is assumed; this was also
modelled for case one. The only difference compared to case one is the right angle corners. Figure
12-5 represents the stress distribution (S22) of case 2. The ultimate force which was measured on
the top of the brace during the simulation was 506.1 kN. And the ultimate force determined by
calculating the average of the three lines is 517.7 kN.
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There is a difference between the stress distributions of case 1 and 2. The stress distributions of
Case 2 have a high peak stress at the location of 0 mm in Figure 12-5, at the corner of the RHS
brace. The stress distributions of Figure 12-3 show a distributed stress distribution at the location
of 0 mm. This is due to the fact that the rounded corners of the RHS are changed to sharp corners.

Figure 12-5; Case2, Stress distribution (S22) along brace of inner-, middle- and outer element of BF-1 into steel material
properties

The FE-model used in the third case consists of a full X-joint into aluminum, so both the
geometrical and the material properties of aluminum are used. The same geometrical properties
are used as discussed in case 2. The material properties are different than for case 1 and 2. Alloy
type 6082-T6 and filler metal 5183 according to the tensile test of M. Matusiak are used. The true
0.2% yield, tensile -stress and ultimate strain of the parent metal are fo = 315.0 N/mm², fu = 355.8
N/mm² and εu = 9.52 %.The true 0.2% yield, ultimate- stress and ultimate strain of the HAZ are
fo,HAZ = 151.0 N/mm², fu,HAZ = 294.3 N/mm² and εu = 13.5 %.
The load determined by the average of stress distributions represented in Figure 12-6 is equal to
215.72 kN. Load determined by measuring load at the top of the brace is equal to 220.0 kN. So, the
load measured at the top of the brace corresponds with the load determined with the average of
stress distributions. Some difference in stress distribution can be observed by comparing the stress
distribution of case two and case three. The stresses of the stress distributions of case two can
reach a higher value than the stresses of case three. This is due to the higher tensile strength for
steel compared to aluminum.
The stress distribution of the middle elements along the width of the brace illustrates that a smaller
portion of brace width is effective for case 3 compared to case 2. This phenomenon was already
concluded by the investigation of the effective width of a brace plate welded on a RHS chord,
Section 11.2. Another comparison is that the stress distribution of the middle element along the
height of the brace member of case two varies around the tensile strength (fu). For case three, the
stress distribution of the middle element varies between the tensile strength and the 0.2% proof
stress of the HAZ (fu,HAZ and f0,HAZ).
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Figure 12-6; Case 3, Stress distribution (S22) along brace of inner-, middle- and outer element of BF-1-T6 aluminum

The FE-model used in the fourth case consists of a full X-joint into aluminum, but by using the
material properties according to NEN-EN 1999-1 [3] alloy type 6082-T6NEN. The 0.2% yield,
ultimate-stress and ultimate strain of the parent metal are fo = 260.0 N/mm², fu = 310.0 N/mm²
and εu = 15.7 °%.The 0.2% yield, ultimate-stress and ultimate strain of the HAZ are fo,HAZ = 125.0
N/mm², fu = 185.0 N/mm² and εu = 23.1 °%.
Figure 12-7 shows the stress distribution (S22) of case four. The ultimate force measured when
fracture of the brace occurred was equal to 206.2 kN. And the ultimate force determined by
calculating average stress is 201.6 kN. By comparing the stress distribution of case three with case
four, a difference can be observed. The stress distribution of the outer element of case 4 varies
around the tensile strength (fu,HAZ) along the height of the brace. The stress distribution of the outer
element of case 3 is located above the tensile strength (fu,HAZ) along the height of the brace.

Figure 12-7; Case 3c, Stress distribution (S22) along brace of inner-, middle- and outer element of BF-1-T6 aluminum

The FE-model used in the fifth case consists of a full X-joint into aluminum, but in alloy type 6082T4NEN. The filler metal is exactly the same as for case 3, 5183. The 0.2% yield, ultimate-stress and
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ultimate strain of the parent metal are fo = 110.0 N/mm², fu = 205.0 N/mm² and εu = 24.0 °%.The
0.2% yield, ultimate-stress and ultimate strain of the HAZ are fo,HAZ = 100.0 N/mm², fu = 160.0
N/mm² and εu = 24.5 °%.
Figure 12-8 shows the stress distribution (S22) of case 4. The ultimate force measured when
fracture of the brace occurred was equal to 175.5 kN. And the ultimate force determined by
calculating the average stress of the three lines was equal to 170.5 kN. The stress distributions of
case four and five are almost equal. The only difference is the amplitude of the stress distributions.
This is due to the fact that tensile strength of alloy type 6082-T4 is lower than that of 6082-T6.

Figure 12-8; Case4, Stress distribution (S22) along brace of inner-, middle- and outer element of BF-1-T4 aluminum

Figure 12-10 represents the location where the ultimate plastic strain is reached first during the FEsimulation of case 1, geometrical and material properties of steel.

Figure 12-9; Overview X-joint case 1:
full into steel

Figure 12-10; Location of failure case 1

Figure 12-12 represents the location where the ultimate plastic strain is reached as first during the
FE-simulation of case three. By comparing the location where the ultimate plastic strain is reached
first of case one and case three can by noted that for case one, more elements achieve the
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ultimate plastic strain, indicated by the red color. For third case only one element, the element at
the corner of the brace, reaches the ultimate plastic strain. So for the third case, a peak stress is
located where fracture will occur; ultimate plastic strain was reached first.

Figure 12-11; Overview X-joint case 3:
full into aluminum

Figure 12-12; Location of failure case 3

Figure 12-13 shows the load displacement curves of the four different cases. The tensile loads are
plotted on the vertical axis and the displacements are plotted on the horizontal axis. For all cases, it
is assumed that failure occurs when the ultimate strain has been reached, according to the cutoff
criteria of Section 8.1 of this report. The load displacement curves of case one and case two are
similar. The only differences is that fracture will occur at a lower resistance (Fu=506.2 kN and
Uu=4.53 mm); this is due to the sharp corners of the aluminum section. The difference in load
displacement curve of case two and case three is due to differences in material properties between
steel and aluminum; this results in a totally different load versus displacement shape. The influence
of the resistance by using the different alloy types is represented by the load displacement curve of
Case 3 (6082-T6 according to tensile test), Case 4 (according to NEN) and Case 5 (according to
NEN).

Figure 12-13; Load versus displacement curves of different cases

Table 12.1 shows the ultimate force and displacement of the five different cases. The ultimate
force in the third column is determined by measuring the tensile force on the top of the brace. The
ultimate force in the sixth column is determined by calculating the average stress of the stress
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distribution along the perimeter of the brace. The eighth column represents the analytical force
determined by using the analytical model for steel and aluminum. These analytical forces for the
material properties of steel are calculated with Equation 75. The analytical forces for the material
properties aluminum are calculated with Equation 76. The last column represents the ratio
between the analytical force and the force as determined by the numerical simulation.
Equation 75; Analytical model brace failure for steel

Fan;steel  fy1t1 2h1  2beff  4t1 

With: beff 

13 fy 0t0
b1
b0 t0 fy1t1

Equation 76; Analytical model brace failure aluminum

Fan;alu  fu,haz ;1  t1 2h1  2be;alu  4t1 

With be ,alu 

f
t
6
 u ,haz ;0 0  b1
b0 t0 fu,haz ;1  t1

Figure 12-14; Top view chord face, effective parts of
aluminum X-joints BF

For the numerical model of B-3, there is a difference between the ultimate force determined by
the simulation and the ultimate force determined by the analytical model, the Fan ratio. This is
Fu ,sim

due to the fact that during the experiment of J. Wardenier, the force could increase after cracking,
before the ultimate force was achieved. When the test sample started to crack, the load was Fcr =
634.0 kN, and when failure occurred, the load was Fu = 724.4 kN. J. Wardenier determined the
analytical model by using the ultimate force (Fu). That is the reason why the ultimate force of the
simulation is lower than that of the analytical model for the first case. Another reason for the
Fan
Fu ,sim

difference in
ratio between the cases in steel and the last three cases in aluminum is the due
to the partial penetration depth of the weld. In Section 10.3.4, it was concluded that the partial
penetration depth influences the resistance of X-joints, which can fail due to brace fracture. In
Section 12.1.4, a new analytical model for aluminum X-joints is discussed.
Table 12.1; Ultimate force and displacement of FE-models used for determine effective width

Fan
Numerical
Fu,sim
Uu,sim
Fu,sim,2*
Fan [kN]
F
simulation
[kN]
[mm]
[kN]
u , sim
(number of test J.
Wardenier [2])
Case 1; B-3
611.8
8.4
601.57
734.46
1.20
Case 2; BF-1 steel
506.15
4.5
499.71
734.46
1.45
Case 3; X-T-BF-1T6
220.0
2.7
215.72
527.13
2.40
Case 4; X-T-BF-1T6NEN
206.2
3.4
201.58
371.96
1.80
Case 5; X-T-BF-1T4NEN
175.5
3.7
170.5
321.70
1.83
* the ultimate force determined by using the surface under the stress distribution figures.
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12.1.2 Crack extension
During the experimental research of J. Wardenier [10], the tensile load could increase after initial
crack. For the numerical simulation, the cutoff criterion is applied when the ultimate plastic strain is
achieved in one of the integration points of the elements. So, when reaching the ultimate plastic
strain, it was assumed that a crack occurred and the X-joint would fail. To investigate the possibility
of increasing the tensile load after initial crack, a simplified method is used in the FE-model.
In order to ensure that the tensile load of the FE-model will increase after reaching a crack two FEmodels are modelled. The first FE-model is used to determine when initial crack occurs. This is
according to the cutoff criteria discussed in Section 8.1. The numerical models are performed
displacement-controlled. From the first FE-model, the displacement when initial crack occurred
and the location of the element where the ultimate plastic strain is reached first are determined.
These data are used for modelling the second FE-model. The second FE-model consists of three
steps. The first step is to increase the displacement until the plastic strain is achieved in one of the
integration points. This is the displacement determined by the first FE-model. After reaching the
ultimate plastic strain the second step will start. First the element which reached the ultimate
plastic strain first is deleted. After deleting the element, redistribution of stresses and strains takes
place. When the stresses and strains are redistributed, the third step will occur. The displacement
will start to increase. To determine when crack will extend the cutoff criterion is used for the
remaining elements of the second FE-model. When the ultimate plastic strain is achieved in one of
the remaining elements, it is assumed that crack will extend. Table 12.2 represents the different
steps to create the FE-model to determine the crack extent in one of the remaining elements.
Table 12.2; Different steps FE-model for second crack

Overview X-joint Loaded
until Deleting element
test
X-T-BF-1- ultimate plastic (colors indicating
T6T6
strain is reached elastic strains)
(colors indicating
plastic strains)

Redistribution of
stresses
and
strains
(colors
indicating elastic
strains)

Loading
until
second
crack
occurred (colors
indicating plastic
strains)

The procedure represented in Table 12.2 is repeated several times until the force after crack
extension could no longer increase. At a certain moment, redistribution after deleting elements
was not possible anymore. So, it was not possible to increase the force before another element
started to crack and complete fracture is assumed. Figure 12-15 illustrates the deleted elements at
the moment when fracture occurs for numerical test X-T-BF-1-T6T6. The different plastic strains are
indicated with different colors in Figure 12-15.
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Figure 12-15; Deleted elements when rupture occurred for X-T-BF-1-T6T6

The crack extension will only be determined for the FE-models where the β ratio is less than 1.0.
This is because for the FE-models with β ratio equal to 1.0, multiple elements reach the ultimate
plastic strain, as illustrated in Figure 12-17. Table 12.2 represents the location where the ultimate
plastic strain is achieved first for a simulation where the β ratio is less than 1.0. From Table 12.2, it
can be noted that when the β ratio is less than 1.0, only one element reaches the ultimate plastic
strain. After deleting the element which achieved the ultimate plastic strain, the plastic strain of
the remaining elements can increase until the ultimate plastic strain is achieved. For the numerical
simulations with a β=1.0, it is expected that the load can increase after cracking slightly or not,
because multiple elements must be deleted and redistribution of stresses and strains must be
transferred to the remaining elements.

Figure 12-16; Overview FE-mode X-T-BF-4T6T6

Figure 12-17; Location where plastic strain is reached first

12.1.3 Results of numerical simulation
For each numerical simulation presented in Table 12.3, the load displacement curves are
determined. Figure 12-18 presents the load displacement curves of numerical tests X-T-BF-1-T6, XT-BF-2-T6, X-T-BF-3-T6, X-T-BF-4-T6 and X-T-BF-5-T6. For these numerical simulations, different
geometrical dimensions are used, but all simulations have the same alloy type 6082-T6 according
to the tensile test of M. Matusiak . For the numerical tests represented in Figure 12-18, the tensile
force when initial crack started is indicated with the notation Cr;1. For test X-T-BF-4-T6, the β-ratio
is equal to 1, so only the tensile force when first crack occurred is determined, as discussed in
Section 12.1.2. The location where the first crack and total rupture occurred was similar for all
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simulations, according to Table 12.1. Expcet the simulation of numerical test X-T-BF-4-T6 the plastic
strain was reached first according to Figure 12-17.
A difference can be observed between the load displacement curve of X-T-BF-4-T6 and the other
load displacement curve represented in Figure 12-18. This difference is because of the different β
ratios. For X-T-BF-4-T6, the β ratio is equal to 1.0 and for all other tests, the β ratios are between
0.88 and 0.56. For all simulation represented in Figure 12-18, the thickness of the brace t1 was
approximately equal to 5 mm.

Figure 12-18; Load displacement curve Brace failure for alloy
type 6082-T6

Figure 12-19; Load displacement curve Brace failure for
different alloy types and one geometrical model

Figure 12-19 provides the load displacement curves of numerical tests X-T-BF-1-T6, X-T-BF-1T6NEN, X-T-BF-1-T4NEN ,X-T-BF -1-T4NEN[Brace]-T6NEN[Chord], X-T-BF -1-T6NEN[Brace]T4NEN[Chord] and X-T-BF -1-T6[detailed_HAZ]. For all numerical simulations represented in Figure
12-19, the same geometrical model is used in combination with different types alloy and
combinations of alloy types, 6082-T4 and 6082-T6.
The load displacement curves of X-T-BF-1-T6 and X-T-BF-1-T6[detailed_HAZ] represented in Figure
12-19 are almost equal. But after reaching first crack, the difference between the load vs.
displacement curves increases. This is due to the fact that dividing the HAZ into different zones
with different material properties influences when the overall displacement increases. The load
displacement curves of Figure 12-19 are equal between a displacement of 0 mm and a
displacement of 0.5 mm. This is due to the fact that E-modules for all different alloy types and the
geometrical properties of the numerical test are equal. There is nearly a difference in load
displacement curve between the two numerical models where a combination of alloy types is used.
Only the displacement when fracture occurred is different. This is due to the different ultimate
plastic strain which is used for the cutoff criteria.
Figure 12-20 represents the load displacement curves of numerical tests X-T-BF-4-T6 , X-T-BF-4T6NEN and X-T-BF-4-T4NEN. For the numerical simulation represented in Figure 12-20, one
geometrical numerical model is used with three different alloy types, 6082-T6 and 6082-T6NEN
and 6082-T4NEN. Only the initial crack is determined, because the β ratio for the numerical models
is equal to 1.0.
From the load versus displacement curve, it can be concluded that the resistance is higher for the
numerical simulation with the material properties determined by a tensile test compared to the
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material properties determined by NEN-EN1999-1 [3]. This is due to the fact that the strength of
alloy 6082 with temper T4 is lower than for alloy type 6082 with temper T6.

Figure 12-20; Load displacement curve Brace failure for
different alloy types and one geometrical modelX-T-BF-4

12.1.4 Analytical model brace failure
The first proposed analytical model for brace failure of a RHS brace to RHS chord connection,
discussed in Section 4.4 Local brace failure (tension), is given in Equation 77. The effective width of
the brace can be determined by Equation 78, which is proposed in Section 11.2 Effective width of
brace regarding brace failure.
Equation 77; Analytical model for Brace failure for aluminum RHS X-joint

N1,Rd  2  fu,haz ;1  t1  h1  be;alu  2  t1 
Equation 78; Effective width regarding brace failure

be ,alu 

6
b0 t0



fu ,haz ;0  t0
 b1 if: be ,alu  b1
fu ,haz ;1  t1

The penetration depth has a major influence on the resistance of an X-joint regarding failure to
brace failure. The influence of the partial penetration depth of the weld is investigated in section
10.3.4 Influence of partial penetration weld compared to full pen weld in aluminum. Due to the
penetration depth the stresses in the brace cannot be distributed along the full thickness of the
brace at moment of fracture. In the analytical model given in Equation 77 the thickness of the
brace is taken into account. Due to the influence of the partial penetration weld, the penetration
depth apen is used instead of the thickness of the brace t1, as indicated in Equation 79.
Equation 79; Analytical model for Brace failure for aluminum RHS X-joint with apen

N1,Rd  2  fu,haz ;1  apen  h1  be;alu  2  apen 

The results of the numerical simulations are represented in Table 12.3. The first column represents
the numerical tests. The b0xh0xt0 dimensions of the chord are presented in the second column. The
third column represents the tensile strength of the HAZ of the chord. The fourth column represents
the dimensions b1xh1xt1 of the brace. The fifth column represents the tensile strength of the HAZ of
the brace. The throat thickness is presented in the sixth column of Table 12.3. The seventh column
represents the partial penetration depth of the weld. The eighth indicates the β (=b1/b0) ratio, the
ratio between the width of the brace and the chord. The ninth column represents the γ (=b0/(2*t0))
ratio. The tenth column represents the η (=h1/b0) ratio. The eleventh column represents the τ
(=t1/t0) ratio. The twelfth column represents the tensile force when first crack occurred. The
thirteenth column represents the displacement when first crack occurred. The ultimate tensile
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force determined by the numerical simulation is presented in column fourteenth. The fifteenth
column represents the ultimate displacement determined by the numerical simulation. The
sixteenth column represents the effective width of the brace width beff, determined by using
Equation 79. The seventeenth column represents the tensile load determined by the analytical
model of brace fracture, by using Equation 79. The last column represents the ratio between the
analytical tensile load and the ultimate load of the simulation ( Nan ).The average of this ratio is
Fu ,sim

equal to 0.96 with a variation of 0.8, which indicates that the analytical force corresponds with the
force determined during the numerical simulation.
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Table 12.3; Results of numerical simulation and analytical model Brace fracture

Numerical simulation

Chord member

fu,HAZ;0

Brace member

fu,HAZ;1

a

apen

(number of test J.

b0 x h0 x t0 [mm]

[N/mm²]

b1 x h1 x t1 [mm]

[N/mm²]

[mm

[mm

]

]

Wardenier [2])

β

γ

η

τ

Fcr

Ucr

Fu,sim

Uu

beff

Nan

[kN]

[mm

[kN]

[mm

[mm

[kN]

]

]

Nan
Fu ,sim

]

X-T-BF-1-T6 (B-3)

181.0 x 180.7 x 9.0

262.2

140.4 x 140.5 x 4.8

262.2

5.0

2.8

0.78

10.1

0.78

0.53

220.0

2.7

297.2

5.6

79

313.4

1.05

X-T-BF-2-T6 (B-7)

181.0 x 181.1 x 13.5

262.2

110.1 x 110.1 x 4.9

262.2

4.7

2.9

0.61

6.70

0.61

0.36

226.2

2.7

313.2

7.3

101

326.0

1.04

X-T-BF-3-T6 (B-9)

159.2 x 159.1 x 6.3

262.2

140.5 x 140.2 x 4.8

262.2

4.6

2.8

0.88

2.63

0.88

0.76

222.0

1.9

269.4

3.1

44

261.9

0.97

X-T-BF-4-T6

150.0 x 150.0 x 12.0

262.2

150.0 x 150.0 x 5.0

262.2

6.0

3.0

1.0

6.25

1.00

0.42

487.4

1.8

-

-

150

462.5

0.95

181.0 x 180.7 x 9.0

262.2

140.4 x 140.5 x 4.8

262.2

5.0

2.8

0.78

10.1

0.78

0.53

219.9

2.4

297.8

4.5

79

313.4

1.05

X-T-BF-1-T6NEN (B-3)

181.0 x 180.7 x 9.0

185.0

140.4 x 140.5 x 4.8

185.0

5.0

2.8

0.78

10.1

0.78

0.53

206.2

3.4

225.3

4.5

79

221.1

0.98

X-T-BF-1-T4NEN (B-3)

181.0 x 180.7 x 9.0

160.0

140.4 x 140.5 x 4.8

160.0

5.0

2.8

0.78

6.25

0.78

0.53

175.5

3.7

196.5

5.4

79

191.2

0.97

X-T-BF-4-T6NEN

150.0 x 150.0 x 12.0

185.0

150.0 x 150.0 x 6.0

185.0

6.0

3.0

1.0

6.25

1.00

0.42

392.5

1.6

-

-

150

326.3

0.83

X-T-BF-4-T4NEN

150.0 x 150.0 x 12.0

160.0

150.0 x 150.0 x 6.0

160.0

6.0

3.0

1.0

10.1

1.00

0.50

344.7

2.6

-

-

144

282.2

0.82

181.0 x 180.7 x 9.0

185.0

140.4 x 140.5 x 4.8

160.0

5.0

2.8

0.78

10.1

0.78

0.53

183.9

4.2

218.1

7.1

68

210.1

0.96

181.0 x 180.7 x 9.0

160.0

140.4 x 140.5 x 4.8

185.0

5.0

2.8

0.78

10.1

0.78

0.53

182.7

3.6

209.4

5.5

91

202.2

0.97

Aver.

0.96

St.dev.

0.08

V

0.08

X-T-BF-1-T6 [Detailed
HAZ]

X-T-BF-1T6NEN[Brace]T4NEN[Chord] (B-3)
X-T-BF-1T4NEN[Brace]T6NEN[Chord] (B-3)
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12.2 Punching shear of chord face in aluminum under tension
The failure mechanism punching shear of the chord member is discussed in this paragraph. Nine
numerical simulations have been performed with different geometrical properties and material
properties according to Table 12.6. For all numerical simulations, the decisive failure mechanism
was punching shear of the chord member. The geometrical dimensions are different compared to
the geometrical dimensions of the cases discussed in Section 4.2, cases for parameter study. This is
due to the different failure type than punching shear that occurs when using the geometrical
properties of Section 4.2. So the geometrical dimensions are changed to make sure that punching
shear is the governing failure mechanism. These dimensions are determined by changing the
thickness of the chord (t0) by using different brace widths (b1). This is discussed in Section 12.6.
The abbreviations of the different numerical simulation are the same as discussed in Section 10.1
for brace fracture, only this time with abbreviation PS (Punching Shear) instead of BF (Brace
Failure).

12.2.1 Effective width along perimeter of RHS brace PS
In this section, the non-uniformed shear stress distribution of the chord along the perimeter of the
brace is investigated for failure type punching shear. Compared to Section 11.3.1, the effective
width of brace plate regarding punching shear, the shear stress distribution along the height (h1)
and width (b1) of the RHS brace is determined. To investigate the difference in stress distribution
between an X-joint in steel and aluminum and the different type op alloys, five cases are
considered.
The first case consists of an X-joint in steel geometrical properties, so with rounded corners, and
with steel material properties. The FE-model B-8 is used for the first case. This FE-model differs
compared to the validated FE-model in Section 9.3 because the thickness of the chord is reduced to
4.0 mm to ensure that punching shear was the decisive failure mode for aluminum X-joints. To
compare the FE-model of aluminum with steel, the thickness of the chord is also reduced for the
FE-model in steel. The material properties and geometrical properties of steel are used for the first
case. The geometrical properties of FE-model B-8 are exactly the same dimensions as represented
in Table 12.6 for numerical test X-T-PS-1-T6. The true yield, ultimate stress and ultimate strain of
the brace and chord are equal to; fy0=276.5 N/mm², fu0=485.7 N/mm² and eu0=32.7 °% and
fy1=302.0 N/mm², fu1=468.1 N/mm² and eu1=39.7 % for the brace. The engineer and true stress
versus strain relationship is represented in Figure 9-8.
Figure 12-21 represents the stress distribution along the perimeter of the brace for three different
stresses, the Von Mises stress, the stress in y-direction (S22) and the shear stress (S12). On the
horizontal axis the width (in negative direction) and height (in positive direction) of the brace are
plotted and on the vertical axis the stress [N/mm²] is plotted. From Figure 12-21, it can be noted
that two different line types are used: a dashed line and a solid line. The FE-model consists of three
symmetrical boundary conditions, so one out of eight of the full X-joint is modelled. The solid lines
are the stress distribution determined by the one out of eight model and the dashed lines are
mirrored solid lines. The stress distribution is plotted at exactly the same moment when shear
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fracture occurred. To determine when shear fracture occurred, the cutoff criterion for punching
shear is used, as discussed in Section 8.2. This shear fracture of the chord face is caused by the
shear stresses (S12) around the perimeter of the brace. Therefore, for all other cases, only the
shear stress (12) will be plotted along the perimeter of the brace.

Figure 12-21; Different types of stress distributions along perimeter brace for test B-8 fully in Steel

The shear stress distribution along the perimeter of the brace is also represented in Figure 12-26
determined by the shear stress (S12). Figure 12-26 shows three different shear stress distributions.
These three shear stress distributions are located at different locations in the thickness direction of
the chord (t0), inner perimeter, in the middle of the thickness and the outer perimeter of the chord.
Figure 12-23 illustrates the position of the inner, middle and outer elements. Figure 12-23 shows
that for the middle two elements are indicated by the red boxes. This is due to the fact that the
number of elements along the thickness t0 is an even number of elements (6 elements). The
average value of those two elements is used to determine the shear stress in the middle of the
thickness. These three elements are located just near the weld too, the same location where
punching shear of the chord will occur. The shear stress of these three elements is determined
along the perimeter of the brace. The type of element that is used for these elements is C3D8R, so
one integration point is used for each element. The shear stress distribution is determined
simultaneously at the step when punching shear occurred. The tensile strength and yield strength
of stress strain relationship are divided by √3 and plotted in Figure 12-26 to indicate which parts
are effective.
Brace member
Weld
Outer
Middle
Inner

Chord member

Figure 12-23; Positon of Inner, Middle and Outer element in section
of the X-joint Punching shear
Figure 12-22; Overview X-T-PS-1T6
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From the shear stress distribution represented in Figure 12-24, it can be concluded that along the
width of the brace, the shear stress distribution of outer, middle, and inner elements in the middle
of the brace width is equal to zero. And near the edges of the brace member, the shear stress
distribution of the outer and middle elements starts to increase; these are the locations where the
effective parts are located. The shear stress distribution of the outer and middle elements can
exceed the fy/√3 along the height of the brace. Along the height of the brace, the shear stress
distribution of the inner element cannot achieve the fy/√3. The average of these three shear stress
distribution will be equal to the fy/√3 along the height of the brace.

Figure 12-24; Case1, Shear stress distribution (S12) along brace of inner-, middle- and outer element of test B-8 in steel

The second case consists of a FE-model with geometrical properties of aluminum and the material
properties of steel. The material properties are equal to the material properties of the first case.
The geometrical dimensions are equal compared to the first case. The only difference is the sharp
corners of the sections compared to the rounded corners of case 2. For this model full, penetration
depth of the weld is assumed; this was also modelled for case one. Figure 12-25 represents the
stress distribution of the second case. The yield and ultimate strength are similar for the stress
distribution of the first case. Compared to the shear stress distributions of case two, a difference
can be noted. The shear stress distribution of the middle element can achieve the fy/√3 at the
middle of the height. The stress distribution of the second case decreases at the corner of the RHS
brace much more compared to the first case, indicated in Figure 12-25 by a b1 + h1 distance of 0.0
mm.
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Figure 12-25; Case2, Shear stress distribution (S12) along brace of inner-, middle- and outer element of X-T-PS-1-Steel into steel
material properties

For the third case, a FE-model consisting of geometry and material properties of aluminum is
modelled. The alloy type 6082-T6 according to the tensile test of M. Matusiak are used for the
third case. The 0.2% yield, tensile-stress and ultimate strain of the parent metal are fo = 315.0
N/mm², fu = 355.8 N/mm² and εu = 9.52 %.The 0.2% yield, ultimate-stress and ultimate strain of
the HAZ are fo,HAZ = 151.0 N/mm², fu,HAZ = 294.3 N/mm² and εu = 13.5 %. Compared to the
second case, the material properties of steel are changed in to the material properties of aluminum
and partial penetration depth of the weld is assumed. Figure 12-26 represents the shear stress
distribution of the third case. The 0.2% proof stress and the tensile strength of the HAZ are divided
by √3 and presented in Figure 12-26 by a horizontal purple and orange line. Compared to the shear
stress distribution of the second case the shear stress distribution of the outer element can only
achieve the f0;HAZ/√3 along the height of the brace. The shear stress distribution of the middle
element cannot fully reach the f0;HAZ/√3. Near the edges of the height of the brace, 10 mm and
110 mm of the height, the f0;HAZ/√3 can be achieved. But in the middle of the brace height the
shear stress distribution decreases to below 50 N/mm². So, the full length of the height cannot be
assumed to be effective for the resistance by using the f0,HAZ;0 in the analytical model.

Figure 12-26; Shear stress distribution (S12) along perimeter brace of test X-T-PS-T6 Aluminum alloy type 6082-T6
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The fourth case consists of a FE-model with aluminum geometrical and aluminum material
properties. The material properties of Alloy type 6082-T6 according to NEN-EN 1999-1-1 [3] are
used. The 0.2% yield, ultimate-stress and ultimate strain of the parent metal are fo = 260.0 N/mm²,
fu = 334.3 N/mm² and εu = 15.7 °%.The 0.2% yield, ultimate-stress and ultimate strain of the HAZ
are fo,HAZ = 125.0 N/mm², fu,HAZ = 227.8 N/mm² and εu = 23.1 °%. Compared to the FE-model of the
third case, the material properties of alloy type 6082-T6 are according to NEN-EN 1999-1-1. Figure
12-27 represents the shear stress distributions of the fourth case. The shear stress distributions are
similar compared to those of case three.

Figure 12-27; Shear stress distribution (S12) along perimeter brace of test X-T-PS-T6NEN Aluminum alloy type 6082-T6

The fifth case consist of a FE-model with aluminum geometrical and aluminum material properties
of Alloy type 6082-T4 according to NEN-EN 1999-1-1 [3]. The 0.2% yield, ultimate-stress and
ultimate strain of the parent metal are fo = 110.0 N/mm², fu = 229.6 N/mm² and εu = 24.0 °%.The
0.2% yield, ultimate-stress and ultimate strain of the HAZ are fo,HAZ = 100.0 N/mm², fu = 199.2
N/mm² and εu = 24.5 °%. Figure 12-28 represents the shear stress distribution of the simulation of
the fifth case. Compared to the shear stress distribution of the fourth case, lower shear stresses
can be achieved. This is due to the lower 0.2% proof stress and tensile strength of alloy type 6082T4 compared to alloy type 6082 with temper 6.

Figure 12-28; Shear stress distribution (S12) along perimeter brace of test X-T-PS-T4NEN Aluminum alloy type 6082-T4
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Figure 12-10 represents the location where the ultimate plastic strain is reached first during the FEsimulation of case 1, geometrical and material properties of steel. The location where plastic strain
is reached first is indicated using a red color.

Figure 12-29; Overview X-joint case 1 Figure 12-30; location of failure case 1
fully in steel

Figure 12-12 represents the location where the ultimate plastic strain is reached first during the FEsimulation of case 3. The location where plastic strain is reached first is indicated using a red color.
A difference can be observed between the location where the ultimate plastic strains reached first
for case 1 and case 2. For case 1, almost all elements reach the ultimate plastic strain along the
height of the brace. And for case 3, not all elements along the height of the brace reach the
ultimate plastic strain, only the one indicated by red. Another difference is that the plastic strain in
the elements around the rounded corner of case 1 are smoothly distributed. But due to sharp
corners of the aluminum section, no elements along the width of the brace reach the ultimate
plastic strains.

Figure 12-31; Overview X-joint
case 3 fully in aluminum

Figure 12-32; Location of failure case 3

Figure 12-33 represents the load displacement curves of the different cases. The load displacement
curves of case 1 and case 2 are similar. The only difference is that fracture will occur at a lower
resistance. This is due to the sharp corners of the aluminum section. The difference in load
displacement curve of case two and case three is due to differences in material properties between
steel and aluminum; this results in a totally different load versus displacement shape.
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Figure 12-33; Load displacement curves of different cases

Table 12.1 shows the ultimate force and displacement of the FE-models of the five different cases.
The ultimate force Fu,sim,1 in the third column is determined by measuring the tensile force on the
top of the brace. The ultimate displacement Uu,sim is represented in the fourth column. The sixth
column represents the force Fu,sim,2, determined by using the average shear stresses of the shear
stress distributions represented in Figure 12-24 to Figure 12-28. The difference between these
forces is insignificant. The forces determined by analytical model of punching shear Nan,1 are
presented in column eight of Table 12.1. For the first and second case, the two cases with the
material properties of steel, Equation 80 is used. And for cases three, four, and five, the cases with
the material properties of aluminum, Equation 81 is used. The ratio between the analytical force
Nan,1 and the ultimate force of the simulation Fu,sim,1 is presented in the tenth column of Table 12.1.
A difference between the analytical force and untimed force of the simulation can be noted. For
the first and second case, this difference is due to the fact that the ultimate force Fu,sim,1 is
determined when initial crack occurs. This is due to the fact that during the experiment of J.
Wardenier, the force could increase after cracking, before the ultimate force was achieved. J.
Wardenier determined the analytical model by using the ultimate force (Fu). That is the reason why
the ultimate force of the simulation is lower than that of the analytical model for the first case.
Nan ;1
Fu ,sim

For the second case, the ratio
sharp corners of the brace section.

has become larger than that of the first case. This is due to

The ratios of the cases in aluminum indicate that the analytical model does not correspond with
the numerical simulations. In Section 12.2.4, a new analytical model for aluminum X-joints is
discussed.
Equation 80; Analytical model for Punching shear in steel

N1 

 2h

t0  1  2be ,p 
3  sin1  sin1

fy 0

With: be ,p 

13.5
b1
b0 t0

Figure 12-34; Top view chord face; effective parts Punching
shear steel
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Equation 81; Analytical model for Punching shear in aluminum with ultimate tensile strength

 2h

t0  1  2be ,p ,alu 
sin

3  sin(1 ) 
1

6
With be ,p ,alu 
b1
b0 t0
Nan 

fu ,haz ;0

Table 12.4; Ultimate force and displacement of FE-models used for determine effective width Punching shear

Nan
Numerical
Fu,sim
Uu,sim
Fu,sim,2*
Nan [kN]
Fu ,sim
simulation
[kN]
[mm]
[kN]
(number of test J.
Wardenier [2])
Case 1; B-8
147.49 5.57
155.46
204.68
1.39
Case 2; PS-1 steel
135.74 5.12
130.86
204.68
1.51
Case 3; X-T-PS-1167.11 3.5
65.7
95.6
2.72
T6
Case 4; X-T-PS-1117.92 3.8
47.16
79.7
2.31
T6NEN
Case 5; X-T-PS-1101.98 3.5
39.37
63.7
2.40
T4NEN
* the ultimate force determined by using the surface under the stress distribution figures.

12.2.2 Crack extension
During the experimental research of J. Wardenier [10], the tensile load could increase after an
initial crack. For experimental test B-8, which is used to validate the numerical model discussed in
Section 10.3, initial crack occurs at a tensile load of 313.6 kN, and total rupture occurs at a ultimate
load of 323.9 kN. So after initial crack, the tensile load could increase by 10 kN. For the numerical
study of brace failure, the ultimate load is determined after crack extension. For this, elements
which achieved the ultimate plastic strain are deleted. This same procedure can also be used for
punching shear. To determine the increase of the load after initial crack is done in three steps. The
numerical test of X-T-PS-1-T6T6 is used for this.
In the first step, the displacement is increased until in one of the elements, the cutoff criterion of
punching shear is achieved. This cutoff criterion is applied when a combination of maximum and
minimum strain the FFL and SFFL is achieved. Figure 12-36 illustrates the maximum plastic strains
of the top face of the chord member when the cutoff criterion of punching shear is applied.
Multiple elements reach a similar maximum plastic strain, indicated by a red color in Figure 12-36.
This is also the case for the minimum plastic strains. So, multiple elements reach the cutoff criteria
of punching shear. The load achieved when the initial crack occurred in the first step was equal to
61.4 kN.
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Figure 12-35; Section at location where shear fracture will
occur in top chord face member
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Figure 12-36; Top view of location where shear fracture will occur in top
chord face member

In the second step, the elements which achieved the cutoff criterion of punching shear are deleted.
Figure 12-37 represents a section with the elements which are deleted in the thickness direction.
And Figure 12-38 shows the top face of the chord member with multiple elements which are
deleted, indicated by a red box. After deleting these elements, redistribution of stresses and strain
will take place. When all stresses and strains are redistributed, the displacement increases until the
cutoff criterion is achieved in the remaining elements. A load of 63.2 could be achieved before
crack extension occurred.

Figure 12-37; Section with deleted element and the location
where shear fracture will occur in next element

Figure 12-38; Top view of location where shear fracture will occur in the
next element after deleting first element

After the second step, it is still possible to increase the displacement. So, a third step is introduced.
The third step is performed similarly to the second step. The elements which are deleted in the
third step are indicated by Figure 12-39 and Figure 12-40. In the third step, a load of 64.4 kN can be
achieved. Compared to the second step, the load can only increase by 1.2 kN. By producing a next
step, the load will increase even less. And it is possible that redistribution after deleting new
elements is not possible anymore. So, no new step is introduced.
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Figure 12-39; Section with deleted second element and
location where shear fracture will occur in next element
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Figure 12-40; Top view of location where shear fracture will occur in the
next element after deleting second element

Ultimate load during the numerical simulation after crack extension is equal to 64.4 kN. Compared
to the load when initial crack occurs the load could increase by 3.0 kN. This is less compared to the
increase of load after crack extension for brace failure. Also, the load during the experiment of J.
Wardenier in steel could increase much more after initial crack, an increase of 10 kN.
The results of the numerical simulation X-T-PS-1-T6 are represented in
Table 12.5. The second column gives the analytical force Nan. This analytical force is determined by
using Equation 81. The fourth column represents the load Fcr when first crack was observed. The
fifth column represents the displacement ucr when first crack was observed. The ultimate force Fu
when total rupture occurred is given in the sixth column. The seventh column represents the
ultimate displacement uu when rupture occurs. The ninth column represents the ratio Nan
Fcr ,sim

between analytical force and the force when first crack was observed. And the last column gives
the ratio Nan between the analytical force and the force when total rupture occurred. By taking
Fu ,sim

the ultimate force into account, the ratio between the analytical and numerical force decreases by
5.0%.
Table 12.5; Results of simulation with crack extension

Numerical
simulation
X-T-PS-1-T6

Nan;1
[kN]
167.1

Fcr [kN]

ucr [mm]

Fu [kN]

uu [mm]

Nan
Fcr ,sim

Nan
Fu ,sim

61.4

3.5

64.4

5.4

2.72

2.67

12.2.3 Influence partial penetration depth regarding PS
The partial penetration depth of the weld influences the resistance of aluminum X-joints regarding
brace failure. It is possible that the penetration depth also has an influence on the resistance of an
X-joint regarding punching shear. This is investigated with three different models: FE -model X-TPS-1-T6T6 with no penetration, FE-model X-T-PS-1-T6T6 with full penetration and FE-model X-T-PS1-T6T6 with a penetration depth of 3.0 mm. Figure 12-41 represents the load displacement curves
of the three FE-models. From these load displacement curves, it can be concluded that the partial
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penetration depth of the weld has no influence on the resistance of an X-joint regarding to the
failure type punching shear.

Figure 12-41; Different pen. depths for FE-model X-T-PS-1-T6T6

12.2.4 Results of numerical simulation
The load displacement curves are determined for each numerical simulation presented in Table
12.6. Figure 12-43 presents the load displacement curves of numerical tests X-T-PS-1-T6, X-T-PS-2T6, X-T-PS-3-T6 and X-T-PS-4-T6. For these numerical simulations, different geometrical dimensions
are used, but all simulations have the same alloy type 6082-T6 according to the tensile test of M.
Matusiak. To determine when fracture occurred, the cutoff criterion for punching shear was used,
as discussed in Section 8.2. For all simulations, this location where fracture occurred was similar.
A difference can be observed between the load displacement curves of X-T-PS-1-T6T6 and X-T-PS2-T6T6 in Figure 12-42. This is due to the different β ratios and different thicknesses of the chord
member. For X-T-PS-1-T6T6 and X-T-PS-4-T6T6 the β ratio is equal to 0.75. The only difference
between both models is the height of the brace; for test X-T-PS-4-T6T6, h1=140mm, and for test XT-PS-1-T6T6, h1=120mm. The difference between the load displacement curve of X-T-PS-2-T6T6
and X-T-PS-3-T6T6 is due to different τ ratios (τ=t1/t0). The τ ratio of simulation X-T-PS-1-T6T6 is
equal to 1.50, and the τ ratio of simulation X-T-PS-3-T6T6 is equal to 1.20. All other geometrical
properties are equal. The difference in the load displacement curves of numerical tests X-T-PS-2T6T6 and X-T-PS-4-T6T6 is also the difference in chord thicknesses.

Figure 12-42; Load displacement curve Punching shear for alloy
type 6082-T6

Figure 12-43; Load displacement curve Punching shear for
different alloy types and one geometrical model

Figure 12-43 provides the load displacement curves of the numerical tests X-T-PS-1-T6T6, X-T-PS-1T6T6NEN, X-T-PS-1-T4T4NEN, X-T-PS-1-T4[Brace]-T6[Chord], X-T-PS-1-T6[Brace]-T4[Chord] and X-T178
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PS-1-T6[detailed_HAZ]. For the numerical simulations represented in Figure 12-43, the same
geometrical model is used in combination with different types of alloy and combination of alloy
types, 6082-T4 and 6082-T6. These different alloy types are discussed in Section 11.1.3.
The load displacement curves of X-T-PS-1-T6T6 and X-T-PS-1-T6T6[detailed_HAZ] represented in
Figure 12-43 are almost equal. This implies that dividing the HAZ into different zones with different
material properties has insignificant influence on the resistance. All load displacement curves
represented in Figure 12-43 are equal between a displacement of 0 mm and a displacement of 0.5
mm. This is due to the fact that E-modules for all different alloy types and the geometrical
properties of the numerical tests are equal. The shapes of the load displacement curves of
numerical test X-T-PS-1-T6T6NEN and test X-T-PS-1-T4NEN[Brace]-T6NEN[Chord] are similar; this is
because the material properties of the chord member are equal. So, by using a different
combination of different alloys for the brace and the chord has no influence on the resistance. This
is also the case for numerical test X-T-PS-1-T4T4NEN and test X-T-PS-1-T6NEN[Brace]T4NEN[Chord].
Figure 12-44 shows the load displacement curves of numerical tests X-T-PS-4-T6, X-T-PS-4-T6NEN
and X-T-PS-4-T6NEN. In this load displacement diagram, one geometrical numerical model is used
with three different alloy types, 6082-T6, 6082-T6NEN and 6082-T4NEN.
From the load displacement curve, it can be concluded that resistance is higher for the numerical
simulation with the material properties determined by a tensile test. This is due to the higher 0.2%
proof stress and tensile strength. Another difference can be noted between the numerical
simulations with temper T4 and temper T6, both determined by using NEN-EN1999-1 [3]. This is
due to the fact that the tensile strength of alloy 6082 with temper T4 is lower than the tensile
strength for alloy type 6082 with temper T6.

Figure 12-44; Load displacement curve Punching shear for alloy
type 6082-T4
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12.2.5 Analytical model punching shear
The first proposed analytical model for punching shear, discussed in Section 4.3 Punching shear
model, is repeated in Equation 82. The effective width of the brace can be determined by Equation
83, which is proposed in Section 11.3 Effective width of brace regarding to punching shear. The
effective parts which are taken into account according Equation 83 are presented in Figure 12-45.
Equation 82; Analytical model punching shear for aluminum RHS X-joint

Nan 

 2h

t0  1  2be ,p ,alu 
3   M 2  sin( )  sin1

fu ,haz ;0

Equation 83; Effective width regarding punching shear

bep ,alu 

6
b
b0 1
t0
Figure 12-45; Top view chord face; effective parts with
be,p,alu Punching shear aluminum

In Section 12.2.1, the shear stress along the perimeter of the brace is determined for aluminum Xjoints which fail due to punching shear. Due to the fact that the shear stress distribution along the
height of the brace cannot achieve the fu;HAZ/√3 for aluminum X-joints, indicated by Figure 12-26,
Figure 12-27 and Figure 12-28, the ultimate tensile strength of the HAZ is replaced by the 0.2%
proof stress of the HAZ in the analytical model, indicated in Equation 84.
Equation 84; Analytical model 1; Punching shear aluminum

Nan;1 

 2h

t0  1  2be ,p ,alu 
3  sin(1 )  sin1

f0,haz ;0

Another adjustment is done on the first proposed analytical model of punching shear. The shear
stress distributions of the aluminum X-joints indicate that shear stresses along the width of the
brace are equal to zero. This indicates that the width along the brace not contributes to the
resistance of punching shear. The shear stress distribution along the height of the brace does not
fully achieve the f0;HAZ/√3, which indicates that along the height certain parts are effective for
resisting punching shear. These effective parts he,p,alu are indicated in Figure 12-46. For this, ¾ of the
height is assumed to be effective for the resistance. These effective parts are located near the
corners of the brace, due to deformation capacity of the brace. The top of the chord face will
deform, but due to the stiffness of the brace, the deformation of the brace will deform less
compared to the deformation chord face. So at the corners of the brace, the load can be
transferred but in the middle of the brace height load transfer is not possible; this is due to the
larger displacement of the chord compared to the brace. The analytical model for punching shear
with only effective parts along the height is given in Equation 85.
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Equation 85; Analytical model 2; Punching shear aluminum

 3 
 2 h1 
Nan;2 
t0  4 
3  sin(1 )  sin1 


f0,haz ;0

Figure 12-46; Top view chord face; effective parts without
be,p,alu and with he,p,alu regarding Punching shear
aluminum

Table 12.6 provides the results of the numerical simulation for punching shear. The first eleven
columns represent the same parameters as represented in Table 12.3. The twelfth column
represents the ultimate tensile force determined by the numerical simulation. The thirteenth
column represents the ultimate displacement determined by the numerical simulation. The
fourteenth column represents the effective width of the brace width beff, determined by Equation
83. The fifteenth column represents the tensile load determined by analytical model 1, while taking
the effective width and the full height of the brace into account. Analytical model 1 is provided by
Equation 84. The sixteenth column represents the ratio between the analytical tensile load 1 and
the ultimate load of the simulation ( Nan;1 ).The average of this ratio is equal to 1.56 with a variation
Fu ,sim

of 0.03, which indicates that the analytical force of analytical model 1 does not correspond with the
force determined during the numerical simulation.
The seventeenth column represents the tensile load determined by analytical model 2, without
taking the effective width and the full height of the brace into account. Analytical model 2 of
punching shear is provided by Equation 85. The last column represents the ratio between the
analytical tensile load 1 and the ultimate load of the simulation ( Nan;2 ). The average of this ratio is
Fu ,sim

equal to 1.01 with a variation of 0.03, which indicates that the analytical force of analytical model 2
corresponds with the force determined during the numerical simulation.
The factor of ¾ of the height can depend on the geometrical parameters. But punching shear will
only occur for between the β-ratio of approximately 0.7 and 0.8, otherwise other failure types will
occur. Due to the small β range when punching shear will occur, the effective height of ¾ will not
depend on geometrical parameters. For case X-T-4-PS-T6, a RHS brace of 120.0 x 140.0 is used
compared to the SHS braces of the other test and this has no influence on the effective height of
¾h1.
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Table 12.6; Results of numerical simulation and analytical model Punching shear

Numerical simulation

Chord member

fu,HAZ;0

Brace member

fu,HAZ;1

a

apen

(number of test J.

b0 x h0 x t0 [mm]

[N/mm²]

b1 x h1 x t1 [mm]

[N/mm²]

[mm

[mm

]

]

Wardenier [2])

β

γ

η

τ

Fu*

Uu

Beff

Nan;1

[kN]

[mm

[mm

[kN]

]

]

Nan;1 Nan;2
Fu ,sim [kN]

Nan;2
Fu ,sim

X-T-PS-1-T6

160.0 x 160.0 x 4.0

262.2

120.0 x 120.0 x 6.0

262.2

5.0

3.0

0.75

20.0

0.75

1.50

60.3

3.5

18

83.14

1.56

62.35

1.02

X-T-PS-2-T6

160.0 x 160.0 x 6.0

262.2

110.0 x 110.0 x 9.0

262.2

5.0

3.0

0.69

13.3

0.69

1.50

83.4

4.9

25

114.32

1.68

85.74

1.03

X-T-PS-3-T6

160.0 x 160.0 x 5.0

262.2

110.0 x 110.0 x 6.0

262.2

5.0

3.0

0.69

16.0

0.69

1.20

69.0

4.8

21

95.26

1.64

71.45

1.04

X-T-PS-4-T6

160.0 x 160.0 x 4.0

262.2

120.0 x 140.0 x 6.0

262.2

5.0

3.0

0.75

20.0

0.88

1.50

69.7

3.9

18

96.99

1.57

72.75

1.04

X-T-PS-1-T6[Detailed]

160.0 x 160.0 x 4.0

262.2

120.0 x 120.0 x 6.0

262.2

5.0

3.0

0.75

20.0

0.75

1.50

64.2

3.6

18

83.14

1.49

62.35

0.97

X-T-PS-1-T6NEN

160.0 x 160.0 x 4.0

185.0

120.0 x 120.0 x 6.0

185.0

5.0

3.0

0.75

20.0

0.75

1.50

51.1

3.8

18

69.28

1.56

51.96

1.02

X-T-PS-1-T4NEN

160.0 x 160.0 x 4.0

160.0

120.0 x 120.0 x 6.0

160.0

5.0

3.0

0.75

20.0

0.75

1.50

42.4

3.5

18

55.43

1.50

41.57

0.98

X-T-PS-4-T6NEN

160.0 x 160.0 x 5.0

185.0

110.0 x 110.0 x 6.0

185.0

5.0

3.0

0.69

16.0

0.69

1.20

59.7

5.4

21

79.39

1.58

59.54

1.00

X-T-PS-4-T4NEN

160.0 x 160.0 x 5.0

160.0

110.0 x 110.0 x 6.0

160.0

5.0

3.0

0.69

16.0

0.69

1.20

48.7

5.0

21

63.51

1.55

47.63

0.98

160.0 x 160.0 x 4.0

185.0

120.0 x 120.0 x 6.0

160.0

5.0

3.0

0.75

20.0

0.75

1.50

42.4

3.5

18

55.43

1.50

41.57

0.98

160.0 x 160.0 x 4.0

160.0

120.0 x 120.0 x 6.0

185.0

5.0

3.0

0.75

20.0

0.75

1.50

51.1

3.9

18

69.28

1.56

51.96

1.02

Aver.

1.56

1.01

St.dev.

0.03

0.03

V

0.03

0.03

X-T-PS-1T4NEN[Brace]T6NEN[Chord]
X-T-PS-1T6NEN[Brace]T4NEN[Chord]

* It is assumed that total rupture occurred when first crack occurs
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12.3 Chord wall fracture in aluminum under tension
The failure mechanism chord wall failure is discussed in this section.
12.3.1 Difference between T- and X-joint by failure type Chord wall fracture
For chord wall fracture, there could be a difference in the resistance of an X-joint compared to a Tjoint. To investigate this difference, an X- and a T-joint are modelled. For both models, the
geometrical dimensions and material properties are equal. The geometrical chords were equal to
b0xh0xt0 180x180x6.0, for the brace 180x120x8.0 and the throat thickness a=9.0 is used. The
material properties determined by the tensile test of M. Matusiak are used. Figure 12-48
represents a FE-model of a T-joint. Figure 12-50 represents a FE-model of a X-joint. .The cutoff
criterion, discussed in Section 8.1, is used to determine when fracture occurs. For both models, the
load displacement diagrams are determined and plotted in Figure 12-47. The load displacement
curve of the T-joint is referred to as T-joint 6082-T6, and the load displacement curve of the X-joint
is referred to as X-joint 6082-T6. From the load displacement curves, it can be concluded that the
resistance of a T-joint is larger than that of an X-joint.

Figure 12-47; Load vs. displacement curves Chord wall fracture of T and X-joint

Figure 12-49 indicates the location where the ultimate plastic strain is reached first for a T-joint.
The view of the inside of the chord member is presented in Figure 12-49. The different colors
indicate the value of the plastic strains when fracture occurred. The location of the element which
reached the ultimate plastic strain first is located in the inner side of the chord wall, just below the
thickness of the top face of the chord. The red colors indicate which elements reach the ultimate
plastic strain. During the numerical simulation, the full bottom face of the chord is restrained
against displacement in the y-direction.

Figure 12-48; Overview T-joint
Chord Wall Fracture

Figure 12-49; Location where ultimate plastic strain is reached first in
T-joint
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Figure 12-51 represents the location where the ultimate plastic strain is reached first for a X-joint.
The view of the inside of the chord member is presented in Figure 12-51. The different colors
indicate the value of the plastic strains when fracture occurred. The location where the ultimate
plastic strain is reached first is similar as for a T-joint. This location is in the inner side of the chord
wall, just below the thickness of the top face. But the ultimate plastic strain is also reached just
above the bottom chord face for an X-joint. Compared to a T-joint, the ultimate plastic strain was
only reached at the top of the chord wall. This is due to the fact that for an X-joint, a connection
with cross joints is used, and for a T-joint, the brace is only welded on the top face of the chord.
This results in a lower resistance for a X-joint compared to a T-joint.

Figure 12-50; Overview X-joint
Chord Wall Fracture

Figure 12-51; Location where ultimate plastic strain is reached first in Xjoint
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12.3.2 Chord wall fracture of X-joints due to tension
Twelve numerical simulations are performed with the geometrical properties according to Table
12.7. These numerical simulations are modelled according to the procedure described in chapter
10.
The abbreviations of the different numerical simulations are the same as discussed in Section 10.1
for brace fracture, only this time with abbreviation CWF (Chord wall fracture) instead of BF (Brace
Failure).
12.3.3 Effective width along chord wall
In this section, the stress distribution along the chord wall for aluminum X-joint is investigated. The
FE-model used to determine the stress distribution along the chord wall is X-T-CWF-1-T6T6. The
geometrical properties are represented in Table 12.7. The alloy type 6082-T6 and the filler metal
5183 are used according to the tensile test of M. Matusiak. The true 0.2% yield, tensile-stress and
ultimate strain of the parent metal are fo = 315.0 N/mm², fu = 355.8 N/mm² and εu = 9.52 %.The
true 0.2% yield, ultimate-stress and ultimate strain of the HAZ are fo,HAZ = 151.0 N/mm², fu,HAZ =
294.3 N/mm² and εu = 13.5 %.
Figure 12-53 shows the stress distribution along the chord wall of numerical test X-T-CWF-1-T6T6.
The stresses in the y-direction are plotted on the vertical axis and a part of the chord length is
plotted on the horizontal axis. The position of the axes in combination with the X-joint is shown in
Figure 12-54. Figure 12-53 represents three different stress distributions. These three stress
distributions are located at different locations in the thickness direction of the chord (t0), inner side
of thickness chord, in the middle of the thickness and the outer side of the thickness of the chord.
Figure 12-52 illustrates the position of the inner, middle, and outer element. From Figure 12-52, it
can be noted that the middle of the thickness t0 two elements are indicated. The average value of
those two elements is used to determine the stress in the middle of the thickness. The position of
the three elements along the height of the chord is the same where fracture of the chord wall
occurred. The type of element that is used for these elements is C3D8R, so one integration point is
used for each element. The stress in y-direction is determined in the integration point of the
element. The stress distribution is determined simultaneously at the step (increment) when chord
wall fracture occurred, so the stress distribution is plotted at the same time when failure occurred.
Brace member
Weld
Outer
Middle

Inner

Chord member

Figure 12-52; Location of inner, middle and outer element for stress distribution CWF
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The ultimate tensile strength and the 0.2% proof stress are also plotted in Figure 12-53. The
ultimate strength is indicated by a horizontal orange line and the 0.2% proof stress is indicated by a
horizontal purple line. The boundaries of the brace width b1 are indicated by a vertical dotted blue
lines and the width of the HAZ of the chord is indicated by a vertical dotted purple line. From the
stress distribution, it can be noted that between the boundaries of b1 stress distribution can
exceed the 0.2% proof stress. When the stress distribution is beyond the boundaries of b1, the
stress distribution of the outer and middle element will decrease, and the 0.2% proof stress cannot
be achieved any more. This result is that the effective width of the chord is slightly beyond the
width of the brace (b1). When the stress distribution exceeds the width of the HAZ of the chord,
the stress distribution for the inner elements will increase, and for the outer element, it will
decrease. This is due to the fact that the 0.2% proof stress and tensile strength of the parent
material is higher than that of the HAZ.

Figure 12-53; Stress distribution (S22) along chord wall of simulation X-T-CWF-1-T6 aluminum

Y-axis

200

0

200

X-axis

Figure 12-54; Overview X-joint with definition of axis
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The location where fracture occurred for a steel X-joint is indicated in Figure 12-56. Figure 12-56
shows the location of the element that reaches the ultimate strain, according to the cutoff criteria
discussed in Section 8.1. The location of this element is in the outside of the chord wall just below
the weld too.

Figure 12-55; Overview X-joint in
steel

Figure 12-56; Location where fracture occurs for CWF in steel

The location where the ultimate plastic strain is reached first is represented in Figure 12-58. The
location of the element which reached the ultimate plastic strain first is located in the inner side of
the chord wall, just below the thickness of the top face of the chord. Compared to steel, fracture
occurred at the outside of the chord wall. This is due to the difference in corners of sections in
aluminum (sharp corners) and sections in steel (rounded corners).

Figure 12-57; Overview X-joint in
aluminum

Figure 12-58; Location where fracture occurs for CWF aluminum

12.3.4 Results of numerical simulation
The load displacement curves are determined for each numerical simulation presented in Table
12.7. Figure 12-59 represents the load displacement curves of numerical tests X-T-CWF-1-T6, X-TCWF-2-T6, X-T-CWF-3-T6, X-T-CWF-4-T6 and X-T-CWF-5-T6. For these numerical simulations,
different geometrical dimensions are used, but all tests have the same alloy type 6082-T6
according to the tensile test of M. Matusiak. To determine when fracture occurred the cutoff
criterion for punching shear was used, discussed in Section 7.2. For all simulations, the location
where fracture occurred was similar.
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For simulations X-T-CWF-1-T6 and X-T-CWF-2-T6, the width and height of the chord and brace are
equal. They only difference between these models is the thickness of the chord and brace. The load
displacement curve differs due to the difference in thickness of X-T-CWF-1-T6 and X-T-CWF-2-T6.
For the simulation of X-T-CWF-3-T6, X-T-CWF-4-T6 and X-T-CWF-5-T6, a totally different chord
width and height are used compared to X-T-CWF-1-T6 and X-T-CWF-2-T6; these are represented in
Table 12.7. The difference between the load displacement curves of X-T-CWF3-T6 and X-T-CWF-5T6 is due to the difference in thickness of the chord and brace and the differences in height of the
brace. All other geometrical dimensions are equal. For simulation X-T-CWF-4-T6, a difference in
thickness of chord and brace is used, the τ is equal to 1.17.

Figure 12-59; Load displacement curve Chord wall fracture for
alloy type 6082-T6 in combination with different geometrical
models

Figure 12-60; Load displacement curve Chord wall fracture for
different alloy types and one geometrical model

Figure 12-60 provides the load displacement curves of numerical tests X-T-CWF-1-T4, X-T-CWF-1T6,
X-T-CWF-1-T4[Brace]-T6[Chord],
X-T-CWF-1-T6[Brace]-T4[Chord]
and
X-T-CWF-1T6[detailed_HAZ]. In this load displacement diagram, one geometrical numerical model is used
with different alloy types and combinations of alloy types. These different alloy types are discussed
in Section 10.1.3.
The load versus displacement curve of X-T-CWF-1-T6 and X-T-CWF-1-T6[detailed_HAZ] represented
in Figure 12-60 are almost equal. This implies that dividing the HAZ into different zones with
different material properties has insignificant influence on the resistance. All load displacement
curves of Figure 12-60 are equal between a displacement of 0 mm and a displacement of 0.5 mm.
This is due to the fact that E-modules for all different alloy types and the geometrical properties of
the numerical test are equal. Between the load displacement curve of numerical test X-T-CWF-1T4T4NEN and test X-T-CWF-1-T6NEN[Brace]-T4NEN[Chord], a difference can be observed. The
material properties of the chord member are equal, but the material property of the brace is
different. The difference in load displacement curves is due to the fact that during the numerical
simulation, plastic deformation also occurred in the brace wall. The load displacement curve of
numerical test X-T-CWF-1-T4NEN-T6NEN reaches a larger displacement compared to all other
tests. This is due to the fact that large plastic strains occurred in the brace. The ultimate plastic
strain of the brace was almost reached before the ultimate plastic strain was reached in the chord
wall. For all simulation, some small plastic deformation occurred in the brace, but these plastic
deformations of test X-T-CWF-1-T4NEN-T6NEN were much higher. This is due to the lower stress
strain diagram of 6082-T4, which was used for the brace, compared to 6082-T6, which was used for
the chord.
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Figure 12-61 shows the load displacement curves of numerical tests X-T-CWF-4-T6, X-T-CWF-4T6NEN and X-T-CWF-4-T6NEN. In this load displacement diagram, one geometrical numerical
model is used with three different alloy types: 6082-T6, 6082-T6NEN and 6082-T4NEN.
From the load displacement curve, it can be concluded that resistance is higher for the numerical
simulation with the material properties determined by a tensile test. This is due to the higher 0.2%
proof stress and tensile strength. Another difference can be noted between the numerical
simulations with temper T4 and temper T6, both determined by using NEN-EN1999-1 [3]. This is
due to the fact that the tensile strength of alloy 6082 with temper T4 is lower than the tensile
strength for alloy type 6082 with temper T6.

Figure 12-61; Load displacement curve Chord wall fracture for
different alloy types and one geometrical model

12.3.5 Analytical model chord wall failure
The first proposed analytical model for chord wall failure, discussed in Section 4.5.1 Chord side wall
fracture (failure) in tension, is repeated in Equation 86.
Equation 86; Analytical model Chord wall fracture for aluminum RHS X-joint

Nan  2

fu ,haz ;0
 h

t0  1  5t0 
 M 2  sin  sin1


Table 12.7 provides the results of the numerical simulation for punching shear. The first eleven
columns indicate the same parameters as represented in Table 12.3. The twelfth column
represents the ultimate tensile force determined by the numerical simulation. The thirteenth
column represents the ultimate displacement determined by the numerical simulation. The
fifteenth column represents the tensile load determined by the analytical model of chord wall
fracture, provided by Equation 86. The seventeenth column represents the ratio between the
analytical tensile load and the ultimate load of the simulation ( Nan ). The average of this ratio is
Fu ,sim

equal to 0.98 with a variation of 0.05, which indicates that the analytical force corresponds with the
force determined during the numerical simulation.
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Table 12.7; Results of numerical simulation and analytical model Chord wall fracture

Numerical simulation

Chord member

fu,HAZ;0

Brace member

fu,HAZ;1

a

apen

(number of test J.

b0 x h0 x t0 [mm]

[N/mm²]

b1 x h1 x t1 [mm]

[N/mm²]

[mm]

[mm]

β

γ

η

τ

X-T-CWF-1-T6

180.0 x 180.0 x 9.0

262.2

180.0 x 180.0 x 9.0

262.2

6.0

3.0

1.00

10.0

1.00

1.00

X-T-CWF-2-T6

180.0 x 180.0 x 6.0

262.2

180.0 x 180.0 x 8.0

262.2

6.0

5.0

1.00

15.0

1.00

X-T-CWF-3-T6

150.0 x 150.0 x 12.0

262.2

150.0 x 195.0 x 12.0

262.2

9.0

9.0

1.00

6.3

1.30

X-T-CWF-4-T6

150.0 x 150.0 x 9.0

262.2

150.0 x 150.0 x 10.5

262.2

9.0

7.5

1.00

8.3

X-T-CWF-5-T6

150.0 x 150.0 x 5.0

262.2

150.0 x 150.0 x 5.0

262.2

6.0

3.0

1.00

15.0

180.0 x 180.0 x 9.0

262.2

180.0 x 180.0 x 9.0

262.2

6.0

6.0

1.00

X-T-CWF-1-T6NEN

180.0 x 180.0 x 9.0

160.0

180.0 x 180.0 x 9.0

160.0

6.0

6.0

X-T-CWF-1-T4NEN

180.0 x 180.0 x 9.0

185.0

180.0 x 180.0 x 9.0

185.0

6.0

6.0

X-T-CWF-4-T6NEN

150.0 x 150.0 x 9.0

160.0

150.0 x 150.0 x 10.5

160.0

9.0

X-T-CWF-4-T4NEN

150.0 x 150.0 x 9.0

185.0

150.0 x 150.0 x 10.5

185.0

9.0

180.0 x 180.0 x 9.0

160.0

180.0 x 180.0 x 9.0

185.0

180.0 x 180.0 x 9.0

185.0

180.0 x 180.0 x 9.0

160.0

Fu [kN]

Uu

Nan

[mm]

[kN]

Nan
Fu ,sim

1032.6

6.1

1061.8

1.03

1.33

671.1

3.8

660.7

0.98

1.00

1536.1

6.1

1604.5

1.04

1.00

1.17

946.6

5.5

920.2

0.97

1.00

1.00

465.3

4.4

458.8

0.99

10.0

1.00

1.00

1007.5

4.2

1061.8

1.05

1.00

10.0

1.00

1.00

776.1

7.0

749.3

0.97

1.00

10.0

1.00

1.00

646.1

9.3

648.0

1.00

7.5

1.00

8.3

1.00

1.17

701.9

5.8

649.4

0.90

7.5

1.00

8.3

1.00

1.17

582.4

6.7

561.6

0.92

6.0

6.0

1.00

10.0

1.00

1.00

687.8

8.0

648.0

0.94

6.0

6.0

1.00

10.0

1.00

1.00

780.7

12.0

749.3

0.96

Aver.

0.98

St.dev.

0.05

V

0.05

Wardenier [2])

X-T-CWF-1-T6[detailed
HAZ]

X-T-CWF-1T4NEN[Brace]T6NEN[Chord]
X-T-CWF-1T6NEN[Brace]T4NEN[Chord]
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12.4 Chord face yielding in aluminum due to tension
The failure mechanism chord wall failure is discussed in this section. Twelve numerical simulations
are performed with the geometrical properties according to Table 12.8. These numerical
simulations are modelled according to the procedure described in chapter 10.
The abbreviations of the different numerical simulation are the same as discussed in Section 10.1
for brace fracture, only this time with abbreviation CFY (Chord wall fracture) instead of BF (Brace
Failure).
12.4.1 Detailed modelling of HAZ versus modelling of HAZ in one zone
For each failure type the HAZ has been modelled by using two different cases. Case 1 divides the
HAZ into different zones with the corresponding material properties, as illustrated in Figure 10-42.
For Case 2, the HAZ is divided into one zone represented in Figure 10-43 with material properties at
a distance of 4.0 mm from the weld as represented in the stress strain relationship of Figure 10-38.
Figure 12-62 shows the load displacement curve of case 1 and case 2. The load versus displacement
curves imply that dividing the HAZ into different zones with different material properties influences
the tensile resistance.

Figure 12-62; Load displacement curve Chord face yielding with
divided in one HAZ and divided in different HAZ

12.4.2 Results of numerical simulation
For each numerical simulation the load displacement curves are determined. Figure 12-63
represents the load displacement curves of numerical tests X-T-CFY-1-T6[detailed], X-T-CFY-2T6[detailed], X-T-CFY-3-T6[detailed], X-T-CFY-4-T6[detailed] and X-T-CFY-5-T6[detailed]. For these
numerical simulations, different geometrical dimensions are used, but all simulations have the
same alloy type 6082-T6. To determine the ultimate force, the deformation limit of 3%*b0 is used,
as discussed in Section 9.5.1 Definition limit for chord face yielding. The load versus displacement
curves of Figure 12-63 show two types of lines, a solid line and a dashed line. The difference
between both lines is when the line stops. The solid line stops when the deformation limit of
0.03*b0 has been reached, and the dashed line stops when fracture has occurred, for example
brace fracture. The type of fracture which is occurs after reaching the deformation limit is
presented in Table 12.8, column 13.
For simulations X-T-CFY-1-T6 and X-T-CFY-2-T6, the width and height of the chord was equal. The
difference between these models is the thickness of the chord, width brace, height brace and
thickness of the brace. For the simulation of X-T-CFY-4-T6 and X-T-CFY-5-T6, a totally different
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chord width and height are used compared to X-T-CFY-1-T6 and X-T-CFY-2-T6. The difference
between the load displacement curve of X-T-CFY-2-T6 and X-T-CYF-3-T6 is the difference in
thickness of the chord and brace; X-T-CFY-3-T6 has a greater thickness. All other geometrical
dimensions are equal. The difference between the load displacement curve of X-T-CFY-4-T6 and XT-CFY-5-T6 is the different height of the brace; different β ratio are used. For simulation X-T-CFY-1T6, almost all geometrical parameters are different. So comparing the load displacement curve of
X-T-CFY-1-T6 to other simulations is difficult.

Figure 12-63; Load displacement curve Chord face yielding for
alloy type 6082-T6 in combination with different geometrical
models

Figure 12-64; Load displacement curve Chord face yielding for
different alloy types and one geometrical model X-T-CFY-1

Figure 12-64 provides the load displacement curves of numerical tests X-T-CFY-1-T4, X-T-CFY-1-T6,
X-T-CFY-1-T4[Brace]-T6[Chord], X-T-CFY-1-T6[Brace]-T4[Chord] and X-T-CFY-1-T6[detailed_HAZ]. In
this load displacement diagram, one geometrical numerical model is used with different alloy types
and combination of alloy types, 6082-T4 and 6082-T6.
All load displacement curves of Figure 12-64 have equal load displacement curves between a
displacement of 0 mm and a displacement of 0.5 mm. This is due to the fact that E-modules for all
different alloy types and the geometrical properties of the numerical test are equal. The shape of
the load displacement curve of numerical test X-T-CFY-1-T6T6NEN and test X-T-CFY-1T4NEN[Brace]-T6NEN[Chord] are similar. This is due to the similar material properties of the chord
member. So, using a different combination of different alloys for the brace and the chord has no
influence on the resistance of chord face yielding. This is also the case for numerical test X-T-CFY-1T4T4NEN and test X-T-CFY-1-T6NEN[Brace]-T4NEN[Chord].
Figure 12-65 shows the load displacement curves of numerical tests X-T-CFY-4-T6[detailed], X-TCFY-4-T6NEN and X-T-CFY-4-T4NEN. In this load displacement diagram one geometrical numerical
model is used with different alloy types, 6082-T4 and 6082-T6.
From the load displacement curve, it can be concluded that the resistance of tensile loading is
higher for the numerical simulation with the material properties determined by a tensile test
compared to the material properties determined by NEN-EN1999-1 [3]. This is due to the higher
tensile strength. Another difference in resistance is noted between the numerical simulations with
temper T4 and temper T6, both determined by using NEN-EN1999-1 [3]. This is due to the fact that
the tensile strength of alloy 6082 with temper T4 is lower than the tensile strength for alloy type
6082 with temper T6.
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Figure 12-65; Load displacement curve Chord face yielding for
different alloy types and one geometrical model X-T-CFY-4

12.4.3 Analytical model chord face yielding
The first proposed analytical models for chord face yielding are discussed in Section 4.2 Yield line
models. An adjustment is done on the first proposed analytical model for chord face yielding. The
0.2% proof stress of the HAZ is replaced by the ultimate tensile strength of the HAZ in the analytical
models, as indicated in Equation 87, Equation 88 and Equation 89. This is due to fact that the
average ratio of Nan;o,0/Fu,sim for all tests is equal to 0.67 with a variation of 0.08 by using the 0.2%
proof stress. And when the ultimate strength is taken into account, the average ratio Nan;u,0/Fu,sim is
equal to 0.99 with a variation of 0.05. So, by using the ultimate tensile strength of the HAZ and
parent metal, the tensile resistances of the analytical model corresponds with the tensile resistance
of the numerical simulations.
Compared to the other failure mechanism for chord face yielding, a number of equations apply for
this failure type; this is due to the extent of the HAZ. When the yield line model is larger than the
extent of the HAZ, as illustrated in Figure 12-66, then the analytical model presented in Equation 87
will be used to determine the lower bound and Equation 88 will be used to determine the upper
bound. When the yield line model is smaller than the extent of the HAZ, illustrated in Figure 12-67,
then the analytical model of Equation 89 will be used.
Equation 87; Chord face yielding Case 1; lower bound

 f  t2 f  t2   
N1,low   u 0  u ,haz 0   
2 1
1
1     sin


Equation 88; Chord face failure Case 1: upper bound

N1,upp  



 1
  sin


Figure 12-66; Yield line model larger extent of HAZ
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Equation 89; Chord face failure Case 2

N1 

2  fu ,haz ;0  t02
1     sin

 


2 1 
sin




Figure 12-67; Yield line model smaller than extent of
HAZ

Table 12.8 provides the results of the numerical simulation for chord face yielding. The first eleven
columns represent the same parameters as represented in Table 12.3. The twelfth column
represents the failure type which will occur after reaching the deformation limit. The thirteenth
column represents the ultimate tensile force determined by the numerical simulation. The
fifteenth column represents the ultimate displacement during determined by the numerical
simulation. The sixteenth column represents the tensile load determined by the analytical model of
chord face yielding. The analytical model of chord face yielding is provided by Equation 87 for case
1 or Equation 89 for case 3. The seventeenth column represents the upper bound of the analytical
model case 1, represented by Equation 88. The last column represents the ratio between the
analytical tensile load and the ultimate load of the simulation ( Nan ); for this, the lower bounds are
Fu ,sim

used. The average of this ratio is equal to 0.99 with a variation of 0.07, which indicates that the
analytical force corresponds with the force determined during the numerical simulation.
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Table 12.8; Results of numerical simulation and analytical model Chord face yielding

Numerical simulation

Chord member

fu,HAZ;0

Brace member

fu,HAZ;1

a

apen

Uu

Na

Nan;lowe

Nan;upp

(number of test J.

b0 x h0 x t0 [mm]

[N/mm²]

b1 x h1 x t1 [mm]

[N/mm²]

[mm

[mm

re

[mm

case

r [kN]

er[kN]

]

]

case

]

Wardenier [2])

β

γ

η

τ

Failu

Fu [kN]

Nan
Fu ,sim

X-T-CFY-1-T6[det. HAZ]

180.0 x 180.0 x 9.0

262.2

120.0 x 120.0 x 9.0

262.2

6.0

6.0

0.67

10.0

0.67

1.00

BF

234.2

5.4

3

232.1

-

X-T-CFY-2-T6[det. HAZ]

180.0 x 180.0 x 6.0

262.2

100.0 x 100.0 x 12.0

262.2

6.0

3.0

0.56

15.0

0.56

2.00

PS

88.4

5.4

1

97.4

97.0

X-T-CFY-3-T6[det. HAZ]

180.0 x 180.0 x 9.0

262.2

100.0 x 100.0 x 12.0

262.2

6.0

6.0

0.56

10.0

0.56

1.33

PS

191.7

4.5

1

205.6

218.3

X-T-CFY-4-T6[det. HAZ]

150.0 x 150.0 x 12.0

262.2

75.0 x 150.0 x 12.0

262.2

6.0

9.0

0.50

6.25

1.00

1.00

BF

360.1

4.5

3

364.6

-

1.01

X-T-CFY-5-T6[det. HAZ]

150.0 x 150.0 x 12.0

262.2

90.0 x 150.0 x 12.0

262.2

6.0

9.0

0.60

6.25

1.00

1.00

BF

454.6

4.5

3

427.5

-

0.94

X-T-CFY-1-T6

180.0 x 180.0 x 9.0

262.2

120.0 x 120.0 x 9.0

262.2

6.0

6.0

0.67

10.0

0.67

1.00

BF

209.5

5.4

3

232.1

-

1.11

X-T-CFY-1-T6NEN

180.0 x 180.0 x 9.0

185.0

120.0 x 120.0 x 9.0

185.0

6.0

6.0

0.67

10.0

0.67

1.00

PS

177.0

5.4

3

163.8

-

0.93

X-T-CFY-1-T4NEN

180.0 x 180.0 x 9.0

160.0

120.0 x 120.0 x 9.0

160.0

6.0

6.0

0.67

10.0

0.67

1.00

PS

146.0

5.4

3

141.6

-

0.97

X-T-CFY-4-T6NEN

150.0 x 150.0 x 12.0

185.0

75.0 x 150.0 x 12.0

185.0

6.0

9.0

0.50

6.25

1.00

1.00

BF

255.0

4.5

1

257.3

-

1.01

X-T-CFY-4-T4NEN

150.0 x 150.0 x 12.0

160.0

75.0 x 150.0 x 12.0

160.0

6.0

9.0

0.50

6.25

1.00

1.00

BF

209.0

4.5

1

222.5

-

1.06

180.0 x 180.0 x 9.0

160.0

120.0 x 120.0 x 9.0

185.0

6.0

6.0

0.67

10.0

0.67

1.00

PS

148.7

5.4

3

141.6

-

0.95

180.0 x 180.0 x 9.0

185.0

120.0 x 120.0 x 9.0

160.0

6.0

6.0

0.67

10.0

0.67

1.00

PS

171.1

5.4

3

163.8

-

0.95

Aver.

0.99

St.dev.

0.07

V

0.07

0.99
1.03
1.10
1.07
1.14

X-T-CFY-1T4NEN[Brace]T6NEN[Chord]
X-T-CFY-1T6NEN[Brace]T4NEN[Chord]
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12.5 Weld fracture in aluminum due to tension
The failure mechanism fracture of the weld is discussed in this section. Three numerical simulations
have been performed with different geometrical properties according to Table 12.9. For all
numerical simulations, the decisive failure mechanism was fracture of the weld. The abbreviations
of the different numerical simulation are the same as discussed in Section 12.1 for brace fracture,
only this time with abbreviation WF (Weld fracture) instead of BF (Brace Failure). For all cases
represented in Table 12.9, the penetration depth is assumed to be equal to apen=0.0, to ensure that
fracture of the weld occurs. There were some cases where weld fracture occurred for a weld with
partial penetration depth, but for these cases the deformation limit of chord face yielding was
reached before weld fracture occurred. So for these cases chord face yielding was the decisive
failure mechanism.
12.5.1 Results of numerical simulation
For each numerical simulation presented in Table 12.9, the load displacement curves are
determined. Figure 12-70 represents the load displacement curves of numerical tests X-T-WF-1-T6,
X-T-WF-2-T6 and X-T-WF-3-T6. For these numerical simulations, different geometrical dimensions
are used, but all simulations have the same alloy type 6082-T6. To determine the ultimate force
and displacement the cutoff criterion discussed in Section 8.2 is used. The location where the
plastic strain is achieved first in the weld is illustrated by section represented in Figure 12-69. The
red circle represents the location where ultimate plastic strain is reached first. The portion of the
section in the front view is indicated by a red line in Figure 12-68.

Figure 12-68; Front view X-joint

Figure 12-69; Location where plastic strain is reached first

Figure 12-70 shows the load versus displacement curve of tests X-T-WF-1-T6, X-T-WF-2-T6 and X-TWF-3-T6. A difference in the resistance of load displacement curve X-T-WF-1-T6 and X-T-WF-2-T6
can be noted. This is due to the difference in the width and height of the brace, different β ratios.
All other dimensions are equal. The different resistance of load displacement curve X-T-WF-2-T6
and X-T-WF-3-T6 is due to the different throat thicknesses. For X-T-WF-2-T6, the throat thickness is
equal to 6.0 mm, and for X-T-WF-3-T6, the throat thickness is equal to 8.0 mm.
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Figure 12-70; Load displacement curve Chord face yielding for
alloy type 6082-T6 in combination with different geometrical
models

12.5.2 Analytical model weld failure
The first proposed analytical models for weld failure are discussed in Section 4.1 Weld failure; this
is repeated in Equation 90. The effective width of the brace can be determined by Equation 91,
which is proposed in Section 4.1 Weld failure.
Equation 90; Analytical model weld fracture

N1 



4  atot  leff  h1  fw



3  leff  3  leff  sin  4 2  h1  sin

with: leff  2  beff ,w  2 
and: atot  a  apen

h1
sin

Equation 91; effective width weld fracture

beff ,w 

4.0 fu ,haz ;0  t0

  b1  2  aleg 
b0 fu ,haz ;w  atot
t0

Table 12.9 provides the results of the numerical simulation for punching shear. The first six
columns indicate the same parameters as represented in Table 12.3. The seventh, eighth, and ninth
columns present the throat, penetration depth of the weld and tensile strength of the weld metal.
The fourteenth column represents the ultimate tensile force determined by the numerical
simulation. The fifteenth column represents the ultimate displacement determined by the
numerical simulation.
The analytical tensile forces determined by Equation 90 are presented in the seventeenth column
of Table 12.9. The effective width which must be substituted in Equation 90 is determined by using
Equation 91 and represented in the sixth column. In the last column of Table 12.9, the ratio ( Nan )
Fu ,sim

between the analytical force and the tensile force of the simulation is determined. The average of
this ratio is almost equal to 0.95 and a variation of 0.02, which indicates that the analytical force
corresponds with the force determined during the numerical simulation.
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The penetration depth of the weld is assumed to be equal to zero for all cases. So, the influence of
the penetration depth could not be validated in the analytical model. For the validation of the
analytical model of weld failure of a brace plate to RHS chord connection, different penetration
depths are used. There is no reason to assume that penetration depth of a RHS brace to RHS chord
connection will have a different influence. So, the penetration depth will be taken into account in
the analytical model of weld failure for a RHS brace to RHS chord connection.
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Table 12.9; Results of numerical simulation and analytical model weld fracture

Numerical simulation

Chord member

fu,HAZ;0

Brace member

fu,HAZ;1

a

apen

Filler

fw

(number of test J.

b0 x h0 x t0 [mm]

[N/mm²]

b1 x h1 x t1 [mm]

[N/mm²]

[mm]

[mm]

metal

[N/mm²]

β

γ

η

τ

X-T-WF-1-T6

160.0 x 160.0 x 8.0

262.2

110.0 x 110.0 x 8.0

262.2

6.0

0

5183

266.4

0.69

10.0

0.69

1.00

X-T-WF-2-T6

160.0 x 160.0 x 8.0

262.2

120.0 x 120.0 x 8.0

262.2

6.0

0

5183

266.4

0.75

10.0

0.75

X-T-WF-3-T6

160.0 x 160.0 x 8.0

262.2

120.0 x 120.0 x 8.0

262.2

8.0

0

5183

266.4

0.75

10.0

0.75

Fu [kN]

Uu

beff

Nan

[mm]

[mm]

[kN]

Nan
Fu ,sim

190.5

5.0

33.0

182.42

0.96

1.00

214.6

2.9

36.0

198.49

0.93

1.00

261.4

3.5

28.0

251.29

0.96

Aver.

0.95

St.dev.

0.02

V

0.02

Wardenier [2])
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12.6 Different β ratios regarding failure type Punching shear
In this section, different β ratios and γ (=b0/2t0) ratios are used in the FE-model of X-T-PS-1-T6T6 to
determine when punching shear is the decisive failure mode. Only the width of the brace is
changed between the boundaries of b1=90 mm (β=0.56) and b1=130 mm (β=0.81), and the
thickness of the chord is changed between the boundaries of t0=7.0 mm and t0=4.0 mm. Figure
12-71, Figure 12-74, Figure 12-72 and Figure 12-73 represent the failure type with their
corresponding ultimate force when failure occurs for FE-simulation for different β ratios. The
analytical tensile resistances of failure types brace failure; punching shear and chord face failure
are determined and are added in Figure 12-71 to Figure 12-73. For some combinations of β and γ
the tensile resistance of the numerical simulation does not correspond with the analytical model.
This could be due to fact that the number of increments is reduced to 25 to reduce the calculation
time and the amount of memory required. Another reason for using 25 increments is due to the
fact that the simulations are used in an earlier state of the research to determine with a simple
method when punching shear occurs. Due to the use of 25 increments, for some simulations, the
load increased by steps with a load increase of approximately 6.0 kN. The simulation where brace
failure occurred does not correspond with the analytical model because the ultimate force is
determined when initial crack occurs. According to Table 12.3, the load could increase by 77.2 kN
after initial crack for test X-T-BF-1-T6T6.

Figure 12-71; Numerical simulations with different β ratios for
γ=11.4

Figure 12-72; Numerical simulations with different β ratios for
γ=13.3

Figure 12-73; Numerical simulations with different β ratios for
γ=16.0

Figure 12-74; Numerical simulations with different β ratios for
γ=20.0
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According to Figure 12-74, Figure 12-72 and Figure 12-73, the lowest β ratio where punching shear
occurred during the different numerical simulations was 0.68; the width of the brace b1 was equal
to 110 mm. Punching shear can only occur when the weld is not located at the top of the chord
wall. When x illustrated in Figure 12-75 is equal to zero, punching shear of the chord face cannot
occur. To determine the upper bound, the following Equation 92 can be used, which is determined
by taking the width of the brace and chord into account. So, punching shear can only occur within
the boundaries of approximately 0.65 (lower bound) and b1+2*ax<b0-2*t0 (upper bound).
Another conclusion that can be drawn from Figures 10-17 to 10-20 is that punching shear occurs in
slender chord faces (i.e. γ-ratios). According to Figure 12-71, punching shear will not occur for a γ
ratio equal to 11.4. The analytical model of punching shear gives the lowest resistance in Figure
12-71. This indicates that another boundary related to the γ-ratio must be included. So when the γratio is approximately equal to 11.5, punching shear will not occur.

Figure 12-75; Location of distance x
Equation 92; Upper bound punching shear

b1  2  aleg  b0  2  t0

For chord face failure, an upper bound of β = 0.75 can be determined by Figure 12-72. For the
lower bound, no limitation can be determined by using Figure 12-71, Figure 12-74, Figure 12-72
and Figure 12-73. The analytical model of chord face yielding gives the lowest resistance in Figure
12-74, but for the numerical test with a brace width of 110 mm and 120 mm, the decisive failure
mode was punching shear. In Figure 12-74 with a γ ratio equal to 20.0 the tensile resistances of the
analytical model of chord face failure provides a safe assumption for the ultimate force when
punching shear occurs. So, for this specific ratio it would not be necessary to introduce a boundary
for the analytical model of chord face failure. But it could be possible that for a larger γ ratio than
20.0, the analytical model of chord face failure will be an overestimation. This is why more
simulations with a larger γ ratio than 20.0 must be performed.
Brace failure can take place when the β ratios are higher than 0.65, according to Figure 12-72.
Brace failure mostly occurs for slender braces (low thickness over width ratios). According to Figure
12-71 and Figure 12-72, the analytical model of punching shear and chord face failure the lower
tensile resistance. But due to the upper bound introduced for punching shear (γ>11.4) and chord
face failure (β>0.75) the analytical model of brace failure will be decisive when the β is larger than
0.75.
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Design rules for aluminum X-joints in tension

Considering the results of the numerical simulations the design rules for aluminum RHS X-joints can
be provided. In this chapter, the design rules for each failure type are presented. The differences
compared to the analytical models determined in chapter 4 are discussed. The differences
compared to the design rules in steel are also discussed in this chapter. The design rules of RHS
brace to RHS chord connections in cross joints are discussed first. For this type of connection, 5
failure types are represented. After that, the design rules of a branch plate to RHS chord
connections in cross joints are discussed. For this type of connection, 3 failure types are
represented.

13.1 Brace failure of RHS brace and RHS chord connection in X-joint
Brace failure is caused by a tensile load on the brace. The resulting tensile stresses can result in
cracking, and eventually, in rupture of the brace. According to the numerical simulations, this
cracking or rupture will occur just above the weld at the edge of the brace member. For an RHS Xjoint in aluminum, this cracking or rupture will occur in the HAZ of the brace.
Due to the non-uniform stiffness along the connection perimeter, the full perimeter cannot always
be considered to be fully effective. The full perimeter is not effective due to the fact that the
deformation capacity of certain parts may not be sufficient. The numerical simulations of branch
plate to RHS chord connection in X-joints indicate that the deformation capacity of aluminum is less
than that of steel. So, to determine the analytical tensile force for brace failure, effective parts are
considered. These effective parts are located along the sides of the chord walls, illustrated by
Figure 13-1. By using the results of these numerical simulations, Equation 94 is defined to
determine which parts are effective for aluminum X-joints. Due to the lower deformation capacity
of aluminum X-joint the factor 6 in Equation 94 is lower compared to the factor of 13.5 for steel.

Figure 13-1; Top view chord face; effective parts aluminum
X-joint with failure type BF

The design rule for brace failure is given in Equation 93. Compared to the design rule of steel, some
differences can be noted. For the design rule of steel, the yield stress of the brace was included in
the design rule. For aluminum, this is replaced by the ultimate tensile stress of the HAZ of the
brace. This is due to the fact that for all numerical simulations, fracture occurred in the HAZ of the
brace. Because of the use of the ultimate tensile strength for HAZ of the brace (fu,haz;1) the
resistance is divided by the partial safety factor γM2 for failure associated with the ultimate tensile
strength. Another difference compared to the design rule of steel is that the thickness of the brace
t1 is replaced by the penetration depth apen for the design rule of aluminum. This is due to the fact
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that the tensile resistances of the numerical simulations are reduces in case of partial penetration
welds compared to full penetration welds; see Section 10.1.3 of this report. The term 2apen is
included to prevent the corners being counted twice. This term was included as 2t1 in the design
rule of steel.
Equation 93; Design rule for Brace failure in aluminum

N1,Rd  2  fu,haz ;1apen  h1  be;alu  2  apen   M2
Equation 94; Effective parts brace failure aluminum

be ,alu 

6
b0 t0



fu ,haz ;0  t0
 b1 but be ,alu  b1
fu ,haz ;1  t1

According to the numerical simulation for brace fracture, discussed in Section 12.1, the design rule
of brace failure corresponds with the ultimate force of the numerical simulation. The average ratio
between the analytical and the numerical tensile force is equal to 0.96 and the coefficient of
variation equal to 0.08.
The range of validity is approximately determined in Section 12.6. Brace failure can take occur the
β ratios is larger than 0.65, according to Figure 12-72. For X-joints where the β ratio is equal to 1.0,
brace failure can also be the decisive failure mechanism. So, brace failure can occur for β ratios
from 0.65 until 1.0. Brace failure occurs mainly in case of slender brace walls and for small
penetration depths of the weld.

13.2 Punching shear model
The brace can be pulled out of the chord by punching shear. This results in cracking in the chord
around the brace perimeter by shear. According to the numerical simulations, this cracking or
rupture will occur just near the weld in the top face of the chord. For an RHS X-joint in aluminum,
this cracking or rupture will occur in the HAZ of the chord.
Also, for punching shear, the stiffness along the perimeter is non-uniform. Along the width no parts
are effective for resisting punching shear. For steel some parts along the width are effective for
resisting punching shear. For aluminum no parts are effective for resisting punching shear,
illustrated in Figure 13-2, due to the sharp corners of the sections in aluminum the lower strain at
rupture of aluminum. Along the height of aluminum X-joint certain parts are effective for resisting
punching shear, due to the sharp corners of the sections in aluminum the lower strain at rupture of
aluminum. These effective parts along the height (he,p,alu) are illustrated in Figure 13-2. For this, ¾ of
the height is assumed to be effective for the resistance.

Figure 13-2; Top view chord face; effective parts aluminum
X-joint with failure type PS
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The design rule for punching shear is represented in Equation 84. Compared to the design rule of
steel, some differences can be noted. For the design rule of steel, the yield stress of the chord was
included; this is replaced by the 0.2% proof stress of the HAZ of the chord. Due to the fact that the
shear stress distribution along the height of the brace can only achieve the fu;HAZ/√3. The equation
for the analytical model of punching shear must be divided by the partial factor γM2, because the
resistance of X-joint in tension to fracture.
Equation 95; Design rule for Punching shear in aluminum

 3 
 2 h1 
Nan;1 
t0  4 
3  sin(1 )  sin1 


f0,haz ;0

 M2

According to the numerical simulation for punching shear, discussed in Section 12.2, the design rule
of punching shear corresponds with the ultimate force of the numerical simulation. The average
ratio between the analytical and the numerical tensile force is equal to 1.01 and the coefficient of
variation equal to 0.03.
The range of validity for punching shear is also approximately determined in Section 12.6. Punching
shear can only occur when the weld is not located at the top of the chord wall, when x is smaller
b  2 a  b  2t

leg
0
0
than zero in Figure 12-75. Punching shear will occur when 1
is valid. This is the
upper bound when punching shear will occur. The lower bound β=0.65 is determined by different
FE-models with different β ratios. So, punching shear will only occur within the boundaries of

b  2 a  b  2t

leg
0
0
β>0.65 (lower bound) and 1
(upper bound). From Figure 12-71 until Figure
12-73, it can be concluded that punching shear occurs by slender chord face thickness.

13.3 Chord wall fracture
Chord wall fracture will occur for joints with a high β ratio. Due to the fact that the width of the
brace and chord is almost equal to the load parallel to the brace, it can directly be introduced into
the chord wall. This load in the chord wall is perpendicular to the chord member. The loads in the
chord wall causes cracks and eventually rupture of the chord wall. These cracks will occur in the
HAZ of the chord wall, for the cases considered in this research.
The design rule for chord wall fracture is represented in Equation 96. Compared to steel, the yield
stress of the chord is replaced by the ultimate tensile strength of the HAZ of the chord. Because of
the use of the ultimate tensile strength for HAZ of the chord (fu,haz;0) the resistance is divided by the
partial safety factor γM2 for failure associated with the ultimate tensile strength. In Equation 96, the
factor 5t0 is included, to account for the fact that the stresses can be distributed by the thickness of
the chord top face and the weld. This stress distribution near the height of the brace is also
represented in Figure 12-53. In Section 3.5.1, it is determined that the length of the HAZ is equal to
2.5*t0 (both sides near the height of the brace), for a chord wall thickness of 14.0 mm. When the
thickness of the chord is larger than 14.0 mm the length of 2.5t0 exceeds the HAZ of the chord.
When a chord thickness larger than 14.0 mm is used, Equation 96 will always give a lower limit for
the tensile force. This is due to the ultimate tensile strength of the HAZ which is included in
Equation 96, the ultimate tensile strength of the HAZ will always be less than the ultimate tensile
strength of the parent material of the chord for heat treated alloys.
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Equation 96; Design rule chord wall fracture aluminum

Nan 

2  fu ,haz ;0  t0  h1

 5t0   M 2

sin
sin

1



According to the numerical simulation for chord wall fracture, discussed in Section 12.3, the design
rule of chord wall fracture corresponds with the ultimate force of the numerical simulation. The
average ratio between the analytical and the numerical tensile force is equal to 0.98 and the
coefficient of variation equal to 0.05.
As mentioned before, chord wall fracture will occur for β=1.0. So, chord wall fracture will occur in
X-joints where the width of the brace and chord are equal. From Section 11.5, it can be concluded
that chord wall fracture occurs in case of slender chord walls only.

13.4 Chord face yielding
Chord face yielding is a different failure type compared to the failure types previously discussed.
This is due to the fact that for some X-joint the deformations where unacceptably large at the point
of fracture. This is due to the post-yielding response of the chord face. To ensure that unacceptably
large displacement can occur, the analytical model of chord face yielding was introduced. For the
determination of the ‘failure’ load, the deformation limit defined by Lu et al. [17] is used. With the
aid of the deformation limit, the ultimate tensile forces when a displacement of 3.0% of the chord
width is reached (3.0%b0) are determined. This deformation limit is determined experimentally by
Lu et al. [17].
Compared to the analytical model of chord face yielding for steel, a HAZ is introduced around the
perimeter of the weld. Therefore, the extent of the HAZ must be taken in to account in the yield
line model of an aluminum RHS X-joint. Two different cases for the yield line model are introduced.
For the first case, the extent of the HAZ is smaller than the yield line model; this is represented in
Figure 4-5. And for the second case, the extent of the HAZ will exceed the yield line model; this is
represented in Figure 4-6. In Section 4.2, these two yield line models are derived. For the
determination of the analytical model for the yield line model of the first case, some yield lines
crosses both the HAZ and the parent metal. By dividing the length of these yield lines into two
lengths, it was not possible to solve the yield line model. Therefore, an upper and lower bound is
introduced for the first case. The lower bound is represented in Equation 97 and the upper bound
is represented in Equation 98. Equation 99 represents the analytical model for the second case,
when the yield line model is equal to or smaller than the extent of the HAZ. Another difference
compared to steel is that the yield stress of the chord is replaced for the ultimate tensile strength
of the HAZ of the chord. Because of the use of the ultimate tensile strength for HAZ and parent
metal of the chord (fu,haz;0 and fu;0) the resistance is divided by the partial safety factor γM2 for failure
associated with the ultimate tensile strength.
Equation 97; Chord face yielding aluminum Case 1; lower bound

 f  t2 f
 t2   
 1
N1,low   u;0 0  u ,haz ;0 0   
 2 1   
 M2
1


1


sin

 sin
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Equation 98; Chord face failure aluminum Case 1: upper bound

N1,upp  



1

2  sin( )

2  t02    2   fu ;0  sin( )  fu ,haz ;0   fu ;0     1       2   fu ;0    fu ,haz ;0   4  fu ;0  sin( )     1  

 f

u ;0

 fu ,haz ;0     2 fu ;0

fu ;0     1       2   fu ;0    fu ,haz ;0     1  sin( )

 M2

Equation 99; Chord face failure aluminum Case 2

N1 

2  fu ,haz ;0  t02
1     sin

 


 2 1     M2
 sin


According to the numerical simulation for chord face yielding, discussed in Section 12.4, the design
rule of chord face yielding corresponds with the ultimate force of the numerical simulation. The
average ratio between the analytical and the numerical tensile force is equal to 0.99 and the
coefficient of variation equal to 0.07.
The range of validity for chord face yielding is approximately determined in Section 12.6. For chord
face failure, an upper bound of β = 0.75 can be determined. For the lower bound, no limitation can
be determined by using Section 12.6, here for more simulations must be performed.

13.5 Weld failure
According to the Eurocode 3 for an X-joint in steel, the welds should be designed stronger than the
connected brace member. For aluminum this is not always possible. The strength of the filler
material can be lower than that of the HAZ or parent metal for some combination of alloy and filler
metal. This can lead to fracture of the weld for joints in aluminum. This is why weld failure is added
as failure mode for an aluminum RHS X-joint. In addition, the penetration depth of the weld cannot
reach the full width of the brace member.
To determine the analytical model for weld failure, the combined stress method based on the yield
criterion of Von Mises, Equation 4. The different acting stresses in the weld are substituted in the
combined stress method and are solved for the force. These stresses are: normal stress
perpendicular to the throat section (   ), stress acting on the throat section perpendicular to the

weld axis (   ) and shear stress parallel to weld axis ( ). When the angle of the X-joint is equal to
90, the shear stress parallel to the weld will be equal to zero, as discussed in paragraph 4.1 Weld
failure. The design rule for weld fracture is presented in Equation 100.

For weld failure, the stiffness along the perimeter of the weld is non-uniform. For weld failure, the
effective parts, designated as be,w,alu can be determined by Equation 101. Compared to Equation 94
fu ,haz ;0  t0
fu ,haz ;1  t1

for brace failure the ratio
is changed in the ratio
stiffness relation of the chord member and weld.

fu ,haz ;0  t0
fu ,haz ;w  atot

to take into account the
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Equation 100; Analytical model weld failure

N1 

4  atot  leff  h1 



fw

 Mw



3  leff  3  leff  sin  4 2  h1  sin

with: leff  2  beff ,w  2 
and: atot  a  apen

h1
sin

Equation 101; Effective parts weld failure aluminum

be ,w ,alu 

4
b0 t0



fu ,haz ;0  t0
  b1  2  aleg   b1
fu,haz ;w  atot

According to the numerical simulation for weld failure, discussed in Section 12.5, the design rule of
weld failure corresponds with the ultimate force of the numerical simulation. The average ratio
between the analytical and the numerical tensile force is equal to 0.95 and the coefficient of
variation equal to 0.02.
Weld failure did not occur for the FE-models where the penetration depth of the weld is adopted
according to Equation 51. For some cases, weld fracture occurred after reaching the deformation
limit. So, for these cases, chord face yielding was the decisive failure mode. The penetration depth
of the weld is decreased to zero to make sure that weld failure is the decisive failure mode. For the
validation of the analytical model for weld fracture of a plate to RHS chord connection, different
penetration depths were included. So, the penetration depth apen is also substituted in Equation
100.

13.6 Brace fracture of branch plate to RHS chord connection in cross
joints
To investigate the influence of the non-uniform stress distribution along the brace perimeter of
aluminum X-joint, some numerical simulations are performed of a branch plate to RHS chord
connection in cross joints. During this investigation, some design rules are determined for branch
plate to RHS chord connections.
Brace fracture of a branch plate to RHS chord connection in cross joints will occur due to cracking,
and eventually, rupture of the branch plate, brace plate. This failure type is similar to that of brace
failure of a RHS brace to RHS chord connection, as discussed in Section 13.1. The effective parts of
the brace plate are illustrated in Figure 11-12. The design rule for brace failure is given in Equation
102. Compared to the design rule for a RHS brace to RHS chord X-joint, the full thickness of the
brace plate is taken into account in the design rule. And the height of the brace h1 is not taken into
account
Equation 102; Design rule brace fracture for branch plate to RHS
chord connection in aluminum

Nu  fu ,haz ;1  t1  be ,alu  M 2
With: be ,alu 

6
b0 t0



fu ,haz ;0  t0
 b1 but be ,alu  b1
fu ,haz ;1  t1

Figure 13-3; Top view chord face; effective parts brace plate to
RHS chord connection regarding brace plate
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According to the numerical simulation for brace failure of branch plate to RHS chord in cross joints,
discussed in Section 11.2, the design rule of brace failure corresponds with the ultimate force of
the numerical simulation. The average ratio between the analytical and the numerical tensile force
is equal to 0.95 and the coefficient of variation equal to 0.11.

13.7 Punching shear of branch plate to RHS chord connection in cross
joints
For punching shear of a branch plate to RHS chord connection in cross joint, the brace plate can be
pulled out of the chord. This failure type is similar to that of punching shear of a RHS brace to RHS
chord connection, as discussed in Section 13.2. Only the height of the brace h1 is not taken into
account. The design rule for failure type punching shear of a branch plate to RHS chord connection
in cross joints is represented in Equation 103. The effective parts of the chord member are
illustrated in Figure 13-4. Due to the lower deformation capacity of aluminum X-joint the factor 6 in
Equation 103 is lower compared to the factor of 13.5 for steel.
Equation 103; Design rule punching shear for branch plate to RHS
chord connection in aluminum

Nu  be ,p ,alu  t0  fu ,haz ;0  M 2
With: be ,p ,alu 

6
 b but be ,p ,alu  b1
b0 1
t0

Figure 13-4; Effective parts brace plate to RHS chord connection
regarding punching shear

According to the numerical simulation for punching shear of branch plate to RHS chord in cross
joints, discussed in Section 11.3, the design rule of punching shear corresponds with the ultimate
force of the numerical simulation. The average ratio between the analytical and the numerical
tensile force is equal to 0.95 and the coefficient of variation equal to 0.06.

13.8 Weld fracture of branch plate to RHS chord connection in cross
joints
The last failure type which was investigated for a branch plate to RHS chord connection in cross
joints is weld fracture. This failure type is similar to that of weld failure of a RHS brace to RHS chord
connection, as discussed in Section 13.5. Only the height of the brace h1 is not taken into account.
The design rule for this type of failure is represented in Equation 104. Also, for this failure type, the
weld along the width of the brace will not be fully effective, illustrated in Figure 13-5. So, the
effective parts can be determined by Equation 104.
Equation 104; Design rule weld fracture for branch plate to RHS
chord connection in aluminum (θ=90°)

N1,Rd 

2  atot  fw   be ,w ,alu  t1 

2
With; atot  a  apen

and ; be ,w ,alu ,2 

4 fu ,haz ;0  t0

  b1  2  aleg   b1
b0 fu ,haz ;w  atot
t0
Figure 13-5; Effective parts brace plate to RHS chord connection
regarding weld failure
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According to the numerical simulation for weld failure of branch plate to RHS chord in cross joints,
discussed in Section 11.4, the design rule of weld failure corresponds with the ultimate force of the
numerical simulation. The average ratio between the analytical and the numerical tensile force is
equal 0.95 and the coefficient of variation equal to 0.06.
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Conclusions and Recommendations

14.1 Conclusions
The aim of this research is to produce a new set of design rules for welded hollow section X-joints
between aluminum rectangular sections, which are initially based on the current design rules for
steel structure NEN-EN 1993-1-8 [2] section 7. The following differences between the properties of
aluminum and steel are taken in to account: the lower strength of the HAZ in cases of aluminum,
the under matched weld strength in case of aluminum, the lower E-modules of aluminum, lower
elongation at rupture, round-housed stress strain relationship versus the Lüders plateau of steel,
partial pen weld versus the full pen weld for steel and the sharp versus rounded corners of the
sections. For each failure type these differences have influence on the resistance of aluminum RHS
X-joints.
Brace failure
- Ratio between the resistance of the joint and the resistance of the full brace - even when
considering HAZ properties for the full brace - is lower for aluminum than for steel. This is
due to the sharp corners of the sections in aluminum, partial penetration depth and lower
strain at rupture.
- Due to the partial penetration depth, the tensile resistance is reduced compared to when
full penetration is achieved.
- Smaller parts along the width of the brace are effective for the resistance of aluminum Xjoint compared to X-joints in steel due to the lower deformation capacity of aluminum.
- Dividing the HAZ into different zones with different material properties has an insignificant
influence of 1% on the resistance compared to dividing the HAZ into one zone with one
material property.
- The numerical models of brace failure correspond reasonable with the analytical model of
brace failure, with a conservative difference of 4.0% and a coefficient of variation equal to
0.08.
Punching shear
- The width of the brace is not effective for the resistance of aluminum X-joints. This is due
to the sharp corners of the sections in aluminum instead of rounded corners of the
sections in steel and the lower strain at rupture of aluminum.
- Only 3/4 of the height of the brace is effective for the resistance of aluminum X-joints,
whereas for steel the full height was effective. This is due to the sharp corners of the
sections in aluminum and the lower strain at rupture of aluminum.
- Due to the fact that there is no yield plateau in an aluminum stress versus strain
relationship, the 0.2% proof stress of the HAZ will be taken into account with a partial
safety factor γM2.
- The partial penetration depth of the weld has no influence on the resistance regarding to
failure type punching shear.
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Dividing the HAZ into different zones with different material properties has an influence of
5% on the resistance compared to dividing the HAZ into one zone with one material
property.
The numerical models of punching shear correspond with the analytical model of punching
shear, with a non-conservative difference of 1.0% and a coefficient of variation equal to
0.03.

Chord wall failure
- Due to sharp corners of the RHS in aluminum, the onset of fracture took place at the inside
of the RHS chord member. For RHS in steel (rounded corners) the onset of fracture took
place at the outside of the RHS member.
- The partial penetration depth of the weld has no influence on the resistance regarding
chord wall failure. The stresses can be distributed in the top of the chord face into the full
width of chord wall t0.
- Dividing the HAZ into different zones with different material properties has an insignificant
influence of 2% on the resistance compared to dividing the HAZ into one zone with one
material property.
- The numerical models of chord wall failure correspond with the analytical model of chord
wall failure, with a conservative difference of 2.0% and a coefficient of variation equal to
0.05.
Chord face failure
- The sharp corners of the RHS in aluminum have no influence on the resistance of the
aluminum X-joint.
- The partial penetration depth of the weld has no influence on the resistance of aluminum
X-joint regarding to failure type chord face yielding.
- Dividing the HAZ into different zones with different material properties has an influence of
12% on the resistance compared to dividing the HAZ into one zone with one material
property.
- The numerical models of chord face failure correspond with the analytical model of chord
face failure, with a conservative difference of 1.0% and a coefficient of variation equal to
0.07.
Weld failure
- For aluminum, the strength of the filler metal can be lower than that of the HAZ or parent
metal for some combination of alloy and filler metal. This can lead to fracture of the weld
for joints in aluminum.
- The partial penetration depth of the aluminum weld influences the resistance of aluminum
X-joints regarding the weld failure.
- The numerical models weld failure correspond reasonable with the analytical model of
weld failure, with a conservative difference of 5.0% and a coefficient of variation equal to
0.02.
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14.2 Recommendations
The recommendations are divided into the different failure types, indicated in bold font.
All failure types
For all failure types, the FE-models are validated with experimental test results of steel X-joints or
the analytical models of steel. These validated models are converted into the geometrical and
material properties of aluminum by taking into account the right-angled corners, the extent of the
HAZ, and partial penetration weld. So, these differences are not taken into account in the
validation of the FE-models. It would be advisable to perform some experimental test on aluminum
RHS X-joints and compare these test results with the FE-models.
Failure type; brace failure, wall failure and weld failure
The cutoff criterion, a criterion based on strains that is used to determine when first crack occurred
in the FE-model, is validated with experimental test results of brace plate to RHS chord X-joints in
steel. It is possible that for aluminum this criterion slightly changed. It would be advisable to
perform some experimental test on aluminum RHS X-joints and compare the load when initial
crack occurs with the cutoff criterion which is used in this research.
Failure type; punching shear, chord wall fracture, chord face yielding and weld failure
Not all parameters were covered during this research for the different failure types. These
parameters are θ, the angle between brace and chord; during this research this angle is taken
equal to 90. In the design rules the parameter θ is already included, but a case where the θ was less
than 90 degrees is not covered in this research. This parameter θ is included in the design rules for
Punching shear, chord wall failure, chord face yielding and weld failure.
Failure type; chord wall fracture, chord face yielding
Pre-loading of the chord is not included in the research either. For all cases in this research, it is
assumed that there is no pre-load in the chord member. The stresses which occur by pre-loading
have to be substituted in the design rules for aluminum X-joints regarding the failure type chord
wall fracture and chord face yielding.
Brace failure
- During the experiments of J. Wardenier and G. Davies, the tensile force could increase
after initial crack. During the numerical simulations for aluminum X-joint with a β less than
1.0, increasing the load after initial crack was also possible. But modeling of crack
extension is done with a very simplified method, which needs to be validated with
experimental results of aluminum X-joints. The ultimate load when rupture occurred for
brace failure is used to validate the design rule. So, the ultimate load, after initial crack, of
aluminum X-joints must be determined for an experimental test of aluminum X-joints.
- The penetration depth of the weld influences the ultimate resistance of brace failure. For
this research, an assumption for the penetration depth is done; this assumption is used in
practice. So actual penetration depth of aluminum X-joints must be determined for
different test specimens with different brace thicknesses, and compared with the
assumptions used during this research.
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Punching shear
- For the numerical simulation of punching shear, the cutoff criterion of punching shear is
used, as discussed in Section 8.2. For this, the FFL en SFFL diagrams are used to determine
when the cutoff criterion is achieved. To determine the FFL en SFFL, some assumptions are
made. Besides that FFL and SFFL are determined by experimental test on slender plates.
During this research, the chord faces are not as slender as the ones used in the
experimental test. This could have some influence on determining when shear fracture will
occur. It would be preferable to compare the cutoff criterion of punching shear with an
experimental test where punching shear will occur.
Chord wall buckling
- This research concerns only axial tensile loads, the five failure modes which can occur for
an X-joint loaded in tension are considered. For an X-joint loaded in compression, chord
wall buckling can occur instead of chord wall fracture. The analytical model and a validated
FE-model of chord wall buckling of aluminum X-joints are added in the Appendix B. The
validated FE-model in stainless steel has to be converted into the properties of aluminum
and the analytical model must be validated with numerical tests.
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-
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Annex A: Analytical model of chord side wall buckling
Annex A1: Chord side wall failure in compression
The 2nd chord side wall failure mode that can occur is buckling of the chord, as shown in Figure 0-1.
The wall slenderness (h0/t0) of the chord is decisive for the buckling resistance of the chord.

Figure 0-1;Four hinge yield line model for chord side wall failure (Packer, 1978) [4]

For a T-joint in aluminum that fails due to chord web buckling, there are some differences
compared with steel. The E-modules of aluminum is lower than for steel, so local buckling will
occur earlier under a compressive force compared with steel. Buckling of the chord web will partly
take place in the extent of the HAZ, illustrated in Figure 0-2. These HAZ effects have to be
investigated. It can be assumed that the buckling of the chord wall takes place along the entire
chord member height.

Figure 0-2; Local brace failure

The 4 hinge yield line mechanism can be used to determine the ultimate
capacity when chord member buckling occurs. This mechanism, founded by
Packer in 1978, is shown in figure 14. NEN-EN 1999-1-1 art. 6.1.5 makes use of
the reduced thickness method for local buckling resistance. The reduced
thickness t0;eff can be determined by t    t . In the next section, Annex
0;eff

c

0

A2, the factor ρc is determined. Buckling of the chord web will partly take
place in the extent of the HAZ, illustrated in Figure 0-2. It is possible that the
reduction of HAZ on the thickness t    t must also be taken in to
0;haz

haz

0

account. According to NEN-EN 1999-1-1, the minimum of the reducing factor
for HAZ and buckling must be taken into account, as illustrated in Figure 0-3.
Figure 0-3; Thickness
reduction of chord
wall 218
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This phenomenon must be investigated. Equating the external work to the internal work gives:
t0;eff  c  t0

Wex  N1  sin  
Win  4    mp  b0  2  fo  t0;eff  h1    4  fo  t0;eff 

lx

2

For small angels:

  tan 


lx

m b
N1
 4  p 0  2  fo  t0;eff  h1  2  fo  t0;eff  lx
sin
lx

In order to find the minimum failure load:
d

N1
sin  4  b  mp  2  f  t  0
0
o
0;eff
dlx
lx2

lx 

2  b0  mp
fo  t0;eff

mp  b0
2  b0  mp
N1
 4
 2  fo  t0;eff  h1  2  fo  t0;eff 
sin
fo  t0;eff
2  b0  mp
fo  t0;eff
N1
 2  2  mp  b0  fo  t0;eff  2  fo  t0;eff  h1  2  2  fo  t0;eff  b0  mp
sin
N1
 4  2  mp  b0  fo  t0;eff  2  fo  t0;eff  h1
sin
with:
mp 

t0;2 eff  fo
4



t2  f
 4  2  b0  fo  t0;eff  0;eff o  2  fo  t0;eff  h1 


4

N1  
sin

Including parameters:  

b0
h
h1
;   1 and   
2  t0;eff
b0
2  t0;eff
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1
 4  fo  t0;eff  2  b0   t0;eff  2  fo  t0;eff  h1 
4

N1  
sin
1
substituting: 2  t0;eff  1
t0;eff
 2

b0
 2  fo  t0;eff  h1 
 4  t0;eff  fo 


2  t0;eff

N1  
sin


b0
1
 2
 h1   t0;2 eff  fo
4


2  t0;eff
t0;eff

N1  
sin

h  2
 4    4  1   t0;eff  fo
2  t0;eff 
N1  
sin
N1 




N 
1



     4  t0;2 eff  fo
sin



     4  t0;2 eff  fo
sin

3.17 
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Annex A2: Reduced thickness for local buckling
Table 0.1; Classification of cross-section parts [3]

β≤β1
β1<β≤β2
β2<β≤β3
β3<β
  

with:

Class 1
Class 2
Class 3
Class 4

h0
t0

β is width to thickness ratio
η is coefficient to allow for stress gradient or reinforcement of cross section part

  0.70  0.30 
with:
ϕ is stress ratio, equal to 1.0
  0.70  0.30  1  1.0

ρc is reduction factor for local buckling
if   3 than  c  1.0
if   3 than  c 

With:

C1

 



C2

  

2

  250 f0

β3 is given in Table 0.3
C1 and C2 give in Table 0.2
Table 0.2; Constant C1 and C2 in expressions for ρc [3]

Table 0.3; Slenderness parameters β1/ε, β2/ε and β3/ε [3]

For a combination of reduced thickness for local buckling and reduced thickness for HAZ effects,
the reduced thickness can be determined as follows. The reduced thickness in the extent of the
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HAZ must be obtained as the minimum value of ρo,HAZ*t0 and ρc*t0. For the other parts of the chord
member, without extent of HAZ, the reduced thickness can be determined by ρc*t0, illustrated in
Figure 0-4.

Figure 0-4; Effective thickness in class 4 cross-section with welds [3] art. 6.2.5.2
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Annex B: Validation of numerical models with failure
type chord wall buckling
For X-joints loaded in compression, the experimental research of Ran Feng and Ben Young [16] will
be used to validate the numerical models, ‘Tests and behaviour of cold-formed stainless steel
tubular X-joints’. Ran Feng and Ben Young did some experimental tests on cold-formed stainless
steel X-joints loaded in compression with and without chord pre-loading. In this research, only the
experimental test without chord pre-loading will be used to validate the numerical models.

Annex B1: Experimental test X-joints loaded in compression.
Test specimens
The test specimens were fabricated with different dimensions between 40.0 mm and 200.0 mm
RHS chords and braces with wall thicknesses varying from 2.0 mm to 6.0 mm. The dimensions of
the test specimens are given in Table 0.1, the configuration of the test specimens is shown in Figure
0-1.
All specimens were welded by using shielded metal arc welding. The welds are designed according
to the American Welding Society (AWS). Figure 0-1 shows a detail of how the butt weld is located
along the brace when the width of the chord and brace members are equal (β=1.0). The leg size of
the weld size is referred to as w in Table 0.1 and defined in Figure 0-1. The weld sizes of the test
specimens were all greater than the value of 1.5t or 3 mm, as specified in the AWS specification
(where the t is the lowest thickness of the chord or the brace).
For all RHS chord and brace members, there was a seam weld located in the middle of the section.
This seam weld of the brace member was positioned parallel to the cross-section of the chord
member, and the seam weld of the chord member was positioned to the connecting face of one of
the brace members as shown in Figure 0-1.

Figure 0-1; Definiton of symbols for stainless steel tubular X-joints [16]
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Table 0.1; Measured specimen dimensions of stainless steel tubular X-joints without chord preload [16]

Test setup
The ends of the braces of the X-joint were fixed between the upper and bottom support. The load
was applied by using a loading ram at the bottom support. The top end plate was bolted to the
upper end support. The bottom support bolted on a special fixed-ended bearing which was free to
rotate in any direction.
The displacements of the bottom support were measured by four L.V.D.T.s, as shown in Figure 0-2
and Figure 0-3. But the local defections of the chord top face and chord wall face were also
measured by L.V.D.Ts; the locations are illustrated in Figure 0-2 and Figure 0-3.

Figure 0-2; side view of test setup X-joint [16]
Figure 0-3; front view of test setup X-joint [16]

Material properties
The chord and brace were formed from cold rolled hollow sections made of austenitic stainless
steel type AISI 304 (EN 1.4301), High strength austenitic (HAS) and duplex (EN1.4462) stainless
steel sheets. Table 0.2 represents the material properties of the stainless steel tubes which are
determined by tensile coupon tests. During the tensile test the Youngs modulus (E), the
proportional limit stress (σp), the static 0.1% (σ0.1), 0.2% (σ0.2), 0.5% (σ0.5), and 1.0% (σ0.1) tensile
proof stresses, the static ultimate tensile stress (σu) and the elongation after fracture (εf) based on a
gauge length of 50 mm were measured.
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Table 0.2; Material properties of stainless steel tubes [16]

Test results
For each test, the mode of failure is described in Table 0.3, where Nu is the ultimate load. The
N1nσ0.1, N1nσ0.2, N1nσ0.5 and N1nσ1.0 are the predicted loads using the design rules in the CIDECT guide
based on the 0.1%, 0.2%, 0.5% and 1.0% proof stresses. The flange indentation and deflection
which are measured at the location illustrated in Figure 0-2 and Figure 0-3 are represented in the
last two columns of Table 0.3. Figure 0-4 represents the load versus deflection curves of all
different experimental tests.
Table 0.3; Ultimate limit state loads and failure modes of stainless steel tubular X-joint tests in compression [16]
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Figure 0-4; Load versus chord flange deformation of strainless steel tubular X-joint test [16]

In the next section, Annex B2, the experimental test B-3 and B-7 will be used to validate the
numerical models. The type failure which will be validated will be brace failure. In section 3.4, the
experimental test B-8 will be validated with numerical models. The type of failure which occurs
during this experimental test is punching shear of the chord member.

Annex B2: Validation of numerical models with failure mechanism chord
face failure
In this section, experimental tests XD-C140x3-B40x2-P0 and XH-C110x4-B150x6-P0 will be
validated with the experimental test of Ran Feng and Ben Young [16]. The type of failure which
occurs during the experimental tests was chord face failure due to compression.
Geometrical properties FE-model
The dimensions of test XD-C140 (is the abbreviated notation for XD-C140x3-B40x2-P0) and XHC110 (is the abbreviated notation for XH-C110x4-B150x6-P0) are represented in Table 0.1. The
actual dimensions of the test specimen are used to model the geometry. One out of eight of the
geometry has been modelled for test XD-C140 and XH-C110. So three panels of symmetry were
used, one on the middle of the brace member, and one on the middle of the chord member. The
geometry is modelled with solid elements. The brace plate, the weld and the chord member are
modelled in three different parts and connected with tie constrains. The same procedure of
Section 8.1.1 and 8.1.2 of the Report is used for this.
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Material properties of FE-models
By using numerical programs, the engineering stresses and strains have to be converted into true
stresses and strains. The engineering stress and strain of are represented in Table 0.2. These stress
and strains were measured by a tensile test. Figure 0-5 and Figure 0-6 shows the engineering
(measured by tensile test) and true stress strain relationship with curved strain hardening for test
XD-C140. Figure 0-7 and Figure 0-8 shows the engineering and true stress strain relationship for
test XH-C110.

Figure 0-6; True and engineer stress strain diagram HSA
200x110x4

Figure 0-8; True and engineer stress strain diagram Duplex
140x80x3

Figure 0-5; True and engineer stress strain diagram Duplex
40x40x2

Figure 0-7; True and engineer stress strain diagram HSA
150x150x6

Element type study
The same elements types will be used as discussed in Section 9.2.3 of the Report.
Boundary conditions and loading
The same boundary conditions and loading will be used as discussed in Section 9.2.4 of the Report.
Results of test XD-C140, XH-C110 and XH-C150
Figure 0-10 represents the load displacement curve of numerical test XD-C140 and the
experimental load displacement curve determined during the experimental test of Ran Feng and
Ben Young [16]. Figure 0-9 represents the load displacement curve for numerical test XH-C110 and
the experimental test result of B-7, as determined during the experimental test of Ran Feng and
Ben Young [16]. The ultimate load and displacement of the numerical simulation is determined by
using a cutoff criterion, as discussed in Section 7. When the ultimate plastic engineering strain is
reached, fracture is assumed. Six elements are modelled along the thickness of the brace member.
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Figure 0-10; Load displacement diagram test XD-C140
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Figure 0-9; Load displacement diagram test XD-C140

Also the experimental test XH-C150 (is the abbreviated notation for XH-C150x6-B150x6-P0) will be
validated with the experimental test of Ran Feng and Ben Young [16]. The type of failure which
occurs during the experimental tests was chord wall buckling due to compression. The FE-model is
modelled in the same way as discussed in Section 11.2. The material properties for test XH-C150
are represented in Figure 0-7. Figure 0-11 represents the load displacement curve of numerical test
XD-C140 and the experimental load displacement curve determined during the experimental test
of Ran Feng and Ben Young [16].

Figure 0-11; Load displacement diagram test XH-C150
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Annex C: Failure modes with in-plane bending
In the up-coming chapter, the expected failure modes for aluminum tubular joints loaded by inplane bending are described. The characteristic aspect of tubular joints of aluminum properties of
aluminum will be taken to account: weld material, HAZ, extend of HAZ and partial penetration
weld. Some of the failure modes for steel are used with the material properties of steel changed
into aluminum.
The predicted failure modes that can occur for a T- and Y- joint in aluminum with in-plane bending
are:
- Weld failure
- Chord face failure in the HAZ
- Local brace failure in the HAZ
- Chord side wall failure

Annex C1: Weld failure
As previously described, it is not always possible for aluminum to design the weld stronger than the
connected brace member. In addition, the penetration depth of the weld cannot reach the full
width of the brace member. So it is important that the ultimate capacity of the weld is added as a
failure mechanism.
Only T-joints with an angle of θ=90° between chord and brace will be investigated with an in-plane
bending moment. The stresses in a single side fillet welded joint loaded perpendicularly to the weld
axis can be calculated by using the following equation:
MEd
h1
MEd
sin
 
Part D:      
h
2  a  beff
2  a  beff  1
sin
 0
2

  

Part A and B:

1

2.12  MEd
 h 
a 1 
 sin 

2

2

 0

Part C:

   0
 0

The location of weld parts A, B, C and D are indicated in figure 1.3.
with:
- N1 is the force loaded perpendicularly to the weld axis
-  is the normal stress perpendicular to the throat section


-  is the stress acting on the throat section perpendicular to the weld axis


-  is the shear stress parallel to weld axis
- a is the effective throat thickness of weld
- beff is the effective weld width
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Figure 1.3: Difference between θ=90° and θ<90°

The design stresses of a fillet weld should be:
 2 Ed  3  2 Ed   2Ed  

with:

fw

3

 Mw
- fw is the characteristic strength of weld metal
- γMw is the partial safety factor for welded joints, according to the NEN-EN 1999-1-1 table
8.1(γMw = 1.25)

Substituting 1 and 2 into 3:
 2 Ed  3  2 Ed   2Ed  

fw

 Mw

2
2





3
3




2   MEd 
2  MEd 
MEd
MEd
f

2
25
25




 3

 0   w
2
2
h1
h


 Mw
 h  
 h  
  2  a  beff  1

a 1  
 2  a  beff  sin a   1  
sin



 sin  
 sin  



2





MEd
MEd
6
  fw
2 
 
2
h1

25
 h    Mw
a 1  
 2  a  beff  sin
 sin  


Mipb ,1 

25  a  beff  h1 



fw

 Mw

sin  25  2  12  b



The maximum capacity when weld failure will occur is:
Mipb ,1 

25  a  beff  h1 



fw

 Mw

sin  25  2  12  b



4
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Annex C2: Yield models in aluminum
As described before, the extent of the HAZ must be taken in to account in the yield line model.
Figure 1.6and 1.8 illustrate different cases of the extent of the HAZ interfered with the yield lines.
An important question is, what will happen with the yield lines? Will the size of the yield line
pattern be bigger than the extent of the HAZ, shown in figure 1.6? Or will the size of the yield line
be smaller than the extent of the HAZ, shown in figure 1.8? This has to be investigated.

Figure 1.6: Yield line model larger extent of HAZ

Figure 1.8: Yield line model smaller than extent of HAZ

Yield line larger than extent of HAZ, figure1.6.
Has not been determined
Yield line smaller than extent of HAZ, figure 1.8.
If the yield line model is smaller than the extent of the HAZ, as shown in figure 1.8, the internal and
external work can be equated to zero by using plastic hinge singe system with yield lines. This way,
the maximum capacity can be calculated for a yield line pattern according to figure 1.8. The
strength of the HAZ is taken equal to fo,HAZ. First, the yield line pattern is divided into five lines,
which will yield. In the upcoming equation the length, rotation of plastic hinge and the internal
works has been determined.
Yield line 1:
l1  b0

1 



1
 b0  b1   cot( )
2
2  tan( )
Win;1 
   mp
1

Yield line 2:
l2  b1

 2  1 



1
 b0  b1   cot( )
2
2    tan( )
Win;2 
   mp
1

Yield line 3:
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1
 b0  b1 
1 h1
l3  
2
2 sin
tan



3 

1
 b0  b1 
2
Win;3  l3   3  mp
1 b  b  2 
1 h
Win;3    1   0 1 
mp
 2 sin 2 tan   b0  b1 

 b0  b1      mp
h1
Win;3  

  b0  b1  sin  b0  b1  tan 




h1  b0
Win;3  
 cot      mp
 b0  b0  b1  sin



h1
b1
with:  
and  
b0
b0


b0 
Win;3  
 cot      mp
  b0  b1  sin






Win;3  
 cot      mp
 1    sin




Yield line 4:
2

2
 h 
l4  0.5  
  b0  b1 

 sin 

1

 2   b0  b1  
  cot 

1 h1



 2 sin 
1
g  cos      b0  b1 
2
1
r  sin      b0  b1 
2
s  r  tan  

 : l4   : r   

4 


s



Figure 1.19: Yield line 4
Source: [4]

 r
l4


g

Met maple

1     sin

Win;4  

 1     sin




    mp


Yield line 5:
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l5  l5

5 







 l5  tan   l5  cot  

Win;5  l5   5  mp
 


Win;5  l5 

  mp
 l5  tan l5  cot  
Win;5   tan  cot      mp

Yield line total:
Win  Win; Yield line 1t/m5
Win  2 




1     sin
2  tan
2    tan( )


   mp  2 
  mp  4  
 cot      mp  




1

1   
 1    sin

 1     sin

 4   tan  cot      mp

1     sin  tan  cot  


 tan   tan
Win  4  mp    


 cot  


1

1     sin
1     sin
 1  

 tan   tan
1     sin  tan  2  cot  

Win  4  mp    

 2


1

1     sin
 1  

2

1     sin
2  1    


  tan    tan  2 

 1    tan 

sin

tan 


2
1     sin  tan   tan  2  1    
4  mp   

Win 
  tan    tan  2 


1 
sin

tan 



4  mp  
Win 
1

4  mp  
Win 
1

2

1     sin 2  1    


 2  tan  2 



sin

tan 



1     sin  2  cot  

 tan
Win  4  mp    2 
 2



1     sin
 1  

 tan
1     sin  cot  

Win  8  mp    



2 
 1   1     sin

fo ,haz ;0  t02
4
Wex  Win
mp 

Mip 

 tan
1     sin  cot  
2 


sin  2  fo ,haz ;0  t02  



h1
1


1



sin

2 







There is a minimum for:
f
 t2  h
dN1
 0 with; N1  o ,haz ;0 0 1
d
sin

1     sin  cot  

 tan




2 
 1   1     sin


2
2
fo ,haz ;0  t02  h1  1  tan   1  tan   

0

2
 1

sin
tan






tan  1  
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Inserting tan  1   gives:

1     sin  1

 1



2 
1     sin
1
 1








 1
1     sin  1





2 
1

 1   1     sin
f
 t2  h 
1     sin 

 2
N1  o ,haz ;0 0 1 



sin
2 


 1   1     sin








N1 
N1 

fo ,haz ;0  t02  h1
sin
fo ,haz ;0  t02  h1
sin

Annex C3: Local brace failure in aluminum
Local brace failure is caused due to cracking of the brace. The model considered effective parts, the
same as for local brace failure in tension. For T- joints, effective parts are at the side along the
chord walls. Although the effective width for the tension side is different from that for the
compression side, the same effective width be is adopted for the bracing cross walls, this is also
done in the analytical model for steel [3]. The same question as for a Y- and T-joint under a tensile
force, will the full length of the be,alu be researched in aluminum? Due to the deformation capacity
of aluminum, it is possible that only the parts (h1) next to the chord web will be effective, shown in
figure 1.12. For aluminum, brace failure can be assumed to take place in the extent of the HAZ. For
the material strength, the ultimate strength for HAZ (fu,HAZ) divided by the partial safety factor will
be taken in account. The plastic modules of Wpl will be taken into account to allow full plasticisation
of the braces. So the equilibrium equation will be:
Mip ,i ,Rd 

fu ,haz ;i

Mip ,i ,Rd 

fu ,haz ;i

 M2
 M2

 Wpl 

W

pl

fu ,haz ;i

 M2

 b1  t1   h1  t1  

fu ,haz ;i

 M2

 be  t1   h1  t1 

 b1  t1  h1  t1   be  t1  h1  t1  


fu ,haz ;i 
be ;alu 

 Wpl   1 
  t1  b1   h1  t1  
 M2 
b1 


Cf fu ,haz ;0  t0
With be ,alu 

 b1
b0 t0 fu,haz ;1  t1
Mip ,i ,Rd 

Figure 1.11: Local brace failure

Figure 1.12: Local brace failure
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Annex C4: Chord side wall failure in aluminum
For steel, chord side wall failure can be divided into two failure modes: chord web yielding (figure
1.13) and chord web buckling (figure 1.15). Both failure modes occur in T, Y and X joints with a high
β ratio (β=1.0).
Chord side wall failure in tension.
For a T-joint in aluminum that will fail due to yielding of the chord wall will take place in the HAZ of
the weld, shown in figure 1.13 and 1.14. For the material strength, the ultimate strength for HAZ
(fu,HAZ) divided by the partial safety factor will be taken in account. If the length of 2.5*t0 could be
assumed to be equal or smaller than the extent of the HAZ, the equilibrium equation will be:
Mip ,1  0.5 

fu ,haz ;0

 M2

 h

t0  1  5t0 
 sin1


Figure 1.13: Chord side wall yielding

2

Figure 1.14 Front view T-joint β=1 with HAZ

Source: [4]
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Chord side wall failure in compression.
The second failure mode that can occur is buckling of the chord, shown in figure 1.15. The wall
slenderness (h0/t0) of the chord is decisive for the buckling resistance of the chord.

Figure 1.15: Four hinge yield line model for chord side wall failure (Packer, 1978)
Source: [4]

Figure 1.16: Local brace failure

The 4 hinge yield line mechanism can be used to determine the ultimate
capacity when chord member buckling will occur. This mechanism, founded
by Packer in 1978, is shown in figure 14. NEN-EN 1999-1-1 art. 6.1.5 makes use
of the reduced thickness method for local buckling resistance. The reduced
thickness t0;eff can be determined by t    t . In the next section, section
0;eff

c

0

7.5.3, the ρc can be determined. The buckling of the chord web will partly take
place in the extent of the HAZ, illustrated in figure 9. It is possible that the
reduction of HAZ on the thickness t    t must also be taken in to
0;haz

haz

0

account. According to the NEN-EN 1999-1-1, the minimum of the reducing
factor for HAZ and buckling must be taken into account, illustrated in figure
1.17. This phenomenon must be investigated. Equating the external work to
the internal work gives:

Figure 1.17: Thickness

t0;eff  c  t0

reduction of chord wall
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The buckling of the chord web will partly take place in the extent of the HAZ, illustrated in figure
1.16. These HAZ effects have to be investigated. It can be assumed that the buckling of the chord
wall takes place along the entire chord member height. The extent of the HAZ is a small part of the
chord wall, so it can be assumed that over the entire height h1 the ρc will be included. The ρHAZ will
not be taken to account.
Wex 

M1,ipb  
h1 2

h l 
Win  4   A  b0  mp  2  bo  mp  B  4  fo  t0;eff     1  x 
 4 2
For small angles:

 A  tan A 
B  tanB 
M1,ipb  
h1 2

 4


lx


h1 2


lx

 b0  mp  2  bo  mp 


h1 2

h l 
 4  fo  t0;eff     1  x 
 4 2

b m
 b m
 h
M1,ipb   4  0 p  4  o p  fo  t0;eff  h1  2  fo  t0;eff  lx   1
lx
h1

 2

In order to find the minimum failure load;
b m

 h
  4  0 2 p  2  fo  t0;eff   1  0
dlx
lx

 2
b m h
2  0 2p 1  fo  t0;eff  h1  0
lx
b m h
2  0 2p 1  fo  t0;eff  h1
lx
2  b0  mp  h1
lx2 
fo  t0;eff  h1
dM1,ipb

lx 

2  b0  mp
fo  t0;eff
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Substituting lx and mp in equation

M1,ipb

M1,ipb
M1,ipb





b0  mp
bo  mp
2  b0  mp  h1

 4
 4
 fo  t0;eff  h1  2  fo  t0;eff 

h1
fo  t0;eff  2
2

b

m
0
p




fo  t0;eff


b m
f t h


  2  b0  mp  fo  t0;eff  2  o p  o 0;eff 1  2  b0  mp  fo  t0;eff   h1
h1
2


bo  mp fo  t0;eff  h1 

  2  2  b0  mp  fo  t0;eff  2 

  h1
h1
2



with:
mp 

M1,ipb

M1,ipb

t0;2 eff  fo
4
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Annex D: Results of tensile test Miroslaw Marusiak
aluminium alloy type 6082-T6
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List of symbols
RHS is rectangular hollow section
 is the ratio of the mean diameter or with of the
brace members, to that of the chord:
- for T, Y and X joints: b1
b0

 is the ratio of the brace member depth to the

chord diameter or width: hi
b0

j

Figure 0.1: Joint parameters
Source: [4]

is included angle between brace member j (

j  1; 2 or 3 ) and the chord member

 is the ratio of the chord width or diameter to twice its wall thickness: b
0
2t0

 is the ratio between brace wall thickness and chord wall thickness
  0,Ed

n is the ratio  fy 0

t1
t0


  M 5

for RHS chords

fyk

is the characteristic yield strength

fyi

is the yield strength of member i ( i  0; 1; 2 or 3 )

fb is the buckling strength of the chord side wall
i member index (0=chord, 1; 2 or 3 = brace)
j brace index ( j  1; 2 or 3 )

ti is the wall thickness of member i ( i  0; 1; 2 or 3 )
hi is the overall in-plane depth of the cross-section of member i ( i  0; 1; 2 or 3 )
bi is the overall out of plane width of RHS member i ( i  0; 1; 2 or 3 )
beff

is the effective width for a brace member to chord connection

be ,p

is the effective width for punching shear

Av is the shear area of the chord
g is the gap between the brace members in a K or N joint or the gap is measured along the length

of the connecting face of the chord, between the toes of the adjacent brace members.
Wpl ,i

VSd

is plastic section modulus of member i ( i  0; 1; 2 or 3 )

is the existing shear force

Vpl ,Rd

is plastic design shear resistance of member

kn

is a factor concerning a tension or compression, defined in table NEN-EN 1993-1-8 art 7.5.1
Table 7.10
 is a factor concerning the gap size, defined in table NEN-EN 1993-1-8 art 7.5.1 Table 7.12
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 M 5 is the partial safety factor for the resistance or joints in hollow section lattice girder
(recommended value  M5  1.0 )
Ni ,Rd

is the design value of the resistance of the joint, expressed in terms of the internal axial force

in member i ( i  0; 1; 2 or 3 )
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1| Introduction

To gain better understanding of the problem, books and journal articles about rectangular hollow
sections joints will be discussed in this literature study. The literature study is divided into different
topics. The first chapters will be used to gain more insight in and information about the back
ground of the design rules in the Eurocode and the analytical models. The second topic concerns
some reference literature about parametrical studies. The different parameters and combination
of parameters there where used during the studies and the motivation of these parameters and
combinations. The third topic in this literature study concerns numerical research. During this topic
the how to model the geometries of a T-joint by using symmetrical panels, the possibilities and
impossibilities of different types of elements, some state of art literature about numerical
simulation done in the past will be discussed, different boundary conditions and loadings methods
will be discussed. This literature will be used to construct the FE-models. Experimental research
about rectangular hollow section joints in steel will also be included in the literature study. The last
topic of the literature study is about the difference between the material properties of aluminium
and steel. These studies will allow the steel FE model to be converted into aluminium FE model.
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2| Non-uniform stiffness distribution
The load transfer is complex due to the non-uniform stiffness distribution in the hollow section
joints. The difference in stiffness at the side (figure 2.1 located at 1) and at the centre of a face
(figure 2.1 located at 2) is greater than for circular hollow sections, due to the flat sides of a
rectangular hollow section. In the upcoming section the internal stiffness distribution and the
ultimate capacity are described. The literature that is used is: ‘’Hollow sections in structural
applications’’ [2] section 7.1.2 and 7.1.3.

Figure 2.12: RHS profile
Source:

2.1 Internal stiffness distribution
The stiffness distribution in the joint determines the stress distribution. To investigate the elastic
stress distribution an example is used, that is given in the literature of “Hollow sections in structural
apllications” [2]. This example exists of plates welded to a RHS chord, shown in figure 2.1. This
example considered the stiffness of the plates and the connected face of the hollow section. The
plates are loaded by a uniformly load q. For the hollow section face, two load cases are considered.
The load q1 is located parallel to the hollow section side walls and load q2 is located at the center of
the hollow section face.

F
igure
2.13:
Plateto-RHS joint
Source: [2]

Figure 2.2: Stiffness of Plate-to-RHS chord joint
Source: [2]
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The load q2 has to be transmitted to the side walls by bending. The bending stiffness of the top face
of the hollow section and the hollow sections side walls determine the deformation. To ensure that
the plate and the hollow section face have the same deformation, the stresses at the center of the
top plate should be lower than that towards the edges. This increases the stresses at the edges and
reduces the stresses at the plate center is shown in figure 2.3. This stress pattern is based on an
elastic material behavior.

Figure 2.3: Resulting stress pattern
Source: [2]

The resulting stress pattern is depending on the b0/t0 ratio. If the b0/t0 ratio is small the stress
distribution is uniform. In case of a large b0/t0 ratio the stress distribution is not uniformed
anymore and compression stresses can occur in the top face, illustrated by figure 2.4.

1

1
2

Figure 2.4: Resulting stress pattern by large b0/t0 ratio
Source: [2]
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2.2 Ultimate load capacity
The ultimate load capacity is defined by the criteria that met first: ultimate load resistance or
deformation limit. For joints which show a maximum in the load deformation diagram, is the
ultimate load capacity well defined. The ultimate load capacity is shown in figure 2.5 with the blue
curve. Selected joints loaded in compression shown an ultimate load capacity. By other joints the
deformation is getting larger and larger by further increasing of the load capacity that the
maximum is already obtained. This is the reason why a deformation limit has been defined by Lu et
al. in 1994. The deformation limit is 0.03d0 or 0.03b0 and is shown in figure 2.5. This limit is based
on the deformation at serviceability that should not be governing and crack initiation should not
occur at serviceability. The deformation limit considers the local displacement of the chord wall at
the connection of the brace to the chord.

Figure 2.5: Deformation limit
Source: [2]
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2.3 Types of bending moments
Three types of bending moment can take place by a truss analysis, primary bending moments,

transverse member loading and nodal eccentricity and secondary bending moment
effects. In the upcoming section the three types of bending moment are discussed.
Depending on table 3.1, bending moments have or have not to be considered in
the structural calculations.
Transvers bending moment effect can occur by transvers loadings, a loading in the
middle of the brace in transverse direction. These bending moments must always
be taken to account when designing the chords.
Nodal eccentricities take place when the center lines of the members do not
intersect, illustrated in figure 2.6. These eccentricities produce primary bending
moments. If the eccentricity limits, discussed in chapter 5.4, are violated, the
eccentricity moment may have an effect on the joint strength. According to the
NEN-EN 1993-1-8 [1] section 5.1.5.(5), the moments resulting from eccentricities
may be neglected in the design of tension chord members and brace member. The
may also be neglected in the design of connections if the eccentricities are within
the following limits:

0.55  h0  e  0.25  h0

Figure 2.6: Plane frame joint modelling assumptions to obtain realistic forces for member design
Source: [6]

Secondary moments are caused by the rotational stiffness of joints. A secondary bending moment
occurs due to a large displacement of the truss and because of semi-rigid joints between the chord
and brace members instead of pin-ended brace member, illustrated in figure 2.7. Secondary
moments may be neglected in the design of the joints is the following conditions are satisfied,
according to NEN-EN 1993-1-8 [1] section 5.1.5.(3):
- The joints geometry is within the range of validity specified in table 5.1 (included in chapter
5).
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Pin-ended members can be assumed provided that following conditions are satisfied:
- The joints are stronger than the connected members and the members satisfy certain
requirements with regard to the diameter-wall thickness ratio to allow redistribution of
stresses.
- The joints are weaker than that connected members but the joints have sufficient deformation
and rotation capacity to allow redistribution of stresses in the limit state.
If one of the above mentioned conditions is satisfied the secondary bending moments will
disappear in the limit state.

Figure 2.7: Secondary bending moment
Source: T. (Björk, N. Tuominen & T. Lähde, 2015) Effect of the secondary bending moment on K-joint capacity

Rotational capacity is the angle through which the joint can rotate for given resistance level
without failing.

Table 3.1 Allowance for bending moments, according to NEN-EN 1993-1-8 [1] Table
5.3
Type
of
Source of bending moment
component
Secondary
Primary;
Primary;
Nodal
effects
Transverse
eccentricity
member
loading
Compression
Not
if
Yes
Yes
chord
secondary
moments
Tension
No
may
be
chord
neglected.
Brace
No
member
Joint
Not
if
0.55  h0  e  0.25  h0

Is satisfied
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3| Failure modes
In joints different type of failures can occur. In this section the different failure modes are
discussed, the type of loads and the type of joints in which these modes may occur. These failure
modes are described in the Eurocode for steel NEN-EN 1993-1-8 [1] section 7.2.2 and in the
literature ‘’Hollow sections in structural applications’’ [2] section 7.3 and 9.2.
The failure modes that can occur are:
- (local) brace failure (cracking or local buckling)
- Weld failure
- Lamellar tearing
- Chord face failure
- Chord punching shear failure
- Chord side wall yielding or buckling
- Chord local buckling
- Chord shear failure
Brace failure
Brace failure arises due to cracking in the welds or in the braces members. Figure 3.1 and figure 3.2
shows the brace failure caused by a normal force and a bending moment. Brace failure generally
occurs for joints with relatively thin walled braces. It is a general failure mode for overlap joints.

Figure 3.1: Brace failure caused by normal force

Figure 3.2: Brace failure caused by bending moment

Source: [1]

Source: [1]

Weld failure
Weld failure occurs when the strength of the fillet welds is lower than that of the adjacent plates.
To get a joint with sufficient deformation capacity, plastic deformation may not occur in the weld.
Therefore, the welds should be designed stronger than the connected brace members. For
aluminum this is not always possible, but yielding of the HAZ should take place before weld fails.
Lamellar tearing
The loading and stresses have to pass via the top face to the side walls. That is why cracking or
lamellar tearing can take place. This phenomenon can be avoided by using material with good
through thickness properties (TTP), in agreement of the rules in NEN-EN 1993-1-8 [1] section 10
(for steel structures).
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Chord face failure
Chord face failure includes the plastic failure of the chord face. Chord face failure is the most
common type of failure for T, Y, X and K and N gap joints with width ratios β<0.85. The design
resistance of chord face failure decreases when the chord member is loaded in compression. The
larger the compression force, the larger is the decreases in design resistance.

Figure 3.3: Chord face failure caused by normal force

Figure 3.4: Chord face failure caused by bending moment

Source: [1]

Source: [1]

Punching shear failure
Punching shear failure is the failure of a hollow section chord wall, caused by crack initiation
leading to rupture of the brace members from the chord member. The brace can be pulled out of
the chord, due to cracking in the chord by shear around the brace connection perimeter. Punching
shear may occur in joints with relatively high β ratios β≥0.85.

Figure 3.5: Punching shear failure caused by normal force

Figure 3.6: Punching shear failure caused by bending moment

Source: [1]

Source: [1]
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Chord side wall yielding or buckling
Chord side wall failure or chord web failure can occur due to yielding, crushing or instability of the
chord side wall or the chord web. Chord side wall failure or chord web failure is a common failure
mode for T, Y and X joints with a β ratio close or equal to 1.0. The design resistance of chord side
wall yielding or buckling decreases when the chord member is loaded in compression. The larger
the compression force, the larger is the decreases in design resistance.

Figure 3.7: Chord side wall failure caused by normal force

Figure 3.8: Chord side wall failure caused by bending moment

Source: [1]

Source: [1]

Chord shear failure
Chord shear failure occurs due to the brace component load perpendicular to the chord that has to
transfer between a gap or a distance between to braces. Chord shear may occur in K or X gap joints
with a high β ratio or K gap joints with a low h0/b0 ratio.

Figure 3.9: Chord shear failure caused by normal force

Figure 3.10: Chord shear failure caused by bending moment

Source: [1]

Source: [1]
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4| Analytical models

Analytical models describe the joint behavior and the governing parameters for the joint strengths.
Some analytical models are combined with experimental research, because of the complicated
joint behavior. These analytical models are described in the literature ‘’Hollow sections in structural
applications’’ [2] section 9.3. The different analytical models are discussed in the upcoming
paragraphs.

4.1 Yield line model
The yield line model is originally developed by Johansen for plates [15]. For joints between
rectangular hollow sections, it is used to give an estimation of the chord face plastification capacity
also referred to as chord face failure. For joints with medium β ratios (0.25≤β<0.85), the yield line
model gives a good estimation. For joint with a small β ratio (β≤0.25), the deformation to realize
the yield line pattern may be too high and the ultimate deformation limit is reached. For high β
ratios (β<0.85), the model predicts infinite strength and other failure modes will be governing. The
yield line method is an upper bound approach. The lowest capacity can be obtain by increasing the
order of examined yield line patterns.

Figure 4.1: Yield line model

Figure 4.2: External work

Source:

Source: [2]

Figure 4.1 illustrates five yield line pattern. All of these five lines will yield for a specific compression
or tension load. The principle of the yield line method is based on equating the internal and
external work to zero by using plastic hinge system with yield lines. Figure 4.2 illustrates the
compression force on the brace. The compression force multiplied with this displacement gives the
external work. The internal work is the total sum of all the five yield lines together. In the upcoming
pages the external and internal work for each yield line is calculated.
Work equation:
Wex  Win
Wex  N1  sin  
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Internal work:
Win  Win; Yield line 1t/m5  li  i  mp

For each yield line the same symbols are used:
is the plastic hinge that occurs mp  t0  fy 0 per unit length
2

mp

li

4

is the length of the yield lines

 i is the rotation of the plastic hinge

Yield line 1
Win;1  2  b0  1  mp

For small ϕ:
tan1  1
1 


1
 b0  b1   cot 
2

Figure 4.3: Yield line 1
Source:

Win;1  2  b0  1  mp
Win;1  2  b0 

2 

 b0  b1   cot 

Win;1 

4  b0  tan
   mp
 b0  b1 

Win;1 

4  tan
   mp
1   

 mp

Yield line 2
2  1 



1
 b0  b1   cot
2
Win;2  2  b1   2  mp
Win;2  2  b1
Win;2 

2 

 b0  b1   cot 

mp

4  b1  tan
  mp
 b0  b1 

4  tan
  mp
 b1 b1 
  
 b0 b1 
b
with:   1
b0

Win;2 

4  tan
  mp
1


1




4    tan
Win;2 
  mp
1   
Win;2 
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Yield line 3:

Figure 4.4: Yield line 3
Source:

1
 b0  b1 
h1
l3 
 2 2
sin
tan

3 
1
 b0  b1 
2
Win;3  2  l3   3  mp
b  b  2 
 h
Win;3  2   1  0 1 
mp
 sin tan   b0  b1 

4  b0  b1  
4  h1
Win;3  

   mp
  b  b  sin  b  b  tan 
0
1
 0 1



4  h1  b0
Win;3  
 4  cot      mp
 b  b  b  sin

 0 0 1

h1
b1
with:  
and  
b0
b0
 4  b0 

Win;3  
 4  cot      mp
  b  b  sin

 0 1



4 
Win;3  
 4  cot      mp
 1    sin
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Yield line 4
 4  3 

2 

 b0  b1 

Win;4  2  l4   4  mp
h1
2 

 mp
sin  b0  b1 

Win;4  2 
Win;4 
Win;4 

4  h1

 b0  b1   sin

   mp

4  h1  b0
   mp
b0   b0  b1   sin

with:  

h1
b
and   1
b0
b0

Win;4 

4   b0
   mp
b
 0  b1   sin

Win;4 

4 
   mp
1     sin

Yield line 5:

Figure 4.5: Yield line 5

Figure 4.6: ϕ of yield line 5

Source:

Source:

AB  l5  tan
AD 

5 

l5
tan



 l5  tan 





 l5  cot  

Win;5  4  l5  5  mp
 


Win;5  4  l5 

  mp
 l5  tan l5  cot  
Win;5  4   tan  cot      mp
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Yield line total:
Win  Win; Yield line 1t/m5
Win 



4  tan
4    tan
4 
4 
   mp 
  mp  
 4  cot      mp 
   mp


1   
1   
1     sin
 1    sin


 4   tan  cot      mp

4  mp   

1

1 
 tan    tan 


 1     tan 

1 
sin tan sin
tan 
4  mp   

1

1 
Win 
 tan    tan 


 tan    tan 

1 
sin tan sin
tan 
8  mp   

1 
Win 
 tan 


1 
sin tan 
Win 

mp 

fy 0  t02

4
Wex  Win

fy 0  t02


1 

4
N1  sin   
 tan 


1
sin

tan 

2  fy 0  t02 

1 
N1  sin 
 tan 


1 
sin tan 
8

There is a minimum for:
dN1
0
d
with; N1 

2  fy 0  t02
1


1 

 tan 


sin tan 

sin



2

1    1  tan 
2

2  fy 0  t 1  tan   
2

tan  


1     sin
2
0

 



 0

tan  1  

Inserting tan  1   gives:
2  fy 0  t02 

1
 1   


1 
sin
1
2
2  fy 0  t0  
 1
N1 

 2 1   
1    sin
 sin
N1 

 1
 
 sin
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4.2 Punching shear model
The brace can be pulled out of the chord by punching shear. The load in the brace is construed into
a component perpendicular and a load parallel to the chord face (vertical component), shown in
figure 8. Due to the shear around the brace connection perimeter cracks can occur in the chord.
The brace can be pulled out or in the chord due to the vertical component of the load. The stiffness
along the perimeter is non-uniform. Certain parts are assumed to be effective for resisting the
punching shear, because the deformation capacity of the other parts may not be sufficient to
obtain a full effective perimeter for punching shear. For T or Y joints stiffest parts are the sides
along the chord walls. The siffest also termed as effective parts along the cross walls, designated as
be,p. The effective parts are depending of the b0/t0 ratio of the chord. The gaps size is an important
parameter for the effective punching shear length, of K gap joints. For situation were the gap size is
close to zero, the gap part is relatively stiff compared to the other perimeter parts, shown in
figure2.5a. If the gap size is large a similar situation occurs as for T and Y joints, shown in figure
2.5c. The intermediate case is that the gap distance has such a length that the stiffness at the side
and the crown are the same, shown in figure 2.4b.
The punching shear criterion for T, Y and X-joints is given by:
N1 

 2h
 1
t0  1  2be ,p 
3  sin1
 sin1

fy 0

The value for be,p is determined experimentally by Wardenier 1982:
be ,p 

10
b1
b0 t0

Figure 2.4: Chord punching shear model for a K gap joint (chord face)
Source: [2]
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4.3 Local brace failure model
Local brace failure is caused by the load parallel to the brace member. The model considered
effective parts, due to the non-uniformed stiffness along the connection perimeter. For T or Y joints
effective parts are at the sides along the chord walls. The effective part is designated as be, shown
in figure 2.5. To avoid that the corners are counted twice a term 4t1 has been included in the design
rules. For K joints with gap it is possible to have a full effective cross wall of the brace at the gap,
this is depending on the gap size.
The design value for a brace of an T, Y and X-joint to avoid local brace failure, can be given by:
N1  fy1t1 2h1  2be  4t1 

The value for be is determined experimentally by Wardenier 1982:
be 

10 fy 0t0
b1
b0 t0 fy1t1

Figure 2.5: Chord punching shear model for a K gap joint (chord face)
Source: [2]
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4.4 Chord side wall bearing or buckling model
Chord side wall failure can be divided into two failure modes. These are the failure mode by
yielding of the cord wall which occurs under a tensile load, shown in figure 2.6, and the failure
mode of buckling of the chord wall which occurs under a compression load, shown in figure 2.7.
Both failure modes occur in T, Y and X joints with a high β ratio (β=1.0). Failure by yielding or
buckling of the chord side walls occurs mostly by T, Y and X joints with a high β ratio. For slender
walls and compression stresses in the brace, buckling of the chord web is decisive. If buckling is
decisive, the yield stress fy0 will be replaced by the buckling stress fk in NEN-EN 1993-1-8 [1].
 h
 1
N1  2 fy 0t0  1  5t0 
 sin1
 sin1

Figure 2.6: Chord side wall failure model

Figure 2.7: Four hinge yield line model for chord
side wall failure (Packer, 1978)

Source: [2]

Source [2]

The 4 hinge yield line mechanism, gives a better agreement with the test results for all
slendernesses then the design rule according to NEN-EN 1993-1-8 [1]. This mechanism, founded by
Packer in 1978 [], is shown in figure 2.7. Equating the external work to the internal work gives:
Wex  N1  
Win  4    mp  b0  2  fy 0  t0  h1    4  fy 0  t0 
with: mp 

lx

2

t 02  fy 0
4

For small angels:

  tan 

N1  4 


lx

mp  b0
lx

 2  fy 0  t0  h1  2  fy 0  t0  l x

In order to find the minimum failure load;
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m
dN1
 4  b0  2p  2  fy 0  t0  0
dlx
lx
2  b0  mp

lx 

fy 0  t0

mp  b0

N1  4 

2  b0  mp
fy 0  t0

 2  fyo  t0  h1  2  fy 0  t0 

2  b0  mp
fy 0  t0

N1  2  2  mp  b0  fy 0  t0  2  fy 0  t0  h1  2  2  fy 0  t0  b0  mp
N1  4  2  mp  b0  fy 0  t0  2  fy 0  t0  h1

Including web buckling stress:
fb    fy 0
N1  4  2  mp  b0    fy 0  t0  2    fy 0  t0  h1
with:
mp 

t02  fy 0
4

N1  4  2  b0    fy 0  t0 

t02  fy 0
4

 2    fy 0  t0  h1

Including parameters:   b0 ;   h1 and    h1
2t0

b0

2  t0

1
N1  4  t0  fy 0  2  b0     t0  2    fy 0  t0  h1
4
substituting:
N1  4  t02  fy 0 

1
 t0  1
t02
b0
   2    fy 0  t0  h1
2  t0



b0
1
N1   4 
   2     h1   t02  fy 0


2  t0
t0



h 
N1   4      4    1   t02  fy 0
2  t0 

N1 





         4  t02  fy 0
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4.5 Chord shear model
Chord shear failure will only occur for X and K-joints with a gap. This failure mode is a chord cross
section plastification due to a combination of load; shear, axial and if present a bending load. The
webs are effective for shear and if the gap is small a part of the top flange may also be effective,
shown in figure 2.8. The remaining cross section has to transfer the axial force. To combine these
different shear and normal stresses the Huber-Hencky-Von Mises criterion is used.
Ngap ,0   A0  Av  fy 0  Av fy 0

V
1   gap ,0
 Vpl ,0


2

 with
f
Vpl ,0  y 0 Av

3


Figure 2.8: Chord shear failure model
Source: [2]
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5| NEN-EN 1993-1-8
The European Standard NEN-EN 1993-1-8 [1] provides sets of design rules for many types of joints.
These sets of design rules are divided into different types of joints and various cross-sections. For
this research only rectangular hollow section trusses will be considered. In the upcoming section,
the set of design rules is provided for the axial resistances of T, X and Y-joints, the set of design
rules for T and X-joint with an in plane moment and the design rules for axial resistance of a K-joint.
In the first section, the different parameters used in the design rules are summed up.

5.1 Validity range of geometric parameters and welds
To determine the design resistance according to NEN-EN 1993-1-8 art. 7.5.2. and 7.5.3, described
in the up-coming sections, the geometric parameters of the joint have to satisfy the range of
validity given in the NEN-EN 1993-1-8 art 7.5.1 Table 7.8. In the table 2.1 only the limits for T-,Y-,Xand K-joints are given.
Table 5.1: Validity range of geometric parameters according to [1] art. 7.5.1 Table 7.8
Type of joint
Geometric parameters
β=bi/b0
2γ=b0/t0
b1/t1
θ
h0/t0 and h1/t1
h0/b0 and h1/b1
T, Y and X
0.25≤β≤1.0 2γ≤35
≤35
≤35
≤35
0.5≤…≤2.0

5.2 Welds requirements
The weld of different joints has to satisfy some requirements to determine the design resistance
according to NEN-EN 1993-1-8.
- The weld should be designed to have sufficient resistance to allow for non-uniform stressdistributions and sufficient deformation capacity to allow for redistribution of bending
moments.
- The weld around the entire perimeter of the hollow section is either a butt weld, a fillet weld
or a combination of these two.
- The design resistance of the weld should be larger than the design resistance of the crosssection of that member per unit length of perimeter. This criterion may be waived when a
smaller weld size has sufficient resistance, the deformation capacity and the rotation capacity,
taking account of the possibility that only part of the length is effective.
- The required throat thickness should be determined according to NEN-EN 1993-1-8 [1] section
4. For a RHS T-joints with β=1.0 the design throat thickness of flare groove welds is defined in
Figure 2.9

Figure

2.9:

Design

throat

thickness

of

flare

groove

welds

in

RHS

Source:

[1]
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5.3 Design rules for axial resistances of T-, X- and Y-joints
In this section the design rules for axial resistances of welded T, X and Y-joints between RHS braces
and RHS chords are given, according to NEN-EN 1993-1-8 art. 7.5.2.1 Table 7.11.
Design resistance i  1 :
Chord face failure   0.85 :
N1,Rd 

kn fy 0t02  2

 4 1     M5

1    sin1  sin1


This equation is derived in the analytical model of yield line model, paragraph 4.1.
Chord side wall buckling   1.0 :
N1,Rd 


kn fbt0  2h1
 10t0   M 5

sin1  sin1


f f

with yk y 0 for T joints
(Note: In the EN 1993-1-8: 2005 (E) the factor kn is not present compared with the EN 1993-1-8:
2011)
This equation is derived in the analytical model of chord side wall bearing, paragraph 4.4.
Brace failure   0.85 :

N1,Rd  fy1t1 2h1  4t1  2beff   M5

This equation is derived in the analytical model of local brace failure model, paragraph 4.3.

1
0.85     1  


:
Punching shear

N1,Rd 

 2h1

 2be ,p   M 5

3 sin1  sin1

fy 0t0

This equation is derived in the analytical model of punching shear, paragraph 4.2.
Parameter fb
For tension:

fb  fy 0
f f

yo
For compression: b
(T en Y joints)

Where is the reduction factor for flexural buckling obtained from EN 1993-1-1 using the relevant

buckling curve and a normalized slenderness  determined from:
 h0
 1
  2
t
 sin1
  3.46  0
E

fy 0

Parameter

beff

and

be ,p
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beff 
be ,p 

10 fy 0t0
b1
b0 t0 fy1t1

but

10
b1
b0 t0

be ,p  b1

but
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beff  b1

Parameter kn
For n  0 (compression):
kn  1.3 

0.4n



but kn  1.0

For n  0 (tension):
kn  1.0

5.3 Design rules for T- and X-joints with in plane moments
Design rules for hollow cross-section T and X-joints with in plane moments according to NEN-EN
1993-1-8 [1] art. 7.5.2.1 Table 7.14
T and X-joints with in plane moments   90 :
Chord face failure   0.85 :
 1
2

Mip ,1,Rd  kn fy 0t02h1  

 2
1


1





  M 5


Chord side wall crushing 0.85    1.0 :
Mip ,1,Rd  0.5 fyk t0  h1  5t0   M5
2

with

fyk  fy 0

for T joints

Brace failure 0.85    1.0 :


b 

Mip ,1,Rd  fy1 Wpl ,1   1  eff  b1h1t1   M5


b1 




Parameters
beff 

beff

and kn

10 fy 0t0
b1
b0 t0 fy1t1

but

beff  b1

For n  0 (compression):
kn  1.3 

0.4n



but kn  1.0

For n  0 (tension):
kn  1.0
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According to NEN-EN 1993-1-1 art. 6.3.1.2


1
   2   2 but   1.0





  0.5 1     0.2   2 



According to [1] table 7.11
 h0

1
  2
t
sin
1

  3.46  0
E

fy 0

5.4 Design rule for joint subject to combined bending and axial force.
Brace member connections subject to combined bending and axial force should satisfy, according
to NEN-EN 1993-1-8 art. 7.4.2:
Ni ,Ed  Mip ,i ,Ed

Ni ,Rd  Mip ,i ,Rd

2

 Mop ,i ,Ed
 1.0
 
 Mop ,i ,Rd

Where:
Mip,i,Rd is the design in-plane moment resistance
Mip,i,Ed is the design in-plane internal moment
Mop,I,Rd is the design out-of-plane moment resistance
Mop,I,Ed is the design out-of-plane internal moment
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6| Design rules according to CIDECT
6.1 Validity range of geometric parameters
To determine the design resistances according to CIDECT publications some geometry parameters
of the joint have to be satisfied with the table 6.1. In the table 2.2 only the T-, Y-, X- and K-joints are
given.
Table 6.1: Validity range of geometric parameters according to [6] Table 4.1
Type of joint
Geometric
parameters
β=bi/b0
2γ=b0/t0
b1/t1
h0/t0
h1/t1
T-, Y-joints
0.25≤β≤1.0
2γ≤40
≤40
≤40
K-joints with 0.25≤β≤1.0 and 2γ≤40
≤40
≤40
gap
≥0.1+0.01(b0/t0)

and h0/b0 and
h1/b1
0.5≤…≤2.0
0.5≤…≤2.0

6.2 Design resistance of axially loaded uniplanar RHS braces to RHS
chord joints
In this section the design rules for axial resistances of welded T, X, Y and K-joints between RHS
braces and RHS chords are given, according CIDECT publications [4] table 4.1. The design resistance
are divided in five limit states:
Chord face plastification: (general check for K gap joints; for T, Y and X joints, if β>0.85)
Ni*  QuQf

fy 0t02
sini

Local yielding of brace: (general check)
Ni*  fyi ti lb ,eff

Chord punching shear: (for b  b  2t )
1
0
0
Ni* 

0.58 fy 0t0
sini

lp ,eff

Chord shear: (general check for K gap joints; for X joints, if cos  h1 )
1
h0

Ni* 

0.58 fy 0 Av
sini

 Vgap ,0
*
Ngap
,0   A0  Av  fy 0  Av fy 0 1  
 Vpl ,0






2
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Chord side wall failure: (only for T, Y and X joints with β=1.0)
Ni* 

fk t0
bw Qf
sini

Parameter Qu
For T, Y and X-joints:
2
4
Qu 

1    sin1 1  
For K gap joints:
Qu  14 0.3

Parameter Qf
Qf  1  n 

C1

with n  N0  M0 in connecting face
Npl ,0

Mpl ,0

where C1 is:
Chord compression stress
(n<0)
C1  0.6  0.5

T, Y and X
joints
K gap joints

Chord tension stress (n≥0)
C1 = 0.10

C1  0.5  0.5 but ≥ 0.10

Parameter lb,eff:
T, Y and X joints: l  2h  2b  4t
 1 e 1
b ,eff
K gap joints: l  2h  b  b  4t
 i i e i
b ,eff
with: b   10   fy 0t0  b but ≤ bi
 i

 
e
 b0 t0   fyi ti 
Parameter lp,eff:
T, Y and X joints: l   2hi  2b 

p ,eff
e ,p 
 sini

K gap joints: l   2hi  b  b 

p ,eff
i
e ,p 
 sini

with: b   10  b but ≤ bi

 i
e ,p
 b0 t0 

Parameter v  0.58 f A with
pl ,0
y0 v
T, Y and X joints: A  2h t
v

0 0

K gap joints: A  2h t  b t
v
0 0
0 0
with:  

1
4 g2
1 2
3t0
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Parameter bw
β = 1.0
T, Y and X
joints

 2h

bw   1  10t0 
 sin1


K gap joints

N/A

Parameter fk:
Brace
tension

0.85 < β < 1.0
Use linear interpolation between the
resistance for chord face plastification at
β=0.85 and the resistance for chord side
wall failure at β=1.0.

Brace compression
fk   fy 0

fk  fy 0

Where  = reduction facor for column buckling according to e.g.
Eurcode 3 (CEN, 2005a) using the relevant buckling curve and a
slenderness   3.46  h0  2 


 t0

1
sin
1


6.3 Design in-plane moment resistance of uniplanar RHS braces to RHS
chord joints
In this section the design rules for in-plane moment resistances of welded T and X-joints between
RHS braces and RHS chords are given, according CIDECT publications [4] table 5.1. The equations
are conservative for θ1 < 90°, so the θ1 = 90°. The design resistance are divided in three limit
states:
Chord face plastification: (for β≤0.85)
Mip* ,1  QuQ f fy 0t02h1

Local yielding of brace: (for 0.85 < β ≤ 1.0)


b
Mip* ,1  fy1 Wpl ,1   1  e
b1





 b1  h1  t1  t1 



Chord side wall failure: (for β = 1.0)
Mip* ,1  0.5 fk t0  h1  5t0  Qf
2

For 0.85<β<1.0, use linear interpolation between the resistance for chord face plastification at
β=0.85 and the resistance for chord side wall failure at β=1.0
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Parameter Qu:
 1
2

Qu   

 2
1


1








Parameter Qf, same as for design resistance of axially loaded uniplanar (Qf in paragraph 2.3).
Qf  1  n 

C1

n

N0
M
 0
Npl ,0 Mpl ,0

with
where C1 is:

T, Y and X
joints
K gap joints

in connecting face
Chord compression stress
(n<0)
C1  0.6  0.5

Chord tension stress (n≥0)
C1 = 0.10

C1  0.5  0.5 but ≥ 0.10

Parameter be:
 10
be  
 b0 t0

  fy 0t0 
 b1
 
  fy1t1  but <b1

Parameter fk:
T joints
fk  fy 0

X joints
fk  0.8  fy 0

Where  = reduction facor for column buckling according to e.g.
Eurcode 3 (CEN, 2005a) using the relevant buckling curve and a
 h0

1
 2
 t0
 sin1

  3.46 

slenderness

6.4 Difference between design rules of the NEN-EN 1993-1-8 and the
CIDECT publications
The design rules of the Eurocode and the CIDECT publications have differences in notations. All
design rules in the Eurocode have to be divided with a partial safety factor for steel joints, for
resistance of joints in hollow section lattice girder (with the recommended value gamma M5,
γM5=1.0), according to the NEN-EN-1993-1-8 [1] Table 2.1. In the design rules according to the
CIDECT publications, the safety factor is not included. The design rule to determine the ultimate
resistance of local brace failure and chord punching shear are the same, only some changes of
order in notations.
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The design rules to determine the ultimate resistance of chord face failure and chord face buckling
have some small differences in notation. The parameter which is used to determine the ultimate
resistance for compression with some normal force (N0,Ed) is different for the NEN-EN-1993-1-8 [1]
and the CIDECT. Table 6.2 shows the difference ways to take in account the influence of normal
force in the chord member. If the T-joint is loaded in tension without a normal force in the chord
member, the kn and the Qf are equivalent, equal to 1.0. If the T-joint is still loaded in tension but
this time with some normal force in the brace member n=N0,Ed / Npl,0=0.5, the value kn and Qf are
not equivalent anymore. The value kn is still equal to 1 but the Qf factor is equal to 0.93. This gives a
small difference in the ultimate resistance for a T-joint in tension. For a T-joint loaded in
compression the same difference can be obtained. If there is no normal force in the chord member
n =0, the value for kn and the Qf will be equivalent, equal to 1.0. When there is a normal force in the
chord member n=0.5, the kn and the Qf will not be equivalent anymore. The value for factor kn is
equal to 0.8 but the Qf factor is equal to 0.76. This gives also a small difference in the ultimate
resistance for a T-joint in compression.
Table 6.2: Difference of notation between NEN-EN1993-1-8 and CIDECT publication.
kn factor according to the NEN-EN-1993-1-8
Qf according to the CIDECT
Parameter Qf
Parameter kn
For n  0 (compression):
kn  1.3 

0.4n



but kn  1.0

For n  0 (tension):
kn  1.0
  0,Ed 
for RHS chords
  M 5
f
 y0 

With: n  

Qf  1  n 

C1

with n  N0  M0 in connecting face
Npl ,0

Mpl ,0

where C1 is:
Chord compression stress (n<0):
C1  0.6  0.5
Chord tension stress (n≥0):
C1 = 0.10
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7| Parametrical study

In this chapter some literature about parametrical studies are discussed. For each literature the
types of loading and the parameters will be discussed.

7.1 Literature about parametrical study: Yu Y (1997). [4]
Yu Y. (1997) [4] researched the static strength of uniplanar and multi planar connection in
rectangular hollow sections for X-, T- and K-joints. For the research on T-joint Yu Y. used four type
of loading cases, shown in figure 7.1. The boundary conditions (BC’s) of the T-joint are modelled on
two supports. Due to the BC’s, the axial load applied to the brace will cause bending moments and
shear forces in the chord member. The extent of the chord bending moment and shear force
depends on the joint parameter α (=2l0/b0). This chord bending moment will reduce the ultimate
load capacity of the joint for a concentrated load applied to the brace. The influence of the axial
loading with or without chord bending moment is investigated during this research [2]. This is done
by using compensating bending moments M0 applied to the chord ends, in such a way that the
chord moment at the intersection between the brace and the chord remains zero. How this is
modelled in the FE-model is explained in chapter 8.4.

Figure 7.1: Parameter studies for T-joints under different loading cases
Source: [4]

The numerical analyses, in literature [4], covers failure due to plastification of the chord face and
chord walls. Punching shear and brace effective width failure are not included in the numerical
analyses.
Parameters of T-joint with axial loads including and excluding bending
The combinations of the different parameters during the research of Yu Y (1997) are shown in
figure 7.2. The definition of parameter α is 2 times the chord length to width ratio (2l0 / b0) and the
definition of parameter 2γ = b0/t0. The width of the chord was fixed at 150 mm. The chord and the
brace are made of square hollow sections. The length of the braces is 5 times their width. Several α
values have been used for a joint with a 2γ and a β. Yu concluded that the chord bending effect is
small for small β values (β=0.4 and 0.6) in combination with small α value (α=9). For larger β values
in combination with a small α value (α=9) the chord bending effect is getting quite large. The α
value has an effect on the chord bending and chord shear. To small α value may cause an influence
of the boundary conditions.
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Figure 7.2: Matrix parameter studies for uniplanar T-joints including chord bending
Source: [4]

Parameters of T-joint with axial loads excluding bending
The combinations of different parameters for T-joints excluding chord bending are shown in figure
7.3. The difference in parameter α is not included in this matrix. The bending moment at the
intersection between the chord and the brace is kept equal to 0, so the different α values will not
have influence. However, to small α value may cause an influence of the boundary conditions. The
width of the chord was fixed at 150 mm. The length of the braces is 5 times their width.

Figure 7.3: Matrix parameter studies for uniplanar T-joints excluding chord bending
Source: [4]
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Parameters of T-joint with in-plane bending
The combinations of different parameters for T-joints with in-plane bending are shown in figure
7.4. The failure modes which have been considered during this numerical study are, chord face
plastification and chord side wall yielding or buckling. The width of the chord was fixed at 150 mm.
The length of the chord is 6 times its width and the length of the braces is 5 times their width. A
different parameter η is included in order to check the validity of the formula according to the
CIDECT design guide. The parameter η is the ratio of the brace member depth to the chord
diameter or width (η = h1/b0).

Figure 7.4: Matrix parameter studies for uniplanar T-joints loaded with in-plane bending moments
Source: [4]
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7.2 Literature about parametrical study; Design of cold-formed stainless
steel tubular T- and X-joints [9]
Feng R and Young B (2011) [9] investigated cold-formed stainless steel RHS T-joints by using finite
element analysis. A parametric study was carried out to investigate the effect of geometric
parameters, with a total of 122 parametric studies for T-joints. These parameters with the validity
range used for axially loaded T-joints are shown Figure 7.5. In this figure is also shown what the
validity range of the current design specifications are.

Figure 7.5: Validity range of geometric parameters
Source: [9]

The boundary conditions and loads are modelled in the same way than that of the experimental
test set up from Feng R and Young B (2008) [10], shown in figure 7.6. The loading was introduced
by the bottom support and the top end of brace was restrained against all degree of freedom. The
bottom of the chord was also restrained against all degree of freedom, except for the displacement
in the loading direction.

Figure 7.6: Schematic sketch of the test set-up
Source: [10]

The parameters that are not described in the figure 7.5 are fixed for every test. Some of these are:
- The wall thickness of hollow sections should not be less than 2.5mm.
- The length of the chord member L0 was chosen as 5h0 + h1 to ensure that the stresses at the
brace and chord intersections are not affected by the ends of the chord.
- The length of the brace member L1 was chosen as 2.5h1 to avoid the overall buckling of brace
member, which cannot reveal the true ultimate capacity of the joint.
- The external corner radius Ri of strainless steel tube was taken as 2.5t when the thickness of
tube t is larger than 3 mm, otherwise the external corner radius was taken as 2t.
- The weld size (w) was taken as 2t, the definition of weld size w is shown in figure 7.7.
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Figure 7.7: definitions of symbols welde tubular T-joint
Source: [9]

In the research described in the literature [9] some experiments on X-joints with compressive
chord preloads applied to the tubular X-joints were taken as 10%, 30% and 50%.
Figure 7.8 illustrate where the failure modes obtained from the parametric study. Failure mode A
concerns chord face failure, failure mode B concerns chord side wall failure and failure mode A+B
concerns a combination of the two failure modes. Feng R and Young B concluded that the
parameters β and τ where important for which failure mode occurs. These failure modes are listed
with the region of β.
- Chord face failure generally occurs when β<0.7
- Chord side wall failure generally occurs when β>0.85
- Combined chord face failure and chord side wall failure 0.7≤β<0.85
- Local buckling failure of brace generally occurs when β>0.85 as well for τ<0.55.

Figure 7.8: Effects of β and h0/t0 on failure modes for col-formed stainless steel RHS T-joints
Source: [9]
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8| FEM literature
8.1 Geometry
In many literatures [9], [5] and [4], a quarter of a rectangular hollow section T-joint is modelled due
to the two planes of symmetry in the geometry. Only for T-joint loaded with an axial load can be
modelled in a quarter. Figure 8.1 shows the two symmetry surfaces.

Figure 8.1: Quarters of a RHS T-joint loaded with an axial force.
Source: [9]

The T-joints loaded with an in-plane bending moment can be modelled with a half of the geometry.
Figure 8.2 shows that one plane of symmetry is used.

Figure 8.2: Half of a RHS T-joint loaded with an in-plane moment.
Source: [4]

8.2 Element type
The two categories for the elements are: solid and shell elements. Both types of element can be
used for three-dimensional applications. Shell elements are mostly used when the thickness is
relatively small compared with the width and the length. [3] [4]
G. Davies & P. Crockett 1995 [5] modelled a T-DT joint with a 4 node thick shell elements for
modeling the brace and chord. 8 node shell element are more accurate than 4 node shell elements,
because 8 node shell elements use a quadratic interpolation functions for describing the
displacement en rotations and 4 node shell elements are using linear interpolation functions. But
by using 4 node shell elements the CPU time will reduced and it gives a satisfactory result. The weld
was modeled using a solid element, the effects of modeling the weld in solid of shell element has a
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small increase on the CPU time. For the T-DT joint with β=1.0 they used 8 node shell elements for
the brace and chord, because the 4 node elements have a poor ability to pick up the buckling
behavior of the side walls.
Van der Vegte 2005 [7], Choo et al. [8] and Feng R and Young B [9] concluded that by increasing the
number of element layers provided a satisfactory description of the non-linearity in the thickness
direction. Besides, the shell element can incorrectly allow the penetration of one member into the
other due to its ignorance of the physical thickness of the element.
The studies of Choo et al. [8], investigated, four layers of solid elements were modelled for a tube
wall thickness for a of the tubular members (b0 / t0 ≤ 20 for the chord member; and b1 / t1 ≤ 20 for
the brace member), and two layers of solid elements were used for thin-walled tubular members
(b0 / t0 > 20 for the chord member; and b1 / t1 > 20 for the brace member). This technique provides
a satisfactory simulation of possible non-linearity in the thickness direction.
Conclusion
The type of elements that will be used for modelling the T-joint in a numerical model are solid
element. Modelling a partly penetration weld in shell elements very difficult, because the thickness
of the brace is partly connected to the chord illustrated in figure 8.3. By using solid elements it is
possible to model non-linearity in the thickness direction. Besides, with the use of solid elements
stresses along the thickness direction can be predicted. Some disadvantages are, modeling of a
solid element takes more time than a shell element. An example is modeling the rounding of the
corner of the RHS. For solid elements it is also the case that for non-geometrical analyses the
integrations points are not on the edges of the mesh. Figure 8.4 illustrates the positions of the
nodes with a dot and the positions of the integration points with an x. The disadvantage of the
position of the integration points is that multiple layers must be used to ensure that the integration
point is nearly to the edges. Another disadvantage of using solid elements is the CPU time will
largely increase compared with sell elements. But, as also described by Van der Vegte 2005 [7], the
CPU time is reduced by the devolvement of computers.

Figure 8.3: Partly penetration weld

Figure 8.4: Overview of used elements in Abaqus

Source:

Source: [16]
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8.3 Loading and boundary conditions
Loadings and boundary conditions can be modelled in various ways. In the literature of Feng R and
Young B [9] modelling of the loads and boundary conditions for a T-joint are defined. The loading
was introduced by the bottom support, shown in figure 8.5. The load was applied in increments by
using the static method according to Abaqus. The loading was modelled by giving the bottom
support a displacement. The top end of brace was restrained against all degrees of freedom. The
bottom of the chord was also restrained against all degrees of freedom, except for the
displacement in the loading direction.

Figure 8.5: Schematic sketch of the test set-up
Source: [10]

Supporting the full bottom of the chord was already used by G. Davies and P. Crokockett 1993 [11]
and [5]. They supported the bottom of the corners of the chord on roller bearings on a rigid
foundation, illustrated in figure 8.6, in order to prevent chord bending failure.

Figure 8.6: Supporting conditions
Source: [11]
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Yu Y (1997) [4] investigated the influence of chord bending failure for a T-joint. In his investigation
he used the supporting conditions shown in figure 8.7. One time with the influence of chord
bending created by loads N0,m and one time without influence of chord bending so without the
loads N0,m. These loads on the end of the chord ensure that at the intersection between chord and
the brace the chord bending moment is equal to 0. He concluded that the ultimate load capacity of
joints with chord bending is reduced compared to joints with compensating bending moment.
Figure 8.8 gives results of FE-analyses, the dashed lines are results with cord bending and the
continuous line is a result without chord bending. Besides, for smaller α values, the bending effect
is smaller. For to small α value may cause an influence of the boundary conditions. The effect of
chord bending and chord shear also depends on α value for a specified set of β and 2γ values.

Figure 8.7: Supporting conditions

Figure 8.8: Influence of the chord bending

Source: [4]

Source: [4]

Conclusion
The type of loading and boundary conditions that will be used is the same as used by Feng R and
Young B [9], by G. Davies and P. Crokockett 1993 [11] and [5]. The bottom of the chord will be
supported to prevent chord bending failure. The design rules according to the NEN-EN 1993-1-8 [1]
do not take into account the bending chord moments. Only the normal force in the chord member
will be taken into account in the ultimate resistance of a T-joint. To convert the design rules
according to the NEN-EN 1993-1-8 [1] into aluminum there must be only normal force in the chord,
so chord bending moments must be prevented. This can simply be obtained by supporting the
bottom of the chord member.
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9| Experimental

The experimental research that will be used to validate the numerical models will be discussed in
this chapter. Two different researches will be discussed in the up-coming paragraphs, experimental
research of T. Partanen and T. Björk (1993) [14] and the article about experimental investigation of
Ran Feng and Ben Young about cold-formed stainless steel tubular T-joints [10]. The research of T.
Partanen and T. Bjork [14] will be validated with numerical models with a tensile load. The research
of Ran Feng and Ben Young [10] will be validated with numerical models with a compression
loading. The numerical models with an in-plane bending moment will be validated with the design
rules according to the NEN-EN 1993-1-8 [1] table 7.14.

9.1 Experimental research: T. Partanen and T. Björk (1993). [14]
T. Partanen and T. Björk investigated the convergence of the yield line theory and experimental
test results of RHS K- and T-joints. The publication of [14] included the test results of 30 K-joints and
15 T-joints, where tested at Lappeenranta University of Technology. The publication also include 9
test results of T-joint test by Zhao (1991) and Hancock and 7 test results of Morita Yamamoto and
Ebato (1990). The experimental tests tested at the Lappeenranta University of Technology will be
elaborated in the upcoming section, these test where detailed given in the article.
T-joint tests of Björk at Lappeenranta University of Technology.
A total of 15 hot-rolled RHS specimens, having constant chord member size and a varying brace
member dimensions ware tested at room temperature. The brace member was loaded in tension
in such a way that the bending of the chord cross section was prevented by continuous support
system. This support system is not given in the publication [14]. The dimensions of specimens are
shown in figure 9.3. Some parameters are:
- β is width ratio between brace and chord
- g10 is the true gap between the brace (=weld toe to weld toe length), illustrated in figure 9.3.
- l1 is the distance between the cross weld toes of the bracing member
- The chord member section was 199x100x7.8 and was pleased horizontal with a length of 500
mm.
- The thickness of brace, t1 was 2mm in specimens 1-4, 3.9mm in specimens 5-11 and 6 mm in
the rest.
- The average yield and ultimate strengths of the material used, Fe44, measured form the flat
side of the chord section, and were 288 MPa and 422 MPa.
The nominal weld leg length was 6 mm (varying between 4 mm and 8 mm), Figure 9.4 gives the
definition of the leg length.

Figure 9.3: Competing plastic hinge mechanisms g10

Figure 9.4: Definition of leg length of weld
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The dimensions which are not described in the article [14] can be calculated using some
parameters used during this research, β and g10 and l1. These dimensions are given in table 9.1.
Table 9.1: Geometrical dimensions of test samples
Parameters according to
article
g10
l1
spec
β
[mm] [mm]
1
0.2
75
52
2
0.3
64
51
3
0.5
44
93
4
0.6
35
95
5
0.6
32
51
6
0.8
14
94
7
0.9
8
93
8
0.8
14
141
9
0.9
3.5
135
10
0.8
10
177
11
12
13
14
15

1
0.8
0.9
0.9
1

0
13
4
3.5
0

185
96
96
135
142

leg
[mm]
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6

Chord
b0
[mm]
199
199
199
199
199
199
199
199
199
199

h0
[mm]
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100

t0
[mm]
7.8
7.8
7.8
7.8
7.8
7.8
7.8
7.8
7.8
7.8

Brace
b1
[mm]
40
60
100
120
120
160
180
160
180
160

h1
[mm]
40
40
80
80
40
80
80
120
120
160

t1
[mm]
2
2
2
2
3.9
3.9
3.9
3.9
3.9
3.9

6
6
6
6
6

199
199
199
199
199

100
100
100
100
100

7.8
7.8
7.8
7.8
7.8

200
160
180
180
200

170
80
80
120
130

3.9
6
6
6
6
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The results are also shown in table 9.5. The symbols and remarks of table 3 are:
Nty is yield capacity according to test
Ntu is ultimate test capacity
Ncy is calculated yield capacity according to the yield line model
Ncu is calculated ultimate capacity according to the model
NyCI is calculated design capacity according to EC3
NuCI is Calculated mean ultimate capacity according CIDECT
Table 9.5 gives also the type of failure modes:
- FY is failure mode chord face failure
- FI is interaction 0.8<β<1.0
- FE is brace failure
- PI is Cidect validity criteria passed, failure interaction 0.8<β<1.0

Figure 9.5: Dimensions and results of T-joint by Björk (1991)
Source: [14]

The disadvantage is that there is no description of the test set-up. The publication [14] described
only that the boundary condition prevented chord face failure. Another disadvantage is that the
geometrical dimensions are not measured for each test. In the publication is told that the leg
length varied from 4 mm to 8 mm, the leg length is not measured for each test. The brace
thicknesses of test sample 1 until 11 are very thin, a thickness of 2.0 and 3.9 mm. For test 12 until
15 the wall thickness of the brace is larger, 6.0 mm. A few of these tests results will be used to
validate the numerical model.
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9.2 Experimental work: Ran Feng and Ben Young (2008). [10]
Ran Feng and Ben Young investigated a wide range of cold-formed stainless steel welded T-joints
and X-joints from square and rectangular hollow section brace and chord members. A total of 22
tests were performed. The publication provides the joint strengths, failure modes and the loaddeformation curves of the test specimens.
The dimensions of the test specimens are given in table 9.2. Figure 9.6 illustrate some of the
dimension. To ensure that the stresses at the brace and chord intersection are not affected by the
ends of the chord, the length of the chord member L0 was chosen as 5h1+h1. To avoid overall
buckling of the brace members, the length of the brace member L1 was chosen as 2.5h1. For all
specimens, the seam weld of the brace and chord member was positioned parallel to each other.
Except for specimens with chord member dimensions 110x200x4, the seam weld was positioned in
the chord side wall.

Figure 9.6: Dimensions and results of T-joint by Björk (1991)
Source: [10]

The specimens are labelled as follows:
- First letter: T indicate T-joint specimens
- Second letter: indicates type of steel; D=duplex stainless steel, H = high strength austenitic
stainless steel HSA and N = Normal strength austenitic stainless steel type AISI 304
- Third letter: C indicates chord member with h0xt0
- Fourth letter: B indicates brace member with h1xt1
- Last letter: R indicates that the test is repeated.
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Table 9.2: Measured specimen dimensions for welded R and SHS T-joints [10]

The SHS and RHS were cold-rolled from austenitic stainless steel type AISI 304 (EN 1.4301), high
strength austenitic HSA and duplex (EN 1.4462) stainless steel sheets. The brace and chord
members were selected form the same bath of tubes and could be expected to have similar
material properties. Table 9.3 gives the material properties determined by tensile coupon tests and
the young’s modulus (E) is given. For each tensile test the proportional limit stress (σp), the static
0.1% (σ0.1), 0.2 % (σ0.2), 0.5 % (σ0.5) and 1.0% (σ1.0) tensile proof stresses, the static ultimate tensile
stress (σu) and the elongation after fracture (εf) based on a gauge length of 50 mm where given.
Table 9.3: Material properties of stainless steel tubes [10]
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The welds are designed to guarantee failure of the brace or chord members rather than the welds.
The welds are laid using shielded metal arc welding. The weld sizes w and w’ (for β=1.0 T-joint) are
given in table 9.2. For welding the high strength stainless steel, duplex and high strength austenitic,
specimens they used electrodes of type E2209-17 with nominal 0.2% proof stress of 635 Mpa,
tensile strength of 830 MPA and elongation of 25%. For welding the normal strength stainless steel,
AISI 304, specimens, they used electrodes of type E308L-17 with nominal 0.2% proof stress of 440
MPa, tensile strength of 570 MPa and elongation of 37%. The other dimensions that were used for
welding are given in table 9.4, and the definitions of the dimensions are illustrated in figure 9.7.

Figure 9.7: Definition of symbols for welding properties
Source: [10]

Table 9.4: Welding properties for welded R and SHS T-joints [10]
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The tests were performed with a compression loading, the chord member of the specimen was
supported along its entire length to prevent chord bending failure. Figure 9.8, gives a schematic
sketch of the test setup. The compression force was introduced by a loading ram on the bottom
support. The bottom end plate ensures that the entire chord member was compressed. The top
end of the brace was fixed so that a uniform axial compression load could be applied to the
specimen. The load where introduced by using a displacement control loading, so the tests will be
continued in the post-ultimate range.

Figure 9.8: Schematic sketch of test set up.
Source: [10]

The positions of the displacement transducers are illustrated in figure 9.9.

Figure 9.9: Deformations used during testing.
Source: [10]

During the tests three main failure modes were observed, chord face failure, chord side wall failure
and local buckling failure of brace. Table 9.5 gives the ultimate loads of the specimens, the
maximum indentation of the flange and the deflection of the web of the chord. The type of failure
is indicated with a; A for chord face failure, B for chord side wall failure and a C for local buckling
failure of the brace.
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Table 9.5: Ultimate limit state load and failure modes of welded tubular T-joint test [10]

Note: A = chord face failure; B = chord side wall failure; C = local buckling failure of brace

In table 9.6 the serviceability limit states of the test results are given. They used two serviceability
limits, the deformation of the joint should be limited at 1% of the chord width b0 and the
deformation of the joint should be limited at 3% of the chord width b0. For these two deformation
limits the test strength are calculated, test strength at 1%b0 (N1%b0) and test strength at 3%b0
(N3%b0). In some cases the test strength at 3%b0 is bigger than the ultimate test strength.
Table 9.6: Serviceability limit state load and failure modes of welded tubular T-joint test [10]
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The test results with specimen member thickness greater than 4 mm will be used to validate the
numerical model. A disadvantage is that the mechanical properties of the seam weld and the haz
are not discussed in the publication of R. Feng and B. Young [10]. R. In another publication of R.
Feng and B. Young [9], the test results are used to validate the numerical models. Also in this
publication the seam weld and the haz are not mentioned.
The failure mode punching shear is not covered in one of these experiment. The numerical model
which will cover this failure mechanism will be validated with the design rules according to the
NEN-EN 1993-1-8 [1] art. 7.5.2.1 Table 7.11. Also bending moment is not covert in these
experimental tests, these numerical models will be validated with the NEN-EN 1993-1-8 [1] art.
7.5.2.1 Table 7.14. So it is possible to validate the numerical models of all different kind of failure
mechanism.
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